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Abstract

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) integrate digital cyber technologies with physical

processes. The variability of these systems is increasing in order to give solution to

the different customers demands. As a result, CPSs are becoming configurable or

even product lines, which means that they can be set into thousands or millions of

configurations. Testing configurable CPSs is a time consuming process, mainly due to

the large amount of configurations that need to be tested. The large amount of config-

urations that need to be tested makes it infeasible to use a prototype of the system. As

a result, configurable CPSs are being tested using simulation. However, testing CPSs

under simulation is still challenging. First, the simulation time is usually long, since

apart of the software, the physical layer needs to be simulated. This physical layer is

typically modeled with complex mathematical models, which is computationally very

costly. Second, CPSs involve different domains, such as, mechanical and electrical.

Engineers of different domains typically employ different tools for modeling their

subsystems. As a result, co-simulation is being employed to interconnect different

modeling and simulation tools. Despite co-simulation being an advantage in terms of

engineers flexibility, the use of different simulation tools makes the simulation time

longer. Lastly, when testing CPSs employing simulation, different test levels exist (i.e.,

Model, Software and Hardware-in-the-Loop), what increases the time for executing

test cases.

This thesis aims at advancing the current practice on testing configurable CPSs by

proposing methods for automation, optimization and debugging. Regarding automa-

tion, first, we propose a tool supported methodology to automatically generate test

system instances that permit automatically testing configurations of the configurable

CPS (e.g., by employing test oracles). Second, we propose a test case generation

approach based on multi-objective search algorithms that generate cost-effective test

suites. As for optimization, we propose a test case selection and a test case priori-

tization approach, both of them based on search algorithms, to cost-effectively test

configurable CPSs at different test levels. Regarding debugging, we adapt a technique

named Spectrum-Based Fault Localization to the product line engineering context
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and propose a fault isolation method. This permits localizing bugs not only in config-

urable CPSs but also in any product line where feature models are employed to model

variability.
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Laburpena

Sistema Ziber-Fisikoek sistema ziber digitalak sistema fisikoekin uztartzen dituzte.

Sistema hauen aldakortasuna handitzen ari da erabiltzaileen hainbat behar betetzeko.

Ondorioz, sistema ziber-fisikoa aldakorrak edota produktu lerroak ari dira garatzen

eta sistema hauek milaka edo milioika konfiguraziotan konfiguratu daitezke. Sistema

ziber-fisiko aldakorren test eta balidazioa prozesua garestia da, batez ere probatu

beharreko konfigurazio kopuruaren ondorioz. Konfigurazio kopuru altuak sistemaren

prototipo bat erabiltzea ezinezkoa egiten du. Horregatik, sistema ziber-fisiko aldagar-

riak simulazio modeloak erabilita probatzen dira. Hala ere, simulazio bidez sistema

ziber-fisikoak probatzea erronka izaten jarraitzen du. Hasteko, simulazio denbora

altua izaten da normalki, software-az aparte, sistema fisikoa simulatu behar delako.

Sistema fisiko hau normalean modelo matematiko konplexuen bitartez modelatzen da,

konputazionalki garestia delarik. Jarraitzeko, sistema ziber-fisikoek ingeniaritzaren

domeinu ezberdinak dituzte tartean, adibidez mekanika edo elektronika. Domeinu

bakoitzak bere simulazio erremienta erabiltzen du, eta erremienta guzti hauek inter-

konektatzeko ko-simulazioa erabiltzen da. Nahiz eta ko-simulazioa abantaila bat izan

ematen duen flexibilitateagatik, simulagailu ezberdinen erabilerak simulazio denbora

handiagotzen du. Azkenik, sistema ziber-fisikoak simulaziopean probatzean, probak

maila ezberdinetan egin behar dira (adb., Model, Software eta Hardware-in-the-Loop

mailak), eta honek, proba-kasuak exekutatzeko denbora handitzen du.

Tesi honen helburua sistema ziber-fisiko aldakorren test jardunbideak hobetzea

da, horretarako automatizazio, optimizazio eta arazketa metodoak proposatzen ditu.

Automatizazioari dagokionez, lehenengo, erremienta-bidezko metodologia bat pro-

posatzen da. Metodologia hau test sistema instantziak automatikoki sortzeko gai

da, test sistema hauek sistema ziber-fisiko aldagarrien konfigurazioak automatikoki

probatzeko gai dira (adb., test orakuluen bitartez). Bigarren, test frogak automatikoki

sortzeko planteamendu bat proposatzen da helburu anitzeko bilaketa algoritmoak

erabilita. Optimizazioari dagokionez, test frogen aukeraketarako planteamendu bat eta

test frogen priorizaziorako beste planteamendu bat proposatzen dira, biak bilaketa al-
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goritmoak erabiliz, sistema ziber-fisiko aldakorrak test maila ezberdinetan probatzeko

helburuarekin. Arazketari dagokionez, “espektroan oinarritutako falten lokalizazioa”

izeneko teknika bat produktu lerroen testuingurura adaptatu da, eta faltak isolatzeko

metodo bat proposatzen da. Honek, falta ezberdinak lokalizatzea errezten du ez bakar-

rik sistema ziber-fisiko aldakorretan, baizik eta edozein produktu lerrotan non “feature

model” delako modeloak erabiltzen diren aldakortasuna kudeatzeko.
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Resumen

Los sistemas cyber-físicos (CPSs) integran tecnologías digitales con procesos físicos.

La variabilidad de estos sistemas está creciendo para responder a la demanda de difer-

entes clientes. Como consecuencia de ello, los CPSs están volviéndose configurables

e incluso líneas de producto, lo que significa que pueden ser configurados en miles

y millones de configuraciones. El testeo de sistemas cyber-físicos configurables es

un proceso costoso, en general debido a la cantidad de configuraciones que han de

ser testeadas. El número de configuraciones a testear hace imposible el uso de un

prototipo del sistema. Por ello, los sistemas CPSs configurables están siendo testeadas

utilizando modelos de simulación. Sin embargo, el testeo de sistemas cyber-físicos

bajo simulación sigue siendo un reto. Primero, el tiempo de simulación es normal-

mente largo, ya que, además del software, la capa física del CPS ha de ser testeada.

Esta capa física es típicamente modelada con modelos matemáticos complejos, lo cual

es computacionalmente caro. Segundo, los sistemas cyber-físicos implican el uso de

diferentes dominios de la ingeniería, como por ejemplo la mecánica o la electrónica.

Por ello, para interconectar diferentes herramientas de modelado y simulación hace

falta el uso de la co-simulación. A pesar de que la co-simulación es una ventaja en

términos de flexibilidad para los ingenieros, el uso de diferentes simuladores hace

que el tiempo de simulación sea más largo. Por último, al testear sistemas cyber-

físicos haciendo uso de simulación, existen diferentes niveles (p.ej., Model, Software

y Hardware-in-the-Loop), lo cual incrementa el tiempo para ejecutar casos de test.

Esta tesis tiene como objetivo avanzar en la práctica actual del testeo de sis-

temas cyber-físicos configurables, proponiendo métodos para la automatización, op-

timización y depuración. En cuanto a la automatización, primero, se propone una

metodología soportada por una herramienta para generar automáticamente instancias

de sistemas de test que permiten testear automáticamente configuraciones del sistema

CPS configurable (p.ej., haciendo uso de oráculos de test). Segundo, se propone un

enfoque para generación de casos de test basado en algoritmos de búsqueda multi-

objetivo, los cuales generan un conjunto de casos de test. En cuanto a la optimización,

se propone un enfoque para selección y otro para priorización de casos de test, ambos
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basados en algoritmos de búsqueda, de cara a testear eficientemente sistemas cyber-

físicos configurables en diferentes niveles de test. En cuanto a la depuración, se adapta

una técnica llamada “Localización de Fallos Basada en Espectro” al contexto de líneas

de productos y proponemos un método de aislamiento de fallos. Esto permite localizar

bugs no solo en sistemas cyber-físicos configurables sino también en cualquier línea

de producto donde se utilicen modelos de características para gestionar la variabilidad.
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Foundation and Context





Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter introduces the main motivation and scope of the research carried out

by the Ph.D. student and which problems have been tackled. The selected research

methodology is introduced. The main technical contributions are summarized and the

publications for each of the technical contribution are highlighted. In addition, the

accomplished research activities, such as research stays, are described.

1.1 Motivation and Scope of the Research

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) are defined by Lee and Seshia as “an integration

of computation with physical processes whose behavior is defined by both physical

and cyber parts of the system” [LS15]. The physical layer is composed of physical

processes, which are a set of many parallel processes [DLSV11] running in continuous

time according to laws of physics [LBB15]. The cyber layer, which is composed of

computational platforms and networks, monitors and controls the physical processes

usually with feedback loops [DLSV11]. Computational platforms consist of several

sensors, actuators, embedded computers and embedded software. The network fabric

provides communication mechanisms for the computer platforms.

When CPSs have to be customized to clients demands, variability must be effi-

ciently managed during all the development stages, which considerably increases the

complexity of the system development and validation. Variability can be understood

as configurability (i.e., variability in product space) or as modifiability (i.e., variability

in the time space) [TH02]. Configurable CPS development processes can be similar

to those processes employed in product line engineering. In product line engineering,

two main layers are considered: the domain engineering layer and the application

engineering layer. The domain engineering layer involves different engineering tasks

that consider variability of the product (i.e., variability in the product, in requirements,

etc.). The purpose of the domain engineering layer is to create assets that will be

reused in the application engineering layer. In the application engineering layer, the
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1. INTRODUCTION

variability is resolved to create a specific system variant. The assets developed in the

domain engineering layer are reused to create a variant, reducing the time for the

development of different configurations. The assets are typically traced with features

in order to model and manage variability. A feature is defined as any increment in

product functionality [Bat05]. Features and their possible interactions are typically

depicted in a feature model. A feature model represents all the possible products of

a configurable system in terms of features and constraints among them [KCH+90].

The feature modeling notations is the one that is most used in industry to manage

variability [BRN+13].

Highly configurable CPSs can be configured into thousands or even millions of

system variants and it is impracticable to test all possible configurations. Consequently,

it is infeasible to use real prototypes of the systems. In addition, cost-effectively testing

these systems is important to save time while achieving a high overall test quality.

Simulation models that represent aspects such as system behavior, environment,

structures and properties of CPSs are capable of raising the level of abstraction at

which testing is performed [BNSB16]. Employing simulation models permits software

engineers to (1) execute more test cases, (2) develop test methods to select scenarios

that should also be executed on the deployed system based on the risk level (e.g.,

fault revealing capability) and (3) specify test oracles for the automatic fault detection

[BNSB16]. Moreover, simulation permits testing scenarios that could be dangerous,

expensive or even impossible to reproduce employing a real prototype (e.g., safety

related scenarios such as the free fall of a lift). However, although the use of simulation

methods permits several advantages, testing configurable CPSs is still expensive. The

challenges of testing configurable CPSs that have been addressed in this thesis are the

following ones:

� One of the reasons of testing a specific system variant in the CPSs domain is being

expensive is because manually generating a test system for a configuration is an

error-prone, non-systematic and time consuming process. The use of a test system

permits a systematic validation of simulation models by automating the execution

and evaluation of test cases, reusing the most relevant test cases across the different

development stages or employing test optimization algorithms to improve the test

execution time while maintaining the overall test quality.

� CPSs have been cataloged as untestable systems and traditional testing techniques,

such as Model-Based Testing (MBT) or formal methods, are usually expensive,

time consuming or infeasible to apply [BNSB16]. This is due to the fact that it is

challenging for the traditional testing techniques to capture complex continuous
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dynamics and interactions between the system and its environment (e.g., people

walking around when automatic braking systems are in use for automotive systems)

[BNSB16, MNBB16]. As a result, novel techniques for generating test cases must

be proposed. In addition, simulation-based testing has been envisioned as an

efficient means to test CPSs in a systematic and automated manner [BNSB16].

� The generated test suite for a configurable CPS is usually large. In addition, note

that apart from simulating the software itself, many parallel physical processes

corresponding to the physical layer have to be simulated [DLSV11]. These physical

processes are often modeled with complex mathematical models, which consider-

ably increase the computational needs and as a result, the simulation time required

to test each configuration. Moreover, CPSs have to be throughly tested across

the different “in the Loop” test levels (i.e., Model-in-the-Loop (MiL), Software-

in-the-Loop (SiL) and Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL)). Thus, if test cases are not

selected in a cost-effective manner, the cost of testing CPSs will be exponentially

high. It is worth mentioning that one of the idiosyncrasies of CPS testing is that the

three levels (i.e., MiL, SiL and HiL) have their own characteristics, which require

defining corresponding objectives for the test case selection.

� Despite selecting a set of test cases, it is also important to prioritize them. This

is because the execution of the entire test suite is not always feasible or because

it is important to detect faults as fast as possible to begin the debugging process.

However, the test prioritization is a non-trivial problem due to the huge search space.

Moreover, each test suite must be executed at a specific “in the Loop” test level,

and each of these test levels have their own characteristics, which, as in the case of

test case selection, requires defining corresponding test prioritization objectives.

� Debugging configurable systems is challenging due to the difficulty to find and

isolate the faulty features in the configurable system. Moreover, even if a suspicious

feature or set of features are detected, it might still be difficult to generate small

valid products (i.e., satisfying the constraints of the variability model) where the

failure is reproduced and the defective assets can be pinpointed. In this context, the

recent advances on configurable systems testing contrast with the poor support for

debugging, which remains as a manual and time-consuming endeavor.

1.2 Research Methodology

The selected research method is an iterative model named design and creation [VK04].

The methodology is constituted by five phases, which are also named process steps.
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Each process steps has an output that can be understood as the result of the activity

related to the process step. Figure 1.1 depicts the overview of the methodology. The

process steps are described bellow:

Knowledge

flows

Knowledge

contribution

Circunsciption

Outputs

Proposal

Tentative 

design

Artifact

Performance

measures

Results

Process

steps

Awareness

Suggestion

Development

Evaluation

Conclusion

Publications

Figure 1.1: General overview of the research methodology

� Awareness of Problem: It is the first step, where an interesting problem is detected.

The awareness of the problem might come from sources such as new developments

in the industries or reading in an allied discipline. The output of this phase is a

formal or an informal proposal.

� Suggestion: The second step is related to the suggestion; in this phase, a creative

step with novel functionalities is envisioned. A tentative design is suggested as an

output and likely, the performance of a first version or a prototype of the design

could be shown.

� Development: The tentative design is further developed and implemented in the

third phase, following different techniques for its implementation depending on the

artifact to be created. As output, a novel artifact is provided.

� Evaluation: The developed artifact is evaluated according to a certain criteria in

the evaluation phase. This phase contains analytic sub-phases where hypotheses

are tested. The output of this phase will be a set of performance measures.
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� Conclusion: It is the end of a research cycle or a research effort. It is the last phase

of the iterative model and the results from the design and creation model meet

the requirements specified in the previous steps. Results are consolidated and the

obtained knowledge is detailed and disseminated.

1.3 Technical Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

� A methodology supported by a tool for the automatic generation of test system

instances for configurable CPSs. Firstly, a test system supporting variability that is

specific to CPSs is designed. Secondly, a tool, named ASTERYSCO, is developed

which automatically generates the designed test system for configurations of a

configurable CPS whilst taking a variability model into account.1 This contribution

has resulted in the publication of a set of papers [ASE14a, ASE14c, ASE14b,

ASE15b, ASEZ17].

� A test case generation approach for CPSs with tool support developed on top of

multi-objective search algorithms that returns a prioritized test suite. First, four

corresponding test objectives are defined: (1) test execution time, (2) requirements

coverage (3) test case similarity and (4) prioritization-aware similarity. Secondly,

with the aim of generating and prioritizing the so-called “reactive test cases”, a

crossover operator is developed in addition to different mutation operators at two

levels (i.e., test suite and test case level).2 The algorithm is integrated in a tool

with the aim of obtaining the characteristics of the configurable CPS via feature

models. The tool is also capable of concretizing the test cases in order to make them

executable in Simulink models. The approach is integrated with five pareto-based

multi-objective search algorithms and empirically evaluated with four case studies,

one of them being an industrial case study. Results showed that Non-dominated

Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) is the best one for solving the proposed

problem. This contribution has resulted in the publication of a paper in the IEEE

Congress on Evolutionary Computation (CEC 2017) [AWM+17]. Moreover, the

extension of the published paper was sent to IEEE Transactions on Industrial

Informatics.

� A search-based approach that cost-effectively selects test cases to test system

variants of configurable CPSs at the MiL, SiL and HiL test levels is proposed.
1Information about the developed tool can be found in the following webpage:

https://sites.google.com/a/mondragon.edu/asterysco and Chapter 5
2Reactive test cases are the types of test cases employed in this thesis, further explained in Chapter 2
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Specific test selection objectives are defined for each of the test levels. Based on the

selected objectives, three independent fitness functions are selected and integrated

within four search algorithms. An empirical evaluation with two case studies and

75 artificial problems is conducted, suggesting that the proposed algorithms can

outperform Random Search (RS) in both quality and cost. This contribution was

published in the 19th International Conference in Systems and Software Product

Line Engineering (SPLC 2016) [AWSE16a].

� A search-based test prioritization approach for configurable CPSs, that prioritizes

reactive test cases employing search algorithms for the MiL, SiL and HiL test levels

is proposed. Specific test prioritization objectives are defined for each of the test

levels (e.g., reduction of simulation time). Three independent fitness functions are

defined and integrated within four search algorithms (two of them global and two

of them local). Four different case studies are employed to evaluate the selected

search algorithms. Moreover, the scalability of the search algorithms is assessed

using 570 artificial problems. The results showed that local search algorithms

performed better than global search algorithms. This contribution was published in

the Proceedings of the Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference (GECCO

2016) [AWSE16b]. Furthermore, its extension was sent to the Journal of Systems

and Software (JSS).

� A debugging approach for configurable systems that employ feature models to

manage variability. Spectrum-Based Fault Localization (SBFL) techniques are

adapted to the Software Product Line (SPL) engineering context, permitting the

localization of faulty feature sets. In addition, a fault isolation algorithm that

permits the generation of the smallest possible product to reduce debugging efforts

is proposed. The approach is evaluated through an empirical evaluation, where ten

SBFL techniques are evaluated in nine case studies and under different conditions

(i.e., different types of faults). This contribution was sent to the Information and

Software Technology (IST) journal.

1.4 Publications

Different peer-reviewed publications were published in journals and at conferences

during the Ph.D. studies. Notice that some of the conference publication papers are

ranked by a raking systems supported by the Spanish Informatics Scientific Society

(SCIE (www.scie.es)).3 The journal publications are scored with their current Journal

3http://gii-grin-scie-rating.scie.es/
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Citation Report (JCR) score as well as their quartile.

1.4.1 Journal Articles

A journal article was published at the Software Quality Journal. Furthermore, by the

time this dissertation was submitted, three journal paper were in the second round of

review. These three journal included Information and Software Technology journal,

Journal of Systems and Software and IEEE Transactions on Industrial Informatics.

The journal articles are listed below in chronological order:

� A. Arrieta, G. Sagardui, L. Etxeberria, and J. Zander. “Automatic Generation

of Test System Instances for Configurable Cyber-Physical Systems” in Software

Quality Journal, 2017, pp. 1041-1083 JCR: 1.816. Q2.

� A. Arrieta, S. Segura, U. Markiegi, G. Sagardui, L. Etxeberria. “Spectrum-Based

Fault Localization in Software Product Lines” in Information and Software Tech-

nology JCR: 2.694. Q1. Second round of review.

� A. Arrieta, S. Wang, G. Sagardui, L. Etxeberria. “Search-Based Test Case Prioriti-

zation for Simulation-Based Testing of Cyber-Physical System Product Lines” in

Journal of Systems and Software JCR: 2.444. Q1. Second round of review.

� A. Arrieta, S. Wang, U. Markiegi, G. Sagardui, L. Etxeberria. “Employing Multi-

Objective Search to Enhance Reactive Test Case Generation and Prioritization for

Testing Industrial Cyber-Physical Systems” in IEEE Transactions on Industrial

Informatics JCR: 6.764. Q1. Second round of review.

1.4.2 International Conferences

A total of eleven publications were achieved at international conferences, including

ETFA, VALID, SPLC, GECCO, CEC and ISSRE. The publications are listed below:

� A. Arrieta, G. Sagardui, and L. Etxeberria. “Towards the Automatic Generation

and Management of Plant Models for the Validation of Highly Configurable Cyber-

Physical Systems” Proceedings of 2014 IEEE 19th Conference on Emerging Tech-

nologies & Factory Automation (ETFA), 2014, pp. 1-8; Ranking_SCIE: B

� A. Arrieta, G. Sagardui, and L. Etxeberria. “A Model-Based Testing Methodology

for the Systematic Validation of Highly Configurable Cyber-Physical Systems”

VALID 2014: The Sixth International Conference on Advances in System Testing

and Validation Lifecycle, 2014, 66-72
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� A. Arrieta, G. Sagardui, and L. Etxeberria. “A Configurable Test Architecture

for the Automatic Validation of Variability-Intensive Cyber-Physical Systems” in

VALID 2014: The Sixth International Conference on Advances in System Testing

and Validation Lifecycle, 2014, pp.79-83

� A. Arrieta, G. Sagardui, and L. Etxeberria. “Test control algorithms for the valida-

tion of cyber-physical systems product lines,” in Software Product Line Conference

(SPLC’2015), 2015, pp. 273-282; Ranking_SCIE: A-

� A. Arrieta, G. Sagardui, and L. Etxeberria. “Variability in Test Systems: Review

and Challenges” in VALID 2015: The Seventh International Conference on Ad-

vances in System Testing and Validation Lifecycle, 2015 , pp. 15-22

� A. Arrieta, S. Wang, G. Sagardui, and L. Etxeberria. “Test Case Prioritization

of Configurable Cyber-Physical Systems with Weight-Based Search Algorithms”

in GECCO2016: Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference, 2016, pp.

1053-1060; Ranking_SCIE: A

� A. Arrieta, S. Wang, G. Sagardui, and L. Etxeberria. “Search-Based Test Case

Selection of Cyber-Physical System Product Lines for Simulation-Based Vali-

dation” in SPLC2016: Software Product Line Conference, 2016, pp. 297-306;

Ranking_SCIE: A-

� A. Arrieta, S. Wang, U.Markiegi, G. Sagardui, and L. Etxeberria. “Search-Based

Test Case Generation for Cyber-Physical Systems” in CEC2017: IEEE Congress

on Evolutionary Computation, 2017, pp. 688-697; Ranking_SCIE: A-

� U. Markiegi, A. Arrieta, S. Wang, G. Sagardui, and L. Etxeberria. “Search-Based

Product Line Fault Detection Allocating Test Cases Iteratively” in SPLC2017:

Software Product Line Conference, 2017, pp. 123-132; Ranking_SCIE: A-

� G. Sagardui, L. Etxeberria, J. Agirre, A. Arrieta, C.F. Nicolás, and J.M. Martín.

“A Configurable Validation Environment for Refactored Embedded Software: an

Application to the Vertical Transport Domain” in ISSRE 2017 (Industry Track):

IEEE International Symposium on Software Reliability Engineering, 2017, Rank-
ing_SCIE: A

� L. Etxeberria, F. Larrinaga, U. Markiegi, A. Arrieta, G. Sagardui. "Enabling

Co-Simulation of Smart Energy Control Systems for Buildings and Districts"

in ETFA2017: IEEE 22nd Conference on Emerging Technologies and Factory

Automation, 2017, Ranking_SCIE: B
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1.4.3 Workshops and National Conferences

In addition to international conferences, four national conference paper were published,

including JCE and JISBD. Furthermore, a workshop paper was published at ECMSM

2017 in collaboration with an industrial partner. These papers are listed below:

� A. Arrieta, G. Sagardui, and L. Etxeberria. “A Comparative on Variability Mod-

elling and Management Approaches in Simulink for Embedded Systems” in V

Jornadas de Computación Empotrada, 2014, pp. 26-33

� A. Arrieta, G. Sagardui, and L. Etxeberria. “Cyber-physical systems product lines:

Variability analysis and challenges,” in VI Jornadas de Computación Empotrada,

2015.

� A. Arrieta, U.Markiegi, and L. Etxeberria. “Towards Mutation Testing of Config-

urable Simulink Models: a Product Line Engineering Perspective” in JISBD2017:

XXII Jornadas de Ingeniería del Software y Bases de Datos, 2017

� X. Perez, O. Berreteaga, L. Etxeberria, A. Arrieta, and U. Markiegi. “Modeling Sys-

tems Variability with Delta Rhapsody” in JISBD2017: XXII Jornadas de Ingeniería

del Software y Bases de Datos, 2017

� G. Sagardui, J. Agirre, U. Markiegi, A. Arrieta, C.F. Nicolás, and J.M. Martín.

“Multiplex: A Co-Simulation Architecture for Elevators Validation” in ECMSM

2017: IEEE International Workshop of Electronics, Control, Measurement, Signals

and their application to Mechatronics, 2017, 1-6

1.5 Related Activities

In addition to attending the conferences of the aforementioned conference publications,

the Ph.D. student has accomplished other activities that helped him in his training as a

researcher. These activities have included talks at industrial conferences as well as

summer schools, service to the community, three research stays and participation in

European projects.

1.5.1 Talks

The work developed during this dissertation was also disseminated in the following

forums:

11
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� 9th Graz Symposium Virtuellez Fahrzeug, (GSVF 2016)4. GSVF is an industrial

symposium for the automotive industry. The presentation given by the Ph.D. student,

entitled “Efficient virtual testing of variability-intensive automotive cyber-physical

systems”, had as an objective to disseminate the work carried out on test case

prioritization as well as automatic test system generation to industrial practitioners

from the automotive domain.

� First international Summer School on Search-Based Software Engineering, Cádiz,

Spain. The talk given by the Ph.D. student, entitled “Test Optimization of Config-

urable Cyber-physical Systems with Search Algorithms”, aimed to obtain feedback

related to the developed search-based algorithms for test prioritization and selection

of configurable CPSs.

� CPS Summer School, Sibiu, Romania.5 The talk given by the Ph.D. student,

entitled “Test optimization of Cyber-Physical System product lines”, consisted of

presenting and disseminating the work carried out in the context of test optimization

of configurable CPSs.

1.5.2 Research Stays

Visiting other institutions to collaborate with relevant scientist is part of the activities

researchers carry out during their career. During the Ph.D., three research stays were

accomplished by the Ph.D. student. Two of these research stays were in Simula

Research Laboratory, Norway, where the Ph.D. student carried out a total of three

months of research stay, which is one of the requirements for having access to the

international Ph.D. mention. The other one was at the University of Sevilla, Spain.

The following activities were carried out during the research stays:

� First research stay (Simula Research Laboratory, mid of April 2015 to mid of June

2015): The objective of the research stay was to acquire feedback from expert

researchers in the field of CPS testing. In addition, given the expertise field of the

research group of Simula, the Ph.D. student took advantage for learning about the

field of search-based software engineering. The results of the collaboration with

this research stay were two conference papers [AWSE16b, AWSE16a].

� Second research stay (University of Sevilla, mid of November 2015 to mid of

December 2015): The objective of the research stay was to learn about SPL

reasoning tools and propose a debugging methodology for the configurable systems
4http://www.gsvf.at/
5http://into-cps.au.dk/summerschool/
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context. The results of the collaboration includes the debugging methodology

for configurable systems, which was submitted to the Information and Software

Technology (IST) journal.6

� Third research stay (Simula Research Laboratory, mid of April 2016 to mid of May

2016): The objective of the research stay was to extend the previously published

GECCO 2016 paper [AWSE16b] to a journal version. In addition, the test case

generation algorithm (Chapter 6) was designed, which was later implemented at

the home university and published at CEC 2017 [AWM+17], and its extension

submitted to the IEEE Transactions on Industrial Informatics.

1.5.3 Service

Researchers are often involved in peer-reviewing articles or organizing conferences

and workshops. As part of his training, the Ph.D. student has been involved in the

following activities as a service to the research community:

� Reviewer for IEEE Transactions on Industrial Informatics.

� Program chair of the first IEEE International Workshop on Employing Com-

putational Intelligence Techniques for Testing and Validating Complex CPSs

(CITest_CPS 2017), together with Dr. Shuai Wang (Simula Research Labora-

tory) and Dr. José Francisco Chicano (University of Malaga).7 The workshop

was co-located with the 2017 IEEE International Conference on Software Quality,

Reliability and Security (QRS) conference.

� Program committee member of the 13th Workshop on Advances in Model-Based

Testing (A-MOST), co-located with the 10th IEEE International Conference on

Software Testing, Verification and Validation (ICST 2017).8

� Program committee member of the VALID 2015, VALID 2016 and VALID 2017

conferences.9

� Sub-reviewer at different conferences: SPLC 2015, MODELS 2015 and JISBD

2016

6By the time this dissertation was submitted, the status of the paper was in the second round of
revision

7http://paris.utdallas.edu/CITest_CPS17/
8http://a-most17.zen-tools.com/
9http://www.iaria.org/conferences2017/VALID17.html
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1.5.4 Proposals Writing

Writing proposals for funding is one of researchers’ key activities. The Ph.D. student

has been involved in the proposal writing of two European projects that are related

to this dissertation. The first one was the “TESTOMAT” project, part of the ITEA-3

call. The second one was the “HiFi-Elements” project, which is inside the Horizon

2020 call inside the Green Vehicle call. Both projects were accepted by the European

commission.

1.6 Document Structure

The thesis is structured as follows. The first part of the thesis corresponds to the

Foundation and Context. Chapter 1 introduces the main motivation of the thesis, the

employed research methodology, the contributions, the achieved publications and the

activities accomplished by the Ph.D. student. Basic background as well as terminology

used during the rest of the document is provided in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 gives an

overview of the state of the art and highlights the most relevant studies related to this

thesis. The theoretical framework is explained in Chapter 4, including the research

objectives, the research hypotheses, an overview of the proposed solutions and the

employed case studies.

The second part corresponds to automation. Chapter 5 provides the method

we propose for generating test system instances for the automated validation of

configurable CPSs. Chapter 6 proposes a novel test case generation approach based

on multi-objective search algorithms for testing CPSs.

The third part corresponds to the optimization of the test process for configurable

CPSs. To this end, first, our proposal for selecting test cases for configurable CPSs is

proposed in Chapter 7. Second, we propose a test case prioritization method based on

search algorithms for prioritizing test cases in Chapter 8.

The fourth part, which is composed of a single Chapter (i.e., Chapter 9), proposes

a debugging methodology for the context of configurable systems (e.g., SPLs or

configurable CPSs). In this chapter, we adapt a technique named SBFL to the product

line engineering context and we provide a fault isolation method.

Finally, in the final remarks part in Chapter 10, we summarize the contributions of

the thesis, we validate the hypotheses, we discuss the main limitations of the project

and we provide a set of lessons learned. Furthermore, we propose and discuss future

directions.
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Chapter 2

Technical Background

The goal of this chapter is to familiarize the reader with the areas scoped by the thesis.

First, background related to configurable Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) is provided

in Section 2.1. Second, feature models are explained in Section 2.2. Third, Section

2.3 explains simulation-based testing and related techniques. General practices for

testing configurable systems is explained in Section 2.4. Lastly, background related to

search-based software testing is provided in Section 2.5.

2.1 Configurable Cyber-Physical Systems

As the use of CPSs increases in our society, users demand different needs, which

results in a personal customization of these systems. This means that as the variability

of the system increases, the trend of them to be configurable increases, appearing in

different fields. In Figure 2.1 we provide a taxonomy with the variability points of

CPSs considered for simulation-based testing. As for the physical layer, we consider

variability in several points of the CPS (e.g., an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)).

The mechanical elements are highly exposed to variability, which has to be taken into

account since a change in a mechanical element might change the dynamics of the

system. For instance, changing mechanical elements, such as, changes in the shapes,

sizes or the material, might have a direct impact on the system weight as well as on its

center of gravity. Changing both these factors in turn affects the dynamics of the CPS,

which can lead to a completely new behavior. Another variability point in the physical

layer consists of the energy supply system. Energy supply in CPSs is a challenge and

often the system must optimize its consumption [WSYL11]. However, note that a

longer duration battery might be bigger and heavier, which can have a direct influence

in the dynamics of the system.

Regarding the cyber layer, we consider variability in several points too. For

instance, a CPS can deal with different functionalities. Most of these functionalities are

implemented in software, and thus, variability must be considered in software. Another
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variability point that has to be considered is related to the sensors [VLOdbH+14]

(variability in points such as sensitivity, ranges they can measure, response time,

parametric values, etc.) and actuators (such as communication, ranges they can

work in, response time or robustness properties, etc.). In addition to sensors and

actuators, variability in the number of platforms and in the network fabric in charge

of communicating the computational platforms is also supported in the approaches

presented in this dissertation. Concerning the network fabric, different types of

communications can be considered (e.g., Ethernet, CAN bus, 802.11b WLAN, etc.).

It is important to highlight that the variability of some parts might require considering

variability in other parts of the system. For instance, the variability related to the

physical layer might have a direct influence on the dynamics of the system. This

issue might also require some changes in the cyber layer, where configurations in the

software (such as new functions or changes in certain parametric values), or even in

the hardware (such as sensors with better sensitivity or actuators that can cope with

heavier weights), might be required. Some functionalities might also require changes

in both the software as well as the hardware. Moreover, there are specific hardware

elements that require the software to be adapted. For instance each specific sensor

needs its driver and each actuator might require a specific controller.

Variability

of CPSs

Physical Layer

Cyber Layer

Mechanical Elements

Energy System

Shape

Size

Weight

Influence on Dynamics

Software

Functionalities

Tasks

Control strategies

Parameterized values

Sensors

Quality

Drivers

Communication with digital systems

Sensitivity
Ranges that can measure

Response time

Actuators

Quality

Robustness

Communication with digital systems

Ranges

Response time

Network Fabric Communication technologies

Influence on

Computational platforms

Might require 
changes on

Figure 2.1: Classification of the variability of configurable CPSs
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2.2 Feature Models

A feature model is a common variability modeling notation for managing variability

of configurable systems, such as configurable CPSs or Software Product Lines (SPLs).

SPL engineering focuses on the systematic development of related software products

from a set of reusable features [CN01]. A feature is defined as any increment in

product functionality [Bat05]. Features and their possible interactions are commonly

depicted in a feature model. A Feature Model represents all the possible products of a

SPL in terms of features and constraints among them [KCH+90]. In this context, a

product is a set of features satisfying all the constraints of the Feature Model. Figure

2.2 depicts a sample Feature Model representing a simplified product line of mobile

phones.

Feature models are the de-facto standard for modeling commonality and variability

in SPLs [BSRC10, KCH+90]. In fact, according to Berger et al., it is the notation

that is most used in industry to manage variability [BRN+13]. Structurally, a feature

model is a tree-like structure in which nodes represent features and edges represent

constraints among the features. Each feature is related to a set of assets that implement

the feature’s functionality, i.e., code, documentation, test cases, etc. A product is a set

of features satisfying the constraint of the feature model. Products are implemented

by integrating the assets of the features that are part of them.

Child features can be divided into mandatory and optional features. Mandatory

features must be included in all the products including its parent feature, e.g., all

mobile phones in Figure 2.2 must provide support for Calls. Optional features can

be optionally included in those products containing its parent feature, e.g., phones can

optionally provide support for GPS. Additionally, child features can be grouped into

alternative and or relationships. A set of child features has an alternative relationship

with their parent feature when only one of them can be selected when its parent feature

is part of the product, e.g., phones can only support one type of screen: Basic,

Colour or High resolution. Finally, in or relations at least one of the child

features must be included in the products containing its parent feature, e.g., phones

supporting media content must include the features Camera, MP3 or both of them.

In addition to the parental relationships among features, feature models can include

cross-tree constraints among features. Typical constraints model dependencies such as

“A requires B”, indicating that the products containing the feature A must also include

the feature B, or “A excludes B”, indicating that the features A and B cannot be part of

the same product, i.e., they are incompatible features. In the example, phones including

the feature Camera must include support for a High resolution screen.
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Mobile Phone

Calls GPS

ColourBasic
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Camera MP3
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Figure 2.2: Example of a product line from the mobile phone industry [BSRC10]

The analysis of feature models deals with the automated extraction of information

from feature models. The analysis is performed in terms of analysis operations.

Among others, these operations allow finding out whether a feature model is void (i.e.

it represents no products), whether it contains errors (e.g., dead features) or what is

the number of products represented by the model. Catalogues with up to 30 different

analysis operations on feature models have been reported in the literature [BSRC10].

A number of tools support the analysis of feature models including FaMa [fam13a],

SPLAR [MBC09a] and FeatureIDE [TKB+14]. In the following, we define some of

the basic terms from the product line engineering domain. For the definitions, let F

be the set of features in a feature model.

� Feature set. Non-empty set of features S, S ⊆ F , with |S| ≥ 1, e.g., S= {Media,

MP3}.

� Configuration. A configuration is a 2–tuple of the form (S,R) such that S,R ⊆ F
being S the set of features to be selected and R the set of features to be removed

such that S ∩ R = ∅ and S ∪ R = F . If S ∪ R ⊂ F the configuration is

called partial configuration [BSRC10]. For instance, the following is a partial

configuration of the model in Figure 2.2: (S,R) = ({Media,MP3},{GPS}).

� Product. A product is equivalent to a configuration where only selected features are

specified and omitted features are implicitly removed [BSRC10], e.g., see products

in Table 2.1.

� Product suite. Set of products under test. Table 2.1 shows the set of products

obtained when applying 2-wise testing to the model in Figure 2.2. The product suite
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is reduced from 13 products (total number of products in the SPL) to 8 products

containing all the possible feature pairs, 41 in total.

� Core features. These are the set of features included in all the products of the

SPL [BSRC10]. In the example the core features are Mobile phone, Calls

and Screen.

ID Product
P1 {MobilePhone, Screen, Calls, High resolution}
P2 {MobilePhone, Screen, Calls, Colour, Media, MP3}
P3 {MobilePhone, Screen, Calls, Colour, GPS}
P4 {MobilePhone, Screen, Calls, High resolution, Media, MP3,

Camera}
P5 {MobilePhone, Screen, Calls, High resolution, Media, Cam-

era, MP3, GPS}
P6 {MobilePhone, Screen, Calls, Basic, Media, MP3 }
P7 {MobilePhone, Screen, Calls, Basic}
P8 {MobilePhone, Screen, Calls, High resolution, Media, Cam-

era}

Table 2.1: Product suite (2-wise)

2.3 Simulation-based Testing of Cyber-Physical
Systems

As developing a CPS prototype is often costly, the use of simulation-based testing

for CPSs is increasing. Simulation is one of the most frequently used techniques for

testing system models in domains where software interacts with physical processes

such as CPSs [MNBB16]. CPS models are heterogeneous due to encompassing

software, networks and parallel physical processes. These models therefore provide an

accurate representation of the real world and continuous dynamics [MZ16, MNBB16].

Different simulation tools have been employed to test CPSs using simulation including

MATLAB/Simulink [MNBB16, MSB+14, ASEZ17], and a combination of System C

and Open Dynamics Engine [MBED12]. Moreover, as CPSs are involved in several

engineering domains, it is very common to use different simulation environments

integrated by a co-simulation engine. Although this integrated CPS model presents an

important advance in terms of engineer flexibility, it increases the test and simulation

time due to requiring the transfer of data and synchronization between tools. In

addition, CPSs simulation often involves the use of complex mathematical models
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to represent the continuous dynamics of the physical layer. Consequently, computer

resources are allocated by the solvers used by the simulation tools.

2.3.1 Test Systems

A test system is a set of components that interact with the objective of testing the

System Under Test (SUT). The complexity of a test system can vary depending on

the overall test objectives and type of testing. The organization of the group of

components comprising the test system is called the test architecture, which specifies

the interaction among the different elements of the test system and the SUT. A test

system can include several options, such as test oracles, components that generate

input data in the form of test cases, and other testing resources, and it is a necessary

artifact in test and validation activities so that verification and validation activities

can be systematic. Test cases are part of the test system and provide information

about the test execution. In Model-Based Testing (MBT), test cases are automatically

generated either from the system model, i.e., from the model of the SUT or from a

test model [ZNSM11]. When the test cases are executed, the test results have to be

determined. This is typically performed by other elements of the test system, such as

test oracles, which are mechanisms that analyze the SUT output and are able to decide

the test result [ZNSM11]. Figure 2.3 shows an example of a test system for testing

configurable CPSs proposed in [ASE15a].
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Test Scheduling 
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Configuration 
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Figure 2.3: Example of a test system for configurable CPSs [ASE15a]
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2.3.2 Reactive Test Cases

Test reactivity is known as the capacity of the test system to react on the outputs of the

System Under Test (SUT), verdicts data, or internal signals of the test oracle [ZN07].

Accordingly, reactive test cases are a set of stimulation signals that excite a system

and observe some predefined properties (e.g., SUT outputs, time, etc.) to react on

them and change the stimulation signals to other values [AWSE16b]. These systems

are typically employed to test embedded systems [MH15] or CPSs [AWSE16b] of

different domains such as in the automotive industry [ZN08]. Reactive test cases are

usually employed to test functional requirements at system level [ZN08]. Typically,

reactive test cases can be modeled in a state chart similar to the one depicted in

Figure 2.4. A reactive test case can be structured into three main steps: (1) test case

initialization, (2) execution and (3) finalization.

Test Case 

Initialization

Test Case Execution

Test Case 

Finalization

initialization_terminated

execution_terminated

finalization_terminated

begin_testcase

Engine.TurnON();

set: v = 100 km/h;

set: brake = false;

set: v = 0;
set: brake = false;
Engine.TurnOFF();

begin_testcase

get: v ==100 km/h

set: v = 10 km/h;

set: brake = false;

set: v = 10 km/h;

set: brake = true;

execution_terminated

get: v == 0 km/h;

&&

get: brake == false;

&&

Engine.Get() == off;

get: v==10

get: v == 0 km/h

Figure 2.4: Typical structure of a reactive test case for a cruise control of a car example

2.3.3 Test Levels

Modeling and simulation tools are typically used at early validation stages to determine

an approximate behavior of CPSs. These tools are typically used by test engineers to

test different parts of the CPS at early validation stages, when a real prototype is still
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not available. Simulation-based validation allows for testing CPSs at different levels:

Model-in-the-Loop (MiL), Software-in-the-Loop (SiL), Processor-in-the-Loop (PiL)

and Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL). Different examples of testing CPSs employing

different levels are presented in the current literature (e.g., MiL and SiL level [ASE14b,

ASE15a] or HiL level [ELM11, KFK14]). These test levels can be used to validate

CPSs at the system level with different objectives.

� The first test level corresponds to MiL, which is the basic simulation that engineers

use to analyze the embedded software model with the physical layer of the CPS

[SH09]. At this test level, the simulation is performed with high precision, as the

computations use floating-point arithmetic to obtain the simulation results as a

reference for the following testing stages [SH09].

� The second test level corresponds to SiL. The embedded software model is replaced

with an executable object code (e.g., a *.dll). Unlike the MiL test level, the SiL test

level uses fixed-point computations, which represent the computations done in the

final target system [SH09].

� After the SiL test configuration, the PiL uses real object code, which is compiled

and deployed on the real target processor. This communicates with the simulation

tool in the computer to obtain data from the physical layer [SH09]. At the PiL test

level, the main objective is to detect potential inconsistencies introduced by the

code compilation tool [SH09].

� The last test level refers to the HiL. In this case, the embedded software source

code is integrated with the Electronic Control Unit (ECU), as well as the real-time

infrastructure (e.g., drivers, Real-Time Operating System (RTOS)) [SH09]. The

physical layer, which was previously executed in the computer, is encapsulated in

an embedded device (e.g., a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)) with the

objective of accomplishing a real-time simulation. HiL simulations are typically

used to validate performance requirements as well as timing constraints [SH09].

Different simulation tools allow for the validation of CPSs at the HiL level (e.g.,

PTIDES [ELM11]).

2.4 Configurable Systems Testing

When testing variability-intensive systems, the number of configurations that the

system can be set to is a factor that has to be considered at validation stages. This

number is usually too high, and as a result, it is infeasible to test all the configurations.
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To this end, in the product line engineering community two levels are differentiated:

(1) domain engineering level and (2) application engineering level. While the domain

engineering level considers variability of the whole configurable system, the applica-

tion engineering level focuses on specific product configurations. From the testing

perspective, the domain engineering level considers which products must be tested

and their order, whereas the application engineering level considers how a specific

product configuration is tested (e.g., which test cases must be executed in each of the

products). The following steps are typically undertaken when testing a configurable

system:

� Generation of relevant configurations to test: As testing all the configurations is

infeasible, it is important to select relevant configurations that can ensure certain test

coverage for the whole variability-intensive system. The most common approach

for selecting these configurations is employing Combinatorial Interaction Testing

(CIT) algorithms [KKLH09]. These algorithms usually parse a feature model

and generate configurations that cover all possible feature interactions using SAT

solvers [PSK+10]. For instance, a pairwise configuration generation criteria will

ensure that all the feature pairs of the variability-intensive system are covered. This

way, it can be ensured that the system does not fail due to the interaction of two

features. This test optimization part corresponds to the domain engineering layer.

� Prioritization of the order in which the configurations are tested: once the relevant

configurations are generated, it is also important to prioritize the order in which

these are tested. For instance, Sanchez et al. demonstrated that in the context of

SPLs, the product complexity helped increase the fault detection rate as compared

to other prioritization criteria (e.g., configuration size or dissimilarity of configura-

tions) [SSRC14a]. As in the previous case, this test optimization part corresponds

to the domain engineering layer.

� Generation of the test system: Once selected the configuration that must be tested,

the test system that includes test cases, test oracles and other sources must be

generated. Manually generating the test system can be a time-consuming and

error-prone process, and thus, an automatic test system generation is needed to

ensure a systematic generation of the test system. This part corresponds to the

application engineering layer.

� Test case selection and prioritization: Taking into account the selected config-

uration it is important to select which are the test cases that must be executed

[WAG13, WAY+16]. Studies in the field of SPL engineering have also proposed
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several search algorithms for test suite minimization (e.g., [WAG13, WAG15]). In

addition, after selecting relevant test cases, test case prioritization helps improve

the fault detection rate [WBA+14]. This test optimization level corresponds to the

application engineering layer.

2.5 Search-Based Software Testing

Search-Based Software Engineering (SBSE) aims at converting a software engineering

problem in a mathematical optimization problem. SBSE has been applied into many

software engineering problems (e.g., requirements engineering [GR04]). Testing is

the first software engineering activity where search algorithms were applied [MS76].

Search-Based Software Testing (SBST) aims at reformulating a software testing

problem (e.g., test case prioritization) as an optimization problem, which is later

solved by search algorithms [WAG13, WBA+14, ABHPW10, AF14, FA13]. Search

algorithms aim at searching for optimal solutions by mimicking natural phenomenon

such as natural evolution process [Bro12].

To guide the search, a fitness function needs to be defined. A fitness function is

the objective function that is used to assess the solutions (also known as individuals or

chromosomes). Each solution (i.e., individuals) is composed of genes, which represent

units for the solution [Wan15].

2.5.1 Local Search Algorithms

Local search algorithms aim at optimizing solutions by performing local changes in

an initial solution [MH97]. These changes produce some improvements each time

according to a fitness function until a local optimum is found [MH97].

One of the most well-known local search algorithms is greedy. A greedy algorithm

makes the locally optimal choice at each time, which allows for finding a local

optimum in a fast way. Greedy algorithms have shown to be effective at solving

several software engineering problems, such as CIT [CDS08]. Different greedy

algorithms exist, and in SBSE the total greedy and the additional greedy are the most

widely used ones. Total greedy follows the “next best” search philosophy, which

builds solutions by sorting the elements in a descending order (or ascending, if the

objective is to minimize the fitness function) [LHH07]. On the contrary, additional

greedy combines feedback from previous selections [LHH07]. It iteratively builds

solutions, selecting the best element at each iteration. In this thesis, when we refer to

greedy algorithm, we refer to the additional greedy algorithm.
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(a) Crossover operation example

(b) Mutation operator example

Figure 2.5: Example of crossover and mutation genetic operators

Another local search algorithm is the Alternating Variable Method (AVM). AVM

has been shown to be an effective local search algorithm in SBSE [KMS15, MK16].

The main idea of the AVM algorithm is to randomly generate a solution S =

(s1, s2, ..., sN ), and later, each variable in S, (i.e., si (where 1 ≤ i ≤ N )) is in-

dividually optimized with a local search algorithm and according to a specific fitness

function [KMS15]. This process is iteratively repeated until either the search budget

is consumed or there is no further local search improvements [KMS15].

2.5.2 Global Search Algorithms

Global search algorithms are those algorithms capable of dealing with the global

optimization of a fitness function.

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are the most well known global search algorithms.

After defining the corresponding objective function (i.e., fitness function), an initial

population is randomly generated. Later, until the search budget is consumed, GA

applies three operators (1) selection, (2) crossover and (3) mutation. The selection

operator selects individuals to be involved in the reproduction. The selection is

typically guided by the fitness function, so that individuals with good fitness values

can have higher chances to survive [CGF+17]. Different selection strategies can be

employed for this operator, such as rank-based, elitism or tournament selection. The

crossover operator recombines selected individuals, as shown in Figure 2.5a, where

the crossover between two individuals with a single point crossover is performed.

The mutation operator changes the genes in each individual with certain probability,

typically equal to 1/N, being N the number of genes in the chromosome [CGF+17].

Figure 2.5b shows an example of a mutation.
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2.5.3 Stochastic Algorithms

Random Search (RS) is a stochastic algorithm commonly used as a baseline algorithm

[WAG15]. This algorithm randomly generates solutions from the search space and

the best one is chosen. A variant from RS for test case generation is Random Testing,

which incrementally builds test suites [CGF+17]. Random testing generates test cases

individually. When a generated test case improves coverage (or other objectives), it

is included in the test suite, otherwise it is discarded [CGF+17]. Adaptive Random

Testing (ART) [CLM04] is another variant of RS for test generation. In this case, a

selected set of test cases is generated together with a candidate set of test cases. From

the candidate set of test cases the most dissimilar test case is selected as compared

with each of the test cases in the selected set. The selected test case is included in the

selected set, ensuring this way diversification when generating test cases.

2.5.4 Multi-Objective Search Algorithms

Many software engineering problems contain multiple conflicting objectives in order

to be optimized. For this reason, in the last few years, the use of Pareto-based

multi and many-objective search algorithms has been investigated to solve SBSE

problems [Har11, YH07, HLL+16, WBA+14, BANBS16, WAY+16, SPH16, PKT17,

CGF+17]. Unlike single-objective search algorithms, Pareto-based search algorithms

produce a set of non-dominated solutions (also known as Pareto front), from which

the user can select one or more solutions based on their specific needs [WAY+16].

The Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [DPAM02] is one of

the most well-known multi-objective search algorithms. As common GAs, NSGA-II

generates an initial set of random solutions. These solutions later evolve through a

series of generations to find better solutions [PKT17]. To this end, new solutions (i.e.,

offsprings) are created by using the crossover and mutation operators. To generate the

offsprings, parents are selected with a selection operator, which uses Pareto optimality

to give higher probability to select non-dominated solutions [PKT17]. To preserve

solutions forming the non-dominated solutions in the next generation, NSGA-II uses

a fast non-dominated sort algorithm (i.e., elitism) [PKT17].

Apart from NSGA-II, other typical multi-objective algorithms include Strength

Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2 (SPEA2) [ZLT+01] and Pareto Envelope-based Se-

lection Algorithm II (PESA-II) [CJKO01]. However, these algorithms have shown

scalability problems with more than three objectives [PKT17]. To solve these scala-

bility problems, in the last few year, many-objective algorithms have been proposed,

which are designed for more than three objectives, including Non-dominated Sorting
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Genetic Algorithm III (NSGA-III) [DJ14] and Multi-objective Evolutionary Algo-

rithm Based on Decomposition (MOEA/D) [ZL07].
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Chapter 3

State of the Art

In this chapter, we give an overview of the state of the art and highlight the most

relevant studies related to this thesis. Furthermore, a critical analysis of of the state of

the art in testing configurable Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) is performed, which

aims at finding research opportunities.

3.1 Testing Product Lines

Testing product lines has gained high attention from the research community in the

last few years. Several literature reviews and mapping studies reveal that most of

the work on product line engineering testing focuses on the domain engineering

level [LHLE15, NdCMM+11, dCMMCDA14, ER11, HJK+14]. This is, to a large

extent, caused by the problem of the huge number of possible products that the

product lines can be set to. This leads to the problem of not being possible to

test every single product of the product line. As a result, most of the work in the

product line engineering testing community focuses on the efficient derivation of

products under test by employing Combinatorial Interaction Testing (CIT) techniques

[LHFRE15]. To this end, a small subset of products are generated by employing

several criteria, such as the pairwise coverage (i.e., the interaction of two features

at least once) [PSK+10, POS+12, CDS08, HPP+14, HPHT15, JHF12, OZML11].

According to Lopez-Herrejon et al., domain testing is the field where search-based

software engineering is most used [LHLE15].

Similarly, at the domain engineering level, several studies aimed to optimize

the testing process by prioritizing the execution of products under test. Sanchez et

al. compared several functional test prioritization criteria (such as the product size

or product complexity) to increase the fault detection rate [SSRC14a]. The same

authors extended their work to the Drupal case study by including non-functional

prioritization criteria (e.g., number of changes in the assets) [SSPRC15]. Other works

have focused on the prioritization of products employing search algorithms [PSS+16,
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HPP+14], or by comparing the similarity of products [AHTM+14, AHTL+16]. Other

prioritization strategies include using domain knowledge to extract desirable features

and prioritize products including these ones [EBA+11]. Devroy et al. employed

statistical testing to prioritize configurations based on their probability to be executed

[DPC+14, DPC+15].

Although most of the product line engineering testing studies focus on the domain

engineering level, some other studies have proposed optimization of product lines at

the application engineering level. As for Search-Based Software Engineering (SBSE),

Wang et al. proposed a test suite minimization approach for reducing test cases of

Software Product Lines (SPLs) [WAG13, WAG15]. The same authors proposed a

multi-objective approach for test case prioritization of SPLs, where three different

weight-based search algorithms were compared [WBA+14]. Apart from search-

based software engineering, other works have employed model-based techniques for

the optimization of product line engineering testing at the application engineering

level. Stricker et al. considered a model-based approach that employed data-flow

dependencies to select test cases for customer-specific products with the objective of

avoiding redundant test activities [SMP10]. Lachmann et al. proposed a delta-oriented

approach that prioritizes test cases to cover new integrated feature assets [LLL+15].

Other works have combined feature models with other elements such as “component

family models” to systematically select test cases [WAGL16, WGAL13].

3.2 Automation for testing Cyber-Physical Systems
with Variability

Automation is important in any aspect of testing. For testing configurable CPSs

automation gains importance due to several aspects, such as the high amount of

configurations that need to be tested. This section provides a state of the art relevant

to testing configurable CPSs from two aspects. The first aspect refers to test systems

that are capable of performing the automated validation of configurable systems by

considering variability (Section 3.2.1). The second aspect refers to automatic test case

generation for CPSs (Section 3.2.2). Furthermore, in Section 3.2.3 we highlight recent

approaches for testing CPSs, for instance, uncertainty-wise testing of CPSs.

3.2.1 Variability in Test Systems

Modeling variability in the elements of the test systems allow the execution of tests

under different conditions. Furthermore, requirements of a configurable system varies

from a configuration to another, and the test system has to be adapted in order to test
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different system variants, thus, variability in the components of the test system can

help to achieve this goal. Different works in the current state of the art have proposed

variability handling test systems.

The approach presented in [KWW09] shows an evolutionary test system, primarily

based on the MESSINA tool, that tests functional and non-functional properties of

embedded systems. An evolutionary algorithm is an optimization technique based on

the principles of the Darwinian theory of evolution, where a set of candidate solutions

called individuals are selected. The fitness of these individuals are evaluated by the

evolutionary algorithm by executing a problem-specific fitness function. The proposed

approach by Kruse et al. in [KWW09] supports Model-in-the-Loop (MiL), Software-

in-the-Loop (SiL), Processor-in-the-Loop (PiL) or Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) test

levels, and allows the reuse of test cases across them. In the case of MiL and SiL test

levels, MESSINA supports different tools, e.g., MATLAB/Simulink, ASCET models,

etc. In the case of HiL, MESSINA is connected to modularHiL, a universal HiL test

system developed by Berner & Mattner. The main variability points of this approach

can be found in managing different test levels for test execution.

Model-in-the-Loop for Embedded System Test (MiLEST) is a toolbox for MAT-

LAB/ Simulink developed by Zander-Nowicka [ZN08]. This test system is designed

towards the validation of automotive real-time embedded systems at the MiL test level.

The hierarchy of MiLEST is divided into four abstraction levels: Test Harness level,

Test Requirement level, Test Case level and Feature level. Although the approach

in [ZN08] proposes mechanisms for modeling variants, the test system itself is not

designed for the validation of variability-handling systems. The proposed modeling

technique is uniform variability. This variability modeling technique allocates all the

components in the modeling framework, i.e., Simulink, and the variability is bound

with different mechanisms, e.g., switch and constants.

A product line of validation environments with variability to test different appli-

cations in different domains and technologies is proposed in [MGP08]. The study

presents a validation environment able to test different System Under Tests (SUTs)

from different domains, used programming languages, etc. The proposed validation

system works as follows [MGP08]: The test engineer executes a test through the

Graphical User Interface (GUI), the GUI sends the test command to the engine, and

this transforms the test command into the programming language that the SUT un-

derstands. For this step, the engine communicates with the database to obtain the

correspondences between the source and target languages. When the transformation is

finished, the command is sent to the SUT through the SUT interface, and awaits the

response to begin the process again. The variability points of this system includes the
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user interface, test control, code generator, information system or gateway.

The study presented in [PPP09] defines an extended architecture for UML Testing

Profile (UTP) to deal with variability in the test models. The proposed extension

includes mechanisms to describe the behaviour of test cases and other elements

needed to support variability. The main variability in the proposed UTP extension

is included in the Test Context, Test Cases, Test Components and Data Pool, Data

Partition and Data Selector:

� TestContext: It is a class that organizes the test artifacts and contains test cases

[PPP09]. It can be stereotyped with “Variation Point”, which means that the test

cases corresponding to the TestContext have variation points [PPP09].

� TestCase: A test case is represented with UML sequence diagram in [PPP09]. A

test case can also be stereotyped as “Variation Point” for testing a functionality

with variability [PPP09].

� TestComponent: Test components interact with the SUT with the aim of realizing

the test behaviour [PPP09]. In the proposed extension, a test component can

be stereotyped with “Variation Point” or “Variant”, which means that the test

component can encapsulate the communication with the SUT, for the entire variation

point or only for one of its variants.

� SUT: It can be stereotyped as “Variant”, which means that it realizes the functional-

ity for its variant.

� DataPool, DataPartition and DataSelector: The DataPool contains the test data

while the DataPartition contains the equivalence classes and data sets [PPP09]. The

dataPool can be stereotyped as “Variation Point”, which means that it contains

specific data for a Variation point. The DataPartition and the DataSelector are

stereotyped as “Variant”, which means that the DataPartition contains the data

associated with one of its variants and the dataSelector selects the data in the

DataPartition for a specific variant.

3.2.2 Test Case generation for Cyber-Physical Systems

The interest in testing CPSs has increased in the last few years by the research

community. Specifically, most of the testing approaches for CPSs focus on test case

generation. Several approaches proposed different test case generation approaches for

CPSs based on Model-Based Testing (MBT). The idea of MBT is to develop a model

of the system, which is later processed by a test generator, which generates test cases
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based on the developed model to fulfill certain objectives (e.g., state coverage). Most

of them are based on conformance testing. Mohaqeqi et al. proposed an approach

for conformance testing for CPSs that captures conformance relations. The idea

is to define some criteria on the test suite (relative to the sampling points and the

system dynamics around those sampling points), which guaranteed soundness in test

suites [MM16]. The same authors compared two conformance testing approaches

(hioco approach and hconf) for CPSs [MMT14]. They concluded that hioco is richer

and more expressive for modeling than hconf, although practical issues are detected

when checking conformance. On the contrary, hconf is a more practical approach to

checking conformance of CPSs, but it ignores important aspects in modeling (e.g.,

explicit discrete interaction and non-determinism). Abbas et al. also proposed an

approach based on notions of conformance testing for CPSs, but from the control

theory perspective [AHF+14, Abb15]. Aerts et al. reviewed the most common

modeling notions for CPSs focusing on hybrid system models and provided a brief

overview of conformance relations and conformance testing techniques for CPSs

[ARM16]. Woehrle et al. proposed a methodology that uses measurements of physical

quantities of CPSs for testing the conformance of a running CPS [WLT13]. To this

end, the behavior of the system is described by means of a formal description, which

allows for defects detection [WLT13].

Apart from conformance testing or MBT methods, other works rely on search-

based techniques guided by a fitness function to generate test cases for CPSs. Their

fitness functions are obtained by using simulation models of the Cyber-Physical

System Under Tests (CPSUTs). Matinnejad et al. proposed a novel search-based

algorithm for the automatic generation of test cases for Simulink models of CPSs

[MNBB16]. Ben Abdesalem et al. focused on generating test cases for autonomous

vehicles by employing multi-objective search algorithms [BANBS16]. Vos et al. pro-

posed an evolutionary testing framework to test automotive systems, where objective

functions were obtained using SiL and HiL simulations [VLW+13]. A drawback of

these approaches is that the execution time of the algorithms is high because simulat-

ing the system in each iteration is too costly. Formal methods were also proposed for

generating test cases for CPSs, where formal specifications using differential dynamic

logic (i.e., a logic for the specification of hybrid systems) were used [ZHY13].

Some works focused on the generation of reactive test cases. Zander captured the

reactivity of the system with test oracles and later employed a model-based approach

to generate one test case per requirement [ZN08]. Mjeda captured the reactivity of

the system with Simulink models and later used them to generate reactive test cases

for safety-critical systems [Mje13]. Lehmann proposed a tool named Time Partition
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Testing for the elaboration of model-based reactive test cases and it automatically

generated executable test cases for different simulation tools (e.g., Simulink) [Leh00].

MATLAB/Simulink is one of the prevalent modeling and simulation tools for

CPSs [MNBB16]. The generation of test cases for testing Simulink models has been

widely applied. A wide range of studies have proposed mutation-based test case

generation for testing Simulink models [BHM+10, BT+15, RSB+13, LTMHT14,

ZC05, ZC08]. Others have focused on structural coverage [YRW+15, HWRS08].

Requirements coverage was employed for testing Simulink models from the aerospace

industry [RWSH08]; in this case test cases were naively generated, and their empirical

evaluation demonstrated that test cases generated for satisfying the requirements

coverage outperformed test cases generated to satisfy the MC/DC coverage in terms

of fault detection. Liu et al. generated test cases employing search-based techniques

to improve fault localization of Simulink models [LLNB17].

3.2.3 Other Cyber-Physical Systems Testing Approaches

Apart from the generation of test cases, other approaches considered testing CPSs.

Some works focus on testing CPSs under uncertain behaviors to deal with the un-

predictability of the physical world, most of them inside the scope of the U-Test

European project [AY15, AYZ16, ZSA+16, ALW+17, TB17].1 The main goal of this

project was to improve dependability of CPSs by testing them under uncertainty in a

cost-effective manner. Apart from those works related with the U-Test project, other

works have focused on testing CPSs. Spichkova et al. proposed an introduction to

human-centered considerations for modeling and testing CPSs, which would allow

for an agile iterative refinement process of different abstraction levels when errors

are detected [SZF15]. Wan et al. proposed a general test platform for low-priced

intelligent vehicles with wireless sensor networks navigation, which are one kind of

CPSs, to test and verify properties of these systems [WSYL11]. Abbas et al. proposed

a framework for automatic specification-guided testing of Stochastic CPSs, where

they aim at detecting system operating conditions that cause the system to show the

worst expected specification robustness [AHFU14]. To this end, they used Markov

chain Monte Carlo algorithms.

3.3 Optimization

Test optimization plays a crucial role when testing configurable systems. The objective

of test optimization is to cost-effectively test a system, i.e., reduce the cost of testing

1http://www.u-test.eu/
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a system while the overall test quality is maintained. We tackle test optimization by

selecting and prioritizing test cases; since these approaches are typically non-trivial,

search-based algorithms are employed. This section highlights relevant work on test

case selection and minimization in Section 3.3.1, and test case prioritization in Section

3.3.2.

3.3.1 Test Case Selection and Test Minimization

Test case selection and minimization has been widely studied for regression testing.

In this context, while test case selection focuses on selecting a set of test cases from

the test suite that tests a specific system version, test minimization aims to eliminate

redundant test cases from the existing test suite in order to reduce cost (i.e., reduce

the test execution time) [WAG15]. The main difference between both techniques is

that while test minimization eliminates the redundant test cases permanently for the

systems, test selection selects relevant test cases temporarily for testing the modified

version of the system [YH12, Har11]. Nevertheless, from the perspective of test

optimization, there is no significant difference between both techniques [Har11].

Engström et al identified 27 studies encompassing a total of 28 techniques for

regression test selection [ERS10], including dataflow based [HRS+00], modification

and changed based [FRC81, HS88, SR05], and coverage based [GHS92, HS88].

Furthermore, in the last few years, search-based approaches have gained important

attention in the field of test case selection and minimization. Yoo and Harman used a

Greedy algorithm and the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) to

select test cases for testing programs [YH07]. They formulated the test case selection

problem as a multi-objective problem that was instantiated with two version: (1) a

bi-objective formulation that combined coverage and cost and (2) a formulation with

three objectives, where, in addition to the coverage and cost, historical information

related to faults was included. While their evaluation showed that NSGA-II performed

best, their results indicated that the greedy approach produces good approximations to

the pareto-front. Hemmati and Briand investigated different similarity measures (e.g.,

Hamming Distance) to select test cases in a MBT context [HB10]. They concluded

that the Jaccard Index was the most cost-effective similarity measure when employing

this technique. Pradhan et al. proposed a multi-objective test selection method that

can be used when a limited time budget exists [PWAY16]. Their fitness function

included one cost function (i.e., time difference) and thee effectiveness measures (i.e.,

mean priority, mean probability and mean consequence). Their empirical evaluation

with eight multi-objective algorithms (including both, pareto-based and weight-based

search algorithms) concluded that Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2 (SPEA2)
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was the best algorithm for solving the test selection problem in the presence of time

budget. Lachmann et al. compared several black box test case selection criteria (e.g.,

fault revealing history, requirements coverage, etc.), and analyzed the effectiveness of

the combination of several criteria [LFN+17].

3.3.2 Test Case Prioritization

A recent systematic literature review on test case prioritization [KIJT17] collected

69 studies on regression testing. They provided a taxonomy, where 14 test case

prioritization approaches were identified. Among these approaches, search-based test

case prioritization was the most common one. They also found the main advantages

and limitations of each of the approaches.

Test case prioritization has been widely applied in the software engineering field

[HMZ12, YH12]. The problem was formally defined by Rothermel et al., where

six techniques (four of them coverage-based and two of them estimated ability to

reveal faults) were compared [RUCH99, RUCH01]. Since then, several studies have

been performed by the software engineering community in the test case prioritization

context. According to a systematic mapping study performed by Catal and Mishra,

most of the papers used only coverage-based prioritization methods [CM13]. In

addition, many studies have used the Greedy algorithm for the test case prioritization

problem; the use of metaheuristic and evolutionary algorithms for prioritizing test

cases was first introduced by Li et al. in 2007 [LHH07]. Since then, many techniques

have been empirically evaluated for the test case prioritization problem, such as,

comparison between different evolutionary multi-objective algorithms [EYHB15],

comparison between white-box and black-box test prioritization techniques [HPH+16],

or comparison between static and dynamic test prioritization techniques [LMP16].

Although most of the studies on test case prioritization have proposed the use

of coverage-based methods, in the last few years, importance has been given to

test execution time. Malishevsky et al. combined test coverage information with

test execution time for testing software systems [MRE02]. A genetic algorithm to

prioritize regression test suites that will always run within a given time budget and will

have the highest possible potential for defect detection based on coverage information

was proposed by Walcott et al. [WSKR06]. A similar study, but employing Integer

Lineal Programming techniques was proposed by Zhang et al. [ZHG+09]. Marijan

et al. proposed the use of test execution time, along with historical failure data,

to prioritize test cases for continuous regression testing [MGS13]. Srikanth et al.

proposed a prioritization scheme based on the setup time of different configurations

of a system [SCQ09]. Knauss et al. employed a combination of test case failures
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and source code changes to prioritize system level test cases [KSM+15]. Elbaum

et al. used the concept of time windows to track the execution time of test suites

combined with occurrence of failures to prioritize test cases in a continuous integration

development environment [ERP14]. Hemmati et al. found that the use of previously

failed test cases were a good source for prioritizing test cases [HFM15]. Notice

that all these studies focused on testing software systems. On a much smaller scale,

apart from purely software systems, test case prioritization has also been applied

into other areas. For instance, Zhai et al. used test case prioritization for regression

testing of location-based services (i.e., services with positional data) [ZJC14]. Despite

its importance, few studies have tackled the problem of test case prioritization for

CPSs. A recent study proposed a time-aware method using constraint programming to

schedule test cases to run on multiple CPSs constrained by the tests’ access to shared

resources (e.g., measurement or networking devices) [MGS+17].

Other approaches for test case prioritization include requirements-based (e.g.,

[SWO05, KM09]), model-based (e.g., [KTH05, KKT07, KKT08]), mutation score-

based based (e.g., [RUCH99, RUCH01]) and machine learning-based (e.g., [BX16]).

Furthermore, in the context of product line engineering, different test case prioritization

approaches have been proposed (e.g., [SSRC14a, SSPRC15, PSS+16, AHTL+16]).

Further information regarding the test case prioritization in this domain is detailed in

Section 3.1.

3.4 Debugging and Fault Localization

Fault localization is the activity of identifying the locations of faults in a program

[WGL+16]. This activity is one of the most tedious and time-consuming when

debugging a program, but still it is critical [WGL+16]. Wong et al. identified 331

published papers since 1970 to 2014 in fault localization and 54 master and Ph.D.

theses. On the one hand, traditional fault localization techniques include intuitive

fault localization techniques, including program logging, assertions, breakpoints, and

profiling. On the other hand, to overcome the size and scale of nowadays software,

advanced fault localization techniques have been proposed, including slice-based

(Section 3.4.1), spectrum-based (Section 3.4.2), program state-based (Section 3.4.3),

machine learning-based (Section 3.4.4), data mining-based (Section 3.4.5) and model-

based (Section 3.4.6) [WGL+16].
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3.4.1 Slice-based fault localization

Slice-based fault localization was proposed by Weiser in 1979 [Wei79], and since then,

many studies on this topic have been published [WGL+16]. Program slicing consists

of abstracting a program into a reduced form by deleting irrelevant parts such that

the resulting slice will be equivalent to the original program with respect to certain

specifications [WGL+16]. This permits reducing the search domain while developers

localize bugs in their code [Wei84], which is based on the idea that when a test case

fails due to an incorrect variable value at a statement, the defect shall be found in

the static slice associated with that variable-statement pair [WGL+16]. This allows

debuggers to confine their search to the slice instead of looking at the entire program

[WGL+16]. An issue with slice-based fault localization techniques is that handling

pointer variables can make data-flow analysis inefficient [WGL+16].

3.4.2 Spectrum-based fault localization

Spectrum-Based Fault Localization (SBFL) is a technique to assist on the location

of program bugs [AZGvG09, LLT15]. According to Wong et al., SBFL is the most

widely investigated technique for locating faults in software [WGL+16], encompass-

ing the 35% of papers. SBFL uses the results of test cases and their corresponding

code coverage information to estimate the risk of each program component (e.g., state-

ments) of being faulty. A program spectrum refers to a collection of data that provides

a specific view on the dynamic behavior of a software program such as statement or

branch coverage [AZGvG09, RBDL97]. Various forms of program spectra have been

proposed [HRS+00]. For example, block-hit is a commonly used program spectra,

where the program code is divided into statement blocks [LLT15]. When SBFL with

block-hit spectra is used, the result of the technique is an ordered list of code blocks

sorted by their likelihood to cause the failure, so-called suspiciousness score.

Table 3.1 illustrates an example of SBFL with block hit spectra in a C program.

Horizontally, the table shows the five code blocks in which the program has been

divided, i.e., the components. Note that the code has a bug in block b3. Vertically, the

table shows four test cases of the program. For each test case (i.e., T1, T2, T3 and T4),

a cell is marked with “•” if the program block of the row has been exercised by the

test case of the column, creating what is known as the coverage matrix [AZVG07].

Additionally, the final row depicts the so-called error vector, which contains the

outcome of each test case, either successful (“S”) or failed (“F”). Based on this

information, the suspiciousness score of each block can be calculated using more

than 30 different techniques proposed in the literature [XCKX13]. One of the most
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well-known techniques to calculate the suspiciousness score is named Tarantula,

which, for a program component (in our example a statement block), is computed as

follows [LLT15].

Table 3.1: An example showing the suspiciousness value computed using the Tarantula
technique

ID Program block T1 T2 T3 T4 NCF NCS NS NF Suspiciousness Ranking

b1

int count n;

• • • • 1 3 3 1 0.5 2
Ele *proc;
List *src_queue, *dest_queue;
if (prio >= MAXPRIO) { /*MAXPRIO=3*/

b2
return; • 0 1 3 1 0 3

}

b3

src_queue = prio_queue[prio];

• • • 1 2 3 1 0.6 1
dest_queue = prio_queue[prio + 1];
count = src_queue->mem_count;
if (count > 1) {
/* BUG: It should be if (count >= 1) */

b4

n= (int) (count*ratio + 1);
• • 0 2 3 1 0 3proc = find_nth(src_queue,n);

if (proc) {

b5

src_queue = del_ele(src_queue,proc);

• • 0 2 3 1 0 3
proc->priority = prio;
dest_queue = append_ele(dest_queue,proc);

}
}

Execution results S S S F

Suspiciousness(Tarantula) =

NCF
NF

NCF
NF

+ NCS
NS

(3.1)

where NCF is the number of failing test cases that cover the block, NF is the total

number of failing test cases, NCS is the number of successful test cases that cover

the block, and NS is the total number of successful test cases. The suspiciousness

score of each block is in the range [0,1], i.e., the higher the suspiciousness score of the

block, the higher the probability of having a fault. The values of NCF , NCS , NS , NF

and the Tarantula suspiciousness value of each code block are given in Table 3.1. The

last column indicates the position of the statement in the suspiciousness-based ranking

where top-ranked blocks are more likely to be faulty. In the example, the faulty block

(b3) is ranked first.

Suspiciousness techniques may often provide the same value for different compo-

nents, being these tied for the same position in the ranking, e.g., blocks b2, b4, and b5 in

Table 3.1. Under this scenario, different approaches are applicable such as measuring

the effectiveness in the best and worst scenarios, using an additional technique to break

the tie, or using some simple heuristics such as alphabetical ordering [WGL+16].
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Among the works on SBFL, several empirical studies have been carried out to

assess the performance between different SBFL techniques. Pearson et al. compared

the performance of five SBFL techniques and two mutation-based fault localization

techniques for both artificial and real faults from five open source projects (JFreeChart,

Google Closure compiler, Apache Commons Lang, Apache Commons Math and

Joda-Time) [PCJ+17]. They found that Dstar outperformed the rest of techniques.

They also found that although in artificial faults Tarantula does not perform better

than other techniques (e.g., Ochiai), in real faults there is no statistically significant

difference between Tarantula and the rest of techniques. Abreu et al. compared Ochiai

with Tarantula in the Siemens set, finding that Ochiai performed better [AZVG07].

Ochiai is also found to be the best technique in the study performed by Le et al., where

the Siemens set, together with NanoXML, XML-security and Space were employed

as program subjects [LTL13]. Wong et al. compared 38 techniques on different real-

world programs (e.g., Siemens set, grep, make, gzip, etc.), finding that their proposed

Dstar technique outperformed the rest [WDGL14]. Jones and Harrold compared five

SBFL and slice-based technique in the Siemens set, finding that Tarantula was the

best technique at finding faults [JH05]. The use of SBFL assumes the use of a test

oracle, since SBFL needs test results. However, as a test oracle is not always available,

Xie et al. adapted SBFL to the metamorphic testing context by proposing an approach

named metamorphic slice [XWCX13]. They compared their approach with three

SBFL techniques (Tarantula, Ochiai and Jaccard) in nine programs and found that

their approach is as effective as traditional SBFL.

3.4.3 Program State-Based Fault Localization

The idea behind program state-based fault localization is to monitor the variables

of the program at a particular point during program execution. This monitoring can

later be used to locate program bugs. A popular program state-based fault location

technique is delta debugging [ZH02]. The core idea of delta debuging consists of

simplifying large test cases that produce a fault by removing irrelevant details [ZH02].

The Delta Debugging algorithm has been extended in other studies, proposing a

Hierarchical Delta Debugging approach where unlike in Delta Debugging, the input

structure is taken into account [MS06]; this enables reducing the number of test cases

and producing smaller outputs. Similar techniques to the Delta Debugging have been

proposed for minimizing the constraints on the input parameters to isolate the cause

of faults of web applications [AKD+10], or for isolating C compiler bugs [RCC+12].
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3.4.4 Machine Learning-Based Fault Localization

Machine learning-based fault localization techniques aim at localizing faults by trying

to learn the location of a fault processing input data (e.g., statement coverage and test

execution results of each test case) [WGL+16]. Different machine learning algorithms

have been investigated for locating bugs in software, such as back-propagation neural

networks [GLJZ12, HN+88, AAPV09], radial basis function networks [WDG+12] or

decision tree algorithms [BLL07].

3.4.5 Data Mining-Based Fault Localization

Data mining technique are proposed to overcome the problem related to the huge

volume of data that make other fault localization techniques heavy for usage in practice

[WGL+16]. As in the case of machine learning-based fault localization techniques,

data mining techniques also produce a model using information extracted from data.

This permits data mining techniques to uncover hidden patterns in samples of data

that, due to the large volume of information, cannot be discovered by manual analysis

[WGL+16]. To this end, several approaches have considered the use of data mining

for fault localization in software [NAW+08, CDFR08, CDFR11, ZZ14].

3.4.6 Model-Based Fault Localization

The idea of model-based fault localization consists of automatically generating a

model from the source code being debugged, which is later used to identify model

elements when existing deviations between the observed program execution and the

expected results [WGL+16]. Different model-based fault localization techniques exist,

including dependency-based [MSW00, MS02, WSM02], abstraction-based [MS07],

value based [KW04, MSWW02] and model checking-based [BNR03, CGS04, GSB10,

GCKS06, KB11].

3.5 Critical analysis of the State of the Art

This section critically analyses the current state of the art in configurable CPSs testing,

which aims at providing potential research opportunities.

In the scope of product line engineering testing, most of the approaches focus

on the domain engineering layer, either generating relevant products (e.g., [PSK+10,

POS+12, HPP+14, HLL+16]) or prioritizing the order in which the generated prod-

ucts have to be tested (e.g., [SSRC14a, SSPRC15, DPC+14, DPC+15, AHTM+14,

AHTL+16]). Despite some works focusing on the application engineering level (e.g.,
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[SMP10, WAGL16, WBA+14, WAG13]), none of them consider configurable CPSs,

which compared to common SPLs face several differences for testing. The most

striking differences are (1) the need for employing simulation models to test them,

(2) higher test execution time due to simulation of the physical layer and longer test

cases, (3) different types of faults (e.g., apart from software faults, faults in sensors,

actuators or communication systems) and (4) the use of different test levels (i.e., MiL,

SiL and HiL).

In the scope of automated testing, test systems provide a great possibility to

perform the automated validation in a systematic manner. In this field, to the best of

our knowledge, there are no test system approaches that consider CPSs particularities.

As for variability of test systems, to the best of our knowledge, there are no approaches

that systematically generate specific test systems instances for the automated validation

of CPSs configurations in Simulink models, which is the de-facto CPSs simulation

tool [MNBB16].

Regarding automated test case generation, many test case generation approaches

for CPSs rely either on MBT (e.g., [MM16, MMT14, ARM16, AHF+14, Abb15,

WLT13]) or formal methods (e.g., [ZHY13]). However, Briand et al. claimed prob-

lems when generating test cases for CPSs using MBT or formal approaches for

generating CPSs test cases [BNSB16]. On the one hand, in the CPSs context, MBT

faces scalability as well as practicality issues [BNSB16]. Furthermore, when test

engineers have to consider properties of systems involving physical devices with

continuous dynamics and its environment (e.g., people), the scalability challenge is

further exacerbated [BNSB16]. On the other hand, formal methods involve complex

mathematics and are rare in practice [MNBB16].

To overcome this problem, several approaches considered search-based software

engineering for testing CPSs, where they proposed obtaining fitness values by simulat-

ing the CPSUT. While this is an interesting approach, since worst case scenarios can

be pinpointed, it is an issue as well, basically due to the high amount of time required

to generate effective test cases (e.g., Ben Abdessalem et al. employed a time budget

of 120 minutes for test case generation [BANBS16]).

As for reactive test cases generation, which provide a good possibility for testing

CPSs because they can lead with system’s unpredictability, the approaches considering

the generation of reactive test cases (e.g., [Leh00, ZN08, Mje13]) focused on testing

requirements, without considering other critical measures when testing configurable

CPSs, such as the test execution time. Moreover, in all of them the process of

generating test cases is semi-automatic as they all need to specify some reactivity

behaviors.
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Several approaches have proposed test case selection and prioritization approaches,

especially search-based, either for general purpose software (e.g., [PWAY16, LHH07])

or SPLs [WAG13, WBA+14]. However, most of them are for software systems, which

have several differences when compared to CPSs. For instance, the test cases for

testing software systems are typically in the order of some milliseconds [AIB10],

whereas the test cases for testing CPSs are in the order of some seconds or minutes.

Another difference is that systematic simulation-based testing of CPSs involve dif-

ferent “-in-the-Loop” test levels, and thus, when selecting and prioritizing test cases,

the objectives of each test level have to be considered and integrated in the fitness

functions. An idiosyncrasy of reactive test cases is that their test execution time varies

depending on the previously prioritized test case.

Debugging is an important aspect when testing any kind of system. Several

approaches have considered fault localization, either static (e.g., [BTWV15]) or

dynamic (e.g., SBFLs [AZVG07, AZGvG09]). However, most of them focus on

locating bugs in general purpose software, but in the context of configurable systems

(e.g., SPLs or configurable CPSs), the debugging aspect has centered little attention.

Debugging is important either for SPLs or configurable CPSs, since localizing the

faulty features would reduce the time for test and validation. Furthermore, as compared

to general purpose software, configurable systems typically use feature models for

managing variability. Applying a fault localization technique at the feature level could

help reduce the time for fault localization not only in software but also in other sources

(e.g., sensors or actuators, and interaction between features).
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Chapter 4

Theoretical Framework

In this chapter we give a theoretical overview of the dissertation. Specifically, we

define five research objectives (Section 4.1) together with the hypotheses (Section

4.2). Furthermore, we give an overall overview of the theoretical framework proposed

for testing configurable Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) (Section 4.3). In addition,

we explain the employed case studies that were used to validate the effectiveness of

the solutions proposed in the theoretical framework (Section 4.4). Lastly, we explain

which case studies where employed for the validation of each of the contributions in

Section 4.5.

4.1 Research Objectives

The goal of this thesis is to develop and evaluate a set of tools and methods that
permit the systematic testing of configurable CPSs. This objective can be divided

into the following sub-objectives:

� Objective 1: Develop a tool-supported methodology which permits the automatic

generation of test system instances for specific configurations of configurable CPSs.

� Objective 2: Develop and evaluate a tool for the automatic generation of test cases

that permits testing configurable CPSs on a cost-effective manner.

� Objective 3: Develop and evaluate different test case selection algorithms which

are capable of cost-effectively testing specific system variants of configurable CPSs

at different test levels (i.e., Model-in-the-Loop (MiL), Software-in-the-Loop (SiL)

and Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL)).

� Objective 4: Develop and evaluate different test case prioritization algorithms that

will help reduce the testing costs of configurable CPSs at different test levels (i.e.,

MiL, SiL and HiL).
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� Objective 5: Develop and evaluate a methodology that helps debuggers to localize

and isolate faults in configurable systems.

4.2 Research Hypotheses

� Hypothesis 1: The use of variability models (e.g., feature models) helps the sys-

tematic generation of test system instances for testing configurable CPSs, which is

faster than a manual generation. This hypothesis corresponds to research objective

1.

� Hypothesis 2: The use of multi-objective search algorithms permits the generation

of cost-effective test suites in CPSs testing. This hypothesis corresponds to research

objective 2.

� Hypothesis 3: The use of search algorithms permits optimization of the test process

of configurable CPSs employing simulation by selecting and prioritizing test cases.

This hypothesis corresponds to research objectives 3 and 4.

� Hypothesis 4: The adaption of Spectrum-Based Fault Localization (SBFL) tech-

niques to the product line engineering context permits the localization and isolation

of faulty features. This hypothesis corresponds to research objective 5.

4.3 Overview of the Theoretical Framework

Figure 4.1 depicts the overall overview of the developed methods for testing config-

urable CPSs and the dependencies between them. The scope of this dissertation is

to advance the practice of testing configurable CPSs. To this end, we proposed and

developed a set of methods that were individually evaluated. Despite these methods

being individually evaluated, they can be used either collectively or individually. Fur-

thermore, since configurable CPSs share similarities with product lines, the proposed

methods have been integrated with product line engineering methods (e.g., variability

modeling) and tools (e.g., FeatureIDE [TKB+14]). To this end, the different steps

proposed in this dissertation to cost-effectively test configurable CPSs include the

following:

� Step 1: Variability modeling: The first step consists of the elaboration of a vari-

ability model (e.g., feature model). In our case, the tool FeatureIDE [TKB+14] is

employed for this activity. It is important to highlight that not only the variability of

the system is modeled, but also the variability of the test system (e.g., requirements,

test stimuli, etc.).
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� Step 2: Product suite generation: The second step consists of the generation of

the product suite. The variability model developed in the previous step is later

processed by a product suite generation algorithm. This product suite generation

algorithm, which is typically a Combinatorial Interaction Testing (CIT) algorithm,

will generate a set of relevant products following certain criterion. A typical

criterion in configurable systems is the pairwise coverage [PSK+10, POS+12,

HPP+14].

� Step 3: Product suite prioritization: With the sake of improving the fault detection

rate, the third step aims at prioritizing the order in which the generated products have

to be tested. Different product prioritization approaches have been proposed in the

literature, which have as the main objective to increase the fault detection rate of the

configurable systems (e.g., [SSRC14a, SSPRC15, PSS+16, AHTL+16, DPC+15]).

� Step 4: Test case generation: In parallel to product suite generation and product

suite prioritization, test cases that have to be executed can be generated. This is

depicted in Figure 4.1 as the fourth step. To this end, this dissertation proposes a

test case generation approach based on multi-objective search algorithms, which is

further explained in Chapter 6.

� Step 5: Test system generation: Once the product suite and the test cases for

testing them have been generated, the test execution can be started. In order this

test execution to be automatic, a test system needs to be generated. The fifth step

consists of generating a test system in Simulink that permits automatically testing a

product of the configurable CPS. This test system includes the required test cases

as well as test oracles. A fully automated approach is proposed in Chapter 5.

� Step 6: Test case selection: When testing a specific product, there might be

redundant test cases, test cases without any fault detection ability or test cases that

do not test requirements specific to the selected product, and thus, they might be

omitted. As a sixth step, this dissertation proposes a test case selection method to

cost-effectively test products of configurable CPSs. This is further explained in

Chapter 7.

� Step 7: Test case prioritization: To further optimize the testing process of config-

urable CPSs, a test case prioritization method is proposed in Chapter 8. Given a

specific product, our test case prioritization approach aims to reduce the overall

simulation time, the fault detection time and the requirements testing time.

� Step 8: Test execution: Test execution is the activity of automatically executing

and evaluating test cases for a specific product. In our case, this is performed in an
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eighth step employing a Simulink model. Notice that the test execution executes the

selected test cases in the sixth step, in the order given by the prioritization approach

in the seventh step and employing the test system generated in the fifth step. When

the test execution has been finished, the whole process is repeated from the fifth

step, until either the testing time budget has been finished or until all the generated

products in the second step have been tested.

� Step 9: Debugging: When the testing has been finished, the debugging phase starts.

The objective of this phase is to localize and isolate faults of the configurable CPS.

When employing the methods proposed in this dissertation, the debugging process

would be conducted in the ninth step. This debugging process is explained in detail

in Chapter 9.

We reiterate that the proposed methods can be used either collectively or individ-

ually. For instance, in some cases test engineers could manually generate test cases

and thus, it would not be required to employ our method. Another example could be

the test system. For instance, in our work with an industrial partner we proposed a

different test system to that proposed in Chapter 5 [SEA+17].
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Figure 4.1: Overview of each contribution of the dissertation, their dependencies and
structure of the thesis
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4.4 Case Studies

With the objective of validating the proposed methods, four case studies were devel-

oped in MATLAB/Simulink. These case studies were from different domains (i.e.,

aerospace, automotive, industrial and electrical) and complexities. Some of them were

developed from the beginning, whereas others were adapted from either open source

models or industrial case studies. Apart from these case studies, for the experiments

related to the last contribution (Chapter 9), examples from the SPLOT repository were

employed [MBC09b].

4.4.1 Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

The AR.Drone is an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) developed by Parrot for the

market of video games and home entertainment [BCVP11]. Mosterman et al. modeled

the dynamics of the AR.Drone using experimental input-output data, the structure of

the vehicle, equations of motion and system identification techniques [MSB+14]. The

mathematical models of the AR.Drone dynamics were previously validated with the

real vehicle in [MSB+14], where an accurate position estimation was demonstrated.

We reused the AR.Drone model developed by [MSB+14] and added different

variability points in terms of extra functionalities as well as variability points in

hardware and software units. In addition, as we added new functionalities, functional

requirements were re-written.

System Architecture

The cyber layer of the UAV is composed of three different platforms, as depicted in

Figure 4.2. Each platform controls the UAV at a specific level. Platform 1 corresponds

to the layer performing the high level control of the system. This platform is in charge

of deciding the path that the UAV must follow. For this task, the platform integrates

three sensors (obstacle sensor, battery sensor and GPS). It is also the platform in charge

of communicating to the ground station. Based on the user’s request, the embedded

system obtains positional data via the GPS as well as information from the outside

environment (e.g., if there is any obstacle) and the path to follow is plotted. It also

integrates the “FlyLed” that is turned on while the UAV is flying. Platform 2 makes a

low level control to ensure that the UAV keeps flying. It obtains data corresponding to

the dynamics of the system with the gyroscope sensor and computes a set of control

algorithms to regulate the speed of each rotor so that the system keeps stable. The

speed of each rotor is stabilized by sending a set of speed commands to Platform 3,
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which is in charge of controlling the speed of each rotor. This platform performs the

lowest level control.

Network
Fabric – CAN

Computational Platform 1 – High Level Control
ST = 100 ms

Embedded 
Computer 1Battery Sensor

GPS Sensor

Fly Led

Computational Platform 2 – Low Level Control
ST = 10 ms

Gyroscope 
Sensor Embedded 

Computer 2

Computational Platform 3 –
Rotors Speed Control  ST = 10 us

Embedded Computer 3

Physical Layer

Dynamics

Global Position

Battery Level

Physical Processes

CYBER LAYER

Communication 
with ground

Obstacle Sensor

Figure 4.2: Overview of the structure of a CPS, corresponding to an example of an
UAV (based on [LS15]). ST refers to the sample time of the computations to obtain
data from sensors and compute their control tasks in each level

Variability of the AR.Drone UAV

The identified variability has been classified in the two main layers that a CPS can

have, i.e., the cyber and physical layers. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 depicts the feature models

used to manage the variability of the AR.Drone model.1 As for the software, there

are two mandatory features: (1) track system and (2) control. The former refers to

how the UAV plans its path. As compared to the model developed by [MSB+14], we

included an extra path planning strategy, where the UAV can follow a person from

different perspectives, i.e., from the left, right, front and back (as specified by the user).

The latter refers to the control strategy. The control strategy proposed in [MSB+14]

consisted of a set of proportional controllers for the position, height, forward and

lateral velocity and heading angle. In our case, we give the customer the option to

choose between a proportional or a proportional-integral control strategy.

In addition, we included some optional features in the software. We added some

safety functions: collision avoidance equipment, wind avoidance algorithms, an

emergency system and a strategy to independently return home. We also added some

functionalities regarding the battery management. We developed two battery models:

1For presentation purposes, two independent feature models have been developed.
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a battery lasting around 12 minutes, and another one lasting around 25 minutes. In

addition, to prevent the drone from losing battery power, the vehicle could either

launch the landing program, or it could find the closest battery station to recharge

the battery. As for the Real-Time Operating System (RTOS), in our modified system,

we gave the option of using RTOS or not. If the customer chooses to use a RTOS,

embedded linux or FreeRTOS [Fre14] can be used. By default, the AR.Drone uses an

embedded linux operating system [BCVP11].

SW

Track System

Control

Safety

RTOS

Battery 
Management

Point to 
Point

Person 
Following

Concrete 
coordinates

Collision 
avoidance

Wind 
avoidance

Back Home

Emergency 
system

PI P

Auto-Battery 
Charge

Battery 
Landing

FreeRTOS Embedded 
Linux

Figure 4.3: Feature model for the configurable AR.Drone software

From the hardware perspective, we also proposed some variability points, allowing

the user to choose different components. Concerning the sensors, four types of sensors

could be used in the drone: Gyroscope and GPS, which are mandatory for position

and vehicle state estimations, Obstacle Sensor, which is only employed if the collision

avoidance strategy is chosen, and battery sensor, which is mandatory if the user has

chosen the automatic management of the battery. For each type of sensor, the user can

choose among three different models. With regard to actuators, we proposed other

rotors for higher speeds; thus, the user can choose between low or high speed rotors.

In addition, a LED that indicates that the vehicle is flying was added as an optional

feature.

System Requirements

A total of 20 requirements were defined. There are certain requirements that are

mandatory (Table 4.1) whereas others are optional requirements (Table 4.2). Manda-

tory requirements are those related to mandatory features. For instance, r4 is related

to the time that the UAV must fly, which is directly covered by the battery. In the
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Figure 4.4: Feature model for the configurable AR.Drone hardware

same way, optional requirements are those related to optional features. As an example,

r6 is related to the wind avoidance, which is an optional functionality; as a result, if

the chosen configuration does not include this functionality, r6 will not be inside the

requirements of the chosen configuration.

Table 4.1: Mandatory functional requirements for the CPS involving the configurable
UAV

Reqs Sub-reqs Features Involved Requirement

r1
r1a Rotor A The maximum vertical speed for the drone shall

not exceed 1 m/s
r1b Rotor B The maximum vertical speed for the drone shall

not exceed 3 m/s

r2
r2a Rotor A The maximum horizontal speed for the drone

shall not exceed 3 m/s
r2b Rotor B The maximum horizontal speed for the drone

shall not exceed 5 m/s

r4
r4a Battery A, Battery Control The flight program shall last at least 12 minutes
r4b Battery B, Battery Control The flight program shall last at least 25 minutes

r10 r10 Gyroscope, Controllers When the speed is around 0 m/s, the pitch and
roll euler angles of the drone shall not exceed 20
degrees (deg)/100 meters height

r11 r11 Gyroscope, Controllers The yaw angle shall be the one selected by the
drone driver with a maximum error of 15 degrees
(deg)/100 meters high

r16 r16 Communication The drone shall not fly if the command for flying
is not activated

r17 r17 gps The drone shall not move horizontaly if it is
placed in the floor, i.e., h ==0

r18 r18 gps The drone shall not move rotationally if it is
placed in the floor, i.e., h ==0

r19 r19 Communication The drone shall land if the communication with
the base station has been lost
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In addition, some requirements handled variability (i.e., r1, r2, r3, r4 and r7).

For instance, r1 refers to the maximum vertical speed of the UAV. However, two

kinds of rotors can be chosen by the user: high speed rotors and low-speed rotors.

Thus, the maximum allowed vertical speed will not be the same for high or low-speed

rotors. Therefore, r1 = {r1a, r1b}, where r1a specifies the maximum vertical speed for

system variants using low-speed rotors, whereas r1b specifies the maximum vertical

speed when high speed rotors are chosen for the configuration.

Table 4.2: Optional functional requirements for the CPS involving the configurable
UAV

Reqs Sub-reqs Features Involved Requirement

r3
r3a Battery A, Battery Control The drone shall begin the landing if the battery is

less than 20%
r3b Battery B, Battery Control The drone shall begin the landing if the battery is

less than 15%
r5 r5 Emergency system The drone shall run the landing program if there

is an emergency
r6 r6 Wind avoidance The drone shall run the landing program if there

is too much wind

r7
r7a BatteryA, Battery Control,

autobattery, GPS
The drone shall displace to the closest battery sta-
tion if there is less than 30%

r7b Battery B, Battery Control,
autobattery, GPS

The drone shall displace to the closest battery sta-
tion if there is less than 25%

r8 r8 AutoHome, GPS The drone shall come back home if asked
r9 r9 Collision Avoidance If there is an obstacle, the drone shall detect it in

less than 0.5 seconds and be able to skip it inde-
pendently

r12 r12 Point to point, GPS The drone shall follow all the points with a maxi-
mum error of 40 cms

r13 r13 ConcreteCoordinates,
GPS

The drone shall achieve the selected coordinates
with a maximum error of 40 cms

r14 r14 PersonFollowing, GPS The drone shall follow a person to 3 meters of
distance from the horizontal coordinates, with a
height indicated by the user

r15 r15 PersonFollowing The drone shall land if the contact with the person
to follow has been lost due to the distance

r20 r20 Flying Led The drone shall turn on the led while it is on the
air

4.4.2 Adaptive Cruise Control

The second case study involves an Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), which is an

adaption of the Cruise Control model developed by Daimler AG. The Cruise Control

example only involved the speed control units of the system, together with the physical

vehicle model. In this case, we adapted this model and included the capabilities for

the adaptiveness (i.e., autonomously be able to adapt speed based on the context

information such as speed limit signals and position and speed of rest of vehicles).

Figure 4.5 depicts the overall system architecture. While the physical layer as well as
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computational platforms 2 and 3 were original from the Daimler’s model, platform 1

was developed during this Ph.D. project.

System Architecture

The system architecture (Figure 4.5) of the ACC case study is composed of three

main computational platforms connected by a CAN network (which is the standard

automotive communication protocol [KFK14]) in addition to the physical vehicle

model. The first computational platform controls the adaptive functionalities, which

involves a radar sensor to capture the vehicles that are close to the car. When a car

gets closer, an acoustic alarm can get turned on to warn the driver. The camera unit

has as an objective to captures the traffic signals to adapt the speed of the car to

the speed limits of the road. Finally, the emergency break unit captures information

of the environment to avoid a collision of the vehicle either with other vehicles or

pedestrians. The three units are also composed by their corresponding embedded

computer to perform their corresponding signal processing as well as higher level

computations.

The second and third platforms were developed by Daimler AG, and it involves

the speed control of the car. While platform 2 performs the control of the car speed,

i.e., the high level control, platform 3 performs a lower level control involving the

speed of the car engine. The physical layer of the case study involves the vehicle

dynamics, which is a 1400 kg car, and the model includes, among other subsystems,

the engine of the car as well as the different gears.
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Computer 2
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Engine Pair
Sensor

Embedded 
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Embedded 
Computer 3
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Figure 4.5: Overview of the structure of the case study corresponding to the ACC
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Variability of the ACC system

Figure 4.6 shows the feature model capturing the variability of the developed ACC case

study. All these variability points were modeled in a Simulink model, and by means

of a parser, we were able to automatically configure the model for a specific system

variant. The mandatory features are those that are necessary to perform the cruise

control of the vehicle (e.g., Speed Sensor). The different optional functionalities

include the adaptive cruise control, the automated speed limit

and the emergency break. An additional actuator is included, involving the

acoustic alarm, which warns to the driver when it is too close to a vehicle. The

sensors radar and camera are constrained to the adaptive and the sign detection

functionalities. Apart from the variability shown in the feature model in Figure 4.6,

the case study includes several parameters that can be used for calibration. These

parameters include for instance, parameter of the speed controllers, which are PID

controllers.

Cruise Control

Functionalities
Actuators Sensors

Cruise Control

Adaptive

SpeedLimit Gas 
engine

Acoustic Alarm
Speed 
Sensor

SignDetection

Emergency
Break

Engine Pair 
Sensor

Radar

Camera

Constraints:
(Adaptive => Radar) AND (Radar => Adaptive)
(SignDetection =>Camera) AND (Camera => SignDetection)

Figure 4.6: Feature model for the ACC example

System Requirements

Together with experts from the automotive domain, twelve functional requirements

were defined for the ACC case study (Table 4.3). Notice that each requirement has

a feature associated, and if this feature is not selected in a specific product, the

requirement is also unselected from the configuration.

4.4.3 Industrial Tank

The industrial tank presented in this section was developed during this thesis. It was a

simple toy case study that was used to perform some initial validations of the developed
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Table 4.3: System requirements of the ACC case study

Reqs Features involved Requirement
r1 Cruise Control If the cruise control is deactivated and the cruise control lever is

pulled, the last chosen speed set point should be adopted as set
speed

r2 Cruise Control If no speed was set since the last start of the motor and the cruise
control lever is pulled, the current vehicle speed is used as speed
set point. If the current vehicle speed is below 20km/h, the speed is
not adopted as speed set point and the cruise control is not activated

r3 Cruise Control If the cruise control is deactivated and the cruise control lever is
moved up or down, the current vehicle speed is used as speed set
point.

r4 Cruise Control If the driver pushes the gas pedal and by the position of the gas
pedal more acceleration is demanded than by the cruise control, the
acceleration setting as demanded by the driver is adopted.

r5 Cruise Control By pushing the brake pedal, the cruise control is deactivated until
it is activated again.

r6 Speed limit By pressing the gas pedal beyond 90% the speed limit is temporar-
ily deactivated.

r7 Speed limit When the pressure on the gas pedal decreases below 90%, the speed
limit is automatically activated again.

r8 Sign detection If a road sign indicating a speed limit of F km/h according to the
local traffic laws (i.e., maximum permissible speed) is recognized
when driving with activated speed limit function, the speed limit is
set to value F

r9 Adaptive Cruise Control If the distance to the vehicle ahead falls below the specified speed-
dependent safety distance, the vehicle brakes automatically. The
maximum deceleration is 5m/s2.

r10 Adaptive Cruise Control,
acoustical . . .

If the maximum deceleration of 5 m/s2 is insufficient to prevent a
collision with the vehicle ahead, the vehicle warns the driver by two
acoustical signals and by this demands to intervene.

r11 Adaptive Cruise Control If the distance to the preceding vehicle increases again above the
speed-dependent safety distance, the vehicle accelerates with a
maximum of 2m/s2 until the set speed is reached.

r12 Acoustic alarm The ACC warns the driver with an acoustic alarm if the actual dis-
tance to the vehicle ahead is less than (current speed/3.6)*t.

methods. The idea of this example was to mimic similar functionalities that typical

industrial CPSs involve. To this end, first, different functionalities were designed and

discussed with experts in the field. After this, requirements were specified and some

variability points included. Finally, the overall overview of the system was designed

before implementing the model of the system in Simulink.

System Architecture

The cyber layer of the tank is composed of two independent platforms connected

among them with an EtherCAT communication system, as shown in Figure 4.7.

Platform 1 corresponds to the layer in which the signal processing related to the

system’s sensors is performed. Specifically, this platform processes the data related to

the level sensor, which measures the liquid level in the tank, the temperature sensor,

which measures the temperature of the liquid, and the pH sensor, which measures

the acidity of the liquid. This data is sent to the second platform, which its main
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purpose is to perform the control at the actuators level. The embedded computer in

the second platform also obtains the reference point related to the liquid level with a

manual reference, apart from the sensor post-processed data. Based on all this data,

the embedded controller decides whether the fill and drain gates should be opened or

closed, as well as the different alarm systems turned on or off. Notice that the Sample

Time (ST) of both platforms is 100 ms.
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Embedded 
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Liquid Level

Liquid Temperature
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Gate

Fill
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Figure 4.7: Overview of the structure of the case study corresponding to the tank

Variability of the Industrial Tank System

The variability of the configurable CPS involving the industrial tank is depicted in

Figure 4.8. The liquid stored in the tank can be either water or a chemical product. The

feature model also involves some constraints (e.g., the chemical product would require

a pH sensor that measures the acidity). The variability of the system is summarized

bellow:

� Variability in Sensors: The system can include three sensors. While the sensor

for measuring the level of the liquid is mandatory, a sensor for measuring the

temperature will be optional and the inclusion of a sensor for measuring the pH

will depend on the selected product (i.e., it will be included in case the stored liquid

is a chemical product). In addition, each of the sensor types might use sensors from

different vendors. Since this example is a toy case study, for the sake of simplicity,

only two vendors for each type of sensor were selected.
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� Variability in Actuators: The actuators in charge of draining and filling the tank

are mandatory actuators. However, in addition to these two actuators, an alarm

system is included to warn about system’s dangerous situations. This alarm system

is optional and can be either an acoustic alarm or a visual one (or both).

� Variability in the Physical System: The physical system has two main variability

points. The first one refers to the previously mentioned liquid to be stored, which

can be either a chemical liquid or water. The second variability point corresponds

to the shape of the tank, which can be either cylindrical or conical. Notice that the

dynamics of the system will be different depending on the selected tank shape.

� Variability in Software: The software of the proposed system must also deal

with variability. Specifically, variability in the functionality must be considered

(e.g., depending on the liquid to be manipulated, the maximum level will change).

Furthermore, depending on the selected sensor vendor, the corresponding driver

must be configured to avoid corrupted data to be sent to the second platform of the

system, which is in charge of controlling the actuators.

Industrial Tank
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Actuators
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Temperature 
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Acoustic Light
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Constraints:
Water => not pH Sensor
Chemical => phSensor

Figure 4.8: Feature model of the industrial tank system

System Requirements

Six requirements were specified for the toy case study involving the industrial tank.

Notice that, as in the case of the aforementioned case studies, the requirements are

subject to variability, and thus, based on the selected features, the requirements might

differ from product to product. Table 4.4 describes the selected requirements for the
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industrial tank case study. As it can be appreciated, some requirements are composed

of sub-requirements (e.g., r3). The sub-requirements will be selected based on the

selected features. For instance, for the third requirement, r3a will be selected when the

liquid to be stored is water, whereas r3b will be selected when the liquid is chemical.

Table 4.4: System requirements for the Industrial Tank case study

Reqs Sub-reqs Features involved Requirement
r1 r1 Drain Gate, Fill Gate,

Level Sensor
The level of the liquid shall not exceed the ref-
erence value provided by the operators in more
than a 5%

r2 r2 Drain Gate, Fill Gate,
Level Sensor

The maximum allowed time by the system to
achieve the established level shall not exceed
50000 seconds

r3
r3a Water, Fill Gate, Level

Sensor
The level of the liquid shall not exceed the 90%
of the capacity of the tank when the stored liquid
is water

r3b Chemical, Fill Gate, Level
Sensor

The level of the liquid shall not exceed the 75%
of the capacity of the tank when the stored liquid
is a chemical product

r4 r4 pH Sensor, Drain Gate The liquid of the tank must be drained when the
if its pH is less than 3.5

r5
r5a Drain Gate, Temperature

Sensor, Water
The liquid of the tank must be drained if the tem-
perature is less than 15oC

r5b Drain Gate, Temperature
Sensor, Chemical

The liquid of the tank must be drained if the tem-
perature is less than 15oC or more than 50oC

r6
r6a Alarm,Water, Level sensor The alarm system must be turned on if the level

of the liquid is more than 85%. This alarm will
be turned of manually by an operator.

r6b Alarm, Water, Level sen-
sor

The alarm system must be turned on if the level
of the liquid is more than 70%. This alarm will
be turned of manually by an operator.

4.4.4 Direct Current (DC) Engine

In this case, the case study was developed during the development of the Ph.D studies

with the scope of validating the different methods (e.g., test case generation). Although

the case study is simple, it contains similar functionalities that industrial CPSs (or

parts of them) contain (e.g., safety-critical functionalities).

System Architecture

The system contains three main computational platforms, each of them containing a

specific embedded computer. The communication between the three computational

platforms are performed by a Time Triggered Ethernet communication system, which

is a typical protocol for safety-critical systems. The first computational platform

contains two emergency buttons. If any of them is pushed the system must be set to

the safe state (i.e., the engine must be stopped). These functionalities are typical in

factory automation systems involving robots, etc. The second computational platform
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contains a temperature sensor that measures the engine’s temperature. In case the

engine temperature exceeds certain level, the system must be set to the safe state.

These functionalities are typical in several domains such as railway. Finally, the third

computational platform involves the speed control of the system, which takes into

account a manual reference set by the user as well as the different functionalities

implemented in platforms 1 and 2. This is the lowest level control of the system,

which is performed with a feedback loop.
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Figure 4.9: Overview of the structure of the case study corresponding to the DC
Engine

Variability of the DC Engine system

The variability of the system is captured in the feature model in Figure 4.10. Specifi-

cally, the feature model consists of eight features including two mandatory features

and two optional features. Furthermore, three engine types can be chosen, which is

also typical in CPSs depending on the context in which it operates (e.g., in an elevator

system, depending on the allowed number of people and weight in the cabin, a more

powerful or less powerful engine will be selected).

System Requirements

The requirements of this case study are specified in Table 4.5. When assessing the

scalability of the approaches presented in this dissertation, we defined a large number

of so-called “artificial requirements”.
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DC Engine

Emergency 
button 1
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Emergency 
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Constraints:
Sensor Temperature => Engine A

Figure 4.10: Feature model of the DC Engine system

Table 4.5: System requirements for the Industrial Tank case study

Reqs Features involved Requirement
r1 Core features The speed of the engine shall be stabilized within a maximum time

window of 5 seconds.
r2 Emergency button 1,

Emergency button 2.
The engine should stop within a maximum of 0.5 seconds when any
of the emergency buttons is pushed.

r3 Temperature sensor The engine should stop within a maximum of 1 second if the tem-
perature of the engine exceeds 140 oC

4.4.5 Overview of the key characteristics of the case studies

The four case studies correspond to different domains. Furthermore, to ensure the

sufficient degree of heterogeneity, the complexity of each case study is different. Table

4.6 summarizes the main characteristics of each case study. Column blocks is referred

to the number of blocks of each Simulink model. Column SS refers to the number of

stimuli signals of the Simulink model of the case study. Depth refers to the number of

hierarchical level of the system model in Simulink. FR refers to the total number of

functional requirements. Last, Feature and constraints columns refer to the number of

feature and constraints related to the feature model of the case study. It is important to

highlight, that for some evaluations, different versions of the case studies could have

been employed, and thus, these characteristics could vary.

Table 4.6: Main characteristics of each case study

Blocks SS Depth FR Features Constraints
UAV 843 10 4 20 46 5
ACC 415 7 5 12 15 2
TANK 112 3 4 6 24 2
DC ENGINE 257 4 3 3 8 1
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4.5 Case studies employed in each contribution

As mentioned before, each of the contributions was independently assessed by means

of an empirical evaluation. For each evaluation, one or more case studies were em-

ployed. Table 4.7 shows which case study was employed in each of the contributions.

Specifically, for the test system generation, the UAV case study was used. We selected

the UAV case study because it was the largest case study in terms of number of

requirements as well as number of Simulink blocks. For the test case generation as

well as test case prioritization approach, the four case studies were used. As for the

test case selection, the UAV case study as well as the tank case studies were used; we

foresee to extend the evaluation by integrating the other two case studies. Finally, for

the debugging approach, the UAV case study in addition to models from the SPLOT

repository [MBC09a] were used. We employed models from this repository to ensure

a sufficient degree of heterogeneity within the selected case studies.

Table 4.7: Case studies used in each of the contributions

Contribution UAV ACC Tank DC Engine SPLOT models
Test system generation X
Test case generation X X X X
Test case selection X X
Test case prioritization X X X X
Debugging X X
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Chapter 5

Automatic Test System
Generation

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) are ubiquitous systems that integrate digital technolo-

gies with physical processes. These systems are becoming configurable to respond to

the different needs that users demand. As a consequence, their variability is increasing,

and they can be configured in many system variants. To ensure a systematic test exe-

cution of CPSs, a test system must be elaborated encapsulating several sources such

as test cases or test oracles. Manually building a test system for each configuration

is a non-systematic, time-consuming and error-prone process. To overcome these

problems, we designed a test system for testing CPSs and we analyzed the variability

that it needed to test different configurations. Based on this analysis, we propose a

methodology supported by a tool named ASTERYSCO that automatically generates

simulation-based test system instances to test individual configurations of CPSs.

To evaluate the proposed methodology, we selected different configurations of a

configurable Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, and measured the time required to generate

their test systems. On average, around 119 seconds were needed by our tool to

generate the test system for 38 configurations. In addition, we compared the process

of generating test system instances between the method we propose and a manual

approach.

5.1 Introduction

When CPSs have to be customized to clients demands, variability must be efficiently

managed during all the development stages, which considerably increases the com-

plexity of the system development and validation.1 Configurable CPS development

processes can be similar to those processes employed in product line engineering. In

product line engineering, two main layers are considered: the domain engineering

1With variability we refer to configurability, i.e., variability in product space [TH02].
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layer and the application engineering layer. The domain engineering layer involves

different engineering tasks that consider variability of the product (i.e., variability

in the product, in requirements, etc.). The purpose of the domain engineering layer

is to create assets that will be reused in the application engineering layer. In the

application engineering layer, the variability is resolved to create a specific system

variant. The assets developed in the domain engineering layer are reused to create a

variant, reducing the time for the development of different configurations.

However, although the use of simulation methods permits several advantages,

testing CPSs is still expensive. One of the reasons of testing a specific system variant

in the CPSs domain is expensive is because manually generating a test system for a

configuration is an error-prone, non-systematic and time consuming process. The use

of a test system permits a systematic validation of simulation models by automating

the execution and evaluation of test cases, reusing the most relevant test cases across

the different development stages or employing test optimization algorithms to improve

the test execution time while maintaining the overall test quality.

We highlight two main contributions in this chapter: (1) a novel test system

for testing CPSs employing simulation models and (2) a method for the automatic

generation of test system instances for each configuration of configurable CPSs.

For the first contribution, we have extended the test system proposed in [ZN08] for

configurable CPSs by supporting different methods for testing particularities of CPSs

(i.e., concurrency, timing behavior and unpredictability). The test system for each

configuration is automatically generated by the proposed tool, which is considered

the second contribution of this chapter. The tool obtains information of the variability

parsing a feature model. After performing a set of model transformation the test

system for testing a specific configuration is obtained. The tool allows full automation

when generating the test system, what permits reducing the test system generation

time as well as the error proneness.

The chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.2 gives a general overview of the

proposed methodology for the automatic generation of test systems in the context of

configurable CPSs. The meta-model of the designed test system for the validation

of CPSs is explained in detail in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 presents our approach for

the systematic generation of test system instances for configurable CPSs. A complete

evaluation of the proposed approach is presented in Section 5.5. Section 5.6 positions

our work with other previous studies in the current state of the art. Finally, conclusion

and future work are outlined in Section 5.7.

In this Chaper, the case study presented in Section 4.4.1 is used to better explain

some technical concepts.
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The reader is encouraged to visit the following webpage for further information of

the developed tool as well as for a demonstrative video:

https://sites.google.com/a/mondragon.edu/asterysco/

5.2 Overview of the Approach

The overview of the approach considered in this study to automatically generate test

system instances is highlighted in Figure 5.1. It represents several points that test

engineers must consider when using the tool we propose. The first point corresponds

to the variability management of both the configurable CPS and the test system. In

our case, FeatureIDE [TKB+14] is used for this task. It is important to systematically

document the requirements of the system, highlighting the test cases employed to test

them. In our approach, this is addressed in the second point, where we employ the

tool Doors to capture all the requirements of the configurable CPS and tracing them

with test cases. Once the domain requirements of the system are specified, in a third

step, system engineers develop a 150% model of the configurable CPS in Simulink.

150% models address all the variability that the system can have, which is later pruned

by a system configurator. In the fourth point, engineers develop the infrastructure

including test assets that will be reused at the application engineering layer for testing

the configurable CPS. This infrastructure considers executable test cases, different

requirement monitors and a context environment employed for simulating the envi-

ronment in which the CPS operates. The fifth step corresponds to the selection of

configurations to test.

Generation of test systems is performed in the sixth step in the proposed approach.

This part is explained in detail in Section 5.4 of this chapter. Manually generating

a test system for each configuration is infeasible and thus, an automated solution

is needed. For this we propose ASTERYSCO (Automatic Simulation-based TEst

system geneRator for cYberphyscal Systems COnfigurations), a tool that automatically

generates test systems to test the different system variants that a highly configurable

CPS can be set to. ASTERYSCO (1) processes information of the feature model as

well as information of each specific configuration to test, (2) obtains and configures

the test cases, requirement monitors and the context environment functions needed to

test the configuration and (3) generates the test system for the chosen configuration

in Simulink. The generated test system is in accordance with a previously designed

test system. The metamodel of the designed test system for testing CPSs is presented

in Section 5.3. Our approach is designed for early validation of configurable CPSs

at system level as testing starts very early when simulation models are available
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[MNBB16]. In a seventh step, the test cases for each configuration are executed in

Simulink employing the test system that is automatically generated with our tool. The

eighth step in Figure 5.1 consists of the analysis of the results of the tests by system

engineers so that they can fix faults in the configurable CPS.
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Figure 5.1: Technological overview of ASTERYSCO and its dependencies

5.3 Test System for CPS Validation

This section explains the test system for the early validation of configurable CPSs.

We took the test system proposed in [ZN08] as a base. Nevertheless, this system

was oriented for embedded systems from the automotive domain as well as for non-

configurable systems. Thus, we extended that test system for testing configurable

CPSs.

5.3.1 Test System Meta-model

The highest level of the meta-model for our test system, which is illustrated in Figure

5.2, is composed of five different elements:
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� Cyber-Physical System Under Test (CPSUT): The system to be tested. In our case,

the CPSUT is a model composed of the cyber and the physical layer.

� Test Stimuli: The source in charge of generating the necessary data to stimulate the

CPSUT and to control part of the behavior of the context environment.

� Test Oracle: Observes the behavior of the CPSUT with respect to its inputs and

decides whether the results fulfill functional requirements or not.

� Test Control: The source that control the execution of test cases and decides when

the test must be finished.

� Context Environment Model: Simulates the physical world in which the CPS

resides and has to interact with.

Figure 5.2: Test system meta-model. The test stimuli source stimulates CPSUT, the
context environment model simulates the context in which the CPSUT resides, the
test oracle observes the behavior of the CPSUT and decides the test result and the test
execution control sequences the test cases.

Test Stimuli

Figure 5.3 depicts the overview of the test stimuli block. This block encapsulates

the different test cases for validating the system requirements. A test case refers to

a set of signals that stimulate the inputs of the system. Each functional requirement

is validated with a set of test cases (unlike in [ZN08], where each requirement is

validated with a single test case). An algorithm named Test Trigger Control sequences

the test case execution for each requirement. We also provide support for reactive

test cases, which are test cases that observe the state of the CPS and take decisions
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accordingly (Section 2.3.2). Reactive test cases are very common in CPSs as they

support the unpredictability of the physical world by observing the state of different

parts of the CPS. “FeedbackSignals” contain signals related to the state of different

parts of the CPS.

Figure 5.3: Test stimuli meta-model of the test system employed to send the generated
test data to the CPSUT

Test Oracle

The main structure of the test oracle is depicted in Figure 5.4. The test oracle ob-

serves the behavior of the CPSUT and decides whether the system fulfills functional

requirements. The test oracle examines each requirement independently using one or

more requirement monitors. For starting the validation of a specific requirement, the

block named “RequirementTriggerControl” encapsulates an algorithm that triggers

each requirement. A requirement monitor is a piece of software that determines the

requirement status (pass, fail, inconclusive) taking into account a stream of significant

input events [Rob10]. We employ one or more requirement monitors to assess the

concurrency of the CPS. A requirement monitor is composed of a precondition and a

post-condition. The precondition specifies when a requirement monitor can evaluate a

requirement, whereas the post-condition evaluates whether the requirement is valid or

not. Each post-condition consists of a property verifier and a verdict generator. On the

one hand, the property verifier observes that the state of the system is correct. On the

other hand, the verdict generator evaluates whether the properties for the requirement

meets the specified requirements. When the verdict generator evaluates the valid-

ity, it generates a verdict called Requirement-Monitor Verdict (RMVerdict), which

is processed by the requirement validator. The data generated by the requirement

validator is sent to the arbiter. The arbiter processes and analyses the verdicts of each

requirement, and generates a verdict that represents the result of the executed tests.
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The arbiter is composed of the coverage calculator and the validation algorithm, which

are employed to give the overall test result. First, the coverage calculator calculates

the amount of test coverage the tests have achieved (i.e., in our context, the number

of requirements that have been covered). This data is transferred to the validation

algorithm to give the result of the overall test.

Figure 5.4: Test oracle meta-model of the proposed test system for the decision of the
test result

Context Environment

A CPS works inside an environment. Two kind of environments can be differentiated:

(1) the context environment, and (2) the irrelevant environment. The former refers

to the environment that directly affects the CPS, thus, engineers must take this envi-

ronment into account when validating CPSs. For example, in the case study of the

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) presented in Section 4.4.1, the context environment

includes a function that models the wind, another function that models the objects as

well as other kinds of hazards that the drone can be exposed to and last, the position

of the person that must follow (if that feature is selected). The irrelevant environment

refers to the environment that does not affect the CPS, even though it is operating

within it.

The context environment is included in our test system to deal with the unpre-

dictability of the physical world. Figure 5.5 depicts the metamodel of this part of

the test system. The context environment models different scenarios, called context

environment functions, in which the CPS can be involved. There can be one or more
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context environment functions. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, we model the

wind, the obstacles that the CPS has to face and in the case that the UAV is configured

to follow a person, the position of that person. The context environment communicates

with the TestStimuli source (Stimuli Outputs). This is important as the test stimuli

sends orders to the context environment (e.g., generate heavy wind). In addition, the

context environment also obtains data related to the CPS via the CPSUT outputs (e.g.,

in the provided example, the altitude of the drone is obtained, so that as the drone gains

height, the wind is heavier). After processing this data, the context environment sends

data that can affect the CPSUT (such as wind or obstacle) via the “CPSUTInput.”

Figure 5.5: Context environment metamodel of the test system for the simulation of
the environment in which the CPS operates

Test Control

The test control algorithm we defined is quite different to Zander’s test system. In

[ZN08] the test cases were executed following a time-, logical condition-, and verdict-

triggered strategy. In contrast, to support the cost-effectiveness that the configurable

CPSs demand when testing, we have divided it into three main parts: the Next Test

Generator (NTG) algorithm, the Test ID Generator (IDGen) algorithm and the Test

Ending Mechanism. The NTG algorithm decides when to execute a new test case, i.e.,

its main control is to detect when the test that is being executed has finished testing

the CPSUT. When a new test case has to be executed, the NTG algorithm sends a

boolean signal to the IDGen algorithm. The IDGen algorithm decides which test case

to execute. Finally, a subsystem named “end mechanism” decides when to finish the

test. Figure 5.6 depicts the architecture and the interactions of the different sources in

charge of controlling the test at simulation level. For more information about different

test control strategies for the cost-effective validation of CPSs refer to our previous

work [ASE15a].
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Figure 5.6: Test execution control meta-model proposed to control the execution of
the test cases, the block to the left belongs to the NTG algorithm, the one in the middle
to the IDGen algorithm, and the one in the right to the “End mechanism”

5.3.2 Summary

Although some parts have been inspired by the previous work of [ZN08], we extended

different parts of the test system for testing particularities of configurable CPSs. CPSs

are concurrent systems, which means that several tasks are performed simultaneously.

To support concurrency, the test oracle we propose monitors each requirement with

one or more requirement monitor. Each requirement monitor is capable of observing

a specific task of the CPS. The unpredictability of the physical world is another

particularity of CPSs. Our test system supports the testing of this issue by (1) including

a new block named Context Environment and (2) employing reactive test cases. The

former models the physical world in which the CPS resides simulating different

scenarios. The latter refers to the test stimuli block, which encapsulates different test

cases capable of observing different states of the system and taking decisions based on

them. Finally, one particularity of configurable CPSs is the need for cost-effectively

testing. This is because many configurations have to be tested and simulating each

configuration is expensive. Our test system supports cost-effectiveness by employing

an efficient test control strategy that can combines test case selection and test case

prioritization (both approaches are explained in Chapters 7 and 8 respectively).

5.4 ASTERYSCO: Automatic Test System Generator

This section explains the approach to automatically generate test system instances

for each system variant. Figure 5.7 depicts the overview of the processes performed

by the developed tool, named ASTERYSCO, for the automatic generation of the test

system in a Software Process Engineering Meta-model (SPEM). The system takes a

set of external files as input. The output result of the process is a test system ready
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to test the specified configuration of the CPS. The arrows with the solid line indicate

the control flow, whereas the arrows with the dashed lines indicate the object flow

(i.e., inputs and outputs of each process). In this case, the first activity is the test

system generation, and the second activity corresponds to the configuration of the

test system for a specific system variant. In the first process the inputs are the feature

model, the CPSUT and the context environment; the output of the first process is a

Generic Test System, which is an input to the second process. The rest of the inputs

for the test system configuration process are the test cases, the configuration file and

the requirements monitors. The output of this process is the test system instance for

the selected configuration.

 SPEM SPEM Asterysco Process

Test System Generation Test System Configuration

Feature Model

CPSUT

Context Environment

Test Cases Configurations
Requirement Monitors

ActivityInitial

ActivityFinal

Generic Test System

Asterysco

Test System Instance

Figure 5.7: Overview of ASTERYSCO’s activities for the generation of a test system
instances in SPEM.

The test system we choose is the one explained in Section 5.3. The generated

test system is a Simulink model. Simulink was chosen because it is a prevalent

modeling language for CPSs [MNBB16]. It allows simulation of heterogeneous

models, encompassing software, network and physical units. Moreover, it allows

different variability mechanisms [DLPW08, PMB+12]. In addition, Simulink supports

CPSs modeling by employing different toolboxes for computer vision and signal

processing, concurrency modeling of computing platforms, graphical state machine

modeling, system-level physics modeling, communication and computation modeling

and in-the-loop test levels [Mat16]. Feature modeling, which is widely used in industry

[BRN+13], was employed for variability management.
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For generating different test system instances it is important to analyze the vari-

ability points of the test system. Depending on the chosen system variant or test

objective, the test system has to be adapted and automatically configured. To achieve

this goal, the different elements of the test system have to deal with variability. Figure

5.8 depicts a taxonomy summarizing the different variability points of the designed

test system.

The variability of the Test Stimuli strongly depends on the selected product

configuration: variability can be found in the number and type of requirements, and

as consequence in the test cases in charge of testing these requirements. Depending

on the number of test cases needed to test a specific system variant, the test control

source must also be adapted. The inputs of the CPSUT can vary from system variant

to system variant, and therefore, the stimuli signals have to be updated. In addition,

the test cases are reactive, which means that they act taking into account different

signals and variables of the CPSUT. Depending on the system variants, these signals

can also vary.

The test oracle also depends on the selected system configuration. Variability in

this system can be found in the number and type of requirements. As a consequence,

the signals of the test trigger control must be adapted. Furthermore, each requirement

might also have one or more requirement monitor, which have to be configured for

the selected system variant, thus, variability can also appear in the signals of the

precondition or in the signals of the property verifier. The final verdict is given by

the arbiter, which has to be adapted to the number of requirements in the system.

Variability can also be found in this arbitration algorithm, as two algorithms were

developed with different test objectives (i.e., validation based on the percentage of

requirements covered or validation based on the obtained verdicts). In addition, the

test oracle has to be adapted to the input and output signals present in the CPSUT

system variant.

With regard to the context environment, depending on the selected system config-

uration, there are some functions that are inside the context environment and others

inside the irrelevant environment. The functions that are inside the irrelevant envi-

ronment of the selected configuration have to be removed from the test system when

configuring it with the objective of saving simulation time.

Two main steps are taken to generate a test system for a specific configuration: (1)

generation of the generic test system and (2) instantiation of the generic test system

for a selected configuration. In the first step, the test system generator reads the

variability management file, and a generic test system is automatically generated. This

test system generator uses test system specific algorithms (e.g., arbitration algorithms,
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Figure 5.8: Taxonomy of the variability for the chosen test system

test control algorithms, etc.) that have been developed and stored in a Simulink library,

and are the same for any system. In addition, it also takes the model of the CPSUT as

well as the model related to the context environment in which the CPSUT operates.

Once the generic test system is generated, this process is not needed to be performed

again (unless there are modifications such as requirement changes, etc.).

In the second step, the generic test system is reused by the test system configurator,

which automatically rebuilds it to obtain the test system compliant with the system

variant. In this step, the test system configurator replaces the elements of the test

system with the elements necessary to test the configuration. Finally, it removes the

elements of the test system that are not needed to test the selected system variant.

5.4.1 Input Files

As shown in Figure 5.7, a set of input files are needed for the generation of the test

system. These inputs include:

� A variability management file which is manually developed by test and system

engineers.

� A model of the CPSUT, which is developed by system engineers.

� A model related to the context in which the CPS operates, which is usually built by

test engineers.
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� A configuration file, which is related to a specific system variant that must be tested.

This can be either automatically generated by combinatorial algorithms or manually,

for testing specific user needs.

� A set of test cases, which can be either automatically generated from a behavioural

System Under Test (SUT) model or manually specified by test engineers.

� A set of requirement monitors, that are employed by the test oracle to verify that

each requirement meets the specifications provided by the test engineers.

Variability management

For generating the test system instance, one of the most important files is the variability

management file, which is in charge of specifying the variability of both the CPSUT,

as well as the test system. The tool could clearly be used in a wide range of industrial

applications. According to the survey conducted by [BRN+13], feature modeling is

the most used notation in industry to manage variability, where 74.3% of respondents

reported using feature models for this task. Moreover, industrial practitioners are

not usually familiar with modeling notations [WAGL16]. However, researchers in

the field of testing have demonstrated that feature models can be appropriate for

industrial test engineers (e.g., test engineers from Cisco [WAGL16]). In addition, we

use Simulink models of the system, and thus the variability we consider is limited

to the system model level. For the cases we have considered, feature models have

supported our needs. Further, an industrial feature modeling tool named pure::variants

[PS14] has demonstrated that feature models can deal with variability of Simulink

models. The Feature Modelling tool chosen was FeatureIDE [TKB+14]. The reason

for choosing FeatureIDE was that it is a robust tool, which employs an intuitive user

interface. Moreover, this tool is open source, which allows for the adaptation of the

tool to our needs. It also supports both the automatic selection of system variants

employing search algorithms as well as manual selection of products employing a

user interface. Other variability notations can also be appropriate for the variability

management of configurable CPSs (e.g., SimPL [BRN+13], Clafer [BDA+15] or

Zen-CC [LYAZ16b]). We believe that ASTERYSCO can be adapted to support these

tools.

On the one hand, system engineers develop the feature model related to the

configurable CPS, taking into account the variability of both the Cyber and the

Physical layers. On the other hand, test engineers build the feature model related to

the test system, taking into account the variability of the test system. For the chosen

test system, the variability is summarized in Figure 5.8. Note that when the test
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system for a specific configuration has to be generated, the tool must take into account

several test related issues. The requirements of the selected configuration as well as

the associated test trigger control signals have to be taken into account (for both the

test stimuli and test oracle). The test cases associated to the configuration must also

be allocated inside the test stimuli source, where the test stimuli signals (i.e., the ones

that are employed to stimulate the CPSUT) corresponding to the configuration must

be instantiated. This has an impact in the inputs and outputs that are evaluated by the

test oracle, where the ones related to the specific configuration must be selected, and

the not selected ones must be removed from the simulation model. The precondition

and property verifier signals must also be allocated for the selected configuration

(these ones in our test system are related to specific requirements). In addition, the

arbitration algorithm used for the automatic evaluation must be specified (in our case

this is specified beforehand). Finally, the different functions related to the context

environment have to be taken into account, as not all the functions have an influence

in all the configurations (e.g., if in a configuration of the UAV example (Section 4.4.1)

the collision avoidance feature is not chosen, the function related to the obstacle is

removed from the context environment).

When both feature models are developed (i.e., the one related to the system

and the one related to the test system), test engineers integrate them, and trace the

elements related to the CPSUT with the elements related to the test system. This

traceability is done with the constraints of the feature modeling technique, i.e., with

“requires” and “excludes.” For this integration it is important to correctly interpret

system requirements, and how each system requirement is associated with the features

related to the system. It is important to highlight that in this stage there must be an

efficient communication between the system engineer and the test engineer as some

misunderstandings might appear. For instance, the name given to a specific system

feature can be inappropriate so that the test engineer can interpret its association with a

specific system requirement. The traceability is important when configuring a specific

system variant, in this way the elements of the test system are automatically selected

when a system variant is chosen.

Figure 5.9 depicts the test feature model used to manage the variability of the test

system for the proposed case study.2 The test system is divided into three main parts:

Requirements, Stimuli Signals and Context Environment. In each part, child features

are allocated in terms of optional (e.g., r20, yaw_ref or Obstacle) or mandatory (e.g.,

r1, context_signals or Wind). After developing the test feature model for managing

the variability of the test system, the following step would be to integrate it with the

2For presentation reasons, we could not allocate every single feature of the test system.
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CPSUT’s feature model.

Figure 5.9: Test system feature model without being integrated with the CPSUT

The integration with the CPSUT is mainly important for the automatic configura-

tion of the test system. When the feature model that manages the variability of the

CPSUT and the test feature model are integrated, the features of both need to be traced

with cross-tree constraints. Thus, when a specific system variant of the CPSUT is

chosen, the elements related to the test feature model are automatically selected. As an

example, the requirement for the flying LED is r20: “The drone shall turn on the flight

LED while it is in the air.” Therefore, to automatically select r20 when the flying LED

is part of the system variant, the cross-tree constraint between the CPSUT feature

model and the test system is the following: Fly_Led⇒ r20. In addition, when the

flying LED is not part of the system variant, r20 must be automatically unselected.

For this case, the cross-tree constraints would be the following: ¬Fly_Led⇒ ¬r20.

CPSUT

Another input when generating the test system is the CPSUT model, which is a 150%

model of the CPSUT. 150% models integrate all the variability, i.e., the variability

related to the whole product line; when a specific system variant needs to be selected,

the variability of the 150% model is bound. The CPSUT is part of the input, as the

test system needs to be integrated with it. Figure 5.10 shows the input model of

the CPSUT related to the case study provided in Section 4.4.1. Note that the output

“States_Real” is a bus with information related to the UAV.

Context Environment

In Section 5.3.1 we described the context environment. The context environment

model is taken as an input. This model simulates the behavior of the environment

that directly affects the CPSUT. For the example provided in Section 4.4.1, the wind,

obstacles and information related to the person that the UAV must follow (if the
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Figure 5.10: CPSUT input model of the AR.Drone Simulink model

functionality is chosen) is modeled. Figure 5.11 depicts the context environment

model for our case study.

Figure 5.11: Context environment model for the AR.Drone Simulink model

Configuration

The configuration file expresses the elements of both the CPSUT and the test system,

for the selected system variant. System variants can be generated either automatically

or manually. When generating system variants automatically, a very typical technique

used in configurable systems testing is Combinatorial Interaction Testing (CIT). The

configurations can also be specified manually. FeatureIDE provides a user interface to

perform this task. This can be useful when a customer wants a specific configuration,

and before the configuration is built, it must be tested and validated by a simulation

tool. The Test Engineer chooses a specific CPSUT configuration, and the elements

of the Test System are automatically selected; this is possible as we have previously

traced the components of the configurable CPS with the elements belonging to the test

system. When all the features from the feature model are selected, the configuration file
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(which has a *.config extension) related to the chosen configuration is automatically

generated by FeatureIDE.

As an example, we manually customized the C.AR.Drone. For this case, we

chose a simple configuration, c1, with the following features: Fc1 = {TrackSystem,
Point_To_Point, PI, ConcreteCoordinates,BatteriesManagement,

BatteryLanding, Short_Duration,GyrA,GPS_A,BS_A,LowSpeed}. The el-

ements of the test system needed to test c1 are automatically selected:

� Requirements: Rc1 = {r1, r1a, r2, r2a, r3, r3a, r4, r4a, r10, r11, r12, r13, r16, r17, r18, r19}

� Stimuli Signals, SSc1 = {context_signals, yaw_ref, h_ref, xe_ref, ye_ref,

waypoints, fly, comms}

� Context Environment, CE = {Wind}

Test Cases

Other inputs to ASTERYSCO are the test cases needed to test the CPSUT. Although

this is not part of the contribution of this chapter, our proposal for test case generation

is described in Chapter 6. However, there are other options to generate reactive

test cases. For instance, the tool Time Partition Testing (TPT), from piketec, is

a Model-Based Testing (MBT) tool for testing embedded control systems [Pik15].

This methodology allows, among others, graphical test modelling, automatic test

execution, etc [BK08]. This tool also permits testing MATLAB/Simulink models,

ASCET models, AUTOSAR software, C-code, etc. There are other approaches for the

automatic generation of reactive test cases (e.g., [ZN07], [Mje13]).

Requirement monitors

To obtain the results of the executed test cases, the test oracle uses a set of requirement

monitors. These requirement monitors observe several properties of the test system

and generate a set of test verdicts. The requirement monitors are taken as an input

to ASTERYSCO. These requirement monitors also encapsulate variability, which is

bound by the test system configurator for the selected system variant.

5.4.2 Test System Generation

The first step consists of generating a generic test system, which is later used by

the test system configurator to obtain the final test system. Figure 5.12 shows the

tasks performed to generate the generic test system. The first task corresponds to

the parser, which reads the variability management file. During the second task, the
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test system elements are automatically generated. To generate these elements, the

data provided by the parser is processed and the required elements are taken from

the outside libraries and allocated in a model. The CPSUT model is also allocated

in the same model. Finally, this model is sent to the test system integrator, which

automatically integrates the input and output ports of the different elements allocated

in the model.

 act Test System Generation

ActivityInitial

ActivityFinal
Parse feature model Generate test system

Integrate test system

CPSUTContext Environment

Generic Test System
Feature Model

Test System Specific Algorithms

Figure 5.12: Overview of the tasks of the test system generator for the generation of
the generic test system model.

ASTERYSCO was developed in MATLAB. The variability management tool is

FeatureIDE using feature models. The models in FeatureIDE are saved in *.xml. For

the chosen test system, when generating the Test Stimuli, the test system generator

needs to process the name and number of the requirements and stimuli signals. When

generating the test oracle, the name and number of each requirement is needed. Thus,

the parser extracts all this data to send it to the test system elements generator. Once

this data is extracted, the test system elements generator uses MATLAB scripts to

generate the test system elements in accordance with the architecture explained in the

Section 5.3.1. Finally, the test system integrator reads the test system elements model

and joins all its ports.

Integrating the test stimuli, the test control and the test oracle is systematic, as the

ports that have to be integrated do not vary. Nevertheless, the output signals of the

test stimuli, the signals of the context environment and the signals of the test CPSUT

vary from system to system. The automatic integration of these sources is possible

when the names of the input and output ports to be linked are the same. Otherwise,

a manual refinement process is needed for the generation of the whole test system.
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Figure 5.13: The automatically generated generic test system model

This integration is automatically performed with Algorithm 1. Figure 5.13 depicts the

automatically generated generic test system model for the proposed case study by our

test system generator.

5.4.3 Test System Configuration

Once the generic test system is generated, the test system configurator needs to rebuild

it to test a specific system variant by generating the test system instance. The test

system configurator works as follows: first, it parses the needed information from the

variability management file as well as from the configuration file. The test system

configurator relates the selected features in the configuration file to the features of the

variability modeling file (which are generic files). After this relationship has been

established, the elements related to the configuration file are replaced by the elements

corresponding to the variability modeling file. Finally, the non-selected elements are

deleted from the model.

FeatureIDE saves the models in *.xml format and the features of a specific system

variant in *.config format. For the selected test system, we focused on requirements

and stimuli signals. The configurator replaces the test cases related to the generic

test system (which are empty subsystems), with the test cases for the specific system

variant. The variability of the test cases is also bound (e.g., a specific signal that is

not needed for the system variant might be deleted, etc.). The same happens with
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Data: Test System Elements model
Result: Generic Test System

1 TestSystem = Read(Test System Elements model);
2 for i=1 to size(TestStimuli.Outputs) do
3 for j=1 to size(ContextEnvironment.Inputs) do
4 if TestStimuli.Outputs(i).Name == ContextEnvironment.Inputs(j).Name

then
5 addLine(TestStimuli.Outputs(i),ContextEnvironment.Inputs(j);
6 end
7 end
8 for j=1 to size(CPSUT.Inputs) do
9 if TestStimuli.Outputs(i).Name == CPSUT.Inputs(j).Name then

10 addLine(TestStimuli.Outputs(i),CPSUT.Inputs(j);
11 addLine(TestStimuli.Outputs(i),InOutBus);
12 end
13 end
14 end
15 for i=1 to size(ContextEnvironment.Outputs) do
16 for j=1 to size(CPSUT.Inputs) do
17 if CPSUT.Outputs(i).Name == ContextEnvironment.Inputs(j).Name

then
18 addLine(ContextEnvironment.Outputs(i),CPSUT.Inputs(j);
19 addLine(ContextEnvironment.Outputs(i),InOutBus);
20 end
21 end
22 end
23 for i=1 to size(CPSUT.Outputs) do
24 for j=1 to size(ContextEnvironment.Inputs) do
25 if CPSUT.Outputs(i).Name == ContextEnvironment.Inputs(j).Name

then
26 addLine(CPSUT.Outputs(i),ContextEnvironment.Inputs(j);
27 end
28 end
29 end
Algorithm 1: Algorithm for the automatic integration of the Test Stimuli, CPSUT
and Context Environment
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the requirement monitors, where the generated requirement monitors are replaced

by configuration-specific requirement monitors. Lastly, the generated empty test

cases and empty requirement monitors that do not represent the chosen configuration

are removed. Algorithm 2 shows the strategy followed for the configuration of the

requirements.

 act Test System Configuration

ActivityInitial ActivityFinal

Parse feature model and 

configuration

Configurate requirements Configurate stimuli signals

Feature Model Configurations Generic Test System Test Cases
Requirement Monitors

Test System Instance

Figure 5.14: Overview of the processes corresponding to the test system configuration
for a specific system instance.

In the case of the stimuli signals, the process is easier. The stimuli signals that are

not needed to test a specific system variant are automatically removed. Algorithm 3

shows the strategy for configuring the stimuli signals.

Figure 5.14 shows the processes that ASTERYSCO performs to configure the

generic test system for a specific test system instance. Note that the requirements

configurations as well as the stimuli signals configurations are based on the chosen test

system variability. In the case that another test system is chosen, these blocks should be

replaced based on the variability points of the selected test system. In ASTERYSCO,

after removing the requirement monitors of the test oracle, the verdict and coverage

bus creator loses the signals of the removed requirement monitors. This is a problem

for the arbitration algorithm when the different metrics have to be calculated. Thus,

these two bus signals must also be adapted. Algorithm 4 configures these bus creators.

5.4.4 Output

Figure 5.15 shows the final results of the test system to test the chosen configuration.

The non-selected components and signals have been removed from the model. For

instance, the ports corresponding to “emergency_landing” or “back_home” from
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Data: GenericTestSystem, FeatureModel, ConfigurationFile
Result: TestSystemInstance

1 FM = parse(FeatureModel);
2 CONFIG = parse(ConfigurationFile);
3 for i=1 to size(CONFIG.Req) do
4 Req = Config.Req(i);
5 for j=1 to size(FM.Req) do
6 if FM.Req(j).Children == 0 then
7 //This means that it does not have children requirements
8 if FM.Req(j) == CONFIG.Req(i) then
9 req_id(j) = 1;

10 ReplaceTStimuliReq(FM.Req(j).Name,CONFIG.Req(i).Name);

11 ReplaceTOracleReq(FM.Req(j).Name,CONFIG.Req(i).Name);

12 end
13 else
14 //Has children requirement;
15 for k=1:size(FM.Req(j).Children) do
16 if FM.Req(j).Children(k) == CONFIG.Req(i) then
17 req_id(j) = 1;
18 ReplaceTStimuliReq(FM.Req(j).Children(k).Name,CONFIG.Req(i).Name);

19 ReplaceTOracleReq(FM.Req(j).Children(k)Name,CONFIG.Req(i).Name);

20 end
21 end
22 end
23 end
24 end
25 for for i=1 to size(FM.Req) do
26 if requirements_id(i) == 0 then
27 RemoveTStimuliReq(FM.Req(j).Name);
28 RemoveTStimuliReq(FM.Req(j).Name);
29 end
30 end
Algorithm 2: Algorithm for the automatic configuration of the test system for the
selected configuration requirements
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Data: GenericTestSystem, FeatureModel, ConfigurationFile
Result: TestSystemInstance

1 FM = parse(FeatureModel.xml);
2 CONFIG = parse(c_1.config);
3 for i=1 to size(FM.StimuliSignals) do
4 RemoveStimuliSignal = true;
5 for j = 1 to size(CONFIG.StimuliSignals) do
6 if FM.StimuliSignals(i).Name == CONFIG.StimuliSignals(j).Name

then
7 //The stimuli signal is in the selected config;
8 RemoveStimuliSignal = false;
9 end

10 end
11 if RemoveStimuliSignal == true then
12 RemoveStimuliSignal(FM.StimuliSignals(i).Name;
13 end
14 end
Algorithm 3: Algorithm for the automatic configuration of the test system for the
selected stimuli signals

Data: GenericTestSystem, FeatureModel, ConfigurationFile
Result: TestSystemInstance

1 FM = parse(FeatureModel);
2 CONFIG = parse(ConfigurationFile);
3 //Deletes buses for new number of inputs;
4 deleteBusCreator(VerdictBus);
5 deleteBusCreator(CoverageBus);
6 deleteUnconnectedLines();
7 //Adds bus creators with new number of inputs;
8 addBusCreator(VerdictBus, size(CONFIG.Requirements));
9 addBusCreator(CoverageBus, size(CONFIG.Requirements));

10 //Integration of bus with arbiter;
11 addLine(VerdictBus,Arbiter);
12 addLine(CoverageBus, Arbiter);
13 //Integrate Requirement monitors with buses;
14 for i=1 to size(CONFIG.Requirements) do
15 addLine(CONFIG.Requirements(i).Name,VerdictBus);
16 addLine(CONFIG.Requirements(i).Name,CoverageBus);
17 end
Algorithm 4: Algorithm for the automatic configuration of the test verdict and
coverage bus from the test oracle for a configuration
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Figure 5.15: Configured Simulink Model for the configuration ci of the proposed
illustrative example

the test stimuli have been removed. The same happens with the “Obstacle” and

“Person_Data” from the context environment and the “FlyingLed” from the CPSUT.

5.4.5 Limitations

We have identified some limitations related to the current version of ASTERYSCO:

� Test System: We have used an extension of a test system that was designed for the

validation of embedded systems from the automotive domain at system level. The

developed tool is specific for the test system explained in Section 5.3.

� Simulation tool: Our prototype uses MATLAB/Simulink as the simulation tool.

Other tools can be used for simulation, however, these tools must support scripts to

generate the test system model. In addition, CPSs involve different technologies,

and often, co-simulation is needed. We have not performed experiments using two

independent simulation tools.

� Variability management tool: Our prototype used feature models employing the

tool FeatureIDE [TKB+14]. Feature model and the tool FeatureIDE may have

some limitations (e.g., FeatureIDE does not support cardinality type variability) that

we have not considered. Other tools, such as SimPL [BYBS13], Clafer [BDA+15]

or ZenCC [LYAZ16b] might be more adequate for variability modeling of CPSs.
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Although we did not perform experiments with other tools, we believe that the only

changes to be done would be the ones related to the parser.

5.5 Evaluation

This section evaluates the proposed approach for generating test system instances

for configurable CPSs. We provide a case study and measure the time needed by

ASTERYSCO to generate the test system instances for ten configurations. Later, we

compare the difference of generating test systems employing our tool against to a

manual process. Finally, the obtained results are discussed and some identified threats

to validity of the performed evaluation are highlighted.

5.5.1 Case Study

The case study we employed for the evaluation of our approach is the one presented in

Section 4.4.1. Before executing the case study, the test cases as well as the different

requirement monitors for testing each functional requirement were developed. We

selected a time-triggered execution strategy, i.e., a time slot was defined for each test

case, and the test control measured the test execution time of each test case before

executing the following one.

Regarding the test execution (i.e., the test stimuli), each requirement was tested

by one or more reactive test cases. As for the test evaluation (i.e., the test oracle),

each requirement was monitored by three requirement monitors. The first requirement

monitor observed the tasks related to the high level control (i.e., if the position of

the UAV was the correct one for the specified requirement). The second requirement

monitor observed the tasks related to the low level control (i.e., if the stabilization of

the UAV was correct). The third requirement monitor observed the specified property

for the requirement. Figure 5.16 depicts the three requirement monitors for r1. The

test cases as well as the requirements monitor were stored in the Simulink library.

Once the test cases and the requirement monitors were developed the generic test

system was generated. In a second step, we selected the configurations to test. These

configurations were selected manually and automatically. We manually selected 10

different configurations ranging from c1 to c10. The simplest system variant is c1,

which has minimum functionalities, whereas c10 is the most complex configuration

with all the functionalities. We selected configurations of different complexities for

two main reasons. The first reason is that users usually select products based on

their price and based on their features. Products with more features tend to be more

expensive, and as a result, many users cannot afford them. On the contrary, cheap
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Figure 5.16: Detail of the three requirement monitors for the validation of requirement
r1 and its requirement validator

products tend to have few features, and while some users might consider the features

of a cheap configuration to be enough, others could need a more sophisticated system.

The second reason is related to the impact of the time required by ASTERYSCO

to generate test systems based on the complexity of the configurations. We wanted

to measure if our tool requires more time for configuring test systems with more

requirements. We also selected configurations to test automatically. We employed

FeatureIDE, which integrates different search algorithms for t-wise configuration

selection. We employed the algorithm ICPL [JHF12] as it is the fastest configuration

selection algorithm. We configured the algorithm to select the system variants to test

following a pairwise criteria. The reason for selecting this criteria is that at least the

interaction of two features is ensured, and thus, it can be ensured that the system does

not fail due to the interaction of two features. In total, the ICPL algorithm selects 28

system variants. The name of the configurations that were automatically selected start

with “pw.”

Table 5.1 shows the number of features, requirements and stimuli signals of

each selected configuration. Later, we generated the test system for each selected

configuration with our approach and measured the time. We repeated this process

100 times to account for random variations when generating the test system. It can

be appreciated that as the number of requirements that a specific configuration has

increases, the time required to generate the test system tends to increase.
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5.5.2 Results

Results of the case study are reported in this Section. Table 5.1 shows the time required

to generate the test system instance for each configuration. Each configuration has a

different number of requirements. The generation of each test system was repeated

100 times to account for random variations, as recommended by [AB11]. The test

systems were generated with a computer running a Windows 7 operating system in an

Intel Core i5, 2.5 GHz processor with 8 Gb of RAM memory. The column showing

the generation time refers to the mean time required by our tool for generating each

test system for the 100 repetitions. The standard deviation of the 100 repetitions is

shown in the sixth column. The mean time for generating the generic test system was

of 3.85 seconds, with a standard deviation of 0.11 seconds. The fastest test system

configuration was for the pw15, which had 11 requirements and seven stimuli signals.

The mean time for configuring this test system was of 2.84 seconds. On the contrary,

c10, which had 20 requirements, was the configuration for which ASTERYSCO

employed more time for the test system configuration, specifically, 3.53 seconds.

Once the test systems were generated, the tests were executed. In total, about five

hours were needed to test the 38 configurations.

5.5.3 Comparison with Manual Test System Generation

The steps that have to be taken to generate a test system as well as the differences

between employing a manual test system generation or employing ASTERYSCO are

shown in Table 5.2. First, a feature model as well as the test infrastructure must be

elaborated. Second, configurations must be selected. Third, the generic test system is

generated.3 Lastly, the test system for each configuration is generated.

Step 1: Elaboration of Feature Model and test infrastructure

The first step corresponds to the elaboration of the feature model as well as the test

infrastructure. Regarding the feature model, in the case of manual configuration,

only the feature model of the system would be needed to be developed for managing

variability of the system. The elaboration of the feature model also allows traceability

with the CPS model, which warrants a systematic configuration. In addition, in the

manual process, the test feature model would not be needed. Regarding the test

infrastructure, just the test assets would not be developed or generated. The main

benefit of employing a manual approach is that only the feature model related to the

system would be developed, not having to develop the test feature model nor the test

3This step is not mandatory for the manual configuration.
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Table 5.1: Time required by ASTERYSCO to generate the generic test system as well
as different configurations

Features Reqs Stimuli
Signals

Generation
Time (sec)

Standard
Deviation

GenericTS 3.85 0.11
c1 17 10 7 2.87 0.1
c2 20 11 8 2.93 0.07
c3 21 12 8 3.04 0.06
c4 22 13 9 3.11 0.06
c5 23 14 10 3.2 0.07
c6 24 15 10 3.26 0.07
c7 25 17 10 3.4 0.07
c8 28 18 10 3.49 0.06
c9 29 19 10 3.5 0.06
c10 31 20 10 3.53 0.14
pw1 16 11 3 3.23 0.26
pw2 26 13 8 3.27 0.32
pw3 26 13 5 3.00 0.06
pw4 26 16 8 3.18 0.05
pw5 22 15 8 3.12 0.05
pw6 27 15 6 3.19 0.22
pw7 30 17 8 3.29 0.07
pw8 27 16 10 3.18 0.06
pw9 24 14 5 3.06 0.05
pw10 28 14 8 3.05 0.05
pw11 26 12 4 2.92 0.00
pw12 28 15 5 3.16 0.00
pw13 23 12 4 2.92 0.00
pw14 26 14 5 3.07 0.00
pw15 22 11 7 2.84 0.00
pw16 26 15 5 3.14 0.00
pw17 25 13 7 2.98 0.00
pw18 23 13 3 3.01 0.00
pw19 22 12 3 2.92 0.00
pw20 21 13 3 3.02 0.00
pw21 19 12 3 2.94 0.00
pw22 24 13 3 3.16 0.00
pw23 24 13 3 3.00 0.00
pw24 24 13 3 3.01 0.00
pw25 24 13 3 3.00 0.00
pw26 24 13 3 3.01 0.00
pw27 24 13 3 3.10 0.00
pw28 24 13 3 3.13 0.00
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Table 5.2: Comparison of ASTERYSCO with manual generation of test systems

Steps Manual ASTERYSCO Difference
Step 1 Elaborate Feature Model Elaborate Feature Model

and Test Feature Model
Employing our method, the feature
model related to the test system as well
as the reusable test assets must be elab-
orated

Step 2 Select relevant configura-
tions

Select relevant configura-
tions

The selected configurations with our
method include the features related to
the test system, whereas when not em-
ploying our approach just the features
related to the system appear

Step 3 Generate generic test sys-
tem

Employing the manual approach it is
not necessary to generate a generic test
system

Step 4 Generate test system for
each configuration

Generate test system for
each configuration

ASTERYSCO generates automati-
cally test system instances whereas
with a manual methodology “clone
and own” strategy would be needed,.
This results in a time consuming,
error-prone and non-systematic
process.

assets. On the contrary, the limitation would be that any information related to the

variability of the system is available, and not information related to the test.

In the case of ASTERYSCO, the feature model of both the system as well as

the test system has to be elaborated. In addition, in our proposed methodology, the

dependencies between the features of the CPS and the features related to the test

system must be traced with cross-tree constraints. As for the test infrastructure,

different reusable test assets would be needed to develop. The benefit in this case is

that information related to the variability of the test system is available in a feature

model. However, the limitations are that the the feature model related to the test

system must be manually elaborated. In addition, the reusable test assets must be

generated. These tasks result in an extra investment of time.

Step 2: Selection of Relevant Configurations

The second step corresponds to the selection of relevant configurations. We previously

explained that this step can be performed either automatically (i.e., employing CIT

algorithms) or manually. Configurations are usually generated automatically when

feature pairwise coverage needs to be achieved. However, some customers might

want specific configurations and thus, the features of the configurable CPS would

be manually selected. The tool we employ for elaborating the feature model (i.e.,

FeatureIDE) supports both options and generates a *.config file for each configuration.

When not using the approach presented in this chapter, the features related to a

configuration appear in a *.config file. The benefit in this case is that only information

related to the CPSUT appears, and when configuring the CPSUT model there is no
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need for dividing CPSUT information and information related to the test system. How-

ever, this implies an important limitation: as system requirements were not modeled

in the feature model, system requirements do not appear in the *.config file, and as a

result, test engineers have to select them manually. This is a problem in the following

steps when generating test systems for specific configurations as test engineers have

to constantly check the requirements documents and the selected features. Apart

from not being a systematic process, the error proneness when generating the test

system is increased (as some requirements might be omitted or incorrectly selected).

Moreover, the process of manually selecting the requirements of each configuration

when there are many configurations to test (which is the case of configurable CPSs)

can be infeasible.

When employing ASTERYSCO, the features related to the test system are auto-

matically selected based on the cross-tree constraints and they appear in the *.config

file. One of the benefits in this case is that the requirements as well as other features

(such as the stimuli signals or the context functions) are specified in a *.config file.

This allows for the automatic configuration of the test system by our tool. A possible

limitation might be that if just information about the CPSUT model is needed, then in-

formation related to the test system would need to be removed. The time for selecting

relevant configurations (i.e., T_CONF_SEL) is the same for both methods.

Step 3: Generic Test System Generation

The third step corresponds to the generation of the generic test system. In the case

of the manual approach for generating the test system, this step can be omitted. The

major benefit might be that there is no need to spend time developing a generic test

system. Nevertheless, a possible limitation for the manual approach is that when

configuring a test system for a specific system variant, a generic test system could

facilitate this process.

As explained in Section 5.4, in the case of ASTERYSCO, a generic test system is

mandatory so that in the configuration step the test system can be configured efficiently.

This generic test system is automatically generated. The benefit of using our tool for

generating the generic test system is that it is fully automated and it can be generated

in a few seconds (as shown in Table 5.2). One possible limitation when using of the

method we propose is that an error free test feature model has to be developed. If the

the feature model contains an error (e.g., the name of a stimuli signal is incorrect) a

manual refinement process might be needed. In addition, there might be other major

errors; for example, a requirement might not be well traced with a specific feature.

This might imply that when a configuration holds this specific feature the requirement
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is not tested. TgenericTS is the time required by ASTERYSCO to generate a generic

test system.

Step 4: Configuration of the Test System

In the last step, the test system for each configuration is generated. This process

is named configuration of the test system. In the case of manual elaboration of the

test systems for each configuration, different strategies can be employed. The most

typical would the one related to “clone and own.” In this case, a test system as well as

the test infrastructure (i.e., test cases and requirement monitors) would be generated

for a specific configuration and later reused to generate other test systems for other

system variants. The different elements of the test system would be needed to be

manually generated (i.e., the stimuli signals, the test oracle, the context environment

and the test control); this task can be time consuming as the selected test system

can be complex for the test engineer. Moreover, all elements of the test system need

to be manually integrated. In addition, there might be many configurations to test

(i.e., a manual generation of the test system has to be performed for each system

variant). A possible benefit of using a manual approach could be that if there are

few configurations to test with systems with few requirements, a manual approach

might be faster than developing the feature model in Step 1 and the reusable test

infrastructure. However, this is not the case of configurable CPSs, which can be

configured into many configurations. One benefit of manually configuring the test

system is that it is not mandatory to have a *.config file with all the requirements.

Nevertheless, the practice of manually configuring a test system for each configuration

to test has important limitations. One of these limitations refers to the time required

to manually develop a test system. Another limitations refers to the time required to

generate the test cases and the requirement monitors for each configuration. Another

limitation is that test engineers are exposed to fatigue when developing many test

systems, which could lead to the generation of errors in the test system; this might lead

to introduce errors into the test system. Given that there are N relevant configurations

to test,
∑N

i=1MAN_TinstTSi is the time required by a manual approach to generate

the N test system instances.
∑N

i=1MAN_InfrastrutinstTSi is the time required by

a manual approach to generate the test infrastructure for the N configurations.

In our case, ASTERYSCO obtains the generic test system, and the test system

for the specific configuration is configured in about 3 seconds (as illustrated in Table

5.2), reusing the previously generated test assets. This process is fully automated,

which warrants the systematic generation of test system instances and reduces the

error-proneness as well as the test system generation time. The benefit of this approach
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is related to the configuration time, which is quite low (Table 5.2). Not only that,

employing the tool proposed in this chapter, a systematic configuration of the test

system is ensured while reducing the propensity of errors. A possible limitation could

be that if the test feature model contained an error, this error could be propagated

when generating a test system instance (e.g., a requirement of a specific configuration

could be removed from the test system, or a requirement that a specific configuration

does not have could be tested). Given that there are N relevant configurations to test,∑N
i=1AST_TinstTSi is the time required by ASTERYSCO to generate them.

Overall test system generation time

Based on the above-mentioned steps for the generation of test system instances em-

ploying ASTERYSCO or a manual approach, we separated the time required by each

approach to generate N test system instances. The time required to manually generate

N test system instances for testing relevant configurations is given in Equation 5.1.

Equation 5.2 gives the time required to automatically generate the same configurations

employing our method:

T_MAN = T_FMsys + T_CONF_SEL+

N∑
i=1

(MAN_TinstTSi +MAN_InfrastrutinstTSi) (5.1)

where, T_FMsys is the time required to develop the feature model, T_CONF_SEL

is the time for selecting the relevant configurations to test, MAN_TinstTSi is the time

for manually generating a test system instance for configuration i, and MAN_ -

InfrastrutinstTSi is the time required by a manual approach to generate the test

infrastructure for configuration i.

T_AST = T_FMsys + T_ASSETS + T_FMtest+

T_CONF_SEL+ TgenericTS +
N∑
i=1

AST_TinstTSi (5.2)

where, T_FMsys is the time required to develop the feature model, T_ASSETS

is the time required to develop the test assets, T_FMtest is the time required to

develop the feature model related to the test system, T_CONF_SEL is the time for

selecting the relevant configurations to test, TgenericTS is the time required to generate

the generic test system by ASTERYSCO, and AST_TinstTSi is the time required by

ASTERYSCO to generate the test system instance for a configuration i.
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5.5.4 Discussion

This section discusses the obtained results (Section 5.5.2) and the comparison between

employing ASTERYSCO for generating test system instances with manual generation

(Section 5.5.3).

ASTERYSCO is a tool that automatically generates test systems for specific system

variants. To perform this task, the tool first generates a generic test system executing a

model to model transformation. The proposed tool transforms a feature model into

a generic test system for the tool Simulink. For the case study, the generation time

for the generic test system was around 3.85 seconds with a standard deviation of 0.11

seconds. We consider the time required to generate the generic test system good,

considering that the chosen case study has 20 requirements and 10 stimuli signals.

The generic test system can be reused across the configurations that the system

can be set to. In order to do this, the test system configurator parses the configuration

and allocates all the components needed to test the system variant in the test system.

The performed experiments show that our tool automates the process of generating

the test systems for specific system variants in about 3.5 seconds. On average, 119

seconds were needed to generate the 38 configurations. The test execution time for

the 38 configurations took about five hours. Thus, we consider that 119 seconds is a

quite small part of the total amount of time required to test the 38 configurations. It is

important to highlight that the time required by the method we propose when configur-

ing a test system increases as the number of requirements to be tested increases (Table

5.1). This might be caused due to the fact that the functions “Replace” (Algorithm

2) take more time to execute than the functions “Remove.” However, the obtained

results for configuring a specific test system indicate that our approach considerably

reduces the time for generating test system instances. This means that the proposed

method can substantially reduce verification and validation stage costs when testing

configurable CPSs.

Section 5.5.3 compares ASTERYSCO with a manual process for the generation

of test system instances. Four main steps must be given: (1) feature model elaboration

and test infrastructure generation, (2) configuration selection, (3) generation of the

generic test system and (4) configuration of the test system. For each step we compare

the differences of the two approaches and highlight the main limitations and benefits.

In general, the main limitation of of the method we propose as compared to a manual

approach is that an amount of time must be invested building the test feature model

and generating the reusable test assets. In addition, the test feature model has to be

correctly built, otherwise, some errors can be propagated in the test system when

generating it using ASTERYSCO. The main limitation of the tool we propose is
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the main benefit of the manual process for building test system instances. When

employing a manual approach for building the test system, it is not mandatory to

build a test feature model. However, this can convert the manual generation of the

test system into a real challenge, especially when the number of configurations to

test is large. The test engineer must check the requirements of each configuration to

be tested as well as other features related to the test system before building the test

system. This issue involves a human factor, which might result in an increase of the

error proneness. Moreover, a manual test system generation process requires a manual

test case generation process for each configuration. This could be infeasible because

of the time required for this task. The use of the methodology we propose ensures

100% requirements coverage if all the test cases for each configuration are executed.

If the test cases are manually generated, the coverage can achieve 100% requirements

coverage. Nevertheless, when the number of configurations to test is too large, the

manual test case generation process would be very time consuming and the chances

for achieving a high coverage would be reduced.

Concluding Remark: The main limitation of the method we propose is that an

investment of time is required when generating the test feature model in addition to the

reusable test assets. Moreover, this test system has to be correctly performed and some

testing is required to ensure the correctness of the feature model, otherwise, some

errors can be introduced when generating the test system. However, the investment

of time when developing the test feature model results in a systematic process when

generating the test system. The tool allows full automation of the generation of

test system instances for the configurations to test. When N (i.e., the number of

configurations to test) is very low, a manual process could be more effective than

employing ASTERYSCO. However, this is not usually the case of configurable CPSs.

The number of configurations to test is large and thus, a benefit of our approach would

be the time to generate test system instances. Equation 5.3 can be employed to guide

practitioners when to use the proposed methodology. Note that we demonstrated that

TgenericTS and AST_TinstTSi were in the order of some seconds, and thus might

be disregarded. The time required to build the test feature model (i.e., T_FMtest)

and the reusable test assets (i.e., T_ASSETS) might require a lot of effort, but the

time for manually generating each test system instance (i.e., MAN_TinstTSi) and

the test infrastructure (i.e., MAN_InfrastrutinstTSi) can also take some hours.

Moreover, it is important to note that as the number of configurations to test (i.e., N)

increases, considerably more time is required when generating test systems manually.

As the number of configurations to test in configurable CPSs is often very large, we

recommend using ASTERYSCO for the purpose of generating test system instances.
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T_FMtest + T_ASSETS + TgenericTS +
N∑
i=1

AST_TinstTSi ≤

N∑
i=1

(MAN_TinstTSi +MAN_InfrastrutinstTSi) (5.3)

5.5.5 Threats to Validity

This section summarizes the main threats that can invalidate our evaluation:

External validity: An external validity threat that usually affects most studies is the

number of case studies employed. We employed one case study with ten configurations,

which might not be enough to generalize our results. However, to reduce this threat,

we employed a CPSUT with twenty functional requirements and ten configurations of

different complexities. Another external validity threat of our study is related to the

employed test system. This was an extension for configurable CPSs of that used in

[ZN08] for embedded systems. Other kinds of systems might require some adaptation

in the test system, and our tool might require more or less time with other test systems.

Conclusion validity: A conclusion validity threat involves the randomized time for

generating test systems. This means that the time required by ASTERYSCO for

generating test systems might suffer some variations. To reduce this threat, the

generation of the generic test system as well as the configuration of each test system

was repeated 100 times. Later, we calculated the mean time required by ASTERYSCO

to generate test system instances as well as the standard deviation.

5.6 Related Work

Configuring configurable CPSs can often be very challenging. Some works have

considered different modeling methodologies combined with search engines and

constraint solving methods for the efficient configurations of these systems [NYA+13,

BYBS13, BDA+15, LYAZ16b, LYAZ16a]. The objective of our study is not the

configuration of CPSs however, but the generation of test systems for configurations

of configurable CPSs. As the test system was modeled in Simulink, and the variability

of Simulink models can be managed with feature models, we have chosen them for

this task. We believe that our approach can be combined with the above-mentioned

works that further study the configuration of CPSs by adapting the parsers.

Regarding test systems for the automated validation, Model-in-the-Loop for Em-

bedded System Test (MiLEST) is a toolbox for MATLAB/Simulink developed in
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[ZN08]. Some elements of our test system architecture, including part of the test stim-

uli and part of the test oracle have been extended from MiLEST. However, MiLEST is

oriented towards the validation of individual embedded systems, and variability was

not the objective of the tool. Our test system is designed for configurable CPSs and it

is automatically generated by ASTERYSCO to test system variants of a configurable

CPS. To achieve this goal, the test system supports variability in several points, as

explained in Section 5.4. In addition, the elements of our test system are automatically

generated taking into account the test feature model developed in the management

stage using the tool FeatureIDE. Other test systems were also designed for CPSs.

For instance, Kane et al. focused on requirement monitors that act as a test oracle

[KFK14]. We also employ requirement monitors for deciding whether the results

of the tests are valid or not. However, their approach was focused on automotive

CPSs employing Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) simulations, whereas our approach is

designed for Model-in-the-Loop (MiL) and Software-in-the-Loop (SiL) simulations.

In addition, Kane et al. just employed test oracles [KFK14], whereas our test system

also focuses on other sources (i.e., test stimuli, test oracle, context environment and

test control).

Currently, many industrial projects are moving towards continuous integration and

deployment and consequently require an automated solution to test all relevant variants.

There are various approaches that used variability in the test system to test different

system variants, especially in the Software Product Line (SPL) engineering domain.

Unified Modeling Language (UML) and UML Testing Profile (UTP) was used as

modeling languages and the variability of the test system was modeled using a UTP

extension in [PPP09, PPG09]. Others used state machines as modeling languages,

and for variability modeling, a delta oriented modeling strategy was chosen [LLSG12,

DSLL13]. Perez et al. did not mention the test strategy followed [PPP09, PPG09].

Lity et al. used regression testing [LLSG12], whereas Dukaczewski et al. employed

incremental testing [DSLL13]. There are several differences between these works

and ours. Their SUT target are SPLs, whereas our test system is oriented towards

configurable CPSs or CPS product lines. Their modeling language is UML and UTP

or state machines. Although we use state flow (similar to state machines) for some

requirement monitors, the modeling language we use is Simulink. With regard to the

test strategy, we employed requirements based testing, as the validation is done at

system level.
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5.7 Conclusion and Future Work

The number of system variants that have to be tested to ensure that a configurable CPS

will work properly across most of its configurations is large. Manually building a test

system for each configuration to be tested is a non-systematic and time consuming

task. ASTERYSCO is a tool that automates this process. For our prototypical version,

we have extended MiLEST [ZN08]. In addition, a variability management tool is

needed; for this task, we have used FeatureIDE [TKB+14]. The methodology we

propose allows: (1) a systematic generation of test system instances for configurations

of configurable CPSs and (2) a reduction in the time for generating these test system

instances. An experiment with a case study has shown that employing the tool we

proposed, a test system instance can be generated within three seconds. In addition,

thanks to the developed tool, we were able to test all the selected configurations in

about five hours without any need of human interaction.

As the variability in CPSs is increasing, we believe that this tool may help re-

duce the validation costs in several domains. For instance, demanding new user

requirements or legislation changes lead to multiple development paths in CPSs from

some domains [MSR14]. The variability can appear in the form of configurability

or modifiability [TH02]. Configurability refers to the variability in product space,

whereas modifiability to the variability in time space. Our approach is more focused

on configurable CPSs. Nevertheless, evolution is also supported, although the process

would need to begin from the beginning, i.e., modifications would be required in the

variability management tool and the generic test system would be generated again.

In the future, we plan to extend ASTERYSCO to other test systems, as well as other

simulation tools. For this task, it will be necessary to properly analyze its variability

to adapt the two main elements of our tool, i.e., test system generator, and test system

configurator. Regarding the simulation tool, we have used MATLAB/Simulink, due to

its easiness to integrate mathematical models that represent the physical layer with

software and control algorithms. Although MATLAB/Simulink is a powerful tool, it

can have some restrictions (e.g., it is a proprietary software). In the future, we plan to

use other simulation tools such as Modelica, LabView, etc. We also want to focus on a

plan to transfer the tool to our industrial partners, adapting it to their needs. In fact,

by the time this dissertation was submitted, the methodology proposed in this chapter

was being evaluated by Hitachi engineers for the automotive domain.

Other future plans include the distributed simulation of various test systems. We

believe that simulating several system variants in parallel, using different computers

can reduce the overall validation time. Currently we are developing a higher level
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test system that executes in parallel the tests of different system variant instances.

Each system variant uses the test system generated by ASTERYSCO, (i.e., each of

them has its own test control, test oracle, test stimuli and context environment). We

have performed some experiments using the tool “Building Controls Virtual Test Bed”

[WH08].
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Chapter 6

Automatic Test Case Generation

Testing Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) faces critical challenges and simulation-based

testing is one of the most commonly used techniques for testing these complex systems.

However, simulation models of CPSs are usually very complex and executing the

simulations becomes computationally expensive, which often makes infeasible to

execute all the test cases. To address these challenges, this chapter proposes a multi-

objective test generation and prioritization approach for testing CPSs by defining a

fitness function with four objectives and designing different crossover and mutation

operators. We empirically evaluated our fitness function and designed operators along

with five multi-objective search algorithms using four case studies. The evaluation

results demonstrated that Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II)

achieved significantly better performance than the other algorithms and managed to

improve Random Search for on average 43.80% for each objective and 49.25% for the

quality indicator Hypervolume (HV).

6.1 Introduction

CPSs have been cataloged as untestable systems and traditional testing techniques

(e.g., model-based testing) are usually expensive, time consuming or infeasible to

apply [BNSB16]. This is due to the fact that it is challenging for the traditional

testing techniques to capture complex continuous dynamics and interactions between

the system and its environment (e.g., people walking around when automatic brak-

ing systems are in use for automotive systems) [BNSB16, MNBB16]. As a result,

simulation-based testing has been envisioned as an efficient means to test CPSs in a

systematic and automated manner [BNSB16].

Apart from test case generation, test case prioritization in CPSs is highly important

to detect faults as fast as possible, or, when employing reactive test cases, to reduce

the test execution time. In our case, prioritization is tackled in two manners. The main

one corresponds to purely prioritizing test cases, which is further explained in Chapter
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8. However, this prioritization relies on a historical database, which needs a startup of

a set of test executions in order to be effective. To overcome this problem, the test case

generation approach presented in this Chapter can deal with test case prioritization.

Specifically, we include a new objective based on a similarity measure, which aims at

prioritizing dissimilar test cases.

To address the above-mentioned challenges, we proposed a search-based approach

to cost-effectively generate and prioritize reactive test cases for testing industrial CPSs.

First, we defined a fitness function with four cost-effectiveness measures (i.e., objec-

tives) including requirements coverage, test case similarity, prioritization-aware test

case similarity and test execution time. Second, we designed one crossover operator

and two mutation operators (including mutation operator at test suite level and muta-

tion operator at test case level). The defined fitness functions and designed crossover

and mutation operators were incorporated with five multi-objective search algorithms

and evaluated using four industrial case studies from different domains. Note that

Random Search (RS) is also used as a baseline algorithm for the evaluation. The

evaluation results showed that all the selected algorithms significantly outperformed

RS in terms of addressing our test case generation and prioritization problem. Among

all the algorithms NSGA-II achieved significantly better performance than the other

algorithms and managed to improve RS for on average 43.80% for each objective and

49.25% for the quality indicator HV [WAY+16].

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: The test generation and prior-

itization approach is presented in Section 6.2, and the tool support in Section 6.3.

The approach is empirically evaluated in Section 6.4. The approach presented in this

chapter is positioned with the current state-of-the-art in Section 6.5. Last, Section 6.6

concludes the chapter.

6.2 Multi-Objective Reactive Test Case Generation

In this section, the proposed search-based multi-objective approach for generating

optimal reactive test cases cost-effectively is presented.

6.2.1 Cost-Effectiveness Measures

Four cost-effectiveness measures have been defined to guide the search towards

generating optimal reactive test cases, i.e., requirements coverage, test case similarity,

prioritization-aware test case similarity (effectiveness) and test execution time (cost).
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Requirements coverage

Reactive test cases are typically employed for functional testing at system level,

meaning that functional requirements must be taken into account when generating

test cases. For this reason, the Requirements Coverage (RC) measure is defined as the

first effectiveness measure, which considers the number of requirements covered by

a specific test suite with respect to the total number of requirements of a CPS. The

RC is calculated following the Equation 6.1, where |FRl sk| refers to the number of

functional requirements covered by a solution while |FR| denotes the total number

of functional requirements in the CPS. Notice that RC is developed for each system

with a script function by linking each requirement with a specific property of state or

sequence of states of a reactive test case. For instance, if the acceleration functionality

of the cruise control was tested, a state would set the car to 0 km/h whereas the

proceeding state would set the speed to more than 150 km/h.

RCsk =
|FRl sk|
|FR|

(6.1)

Test Case Similarity

Existing literature has shown that a set of diverse test cases has a higher chance to

detect faults [FPCY16]. For this reason, the Test Case Similarity (TCS) was defined

as the second effectiveness measure based on the Hamming Distance (HD), which

is a widely used similarity measure [HAB13]. More specifically, TCS measures the

distance between two test cases and returns a value within the range [0,1]. A TCS

value with 0 denotes that both test cases are identical, whereas when the TCS returns

a value of 1, both of the test cases are considered as totally different. In addition to

that, it can be followed in the context of reactive test cases that a reactive test case

with more states is more likely to find errors than a test case with less states. With this

concern in mind, the number of states is taken into account when calculating TCS.

The TCS of two test cases (i.e., TCa and TCb) is calculated as expressed in

Equation 6.2, where |Sa| and |Sb| are the number of states of each of the test cases

and |ss| is the number of stimuli signals for the CPS. ssjtcai is the j-th signal’s value

for the a test case’s i-th state and ssjtcbi is the j-th signal’s value for the b test case’s

i-th state. In addition, maxssj is the maximum value and minssj is the minimum

value that the j-th signal can have. It is considered that these maximum and minimum

values will always be different, and thus, the interval between maxssj and minssj
will not be 0. Finally, MaxStates refers to the maximum number of states a test case

can have, which is predefined by the test engineer.
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TCS(TCa, TCb) =

∑min(|Sa|,|Sb|)
i=1

∑|ss|
j=1

abs(ssjtcai − ssjtcbi )
abs(maxssj −minssj )

/|ss|

MaxStates
(6.2)

Consider as an example the TCS between the TC1 and TC2 from the sample Figure

6.1. Let us assume that the system has two stimuli signals (i.e., v and brake), the

maximum speed that the system can be set to is 180 km/h, and the maximum number

of states is 3. Thus, the TCS between TC1 and TC2 would be calculated as follows:

TCS(TC1, TC2) = ((abs(0− 150)/180 + abs(0− 0)/1)/2

+ (abs(100− 0)/180 + abs(0− 0)/1)/2)/3 = 0.2315

Engine.TurnON();
set: v = 0 km/h;
set: brake = false;

set: v = 100 km/h;
set: brake = false;

get: v ==0 km/h
&& 

get: a = 0 m/s2

set: v = 180 km/h;
set: brake = false;

get: v ==100 km/h
&& 

get: a < 0.25 m/s2

get: v ==180 km/h
&& 

get: a < 0.25 m/s2

Engine.TurnON();
set: v = 150 km/h;
set: brake = false;

set: v = 0 km/h;
set: brake = false;

get: v ==150 km/h
&& 

get: a < 0.25 m/s2

get: v == 0 km/h
&& 

get: a ==0 m/s2

Engine.TurnON();
set: v = 180 km/h;
set: brake = false;

set: v = 180 km/h;
set: brake = true;

get: v ==180 km/h
&& 

get: a < 0.25 m/s2

get: v ==0 km/h
&& 

get: a ==0 m/s2

TC 1 TC 2 TC 3

Figure 6.1: Example of three reactive test cases for the cruise control system testing
of a vehicle

Furthermore, given a solution sk with NTC number of test cases, the average

similarity function can be measured by calculating the average TCS values for each

test case pair. This is obtained following Equation 6.3, where NTC is the number of

test cases in sk, i is the i-th test case, j is the j-th test case and NTC× (NTC−1)/2

is the total number of test case combinations in sk.

Simsk = 1−
∑NTC

i=1

∑NTC
j=i+1 TCS(TCi, TCj)

NTC × (NTC − 1)/2
(6.3)

Prioritization-aware Test Case Similarity

In other works, historical data is employed to prioritize test cases (e.g., [AWSE16b]).

However, in this study, test cases are being prioritized while they are being generated,
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what means that historical data is not available. For this reason, since diversifying

the execution of test cases might imply having a higher chance of detecting faults,

a new objective named Prioritization-aware Similarity (PSim) was included. This

objective measures the average similarity of each of the test cases with its preceding

test cases (i.e., test cases that were prioritized before). This permits guiding the

search towards a prioritized test suite where the test cases in the initial positions of

the suite are more different with one another. Given a prioritized test suite PTS =

{TC1, TC2, ..., TCNTC}, Equation 6.4 shows how the prioritization-aware similarity

(PSim) objective is measured, where NTC is the number of test cases in the test suite

and TCS(TCi, TCj) is the test case similarity between two test cases in position i

and in position j.

PSimsk = 1−

∑NTC
i=2

∑i−1
j=1 TCS(TCi, TCj)

i− 1
NTC − 1

(6.4)

Test Execution Time

The time for executing a test suite is essential in the CPS testing context [AWSE16b,

AWSE16a]. This is, to a large extent, caused by the high computational resources that

simulation solvers consume to compute complex mathematical models related to the

physical layer. Thus, the Test Execution Time (TET) is defined as a cost measure for

the generation of test cases for the CPS context. Given a solution sk of NTC test cases,

each test case i has NStci number of states, the TET of sk is calculated as proposed

in Equation 6.5.

TETsk =
NTC∑
i=1

(time(SNSTCi−1
, S1i) +

NStci∑
j=2

time(Sji , Sj−1i)) (6.5)

It is important to highlight that the first part in Equation 6.5 refers to the initial-

ization time of the test case. Since, apart from test generation, test prioritization is

also performed, the time required to initialize the test case is taken into account (i.e.,

time between the last state of the previously executed test cases (i.e., SNSTCi−1
) and

the first state of the test case (i.e., S1i)). This means that the test execution time of

reactive test cases depends on the test prioritization.

Notice that the function time, which sets the time required by the system to change

from one state to another, is system specific. This means that before launching the

test generation approach, the test engineer must specify how the function time is

computed. For instance, in the case of the cruise control example (Section 4.4.2),

where the test cases are depicted in Figure 2.4, the time function between two states
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would be time(s1, s2) = ac ×∆V . Where, ∆V is the difference between both state

speeds and ac is the acceleration coefficient, which changes if the car is accelerating,

decelerating or braking.

6.2.2 Solution Representation

A solution in this context is a test suite (TS) composed by at least one Test Case

(TC), i.e., TS = {TC1, TC2, ..., TCN}, where N is the total number of TCs in TS.

Accordingly, a TC in our context is a reactive test case. Each of these test cases are

composed by a set of states (S), (i.e., TCi = {S1, S2, ..., SNtci
}, where Ntci is the

number of states that the i-th TC is composed of). Each state S has a predefined set

of stimuli signals (ss) that must be connected to the simulation model of the CPS.

These stimuli signals are based on the simulation model, and can be of different types

(i.e., Boolean, integer or double), and each of them has a maximum and a minimum

value. Typically, CPSs test suites are composed of around 100 reactive test cases

[AWSE16b].

Figure 6.2 depicts an instance for representing a particular solution, which denotes

a test suite with N reactive test cases. As shown in Figure 6.2, each test case has a set

of states and each state includes three stimuli signals, i.e., (1) Eng shows the current

status of the engine (on or off ), which can be represented as a Boolean input; (2) V

refers to the set speed, which can be represented as an integer input; and (3) Brake

means the brake pedal state, which can be represented as a Boolean input. In the

example, the first test case (i.e., TC1) is composed by three states, while the third test

case (i.e., TC3) by five. Notice that each of the states is composed by the three stimuli

signals (Eng, V and Brake), which are directly connected to the inputs of the system

with their specific values.

TC1 TC2 TC3 … TCN

S1 S2 S3 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

Eng V Brake Eng V Brake Eng V Brake

Figure 6.2: Representation of a Test Suite for N test cases with 3 stimuli signals
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6.2.3 Crossover Operator

The implemented crossover operator exchanges the test cases between two different

solutions. Given two test suites, a randomly generated crossover point is selected, in

the range [1,N], where N is the number of test cases related to the smallest test suite.

When the crossover point is selected, two children are generated combining test cases

between both test suites. A single point crossover was used but the algorithm can also

be configured to use multi-point crossover.

Consider as an example two parent test suites as shown in Figure 6.3. One of

them contains 6 test cases, whereas the other 10. Thus, the crossover function will

randomly select a crossover point in the range [1,6]. In the illustrated example, the

crossover point is the number 5. The child 1 maintains the first 5 test cases of parent 1,

while it inherits the sixth to tenth test cases of parent 2. On the other hand, child 2

maintains the first 5 test cases of parent 2, while it inherits the sixth test case of parent

1. However, notice that one of the test cases corresponding to the test suite of Parent 1

and Parent 2 is the same (i.e., TCe). Child 1 inherits this test case from Parent 2 and

thus, the test case is repeated in the test suite. When this happens, the test case in a

later position is removed.

TC1 TC2 TC3 TC4 TC5 TC6 TCe TC7 TC8 TC9

TC1 TC2 TC3 TC4 TC5 TC6 TCe TC7 TC8 TC9

TCa TCb TCc TCd TCe TCfParent 1:

Parent 2:

TCa TCb TCc TCd TCe

TC1 TC2 TC3 TC4 TC5 TCfTC1 TC2 TC3 TC4 TC5

Child 1:

Child 2:

Crossover Point = 5

Figure 6.3: Crossover operator example for two test suites of 6 and 10 test cases,
having the crossover point at the fifth place

6.2.4 Mutation Operators

The mutation operators are designed from two levels. The first level is the test suite

level, whereas the second one is the test case level. The mutation operator at the

test suite level randomly mutates test cases by adding, removing or exchanging them

from the test suite. The mutation operator at the test case level mutates the states by

modifying them.
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Mutation operator at test suite level

For the mutation operator at test suite level, three sub-mutation operators have been

developed. When the mutation operator at test suite level is selected, one of these

sub-mutation operators is randomly chosen by the algorithm. The first sub-mutation

operator consists of the addition of a new test case into the test suite. Notice that the

new test case is randomly generated. When a new test case is added, this operator

randomly decides its position in the test suite as well as the number of states that

this test case must have. When the number of states is decided, it randomly selects

the values of their stimuli signals based on the type and the maximum and minimum

values they can be set to. The second sub-mutation operator consists of the removal of

a test case from the test suite. It randomly selects the test case to be removed from

the test suite and a child test suite is generated without the selected test case. A third

sub-mutation operator has been developed at the test suite level to account for the

test case prioritization, which consists of exchanging the position of two test cases.

When this sub-mutation operator is selected, it randomly selects two test cases and

exchanges their position. Figure 6.4 illustrates the sub-mutation operators for the test

suite level. As for the first sub-mutation operator, a new test case is added in the third

position of the test suite. As for the second sub-mutation operator, the fourth test case

is removed from the test suite. Finally, the exchange sub-mutation operator selects the

second and third test cases and their positions are swapped.

TC1 TC2 TC3 TC4 TC5 TC6Parent:

TC1 TC2 TC7 TC3 TC4 TC5 TC6Child:

TC1 TC2 TC3 TC4 TC5 TC6Parent:

TC1 TC2 TC3 TC5 TC6Child:

Addition Sub-Mutation Operator

Removal Sub-Mutation Operator

TC1 TC2 TC3 TC4 TC5 TC6Parent:

Child:

Exchange Sub-Mutation Operator

TC1 TC3 TC2 TC4 TC5 TC6

Figure 6.4: Sub-mutation operators at test suite level
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Mutation operator at test case level

The mutation operator at test case level operates within the states that certain test cases

have. At this level, four sub-mutation operators have been developed, consisting of

state addition, state removal, exchange of states and change of variable. When the

mutation operator at test case level is selected, one of these sub-mutation operators is

randomly chosen.

For the state addition operator, a test case from the test suite is randomly chosen

and a new state is added in a random position of that test case. Consider as an example

Figure 6.5, where a new state is added to the second position of the test case.

v = 0 km/h;
brake = false;

v = 90 km/h;
brake = false;

v = 0 km/h;
brake = false;

v = 40 km/h;
brake = false;

v = 90 km/h;
brake = false;

Figure 6.5: Addition sub-mutation operator for the test case level

For the state removal operator, a test case is randomly chosen from the test suite

and one of its states is randomly removed. Consider as an example the test case

depicted in Figure 6.6, where the second state is removed.

v = 80 km/h;
brake = false;

v = 50 km/h;
brake = false;

v = 80 km/h;
brake = false;

v = 80 km/h;
brake = true;

v = 50 km/h;
brake = false;

Figure 6.6: Removal sub-mutation operator for the test case level

For the state exchange operator, a test case is randomly chosen from the test suite.

Later, two states are randomly selected and their positions are exchanged. Consider as

an example Figure 6.7, where the second state is exchanged with the third one to form

a new child test case.

Lastly, the change of variable operator randomly chooses one of the stimuli signals

of a test case and its value is changed according to its type and maximum as well as

minimum values. In the example provided in Figure 6.8, the brake stimuli signal of

the second state is changed.
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v = 80 km/h;
brake = false;

v = 80 km/h;
brake = true;

v = 50 km/h;
brake = false;

v = 80 km/h;
brake = false;

v = 50 km/h;
brake = false;

v = 80 km/h;
brake = true;

Figure 6.7: Exchange sub-mutation operator for the test case level

v = 50 km/h;
brake = false;

v = 80 km/h;
brake = false;

v = 30 km/h;
brake = false;

v = 50 km/h;
brake = false;

v = 80 km/h;
brake = true;

v = 30 km/h;
brake = false;

Figure 6.8: Change of variable sub-mutation operator for the test case level.

6.3 Tool Support

We have integrated the proposed test case generation approach with ASTERYSCO for

the efficient validation of configurable CPSs. To this end, we have considered the tools

that are used for the rest of the parts (i.e., test system generation, test selection and test

prioritization). The developed tool employs feature models, specifically FeatureIDE

[TKB+14], to manage the solution representation. Specifically, in the test feature

model the stimuli signals are modeled (as proposed in Chapter 5). FeatureIDE permits

embedding small description inside the features. By using these descriptions we were

able to embed the type of data (i.e., if they were boolean, integer or double), as well

as the maximum and minimum values of each of the stimuli signals. Later, our test

generation algorithm was able to parse the feature model, which was saved into an

*.xml format, to obtain the representation of the solution. Specifically, it obtains

the total amount of stimuli signals, the type of each of them and their maximum

and minimum values. With this data it is already possible to specify how a solution

(i.e., a test suite) should be represented. Figure 6.9 shows an example of embedding

a description for the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) case study. Specifically, the

“h_ref” stimuli signal is set as an integer with the minimum value of 0 and the maximum

of 1500.
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Figure 6.9: Example of the tool support of the test case generation approach for the
UAV case study

6.4 Empirical Evaluation

This section reports an empirical evaluation for the presented test case generation

approach using four different case studies.

6.4.1 Research Questions

To evaluate the proposed approach, two Research Questions (RQs) were aimed to

answer, which are detailed as below:

� RQ1: Are the selected multi-objective algorithms cost-effective when compared to

RS for solving the test case generation and prioritization problem?

� RQ2: Which of the selected multi-objective algorithms fares best when solving the

test case generation and prioritization problem?

6.4.2 Experimental Setup

This section explains the experimental setup in detail.

Case Studies

The previously described (Chapter 4) four case studies were employed in the proposed

empirical evaluation. Table 6.1 reports the key characteristics of the selected case

studies. Specifically, the Reqs column specifies the number of requirements of the

systems. The Stimuli Signals column is the number of stimuli signals of their Simulink

models (B means the number of Boolean signals and I means the number of integer
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signals). The last two columns are related to the Simulink models of the systems; the

Blocks column is related to the number of blocks that the systems has, whereas the

column Depth refers to the number of hierarchical levels of the system model.

Table 6.1: Key characteristics of the case studies

Case Study Reqs Stimuli Signals Blocks Depth
DC Engine 25 4 (2-B, 2-I) 257 3
UAV 22 10 (6-B, 4-I) 843 4
ACC 10 7(4-B, 3-I) 415 5
Tank 9 3 (3-I) 112 4

Algorithms Parameters Configurations

Apart from Random Search (RS), which was the algorithm employed as a base-

line, five search algorithms were selected: Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algo-

rithm II (NSGA-II) [DPAM02], Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2 (SPEA2)

[ZLT+01], Pareto Envelope-based Selection Algorithm II (PESA-II) [CJKO01], Multi-

objective Evolutionary Algorithm Based on Decomposition (MOEA/D) [ZL07] and

Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm III (NSGA-III) [DJ14]. The designed

crossover and mutation operators were integrated into the selected algorithms. As

recommended by one of the most commonly applied multi-objective optimization

Java framework jMetal [DN11], we set the crossover rate as 0.9, the population size

was 100 and the number of fitness evaluations was 100,000. The mutation probability

is 1/N, being N the number of test cases for the mutation operator at test suite level,

being N the number of states for the mutation operator at test case level and three first

mutation sub-operator and being N the number of stimuli signals for the mutation

operator at test case level and the fourth mutation sub-operator. In addition, each

algorithm was run 100 times to account for random variations as recommended by

Arcuri and Briand [AB11].

Evaluation Metrics

Based on the guide [WAY+16], the HV quality indicator was selected as the evaluation

metric for the empirical evaluation. To be specific, HV measures the volume in the

objective space covered by the produced solutions [DN11] with the range from 0 to 1

and a higher value of HV denotes a better performance of the algorithm. It is important

to note that HV has been applied to assess similar multi-objective test optimization

approaches (e.g., test case generation approach [BANBS16]). In addition to the HV

quality indicator, the four fitness values of each selected objectives were measured,
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with the aim of measuring the ability of each algorithm in terms of optimizing each

objective.

Statistical Analysis

As recommended by Arcuri and Briand, the Mann-Whitney U test (i.e., significance

test) was used to determine the significance of the results produced by different

algorithms. The significance level was set to 95%, whereby, there is a statistically

significant difference between the results of two algorithms if the p-value is less than

0.05. To determine the difference existing between two algorithms the Vargha and

Delaney statistics was used to calculate the Â12 measure [AB11, VD00].

6.4.3 Results and Analysis

This section discusses the key results and observations. Tables 6.2 and 6.3 report the

performed statistical analysis. For each evaluation metric and each pair of algorithm

the Â12 and the p-value is provided. Since the objective of the algorithms is to

maximize the HV indicator and the Requirements Coverage metric, for these two

metrics an Â12 value between 0 and 0.5 means that the algorithm in the left performed

better than the algorithm in the right. Conversely, a value between 0.5 and 1 means

that the algorithm in the right performed better than the algorithm in the left. For the

remaining metrics, since the objective of the algorithms is to minimize them, an Â12

value between 0 and 0.5 means that the algorithm in the right performed better than

the algorithm in the left. An Â12 value between 0.5 and 1 means the opposite.

The first RQ aims at comparing the five selected algorithms with RS to assess that

the problem to solve is not trivial. As shown in Figures 6.10, 6.11, 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14

and corroborated by means of statistical tests (summarized in Tables 6.2 and 6.3), all

the algorithms significantly outperformed RS, although there were some exceptions.

As for the HV quality indicator, for the Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) case study, RS

outperformed with statistical significance (according to the Mann-Whitney U-Test)

SPEA2, PESA-II and NSGA-III. Furthermore, in the UAV case study RS also out-

performed NSGA-III. For the ACC case study, regarding the remaining objectives,

all the algorithms significantly outperformed RS with the exception of the Similarity

and the Prioritization-aware similarity, where RS significantly outperformed SPEA2

and PESA-II, according to the Mann-Whitney U-Test. In addition, RS significantly

outperformed MOEA/D in three out of four case studies for the TET objective. Never-

theless, NSGA-II significantly outperformed RS since all the p-values are less than

0.05 for each case study and each objective.
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Table 6.2: Results for the statistical tests related to the Mann-Whitney U-test and the
Vargha and Delaney Â12 measure for RQ1

Independent Objectives Overall
Req. Coverage TET Similarity Similarity Prio. HV
Â12 p-value Â12 p-value Â12 p-value Â12 p-value Â12 p-value

DC
Engine

RS vs NSGA-II 1.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001
RS vs SPEA2 1.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001
RS vs MOEA/D 0.78 <0.0001 0.48 6.24E-01 0.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001
RS vs PESA-II 0.90 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.02 <0.0001 0.02 <0.0001 0.80 <0.0001
RS vs NSGA-III 0.94 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.96 <0.0001

UAV

RS vs NSGA-II 0.99 <0.0001 0.16 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001
RS vs SPEA2 0.79 <0.0001 0.04 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0 <0.0001 0.95 <0.0001
RS vs MOEA/D 1.00 <0.0001 0.89 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001
RS vs PESA-II 0.58 3.04E-02 0.02 <0.0001 0.01 <0.0001 0.01 <0.0001 0.75 <0.0001
RS vs NSGA-III 0.08 <0.0001 0.04 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0 <0.0001 0.15 <0.0001

ACC

RS vs NSGA-II 1.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001
RS vs SPEA2 1.00 <0.0001 0.01 <0.0001 0.69 <0.0001 0.66 1.34E-03 0.31 <0.0001
RS vs MOEA/D 0.99 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001
RS vs PESA-II 1.00 <0.0001 0.11 <0.0001 0.88 <0.0001 0.87 <0.0001 0.01 <0.0001
RS vs NSGA-III 0.75 <0.0001 0.06 <0.0001 0.44 2.38E-03 0.44 2.01E-03 0.15 <0.0001

Tank

RS vs NSGA-II 0.92 <0.0001 0.01 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001
RS vs SPEA2 0.72 <0.0001 0.01 <0.0001 0.01 <0.0001 0.01 <0.0001 0.98 <0.0001
RS vs MOEA/D 0.67 <0.0001 0.93 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.99 <0.0001
RS vs PESA-II 0.77 <0.0001 0.05 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.01 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001
RS vs NSGA-III 0.73 <0.0001 0.03 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.98 <0.0001

The second RQ assessed which of the selected algorithms performed best. As

shown in Figure 6.10, according to the HV quality indicator, NSGA-II outperformed

the rest of the algorithms. Furthermore, NSGA-II significantly outperformed the

other selected algorithms based on the results of Mann-Whitney U-Test (all the p-

values are less than 0.05). Conversely, for the HV indicator, the algorithm showing

worst performance was NSGA-III. Apart from the HV quality indicator, for the

remaining objectives, in general, NSGA-II was also the best algorithm. However,

there were some exceptions. For instance, for the DC engine and the ACC case

studies, the SPEA2 algorithm outperformed with statistical significance the NSGA-II

algorithm for the Requirements Coverage objective. In addition, for the test execution

time, PESA-II and the NSGA-III also outperformed the NSGA-II algorithm in the

UAV case study. Furthermore, except for the tank case study, for the similarity and

the prioritization-aware similarity, the MOEA/D performed better that the NSGA-II.

However, the MOEA/D algorithm was outperformed by the rest of algorithms for the

TET objective.

Figure 6.15 depicts the distribution of the algorithms running times to generate

the test suites. As it can be appreciated, on the one hand, the slowest algorithms

were PESA-II and NSGA-III, which employed on average around 2200 and 1800

seconds respectively to generate the test suites. On the other hand, the fastest one

was MOEA/D, which took around 600 seconds to generate test suites. The NSGA-II

algorithm, which is the algorithm showing the overall best performance, took around
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Table 6.3: Results for the statistical tests related to the Mann-Whitney U-test and the
Vargha and Delaney Â12 measure for RQ2

Independent Objectives Overall
Req. Coverage TET Similarity Similarity Prio HV
Â12 p-value Â12 p-value Â12 p-value Â12 p-value Â12 p-value

DC
Eng

NSGA-II vs SPEA2 0.93 <0.0001 0.71 <0.0001 0.58 1.34E-01 0.60 4.27E-02 0.03 <0.0001
NSGA-II vs MOEA/D 0.06 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.09 <0.0001
NSGA-II vs PESA-II 0.54 0.7978 0.61 2.52E-03 0.88 <0.0001 0.88 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001
NSGA-II vs NSGA-III 0.47 0.4045 0.73 <0.0001 0.13 <0.0001 0.13 <0.0001 0.12 <0.0001
SPEA2 vs MOEA/D 0.01 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.67 2.14E-04
SPEA2 vs PESA-II 0.20 <0.0001 0.45 3.89E-01 0.84 <0.0001 0.83 <0.0001 0.13 <0.0001
SPEA2 vs NSGA-III 0.14 <0.0001 0.57 2.31E-02 0.12 <0.0001 0.12 <0.0001 0.57 1.49E-01
MOEA/D vs PESA-II 0.80 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.07 <0.0001
MOEA/D vs NSGA-III 0.83 <0.0001 0.01 <0.0001 0.92 <0.0001 0.91 <0.0001 0.44 1.36E-01
PESA-II vs NSGA-III 0.46 0.5846 0.60 4.09E-02 0.06 <0.0001 0.07 <0.0001 0.84 <0.0001

UAV

NSGA-II vs SPEA2 0.13 <0.0001 0.31 <0.0001 0.62 1.94E-03 0.69 <0.0001 0.01 <0.0001
NSGA-II vs MOEA/D 0.37 2.36E-03 0.99 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.34 1.01E-03
NSGA-II vs PESA-II 0.09 <0.0001 0.14 <0.0001 0.81 <0.0001 0.86 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001
NSGA-II vs NSGA-III 0.02 <0.0001 0.12 <0.0001 0.27 <0.0001 0.34 4.33E-04 0.00 <0.0001
SPEA2 vs MOEA/D 0.78 <0.0001 0.99 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.94 <0.0001
SPEA2 vs PESA-II 0.36 1.79E-03 0.25 <0.0001 0.71 <0.0001 0.74 <0.0001 0.17 <0.0001
SPEA2 vs NSGA-III 0.07 <0.0001 0.20 <0.0001 0.21 <0.0001 0.23 <0.0001 0.04 <0.0001
MOEA/D vs PESA-II 0.16 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.01 <0.0001
MOEA/D vs NSGA-III 0.03 <0.0001 0.01 <0.0001 0.96 <0.0001 0.96 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001
PESA-II vs NSGA-III 0.12 <0.0001 0.39 3.10E-02 0.13 <0.0001 0.13 <0.0001 0.14 <0.0001

ACC

NSGA-II vs SPEA2 0.64 0.0017 0.42 1.18E-01 0.97 <0.0001 0.97 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001
NSGA-II vs MOEA/D 0.31 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.25 <0.0001
NSGA-II vs PESA-II 0.27 <0.0001 0.39 5.38E-01 1.00 <0.0001 0.99 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001
NSGA-II vs NSGA-III 0.12 <0.0001 0.36 4.27E-02 0.67 <0.0001 0.67 1.87E-04 0.01 <0.0001
SPEA2 vs MOEA/D 0.26 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 0.98 <0.0001
SPEA2 vs PESA-II 0.21 <0.0001 0.47 5.51E-01 0.76 <0.0001 0.77 <0.0001 0.14 <0.0001
SPEA2 vs NSGA-III 0.10 <0.0001 0.43 3.20E-01 0.36 <0.0001 0.37 <0.0001 0.25 <0.0001
MOEA/D vs PESA-II 0.47 0.3049 0.02 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001
MOEA/D vs NSGA-III 0.23 <0.0001 0.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.02 <0.0001
PESA-II vs NSGA-III 0.26 <0.0001 0.46 2.92E-01 0.18 <0.0001 0.19 <0.0001 0.57 1.95E-02

Tank

NSGA-II vs SPEA2 0.33 <0.0001 0.61 2.64E-03 0.92 <0.0001 0.91 <0.0001 0.08 <0.0001
NSGA-II vs MOEA/D 0.32 <0.0001 1.00 <0.0001 0.64 1.65E-04 0.65 9.59E-05 0.14 <0.0001
NSGA-II vs PESA-II 0.30 <0.0001 0.63 2.11E-03 0.97 <0.0001 0.96 <0.0001 0.05 <0.0001
NSGA-II vs NSGA-III 0.44 0.01 0.62 2.36E-03 0.74 <0.0001 0.75 <0.0001 0.13 <0.0001
SPEA2 vs MOEA/D 0.47 0.41 1.00 <0.0001 0.18 2.71E-11 0.19 <0.0001 0.56 7.35E-02
SPEA2 vs PESA-II 0.50 0.95 0.50 9.32E-01 0.58 6.31E-02 0.57 1.15E-01 0.46 3.87E-01
SPEA2 vs NSGA-III 0.55 0.426 0.52 4.67E-01 0.26 <0.0001 0.27 <0.0001 0.56 8.16E-02
MOEA/D vs PESA-II 0.54 0.4536 0.01 <0.0001 0.88 <0.0001 0.87 <0.0001 0.40 5.61E-03
MOEA/D vs NSGA-III 0.53 0.3072 0.01 <0.0001 0.59 1.93E-02 0.59 2.23E-02 0.50 9.03E-01
PESA-II vs NSGA-III 0.59 0.4260 0.51 8.18E-01 0.19 <0.0001 0.20 <0.0001 0.60 9.97E-03

1100 seconds on average to generate the test suites.

As for the improvements, Table 6.4 shows the average percentage improved for

the HV as well as each of the objectives by NSGA-II (which overall resulted in the

best algorithm) with respect to RS, which was taken as the baseline algorithm. On

average, the HV quality indicator was improved in 49.25%, the requirements coverage

in 51.74%, the test execution time in 62.96%, the test case similarity in 29.86% and

the prioritization-aware similarity in 30.65%.

6.4.4 Discussion of the Results

The first RQ aimed to answer whether the test generation and prioritization problem

for the CPS context was not trivial to solve. To this end, the selected algorithms
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Figure 6.10: Distribution of the HV indicator for all the runs in each case study

Figure 6.11: Distribution of the Requirements Coverage objective for all the runs in
each case study

were compared with RS. Results indicated that in general the selected multi-objective

search algorithms outperformed RS. Specifically, NSGA-II outperformed RS for all

the four objectives and the HV in the four case studies with statistical significance.

Thus, the first RQ can be answered as follows:

Based on the experimental results and the statistical tests of our study we can

conclude that the test case generation and prioritization approach for the CPS

context is a non-trivial problem and thus, search algorithms are recommended

to be used.

The second RQ aimed to identify which of the algorithms performed best when
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Figure 6.12: Distribution of the Test Execution Time objective for all the runs in each
case study

Figure 6.13: Distribution of the Similarity objective for all the runs in each case study

solving the test generation and prioritization problem. Overall, NSGA-II showed the

best performance. However, MOEA/D showed the best performance for both defined

similarity measures in three out of four case studies. This means that MOEA/D is

good at generating dissimilar test cases. Nevertheless, for the rest of objectives (i.e.,

test execution time and requirements coverage) as well as for the HV the NSGA-II

was the best algorithm. Thus, the second RQ can be answered as follows:

Based on the experimental results and the statistical tests, in general, NSGA-II

performed best and we recommend it to be used. However, if the similarity of

test cases is crucial, MOEA/D is recommended.
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Figure 6.14: Distribution of the Prioritization-aware Similarity objective for all the
runs in each case study

Figure 6.15: Distribution of the running time employed by each algorithm to generate
the test suite

6.4.5 Threats to Validity

This section summarizes the identified threats that could invalidate the performed

empirical evaluation:

Internal validity: One of the internal validity threats lies on the parameter configura-

tions of search algorithms (e.g., population size, number of generation, crossover rate)

since different parameter settings may lead to different performance of algorithms

[AF13]. To reduce this threat, the settings suggested in the guidelines provided by

Arcuri and Briand [AB11] as well as the default settings of jMetal [DN11] were

selected.

External validity: An external validity threat could be related to the generalization
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Table 6.4: Average percentage of improvement of NSGA-II compared with RS for
each objective and each case study

HV ReqCov TET Similarity PrioSim
DC Engine 44.37% 36.76% 75.02% 29.54% 31.13%
UAV 59.28% 50.04% 32.92% 32.23% 33.45%
ACC 44.95% 59.47% 60.17% 15.05% 15.32%
Tank 48.42% 60.71% 83.74% 42.60% 42.69%
Average 49.25% 51.74% 62.96% 29.86% 30.65%

of the results. To deal with this issue four independent case studies from different

application domains and with different complexities were used for evaluating our

approach. Moreover, one of the case studies was a real-world industrial case study.

Conclusion validity: A conclusion validity threat could be the random variations

produced by search algorithms. To reduce this threat, the executions of the algorithms

were repeated 100 times and analyzed by means of statistical tests, as recommended

in [AB11].

Construct validity: A construct validity threat might be that the measures used are

not comparable across the selected algorithms. To reduce this threat the same stopping

criterion for all the algorithms was used, i.e., the number of fitness evaluations is set

to 100,000 to seek the best solutions for test generation.

6.5 Related Work

Search-based test generation has been widely applied in the software engineering

community [McM04, ABHPW10]. The proposed test generation approach in this

chapter generates whole test suites, which was proposed for unit testing [FA13]. The

use of search-based algorithms have widely been used for the generation of test suites

[AF14, FAM13b, FA11]. Several empirical evaluations have recently demonstrated the

effectiveness of this technique for testing several systems, such as complex industrial

applications [AHF+17] or non-trivial open source classes [CGF+17]. Typically, the

approach of generating whole test suites aims at covering all structural coverage

goals at the same time. Conversely, our algorithm focuses on generating test suites

composed of reactive test cases following a multi-objective approach for maximizing

requirements coverage and the test suite diversity while minimizing the test execution

time. Moreover, our algorithm returns a prioritized test suite so that test cases are

executed in a diversified way, which would allow for a faster fault detection.

In Section 3.2.2 we provide references for the most relevant works on test case

generation for CPSs. Some of them focus on generating test cases employing either
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Model-Based Testing (MBT) (e.g., [MM16, AHF+14, ARM16]). However, these

approaches face scalability issues. Instead, several search-based approaches have

proposed test generation by simulating the system in each iteration to find worst-case

scenarios (e.g., [MNB+15, BANBS16, MNBB16, MNB17, VLW+13]). The main

drawback of employing simulation models for finding worst case scenarios is that it

might be extremely time consuming to generate test cases (e.g., in [BANBS16] a test

generation budget of 120 minutes was used). Our approach does not use simulation

to guide the search towards optimal solutions. Instead of trying to find worst case

scenarios, we focus on system testing by trying to produce cost-effective reactive test

cases taking into account requirements coverage, test execution time, test similarity

and prioritization-aware similarity.

Our test case generation approach generates a test suite composed of reactive test

cases. In the current state of the art some works focused on the generation of reactive

test cases (e.g., [ZN08, Leh00, Mje13]). However, all these works, apart from being

semi-automatic, they focused on testing requirements, but they did not take other

properties into account, such as the test execution time or test similarity, something

that is considered in this chapter.

In our case, the developed tool support allows for the execution of test cases

in Simulink models. The generation of test cases for testing Simulink models has

been widely applied (e.g., [BHM+10, BT+15, RSB+13, LTMHT14, ZC05, ZC08,

LLNB17, YRW+15, HWRS08]). However, all these studies use a single objective

function to generate test cases, while we employ multiple objectives. Moreover, a

test case in their context is a set of signals that stimulate the inputs of the Simulink

models, whereas in our case, the test cases are reactive test cases, which allows for the

observation of the system to address the unpredictability of the physical environment.

At the same time of generating test cases, our approach also focuses on prioriti-

zation. The prioritization in our context allows for the test execution time reduction

(in the context of reactive test cases the test execution time varies based on the pri-

oritization [AWSE16b]) as well as executing diversified test cases. This is important

when there is no historical information about the capacity of test cases to detect

faults. In the current state of the art, test prioritization has been widely studied

[CM13, HMZ12, YH12]. Search-based approaches have been widely investigated

for prioritizing test cases [EYHB15, WSKR06, HFM15]. However, to the best of our

knowledge, there are no studies that prioritize reactive test cases at the same time at

generating them, as proposed in this chapter.
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6.6 Conclusion and Future Work

We proposed a search-based multi-objective approach for systematically generating

and prioritizing cost-effective reactive test cases for testing CPSs. To this end, we

defined a fitness function with four objectives to guide the search towards finding opti-

mal solutions. We also designed one crossover operator and two mutation operators.

The fitness function and designed operators were integrated with five different search

algorithms and evaluated using four case studies. The results showed that NSGA-II

together with our fitness function and operators demonstrated the best performance

and managed to outperform RS for on average 43.80% for each objective and 49.25%

for the HV quality indicator.

As for the future work, we plan to include more industrial case studies to further

strengthen our approach. We also plan to involve industrial practitioners for testing

our approach in their current practice. Moreover, in the current work, the requirements

coverage function is developed for each of the study subjects with a script function. In

the future, we would like to investigate a formal approach to link reactive behaviors of

the system with functional requirements to automatically generate these scripts. This

would enrich our work and make the process of generating test cases more systematic.
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Chapter 7

Test Case Selection

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) are often tested at different test levels following “X-

in-the-Loop” configurations: Model-in-the-Loop (MiL), Software-in-the-Loop (SiL)

and Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL). While MiL and SiL test levels aim at testing

functional requirements at the system level, the HiL test level tests functional as

well as non-functional requirements by performing a real-time simulation. Testing

configurable CPSs configurations is costly due to the fact that there are many variants

to test, test cases are long, the physical layer has to be simulated and co-simulation

is often necessary. It is therefore extremely important to select the appropriate test

cases that cover the objectives of each level in an allowable amount of time. We

propose an efficient test case selection approach adapted to the “X-in-the-Loop”

test levels. Search algorithms are employed to reduce the amount of time required

to test configurations of configurable CPSs while achieving the test objectives of

each level. We empirically evaluate three commonly-used search algorithms, i.e.,

Genetic Algorithm (GA), Alternating Variable Method (AVM) and Greedy (Random

Search (RS) is used as a baseline) by employing two case studies with the aim of

integrating the best algorithm into our approach. Results suggest that as compared

with RS, our approach can reduce the costs of testing configurable CPSs configurations

by approximately 80 % while improving the overall test quality.

7.1 Introduction

The high number of configurations that need to be tested during the test and validation

stages of configurable CPSs leads to the need of optimizing as much as possible

the complete test activities. One of the approaches proposed in this thesis to cost-

effectively test configurable CPSs is to select relevant test cases for testing each

configuration. It is worth mentioning that one of the key challenges in the context of

CPS testing is that the three levels (i.e., MiL, SiL and HiL) have their own charac-

teristics, which require defining corresponding objectives for the test case selection.
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Reducing the cost while achieving high effectiveness (e.g., fault detection capability)

is the ultimate goal for optimization testing of CPSs and thus, we take test execution

time as a prime objective.

Software modeled at the MiL level uses floating point arithmetic, which means

that simulations are performed using high precision. On the contrary, at the SiL

level, the software uses fixed point arithmetic, which implies that simulations are

performed with a fixed precision of the order of some bits. At these two levels, the

hardware of the system is not taken into account and thus, cost-effectively testing

functional requirements gains greater importance since improper functional behaviors

might provoke important damages. The HiL test level is the most realistic simulation

since the software of the system is integrated with the rest of the hardware as well

as the real-time infrastructure (e.g., drivers, Real-Time Operating System (RTOS),

networks). The integration of the software with the real hardware permits testing CPSs

focusing on both functional and non-functional properties. Non-functional properties

are critical in the context of CPSs. First, the time it takes to execute a task or its

execution deadline might lead to a completely new behavior of the system, unlike

in general purpose software, in which these properties are related to performance

[DLSV11, LBB15]. Second, critical parts such as the network environment that aims

to connect different digital units for communication needs to be thoroughly tested.

In some cases, testing the network environment is quite challenging, unrealistic and

time-consuming at the MiL or SiL level, and thus the HiL level is mandatory. For

this reason, we take into account non-functional requirements coverage at the HiL

level. Moreover, the capacity of detecting faults is always one of the core objectives

for testing and thus, this objective is taken into account at the three test levels.

The main contribution of this chapter is highlighted in Figure 7.1. Based on the

key characteristics of different test levels of CPSs (i.e., MiL, SiL and HiL), we define

corresponding cost-effectiveness objectives (Figure 7.1) and propose a search-based

software engineering approach. This cost-effectively selects the test cases for testing

configurations of configurable CPSs at different test levels. However, the selection

process can be challenging if there are many test cases that can be chosen. Given that

there are N test cases that can be selected, there are 2N possible test case selection

combinations. This means that if there are 100 test cases in the test suite, there

are 1.2677 ∗ 1030 test selection possibilities. Exploring the whole search space to

determine which is the best solution is impracticable, and thus, an efficient search

process is needed.

To address the above-mentioned challenges, we first capture the variability of

configurable CPSs with a feature model in FeatureIDE [TKB+14]. This feature model
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Test 
Cases

Configuration 
to test

Search-Based Test 
Case Selection

Selected Test Cases 
for MiL level

Selected Test Cases 
for SiL level

Selected Test Cases 
for HiL level

Test 
preferences

Test Objectives
-Floating point simulation
-Test functional requirements
-Reduce test execution time
-Obtain high fault revealing capability

-Fixed point simulation
-Test functional requirements
-Reduce test execution time
-Obtain high fault revealing capability

-Real time simulation
-Test functional requirements
-Test non-functional requirements
-Reduce test execution time
-Obtain high fault revealing capability

Figure 7.1: Overall overview of the main contribution

is also used to integrate the features of the system with functional and non-functional

requirements, which are used as a basis for the objectives of the test process at

different levels. Once a specific product configuration is selected, an automated search

process is triggered to cost-effectively select the appropriate test cases for fulfilling

the objectives of each test level. To enable the automated search process, we define

five effectiveness measures and two cost measures followed by a fitness function to

guide the search algorithms towards finding optimal solutions.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 7.2 presents our approach

to cost-effectively select test cases in the context of configurable CPSs. The approach

is evaluated in Section 7.3, where an empirical evaluation with two case studies

is performed. Section 7.4 positions our work with other approaches in the current

literature. Finally, conclusions and future work are summarized in Section 7.5.

7.2 Search-Based Test Case Selection

This section presents the proposed approach for the selection of relevant test cases in

the context of configurable CPSs. Figure 7.2 depicts the overall process employing

a Software Process Engineering Meta-model (SPEM) diagram. Continuous lines

indicate the process flow whereas the discontinuous lines indicate the object flow.

The approach shows four different steps. The first step corresponds to the variability

modeling part, where feature models are employed to manage the variability of config-

urable CPS and trace their features with functional and non-functional requirements.

The output of this process is a test feature model, which is employed in the following

process. Specifically, we used the tool FeatureIDE [TKB+14] for variability modeling,

due to its robustness and availability. The second step corresponds to the configu-

ration selection. FeatureIDE allows both manual configuration selection as well as

automatic (employing different Combinatorial Interaction Testing (CIT) algorithms).

The output of this step is a configuration file that employs a *.config extension. Once
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the configurations are selected, we employ search-based algorithms to cost-effectively

select test cases for testing each configuration. In this step, the algorithms process

the feature model as well as the configuration files to identify which requirements

have been selected for each configuration. Later, search algorithms are employed to

select test cases at three test levels: MiL, SiL and HiL. The last step corresponds to

the test case execution. In our case, we employed the tool Simulink (due to the fact

that our systems were modeled in this tool). A test system similar to the one proposed

in [ASE14b, ASE15a] is employed to manage the execution of the test cases.

Figure 7.2: Approach overview for the test case selection process

7.2.1 Feature Modeling for Cyber-Physical Systems Validation

In the proposed test selection approach, in order to be consistent with the rest of

the approaches proposed in this thesis, variability is managed using feature models,

which are the most common notations used in industry to model variability [BRN+13].

In this case, functional and non-functional requirements of the system are modeled

within the feature model. These functional and non-functional requirements can be

optional or mandatory. Requirements and features of the system are traced with

cross-tree constraints so that when a configuration is selected based on its features,

its requirements are selected automatically. Figure 7.3 depicts an example of a test

feature model for a configurable CPS. Figure 7.4 shows an example of a configuration

selection. The functional and non-functional requirements are automatically selected

based on the traceability with cross-tree constraints.

Note that FeatureIDE [TKB+14] was used in our case for building the feature

model, which provides a user friendly interface to enable several options such as

automatic generation of configurations and manual configuration. Although the use

of feature models can have some drawbacks in the context of CPS product line
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Figure 7.3: Test feature models for configurable CPSs

Figure 7.4: Example of a configuration selection

engineering, it satisfies our current needs. However, our approach could easily be

integrated with other variability modeling techniques suitable for the context of CPS

product line engineering (e.g., [LYAZ16b, SYAL16, BDA+15, Beh12, BYBS13]).

7.2.2 Search-Based Test Case Selection

Our search-based test case selection approach employs weight-based search algorithms,

which assign a weight to each optimization objective and convert a multi-objective

problem into a single-objective one [WAG15]. Given that the optimization problem

has N number of Objectives (Obj ), each Obj must range between 0 and 1 (i.e.,
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0 ≤ Obji ≤ 1) [WAG13]. A weight (w) is assigned to each Obj, and the sum of

all the weights must result in 1 (i.e.,
∑N

i=1wi = 1). Thus, the fitness function of an

optimization problem of N objectives for a weight-based search algorithm is expressed

in Equation 7.1.

N∑
i=1

wi ∗Obji (7.1)

We chose weight-based search algorithms due to several reasons. The first is

that they support user preferences, i.e., a user can give more importance to one

objective or to another. This is very important for testing configurable CPSs, as there

are many options that might be more interesting than others (e.g., detecting faults

might be more important than achieving high coverage). The second reason is that

based on the weight-based theory, any global or local algorithm can be easily applied

[WAG13]. This can be helpful, for instance, when optimal solutions are located in a

local search space. In this case, local search algorithms can be used. On the contrary,

if optimal solutions are located in a global search space, global search algorithms can

be employed. For this study, four search algorithms were used. As representative of

local search algorithms, Greedy and the AVM algorithms were chosen. The GA was

chosen for the representative of global search algorithms because: (1) the GA is the

most commonly applied algorithm based on the existing literature [JH11, LHLE15];

and (2) the GA can achieve very good performance especially for solving various

software testing problems based on previous related work [WAG13, WAG15]. RS

was the algorithm taken as a baseline to assess the performance of the selected search

algorithms.

7.2.3 Quality Measures

Quality measures, which are also referred as effectiveness measures throughout this

chapter, determine how effective a specific test suite is. We selected five measures to

determine the effectiveness of specific test suites for different test levels.

Fault Detection Capability

The Fault Detection Capability (FDC) of a specific test suite is a factor that measures

how well a test suite detects faults [WAG13]. The FDC is obtained observing historical

data from previously executed test cases. In the context of CPSs, it is often difficult

to differentiate different faults: in some cases a fault might provoke many symptoms

whereas, in other cases, two different faults might provoke similar symptoms. To

overcome this problem, we calculate the FDC as proposed by Wang et al. [WAG13]
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(Equation 7.2). In this case, a test case is successful if at least one fault is revealed.

On the contrary, the test case has failed if it is executed and no fault is detected. sk is

a solution given by the search algorithm. In the context of this study, a solution is a

test suite with a set of ntsk test cases. Ntc is the number of test cases available in the

test database for testing the configurable CPS, and SRtci is the successful rate for a

test case i.

FDCsk =

∑ntsk
i=1 SRtci
Ntc

(7.2)

The successful rate (SR) of a test case i (i.e., tci) is given by the number of

times it has been successful (NumSuctci) with respect to the number of times it was

executed, i.e., the number of times it was successful and the number of times it failed

(NumFailtci) [WAG13], as expressed in Equation 7.3.

SRtci =
NumSuctci

NumSuctci +NumFailtci
(7.3)

Functional Requirements Coverage

Functional Requirements Coverage (FRC) measures the percentage of requirements

that have been covered by a specific solution sk. This measure is calculated following

Equation 7.4, which is given by the number of functional requirements covered by a

solution sk (i.e., |FRcpsilsk|), with respect to the number of functional requirements

coverage that a configuration i has (i.e., Nfrcpsi).

FRCsk =
|FRcpsi l sk|
Nfrcpsi

(7.4)

Pairwise Functional Requirement Coverage

In the context of CPSs, there might be conflicting requirements. For instance, consider

as an example the adaptive cruise control of a car where the first requirement (Req

1) is defined as follows: “The car shall obtain the indicated speed by the user with a

maximum error of 0.5 m/s”. The second requirement (Req 2) is defined as follows:

“The car shall progressively reduce the speed if a car is detected in front at less than

50 meters”. In this case, let’s assume that the driver sets the speed of the car to 30 m/s.

Thus, the speed of the car should range between 29.5 and 30.5 m/s. However, if a car

is detected in front, the speed will be progressively reduced to meet Req 2 (which will

have higher priority), but, in that case, Req 1 will not be met. To ensure that all these
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cases are tested, we define the Pairwise Functional Requirements Coverage (pw_FRC)

measure.

Empirical studies have demonstrated pairwise coverage has a good capability of

detecting more than 50 % of the faults (between 50 % and 97 %) with an acceptable

amount of test case execution time [KKLH09]. A higher strength coverage may lead

to better solutions in terms of detected faults, but the execution time of the solution

(selected test cases) could be exponentially increased. The pairwise requirements

coverage is given in Equation 7.5, which is calculated with the number of functional

requirement pairs covered by a solution sk (i.e., |PAIRFRcpsi l sk|) with respect

to all the possible requirement pairs in a configuration cpsi (i.e.,
∑Nfrcpsi−1

j=1 j). For

instance, given that a configuration has four requirements, there are six possible

requirement pairs. If a solution covers three requirement pairs, the pw_RC will be 0.5.

pw_FRCsk =
|PAIRFRcpsi l sk|∑Nfrcpsi−1

j=1 j
(7.5)

Non-Functional Requirements Coverage

Non-functional requirements in the context of CPSs are critical. For instance, in

software systems, the execution time of a task is a performance issue, but in CPSs,

it might be critical for the system to behave correctly [DLSV11, LBB15]. CPSs

have different non-functional requirements such as deadlines of the tasks, response

time of certain software units or CPU or memory usages. We consider to test these

requirements at the HiL level. As another quality measure, we define the Non-

Functional Requirements Coverage (nFRC), which measures the number of non-

functional requirements covered by a solution sk (i.e., |nFRcpsi l sk|) with respect

to the total number of non-functional requirements in configuration i (i.e., Nnfrcpsi).

nFRCsk =
|nFRcpsi l sk|
Nnfrcpsi

(7.6)

Pairwise Non-Functional Requirement Coverage

As in the case of functional requirements, in non-functional requirements conflicts

between requirement pairs can also occur. For this reason we define the pairwise non-

Functional Requirements Coverage (pw_nFRC), which is calculated as in Equation

7.7. It is expressed as the number of non-functional requirements pairs covered by sk

(i.e., |PAIRnFRcpsi l sk|) with respect to all the possible requirements pairs in a

configuration i (i.e.,
∑Nnfrcpsi−1

j=1 j).
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pw_nFRCsk =
|PAIRnFRcpsi l sk|∑Nnfrcpsi−1

j=1 j
(7.7)

7.2.4 Cost Measures

Although a test case might be highly effective, its execution cost can also be high. For

this reason, it is important to define cost measures so that the selection of the test cases

are cost-effective. In our case, two cost measures are defined, which is presented in

detail below.

Test Execution Time

Unlike in the case of software unit testing, where each test case lasts in the order of

some milliseconds [AIB10], the execution of CPS test cases are in the order of some

seconds or even minutes. Moreover, the difference of the test execution time from one

test case to another can be lengthy. For this reason, we have chosen test execution

time as one of the cost measures.

Given a solution sk of ntsk test cases for testing a configuration cpsi, the time

required to execute the solution (i.e., ETsk) is given in Equation 7.8. Ntc is the

number of test cases for the test suite in charge of testing the whole configurable CPS

(i.e., TSCPSPL), and ETtci is the time required to execute a test case i. Unlike the

rest of the measures, the execution time must be normalized to prevent the objectives

ranging from 0 to more than 1 (which is not allowed in weight-based search algorithms

[WAG13]). This is because test cases can range from a few seconds to around 5500

seconds. We normalize it with the function provided in [GR04] (i.e., nor(x) =

x/(x+ 1)).

ETsk = nor(

∑ntsk
i=1 ETtci
Ntc

) (7.8)

Test Suite Similarity

Two similar test suites across two test levels can be inadequate. Executing the same

test cases at the MiL and at the SiL levels may not be effective. Executing test cases

that at the MiL level were not executed at the SiL level can help to discover new faults.

Thus, it is also possible to employ test suite similarity as another cost measure. We

only use this cost measure at the SiL level. At the MiL test level, this cost measure

cannot be applied as it is the first test level, and there are no previous solutions. For

HiL, the non-functional requirements are tested; employing this cost measure might
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lead to unfulfillment of the measures related to non-functional requirements. Thus, we

chose not to use this measure at the HiL test level. For the SiL level, this cost measure

prevents repeating test cases between the MiL and SiL test levels. skMiL refers to a

solution of ntskMiL
test cases obtained by a search algorithm for the MiL test level.

skSiL is a solution for testing a configuration cpsi at the SiL test level. Similarity

(SimskSiL
) is obtained following Equation 7.9, which refers to the number of repeated

test cases at the SiL test level as compared to the MiL test level (|skMiL ∩ skSiL|),
with respect to the total number of test cases at the MiL level (ntskMiL

). 0 means that

the solution skSiL does not contain any test case used at the MiL level, whereas 1

means that the solution skSiL contains all the test cases executed at the MiL level.

SimskSiL
=
|skMiL ∩ skSiL|

ntskMiL

(7.9)

7.2.5 Fitness Functions

We chose three test levels: MiL, SiL and HiL. Processor-in-the-Loop (PiL) was not

selected due to the fact that its errors can be detected at the HiL level and support is

not available for some processors or some simulation tools. Each test level has its

own fitness function based on specific objectives. Table 7.1 shows the objectives we

selected for each test level.

Table 7.1: Selected objective for each test level

Test Level FDC FRC PW-RC nFRC PW-NFRC ET Sim
MiL X X X - - X -
SiL X X X - - X X
HiL X X X X X X -

The MiL simulation level has testing functional requirements as an objective. For

this reason, as a quality measure we chose the FDC, FRC and pw_FRC. As a cost

measure, we chose test execution time. Equation 7.10 is employed to calculate the

fitness function for test case selection at the MiL level. A lower value of FMiL means

a better solution. As for the weights, wfdc is the weight assigned to the FDC objective,

wrc to the FRC, wpwrc to pw_FRC and wt to the test execution time objective.

FMiL = wfdc ∗ (1− FDCsk) + wrc ∗ (1− FRCsk)

+ wpwrc ∗ (1− pw_FRCsk) + wt ∗ ETsk (7.10)

The objective of the SiL level is to test functional requirements employing exe-

cutable software that represents the embedded software. In this case the objectives
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are similar to the MiL test level, therefore we included an extra cost function that

consisted of the similarity of test suites. As a result, the selected test cases for the MiL

test level are taken into account at the SiL level. The fitness function of the SiL level

is calculated following Equation 7.11. The weight assigned to test suite similarity is

wsim.

FSiL = wfdc ∗ (1− FDCsk) + wrc ∗ (1− FRCsk)

+ wpwrc ∗ (1− pw_FRCsk) + wt ∗ ETsk + wsim ∗ SimskSiL
(7.11)

The last test level is the HiL phase, where the system is tested in real-time. At

the HiL test level, in this case, the real Electronic Control Unit (ECU) is used, and

the embedded software is integrated with the rest of the real-time infrastructure (e.g.,

communications, RTOS, drivers). For this reason non-functional requirements were

also tested at the HiL test level. Thus, at this level, we included in the fitness function

the nFRC as well as the pw_nFRC as quality measures. As it is not critical to repeat

test cases, we did not use the test suite similarity objective at the HiL level. The fitness

function for the selection of test cases at the HiL level is computed with Equation 7.12.

The weights assigned to nFRC and pw_nFRC are wnfrc and wpwnfrc respectively.

FHiL = wfdc ∗ (1− FDCsk) + wrc ∗ (1− FRCsk)

+ wpwrc ∗ (1− pw_FRCsk) + wnfrc ∗ (1− nFRCsk)

+ wpwnfrc ∗ (1− pw_nFRCsk) + wt ∗ ETsk (7.12)

7.3 Empirical Evaluation

The proposed test case selection approach is empirically evaluated in this section.

7.3.1 Research Questions

The objective of the empirical evaluation is to assess the performance of the selected

algorithms for the test case selection problem of configurable CPS configurations. The

following two Research Questions (RQs) are answered with the proposed experiment:

RQ1: Are the selected search algorithms cost-effective as compared to RS? RS

is taken as a baseline to assess whether our test case selection problem is non-trivial

to solve [AB11]. Based on our experience, RS could return results that are better

than or similar to search algorithms (e.g., GA) in some cases, especially when the
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problems are easy to solve [WAG13, WAG15]. Thus, it is important to first compare

the approach with RS to see whether the problem is complex enough to apply search

algorithms (e.g., GA).

RQ2: Which algorithm shows the best performance? The goal of this RQ is to

obtain the best search algorithm with the aim of integrating it into our search-based

test case selection approach.

7.3.2 Experiment Setup

Two of the case studies explained in Chapter 4 were used to evaluate the effectiveness

of the proposed approach. The first case study was the tank in charge of controlling the

level of different kinds of liquids (water or chemical liquid), explained in Section 4.4.3.

The second case study was the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) (Section 4.4.1). The

number of features, constraints as well as functional and non-functional requirements

for each case study can be found in Table 7.2. For the tank case study, we used

five configurations of different complexities, whereas ten configurations were used

in the UAV case study. Each configuration was evaluated with each selected search

algorithm (i.e., GA, AVM, Greedy and RS), as well as with different test suite sizes

(80, 90, 100, 110 and 120 test cases). Each test case had a set of key attributes. For

instance, for the tank case study, the attributes of a test case included the temperature

or the level of the liquid. For the case of the UAV, the attributes consisted of the

coordinates points as well as several communication variables with the ground station

(e.g., different working modes, flying commands). The mean execution time for each

test case of the tank case study was 1500 seconds (with the longest execution time of

3700 seconds and shortest execution time of 300 seconds). As for the case study of

the UAV, each test case took on average 800 seconds for executing (the longest took

5500 seconds and the shortest 10 seconds). The test cases were generated based on

our domain knowledge. Both case studies were modeled in MATLAB/Simulink and

evaluated using mutation testing.

Table 7.2: Characteristics of the selected case studies. FR is the number of functional
requirements. NFR is the number of non-functional requirements

Case Study Features Constraints FR NFR
Tank Control 24 2 6 20
UAV 46 11 20 40

Search algorithms involve randomized variations. For this reason, we run each

algorithm 100 times as recommended by Arcuri and Briand [AB11], to reduce the

probability of having specific results “by chance”. For the tank case study 25 artificial

problems were chosen and for the UAV case study 50. Each artificial problem for each
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Table 7.3: Selected weights for each search objective and each case study

Case Study Test Level wfdc wrc wpwrc wnfrc wpwnfrc wt wsim

TANK
MiL 0.4 0.15 0.15 - - 0.3 -
SiL 0.35 0.125 0.125 - - 0.25 0.15
HiL 0.35 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.25 -

UAV
MiL 0.4 0.15 - - - 0.3 -
SiL 0.35 0.25 - - - 0.25 0.15
HiL 0.35 0.2 - 0.2 - 0.25 -

search algorithm was composed of (1) a specific configuration from the configurable

CPS (i.e., cpsi ), (2) specific test suite size and (3) 100 algorithm solutions and

their evaluation employing mutation testing and simulation. For instance, Artificial

Problem 1: {Case study: Tank, Configuration: cps3, Test Suite Size: 100 test cases,

100 algorithm solutions}.

We employed mutation testing to assess the FDC of our approach, since it has been

demonstrated to be a good representation of real faults [JJI+14]. Mutation testing aims

at creating some mutants of the system. These mutants are different versions of the

system with a specific fault [JH11]. The injected fault is named mutation. The inputs

of each mutant are simulated with the same inputs as the non-mutated system. The

outputs of the mutants are compared with the non-mutated system. When the outputs

differ, it is considered that the mutant has been killed (i.e., the fault has been detected)

[JH11]. We injected 20 mutants into each configuration of each case study. The

distribution of the mutations was 50% in the cyber layer and 50% in the physical layer.

For the cyber layer (i.e., in our case the software), we followed the guidelines proposed

in [Mat15, MNBB16], which is based on discussion with industrial practitioners. As

for the physical layer, different faults were injected (e.g., noise or stuck-at in sensor

signals, short circuits in actuators, etc.). We distributed the type of faults across the

whole system to avoid subsumed mutants [PHH+16].

We evaluated our approach taking into account different measures. For MiL and

SiL simulations we used the same measures: (1) ET (which measures the time needed

to execute the simulation with the selected test cases), (2) mutation score (which

measures the percentage of killed mutants in the simulation), (3) FRC (which measures

the percentage of functional requirements covered by the selected test cases) and (4)

pw_FRC (which measures the percentage of functional requirement pairs covered

by the selected test cases). At the HiL level, we used the measures for the MiL and

SiL test levels and included two additional measures: (1) nFRC (which measures the

percentage of non-functional requirements coverage covered by the selected test cases)

and (2) pw_nFRC (which measures the percentage of non-functional requirements

pairs covered by the selected test cases).
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The weights assigned to each objective were based on discussion with industrial

practitioners. We decided to give highest priority to FDC since it is considered the

most critical factor when performing test case selection [WAG15]. Test Execution

Time was also a priority as the simulation of the systems was costly. Finally, we chose

to place less importance on test coverage as it was easier to find solutions achieving a

good test coverage data (i.e., FRC, pw_FRC, nFRC, pw_nFRC) rather than high FDC

or low Test Execution Time (TET). Table 7.3 provides the selected weights for each

objective and each case study. Note that in the UAV case study, pairwise coverage was

not selected neither for functional requirements nor non-functional requirements. This

was due to the fact that each test case was designed to test only one requirement. Note

that the weights were the same for all the algorithms.

The population size for the GA was set to 100 and the number of fitness evaluations

was set to 50,000 (i.e., we obtained the optimal solutions after the 50,000th fitness

evaluation). We used a standard one-point crossover with a rate of 0.8 and the mutation

of a variable is done with the standard probability 1/N, where N is the number of

variables (i.e., number of test cases). We used this setup based on other studies and

recommendations [AB11, WAG13].

7.3.3 Results

We employed statistical tests to assess the RQs. More specifically, we compared the

results of the different algorithms with the Mann-Whitney U-test. This test is used to

determine the significance of differences between two sets of data. The significance

level was set to 95% (i.e., the p-value < 0.05 for the Mann-Whitney U test). In the

results table for RQ1 and RQ2, three numbers are shown separated by a slash for

each pair of algorithms and each test level. The first number refers to the number of

artificial problems for which the algorithm in the left has shown significantly better

performance than the algorithm in the right. The second number refers to the number

of artificial problems for which the algorithm in the right has shown significantly

better performance than the algorithm in the left. Finally, the last number refers to the

number of artificial problems for which there was no significant difference between

both algorithms.

Test Execution Time

Table 7.4 and 7.5 compare the performance of the different algorithms for both case

studies for test execution time. In RQ1, where the performance of the selected

algorithms with RS is compared, the Mann-Whitney U tests suggest that all the

algorithms significantly outperformed RS, for all artificial problems, across the three
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test levels (i.e., MiL, SiL and HiL). Regarding RQ2, where the performance of the

selected search algorithms is compared, results were not consistent between both

case studies. As shown in Table 7.4, for the tank case study Greedy1 significantly

outperformed GA and AVM at the three test levels. AVM also showed significantly

better performance than the GA for all the artificial problems. However, in the

second case study (Table 7.5), the GA outperformed greedy in 45 problems out of

50 at the MiL level and 43 problems at the HiL level. As compared with AVM, GA

significantly outperformed AVM in 43 problems at the MiL level and 26 times at the

HiL level. However, at the SiL level, both greedy and AVM showed significantly

better performance than the GA in 43 and 39 problems, respectively.

Table 7.4: Results for the Mann-Whitney U-Test for time and tank case study

Algorithm MiL SiL HiL

RQ1
RS vs GRE 0/25/0 0/25/0 0/25/0
RS vs GA 0/25/0 0/25/0 0/25/0
RS vs AVM 0/25/0 0/25/0 0/25/0

RQ2
GRE vs GA 25/0/0 25/0/0 25/0/0
GRE vs AVM 25/0/0 23/0/2 25/0/0
GA vs AVM 0/25/0 0/25/0 0/25/0

Table 7.5: Results for the Mann-Whitney U-Test for time and UAV case study

Algorithm MiL SiL HiL

RQ 1
RS vs GRE 0/50/0 0/50/0 0/50/0
RS vs GA 0/50/0 0/50/0 0/50/0

RS vs AVM 0/50/0 0/50/0 0/50/0

RQ 2
GRE vs GA 5/45/0 47/0/3 7/43/0

GRE vs AVM 5/30/13 21/22/7 5/29/16
GA vs AVM 43/2/5 4/39/7 26/01/23

In terms of reduced time, Figure 7.5 depicts the percentage of saved time of the

different search algorithms with respect to RS at different levels for each selected

configurations. Our approach reduced time by 80% on average, including in some

cases more than 90% (especially at the SiL test level). It is worth noting that, in terms

of time the difference between the search algorithms is not significant. In the case

of the tank case study, for the HiL test level, the amount of time reduced by the GA

dropped to 50%. This was because this algorithm tried to achieve as much pairwise

requirement coverage as possible.

Fault Detecion Capability

Table 7.6 and 7.7 compare the performance of different algorithms when revealing

the injected faults. In this case, RS killed all the mutants in all the runs. For the

1Greedy is represented in all tables as “GRE”
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Figure 7.5: Average percentage of time reduced by each search algorithm in each level
as compared with RS with respect to configuration complexity

first case study, greedy showed the worst performance as compared to RS, where RS

significantly outperformed it in 24 problems at the MiL level and in 5 problems at the

SiL level. RS only outperformed GA and AVM at the MiL level in 5 and 7 problems

for the first case study. However, at the SiL level, GA and AVM managed to reveal all

the faults. On the contrary, for the second case study, RS outperformed greedy in only

2 problems out of 50. The GA and AVM were outperformed in 20 problems by RS at

the MiL test level. However, at the SiL level, all the search algorithms revealed all

the faults. Regarding RQ2, where the performance between each pair of algorithms

is compared, for the first case study, GA showed the best results whereas greedy

performed best in the second case study. These results reveal that perhaps, it would be

more appropriate to be more conservative when assigning the weights, giving further

importance to the FDC.
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Table 7.6: Results for the Mann-Whitney U-Test for fault detection and tank case
study

Algorithm MiL SiL HiL

RQ1
RS vs GRE 24/0/1 5/0/20 0/0/25
RS vs GA 5/0/20 0/0/25 0/0/25
RS vs AVM 7/0/18 0/0/25 0/0/25

RQ2
GRE vs GA 0/24/1 0/5/20 0/0/25
GRE vs AVM 0/21/4 0/5/20 0/0/25
GA vs AVM 7/4/14 0/0/25 0/0/25

Table 7.7: Results for the Mann-Whitney U-Test for fault detection and UAV case
study

Algorithm MiL SiL HiL

RQ1
RS vs GRE 2/0/48 0/0/50 0/0/50
RS vs GA 20/0/30 0/0/50 0/0/50

RS vs AVM 20/0/30 0/0/50 0/0/50

RQ2
GRE vs GA 18/02/30 0/0/50 0/0/50

GRE vs AVM 18/02/30 0/0/50 0/0/50
GA vs AVM 02/10/40 0/0/50 0/0/50

Test Coverage

Table 7.8 and 7.9 compare the performance of the different algorithms for the achieved

test coverage. For RQ1, where search algorithms are compared with RS, the following

can be noted: for Requirements Coverage (RC), if the system did not have many

requirements, RS and the search algorithms did not show significant difference, which

means that the problem is not complex (e.g., Table 7.8). However, if the system

had many requirements, search algorithms considerably outperform RS (e.g., Table

7.9). As for pairwise requirement coverage (PWRC), search algorithms considerably

outperformed RS in most of the problems at the three levels. The same happened

with non-functional requirements, which are only applied at the HiL level. Regarding

pairwise non-functional requirements coverage, GA outperformed RS in 25 out of 25

problems (Table 7.8). However, surprisingly, RS outperformed greedy in 19 problems

and showed similar performance in 6 problems. Something similar happened with

AVM, where RS outperformed it in 9 problems. This explains the good performance

of AVM and greedy for the objective of the test execution time.

RQ 2 compares the performance between two different algorithms. For the UAV

case study, the three search algorithms showed similar performance. However, in the

tank case study, where pairwise test coverage is also analyzed, GA showed significantly

better performance, especially in the pairwise non-functional requirement coverage,

where GA outperformed greedy and AVM in 25 out of 25 problems.
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Table 7.8: Results for the Mann-Whitney U-Test for requirements coverage and tank
case study. RC refers to functional requirements coverage, PWRC refers to pair-
wise functional requirements coverage, NFRC refers to non-functional requirements
coverage and PWNFRC refers to pairwise non-functional requirements coverage.

RC PWRC NFRC PWNFRC
Algorithm MiL SiL HiL MiL SiL HiL HiL HiL

RQ1
RS vs GRE 0/0/25 0/0/25 0/0/25 3/15/7 1/16/8 0/19/6 10/13/2 19/0/6
RS vs GA 0/0/25 0/0/25 0/0/25 0/19/6 0/20/5 0/20/5 0/23/2 0/25/0
RS vs AVM 0/0/25 0/0/25 0/0/25 0/19/6 0/19/6 0/20/5 1/19/5 9/12/4

RQ2
GRE vs GA 0/0/25 0/0/25 0/0/25 0/0/25 0/5/20 0/1/24 0/10/15 0/25/0
GRE vs AVM 0/0/25 0/0/25 0/0/25 3/5/17 7/5/13 0/1/24 3/10/12 4/20/1
GA vs AVM 0/0/25 0/0/25 0/0/25 8/0/17 11/0/14 0/0/25 3/0/22 25/0/0

Table 7.9: Results for the Mann-Whitney U-Test for requirements coverage and UAV
case study

RC NFRC
Algorithm MiL SiL HiL HiL

RQ1
RS vs GRE 0/37/13 0/35/15 0/34/16 0/45/5
RS vs GA 0/37/13 0/35/15 0/34/16 0/45/5

RS vs AVM 0/37/13 0/35/15 0/34/16 0/45/5

RQ2
GRE vs GA 0/0/50 0/0/50 0/0/50 0/0/50

GRE vs AVM 0/0/50 0/0/50 0/0/50 0/0/50
GA vs AVM 0/0/50 0/0/50 0/0/50 0/0/50

7.3.4 Discussion

RQ1 aimed at assessing whether the proposed problem was non-trivial to solve by

comparing the proposed search algorithms with RS. In most of the objectives, the

proposed algorithms were significantly better than RS. However, in some cases, RS

was more effective in detecting faults. Although the proposed algorithms detected

most of the faults, there were some solutions, especially at the MiL level, where one

or two faults were not revealed. However, all the faults were revealed at the SiL

level with the GA and AVM. In terms of time, the average amount of time saved

as compared to RS was around 82 % for both case studies. At the SiL phase, this

amount increased to around 90 %. This effect could have been caused by the similarity

objected added for the SiL test level. This objective could have removed long test

cases not to be repeated at the SiL test level. As for the test coverage, all the algorithms

improved RS, especially when there were many requirements. Regarding functional

requirements coverage, for the first case study, results were the same for the selected

search algorithms and RS. This may have been because the low number of functional

requirements that this case study had. Nevertheless, for the rest of test coverage

measures, the proposed search algorithms significantly outperformed RS. Moreover,

for functional requirements coverage of the UAV case study, the proposed algorithms

performed better than RS. Thus, the first RQ can be answered as follows:
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Based on the experimental results and the statistical tests, it can be assumed

that the selected search algorithms perform in general better than RS, and thus,

the problem to be solved is non-trivial.

RQ2 compared the performance of the selected search algorithms (i.e., GA, AVM

and Greedy). For the test execution time, statistical tests suggest that in the tank case

study greedy performed the best, whereas in the case study related to the UAV system,

GA was better. The reason for this might be that in the tank case study the GA focused

on selecting test cases that were better for pairwise functional and non-functional

requirements. However, for the objective related to test execution time, the time saving

was not that high, except for the case of the GA at the HiL level for the tank case

study. In that case, the GA reduced around 60 % of time, whereas AVM and greedy

reduced around 90 % as compared with RS. Regarding test effectiveness, the GA was

in general the algorithm performing best. In the performed experiment, as compared

to RS, the only exception was for revealing faults at the MiL level for the UAV case

study. However, in that case, for the SiL and the HiL level, the GA performed well.

Subsequently, the second RQ can be answered as follows:

Despite for the test execution time in the tank case study local search algorithms

being better, overall, the algorithm showing best performance was GA.

Concluding Remark: All the selected search algorithms considerably outperformed

RS, especially when reducing the test execution time. There are some solutions that

did not reveal all the faults at the MiL level, but all the faults were revealed at the

subsequent levels. In addition, by employing the proposed search algorithms, the

execution time for MiL and SiL test levels lasted less time than executing just the

MiL level with the test cases selected by RS. We believe that the fault detection

capability can be improved by assigning a higher weight to this objective. Based

on our experimental results, we recommend applying GA along with our defined

cost-effectiveness measures for solving the test case selection problem. For complex

problems we believe that the GA solves them better than greedy and AVM. Finally, it

is important to be conservative when tunning the weights for detecting all the faults at

the MiL test level.

7.3.5 Threats to Validity

We have identified some threats to validity for the performed experimental evaluation.
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Internal validity: Regarding internal validity threats, one could be that the configu-

rations related to the GA (e.g., population size, crossover rate, etc.) were not changed.

However, the selected settings are in accordance with the common guidelines in the

literature and other studies related to the application of search algorithms to testing

[AB11, WAG15]. Another internal validity threat refers to the type and amount of

mutants we employed. We used 20 mutants, but a system might have more faults.

Nevertheless, we tried to reduce this threat injecting different types of faults distributed

across the whole system (i.e., the physical and cyber layer).

External validity: An external validity threat with any experiment is related to the

number of case studies used. Two case studies might not be enough to generalize the

results, but we tried to minimize this threat by using two case studies from different

domains and different complexities.

Conclusion validity: A conclusion validity threat involves randomized algorithms,

which produce random variations [WAG15]. To reduce this threat, we repeated the

executions of the algorithms 100 times and we applied statistical analysis.

Construct validity: The construct validity threat is that the measures used are not

comparable across the algorithms. In our case, we used the same stopping criterion

for all the algorithms, i.e., the number of fitness evaluations (50,000 times), which is a

comparable measure across all the algorithms.

7.4 Related Work

According to Lopez-Herrejon et al., domain testing is the field where search-based

software engineering is most used [LHLE15]. According to [LKL12], test case

selection methodologies are marginally investigated in the context of Software Prod-

uct Line (SPL) testing at the application engineering layer. Nevertheless, there are

approaches that considered using search-based software engineering at the applica-

tion engineering level testing similar to the approach presented in this chapter (e.g.,

[WAG15, ASE15a]). Wang et al. proposed a test suite minimization approach for

reducing test cases in SPLs [WAG13, WAG15]. In [WAG13], they proposed to apply

weight-based genetic algorithms for cost-effectively testing SPLs and in [WAG15]

they defined more cost-effectiveness measures and included more diverse search algo-

rithms. Our approach builds upon the approaches proposed in [WAG13, WAG15] by:

(1) testing configurable CPSs and not SPLs, (2) selecting test cases and not minimizing

them, (3) employing simulation and mutation testing for evaluation and (4) selecting

test cases for different levels. Stricker et al. considered a model-based technique

relying on data-flow dependencies to select test cases for customer-specific prod-
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ucts with the objective of avoiding redundant test activities [SMP10]. As compared

with [SMP10], there are at least two differences in our work, which include: (1) we

defined corresponding objectives for test case selection at the three levels of CPSs

(e.g., non-functional requirement coverage for the HiL level), which is not addressed

in [SMP10]; and (2) our approach is based on search algorithms which are easy to

implement and apply while [SMP10] focused on a model-based approach, which

requires modeling effort based on the domain knowledge.

Several works have proposed search-based approaches for selecting or minimizing

test cases of a test suite (e.g., [YH07, HB10, PWAY16, LFN+17]). Our test case

selection method faces several differences to the works in the current state of the art in

this field. First, we focus on selecting test cases for configurable CPSs configurations.

To this end, we integrated our approach with a variability notation to warrant a

systematic and a fully automated test selection methodology. Second, the approach

selects test cases for different test levels (i.e., MiL, SiL and HiL). Each of these test

levels have their own characteristics, and thus, we developed three independent fitness

functions to satisfy the particularities of each of the test levels when selecting test

cases. Lastly, we provide an empirical evaluation considering both, local and global

search algorithms together with 75 artificial problems and we employ mutation testing

to assess the capacity of the selected test cases when finding faults.

7.5 Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter proposed an approach for the selection of test cases for simulation-based

testing of configurable CPSs. Two main steps are performed in our approach: (1) the

feature modeling part for the selection of configurations and their requirements and

(2) a search-based test case selection for three different test levels (i.e., MiL, SiL and

HiL). We empirically evaluated three search algorithms with the aim of integrating

the best algorithm into our approach. Although for some cases Greedy and AVM,

which are local search algorithms, showed very good performance, we believe that

the most appropriate algorithm for solving the test case selection problem is the GA.

The proposed search-based test case selection approach manages to reduce more than

80 % the costs for testing configurable CPSs configurations as compared to RS while

achieving better test quality.

In the future, we plan to conduct investigations from the following perspectives:

(1) further studying the impact of assigning different weights to each objective on the

performance of search algorithms; (2) employing other search algorithms (e.g., bacte-

riologic algorithm) for assessing the performance; (3) investigating new objectives,
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e.g., higher strength coverage; and (4) applying our approach in real industrial settings

for assessing to what extent the current practice of testing CPS product lines can be

improved.
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Chapter 8

Test Case Prioritization

In this chapter we propose a search-based approach that aims to cost-effectively

optimize the test process of configurable Cyber-Physical System (CPS) by prioritizing

the test cases that are executed in specific products at different test levels (i.e., Model-

in-the-Loop (MiL), Software-in-the-Loop (SiL) and Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL)).

The prioritized test suite aims at reducing the fault detection time, the simulation time

and the time required to cover functional and non-functional requirements.

We compared our approach by integrating four search algorithms as well as

Random Search (RS) using four case studies. As compared with RS, the search

algorithms managed to reduce the fault detection time by 47%, the simulation time

by 23%, the functional requirements covering time by 22% and the non-functional

requirements covering time by 47%. Moreover, we observed that the performance of

search algorithms varied for different case studies but the local search algorithms were

more effective than global search algorithms.

8.1 Introduction

The process of testing configurable CPSs is a time consuming process, and as a re-

sult, cost-effective methods are required to optimize the test and validation stages.

While most of the papers in the product line engineering community focus on deriv-

ing relevant products following Combinatorial Interaction Testing (CIT) techniques

[PSK+10, POS+12, KKLH09] or prioritizing them [SSRC14a, SSPRC15, PSS+16,

DPC+14, DPC+15, AHTM+14, AHTL+16], in this dissertation we focus on optimiz-

ing the test process at the application engineering level. While the previous chapter

focuses on test case selection, this chapter focuses on test case prioritization. To this

end, a search-based approach is proposed to optimize the testing process of config-

urable CPSs by prioritizing the order in which the test cases are triggered for each test

level (i.e., MiL,SiL and HiL).

When testing CPSs at system level, the execution time of a test case is long, unlike
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unit testing, where the execution time of a test case is in the order of milliseconds

[AIB10]. Furthermore, the test suites for testing CPSs are often composed of many test

cases, and thus, the search space for test prioritization is huge (i.e., given a set of N test

cases, the search space is N!, which means that for a test suite of 50 test cases 3.04x1064

possible prioritization solutions are possible). As a consequence, exploring the whole

solution space could be impracticable, and thus a search process is mandatory to

efficiently prioritize the test cases. By means of our test case prioritization approach,

the overall test execution time, the time to detect faults and the time to test requirements

is reduced in the context of configurable CPSs.

The proposed approach has been empirically evaluated using the four case studies

presented in Chapter 4 with different configurations each. We compared four search

algorithms (two local search algorithms and two global search algorithms) taking RS as

a baseline. Results indicate that the selected search algorithms are significantly better

than RS, what implies that the problem to solve is non-trivial. In fact, when compared

to RS, on average, the selected algorithms can improve the fault detection time on

average 47%, the simulation time on 23%, the functional requirements covering

time on 22% and the non-functional requirements covering time on 47%. Moreover,

local search algorithms significantly outperformed global search algorithms, being in

general the Alternating Variable Method (AVM) algorithm better at reducing the faults

detection time and the simulation time, and the Greedy algorithm better at reducing

the requirements covering time.

The Chapter is structured as follows. Section 8.2 presents our test case priori-

tization approach for testing configurable CPSs. The experimental evaluation that

was performed to evaluate the approach is presented in Section 8.3. Results for the

performed experiments and their discussion are presented in Sections 8.4 and 8.5.

The main threats to validity are discussed in Section 8.6. Section 8.7 positions our

work with similar techniques in the field of product line engineering and test case

prioritization. Finally, Section 8.8 summarizes the conclusions of our study and future

work.

8.2 Search-Based Test Case Prioritization Approach

The overall overview of our approach for test case prioritization is depicted in Figure

8.1. A feature model and the configuration file of the product to be tested is first

processed by the requirements parser. This parser obtains the requirements assigned

to the product to be tested. This information is employed by the search algorithm

to prioritize the test cases in such way to reduce the amount of time required to test
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these requirements. In addition, the search algorithm employs information related to

user preferences, which is highly valued in testing in order to give preference to some

objectives rather than to others. The search algorithm also uses information related

to previously executed test cases in other products, which permits a more precise

test prioritization. When the search algorithm returns a prioritized test suite, this is

executed using simulation, and when the execution of test cases is finished, the test

results are updated in the test history. This process is iteratively repeated every time a

product of the configurable CPS is required to be tested.

Test Feature

model

Configuration

file

Requirements

Parser Requirements

Search algorithms

for test case 

prioritization

User

Preferences

Test Execution

Test

History
Test

Cases

Figure 8.1: Overall overview of the proposed approach for test case prioritization

8.2.1 Basic Concepts

Let CCPS be a configurable CPS that can be configured into N configurations cps,

i.e., CCPS = {cps1, cps2, ..., cpsN}.
Let FM be a feature model that captures the variability of CCPS with Nf

number of features (f ) andNc number of constraints c, i.e., FMf = {f1, f2, ..., fNf},
FMc = {c1, c2, ..., cNc}.

Let FR be a set of Nfr functional requirements (fr) of CCPS, and NFR are a

set of Nnfr non-functional requirements (nfr) of CCPS, i.e., FR = {fr1, fr2, ...,
frNfr} and NFR = {nfr1, nfr2, ..., nfrNnfr}.

Let TSCCPS be a test suite ofNtc test cases (tc) that testsCCPS, i.e., TSCCPS =

{tc1, tc2, ..., tcNtc}.
Let Fcpsi = {f1, f2, ..., fNfcpsi} be the features corresponding to a specific

configuration i, where Fcpsi is a subset of FM , fj can be any feature in FM

(i.e., fj ∈ FM ). Nfcpsi is the number of features representing Nfcpsi , where

Nfcpsi ≤ NF [BSRC10]. Moreover, cpsi satisfies those constraints specified in

FMc.
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Let FRcpsi = {fr1, fr2, ..., frNfrcpsi} be a set of Nfrcpsi functional require-

ments for the configuration i, frj can be any functional requirement in FR (i.e.,

frj ∈ FR) and Nfrcpsi are the number of functional requirements in cpsi, where

Nfrcpsi ≤ Nfr. Accordingly, let NFRcpsi = {nfr1, nfr2, ..., nfrNnfrcpsi} be

a set of Nnfrcpsi non-functional requirements corresponding to the configuration

i, nfrj can be any non functional requirement in NFR (i.e., nfrj ∈ NFR) and

Nnfrcpsi are the number of non functional requirements in cpsi, where Nnfrcpsi ≤
Nnfr.

TScpsi = {tc1, tc2, ..., tcNtccpsi} is a test suite of Ntccpsi test cases that tests

configuration cpsi (i.e., FRcpsi). Any test case j corresponding to TScpsi can be any

test case from TSCCPS (i.e., tcj ∈ TSCCPS) and Ntccpsi ≤ Ntc. Given a test suite

TScpsi , the goal of our approach is to find a test order that fulfills the objectives of the

different test levels (i.e., MiL, SiL and HiL).

8.2.2 Variability Management for Test Optimization

As proposed in our previous chapter for test case selection, in this case we also

combine the test case prioritization approach with a variability modeling tool. We

have employed the tool FeatureIDE [TKB+14] to manage the different features of

our systems. The feature model is divided into two main parts. In the first part the

variability of the system (e.g., the variability in sensors, actuators, software system,

etc.) is modeled. In the second part, the variability related to functional and non-

functional requirements is included. Later, the features of both parts are integrated by

means of cross-tree constraints. This allows for the automatic selection of the features

related to the test system when the features of the system are selected. This permits

all these features to be stored into a configuration file, which is later parsed by our

prioritization algorithms to perform an efficient test prioritization. For deeper detail of

how variability is managed refer to Section 7.2.1.

8.2.3 Weight-based Search Algorithms

Weight-based search algorithms convert a multi-objective problem into a single objec-

tive function by assigning a particular weight to each optimization objective [WAG15].

Given that there are N objectives (Obj), each Obj should range between 0 and 1 (i.e.,

0 ≤ Obj ≤ 1) [WAG13]. If the magnitude of the objectives does not permit a range

between 0 and 1, these values must be normalized. The sum of all weights (w) must

be 1 (i.e.,
N∑
i=1

wi = 1)[WAG13]. The general fitness function for Weight-based search

algorithms is given in Equation 8.1.
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FitnessFunction =

N∑
i=1

wi ∗Obji (8.1)

Weight-based search algorithms were used in this study for different reasons. The

first reasons is that they allow optimization of a multi-objective problem into single

objective algorithms (such as Greedy or AVM). Moreover, they let test engineers

give preference to a set of predefined properties by assigning higher or lower weights

to each objective. A higher weight means that the objective to which the weight

is assigned has greater importance. The weights of each objective can be assigned

either statically (i.e., a predefined set of weights are assigned to each objective), or

dynamically (i.e., the weights are assigned randomly in each generation) [WAG13].

8.2.4 Cost-Effectiveness Measures

This section presents the selected cost-effectiveness objectives to build the fitness

function.

Test Case Execution Time

The execution time of a reactive test case varies depending on the number of states

of the test case, i.e., time for switching from a state to another, as well as the

time needed to initialize and finalize the test case. Based on the model presented

in Figure 2.4, given a Prioritized Test Suite (PTS), of N Test Cases (TCs), (i.e.,

PTS = {TC1, TC2, ..., TCN}), ETTCi is the estimated execution time of a test case

corresponding to the position i of PTS. To estimate the execution time of a reactive

test case, three phases have to be taken into account (1) initialization time, (2) test

execution time and (3) test finalization time.

In reactive test cases, the test execution time can vary from one test case to another,

for instance by the number of test states that the reactive test case can have. However,

this time cannot be minimized by test case prioritization, unlike test initialization time.

The initialization time of a reactive test case varies based on the previously executed

test case. By prioritizing the test cases efficiently, the initialization part of the test case

can be skipped. Figure 8.2 illustrates an example of when the initialization phase can

be skipped and when not. TC1 sets the system with the engine turned on and a speed

of 90 km/h before triggering TC3. The initialization of TC3 consists of turning the

engine on and setting the speed to 90 km/h. Thus, if TC3 was executed after TC1, its

initialization phase would be skipped. On the contrary, TC2 sets the system with the

engine turned off and a speed of 0 km/h. If TC3 is executed after TC2 the initialization

phase cannot be skipped: the engine would need to be turned on and speed set to
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90 km/h. Thus, as stated in Equation 8.2, the initialization time of a test case in the

position i (ITTCi) depends on the finalization state of the previously executed test

case (TCi−1), as well as the initialization state of the test case i.

FinalizationInitialization

Finalization

Finalization

Engine.TurnOn();
set v = 90;

set v = 50; set v = 0;

set v = 90;Engine.TurnOn();

after(30, sec)

set v = 0; Engine.TurnOff();…

…

TC 1

TC 2

TC 3

get: v == 90

Figure 8.2: Example of how to reduce initialization time of reactive test cases with
test case prioritization

ITTCi = time(STCi−1fin
, STCi0

) (8.2)

The test execution time (TET ) of a test case in position i of PTS depends on the

time needed to execute all the states. Thus, given that a reactive test case has NStates

number of states in the test case execution phase, the TET is estimated as shown in

Equation 8.3. STCij
is the state j of the test case in position i. In the context of this

study, reactive test cases do not contain loops.

TETTCi =
NStates∑
j=1

time(STCij−1
, STCij

) (8.3)

The finalization time (FT ) of a reactive test case i is calculated taking into account

the last state of the test execution phase (i.e., STCiNStates
) and the finalization state

(i.e., STCifin
), as expressed in Equation 8.4.

FTTCi = time(STCiNStates
, STCifin

) (8.4)

Thus, the estimation time for a test case in position i of PTS is performed adding

the three elements on Equations 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4, as represented in Equation 8.5.

ETTCi = ITTCi + TETTCi + FTTCi (8.5)

Simulation time

In test case prioritization, the whole test suite is typically executed. Thus, it is also

important to reduce as much as possible the overall test execution time. As the
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execution time of the reactive test cases varies based on the prioritization, we propose

to reduce the overall simulation time that it takes to execute a specific test case. This is

performed taking the initialization time of each test case into account, which is given

in Equation 8.2. Given that PTS has N test cases, the simulation time is tried to be

reduced following the Equation 8.6. Notice that the rest of the test case execution

time provided in Section 8.2.4 is not calculated since the TETTCi and FTTCi would

remain constant and it would not have an influence in the final simulation time.

SimTime =
N∑
i=1

ITTCi (8.6)

Fault Detection Capability

To measure the effectiveness of a test case, we use the Fault Detection Capability

(FDC), which is the success rate of the test case [WAG13]. Another test quality metric

for effectiveness could be the percentage of faults detected, which requires the different

faults to be diagnosed. However, the faults might be difficult to diagnose in CPSs.

For instance, there are cases in which two different faults provoke similar symptoms,

whereas in other cases, one fault can provoke many different symptoms. In addition,

another effectiveness metric could be test coverage, which is widely used in software

systems to prioritize test cases [CM13]. Measuring different test coverage metrics in

software systems might be easy, but in CPSs, apart from software a physical layer is

also involved, encompassing sensors, actuators, mechanical elements, etc. Measuring

test coverage in the physical layer of a CPS is not easy as their models are not discrete

models, unlike in software. To overcome this fault localization problem, we chose the

FDC metric, which has also been applied in similar contexts [WAG13, WAG15]. FDC

identifies whether executing a test case can detect faults rather than distinguishing

specific faults detected by the test case.

The FDC of a test case (TCi) is given by the number of times it has been successful

when testing other configurations (NumSucTCi) with respect to the number of times

the test case has been executed, i.e., the number of times it has been successful and

the number of times it has failed (NumFailTCi). Equation 8.7 reflects how the FDC

is computed for TCi. In this study, we consider a test case successful if during its

execution it was capable of detecting faults. On the contrary, we consider a test case

has failed if it has not detected any faults.

FDCTCi =
NumSucTCi

NumSucTCi +NumFailTCi

(8.7)
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Functional requirements coverage

When testing the functionality of any system, functional requirements are taken into

account. Our approach is designed to reduce the time to test functional requirements.

To achieve this objective, we propose to analyze the time required by a specific PTS

to test all the functional requirements. The time required by a PTS to test all the

requirements is given in Equation 8.8. Given a set of Nfr functional requirements,

Ntcfr is the position of the last test case that covers the last functional requirement

of the configuration. Equation 8.8 measures the time required by PTS to test the Nfr

functional requirements in cpsi.

FRCT =

Ntcfr∑
i=1

ETTCi (8.8)

Non-Functional requirements coverage

Non-functional requirements are specified to test non-functional properties of the

system, such as the execution time of certain tasks, or the quality of service of a

communication system [ATF09]. In the CPS context, non-functional requirements

are critical. For instance, the execution time of certain tasks or their deadline might

lead to a completely new behavior of the CPS, unlike in general purpose software, in

which these properties are related to performance [DLSV11, AWSE16a]. Moreover,

some parts such as the network environment needs to be throughly tested [AWSE16a].

All these properties are challenging to be tested at the MiL and SiL test levels, and

thus, they are tested at the HiL test level [AWSE16a]. The time required by a PTS to

test all the non-functional requirements is given in Equation 8.9. Given a set of Nnfr

non-functional requirements, Ntcnfr
is the position of the last test case that covers the

last functional requirement in the product. Equation 8.8 measures the time required by

PTS to test the Nnfr functional requirements in cpsi.

NFRCT =

Ntcnfr∑
i=1

ETTCi (8.9)

8.2.5 Fitness Function

The fitness function for a solution is shown in Equation 8.10. A lower value of F

indicates a better solution with higher effectiveness (i.e., FDC) and lower cost (i.e.,

test execution time). Each objective has its own weight. The higher the weight, the

higher the preference of the objective. Notice that the weights might be assigned
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differently for each test level. For instance, at the MiL and SiL test level, non-

functional requirements of CPSs cannot be tested, and thus wnfrct is set to 0. Finally,

i is the position of a test case in PTS.

F = wfdc × (1− nor(
#TC∑
i=1

FDCTCi

i
)) + wet × nor(

#TC∑
i=1

ETTCi

i
)+

wsimtime × nor(SimTime)+

wfrct × nor(FRCT ) + wnfrct × nor(NFRCT ) (8.10)

Given a PTS, ofN TCs, (i.e., PTS = {TC1, TC2, ..., TCN}), the fitness function

must give preference to the test cases located in the initial positions of the PTS. This

means that the first scheduled test case (i.e., i = 1) is more important than the last

one (i.e., i = N ) when trying to find faults as quickly as possible. Ranking is

given by dividing the cost-effectiveness measures by the position of the test cases

(i.e., i) of a certain solution PTS. Subsequently, F is more sensitive to the cost-

effectiveness measures of the test cases located in the initial positions of PTS. It

is noteworthy that this is not applied for simulation time, Functional Requirements

Covering Time (FRCT) and Non-Functional Requirements Covering Time (NFRCT).

In addition, the objectives of the fitness function must range between 0 and 1. Thus,

we use Equation 8.11 to normalize the cost-effectiveness measures [GR04].

nor(x) =
x

x+ 1
(8.11)

8.3 Experimental Setup

The aim of the experiment is to evaluate the performance of the proposed search-based

test case prioritization algorithms. RS has been used as a baseline to assess that the

problem to be solved is not trivial (Research Question 1 (RQ1)). We wanted to identify

the best search algorithm to solve test case prioritization in the context of configurable

CPSs (RQ2). Finally, we wanted to assess the scalability of the search approach by

incrementing the test suite size (RQ3). The RQs raised are the following:

RQ 1: Are the selected search algorithms cost-effective as compared to RS?

RQ 2: Which of the selected search algorithms fares best when solving test case

prioritization problem?

RQ 3: How does the increment of test cases impact the performance of the

selected search algorithms?
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8.3.1 Case Studies

The four case studies presented in Chapter 4 were employed to assess the test case

prioritization approach presented in this chapter. The characteristics of the selected

case studies and products are shown in Tables 8.1 and 8.2. Notice that the requirements

related to the DC Engine case study are artificial requirements. We employed a high

amount of artificial requirements in this case study to assess the scalability of the

approach.

Table 8.1: Main characteristics of each case study. Column blocks is referred to the
number of blocks of each Simulink model. FR refers to the total number of functional
requirements. NFR refers to the total number of non-functional requirements. Feature
and constraints refer to the number of feature and constraints related to the feature
model of the case study.

Blocks FR NFR Features Constraints
ACC 415 19 24 14 2
UAV 843 20 40 46 5
TANK 112 6 20 24 2
DC ENGINE 257 40 80 8 1

Table 8.2: Main characteristics of selected product. NFR refers to the total number of
non-functional requirements. The column features refers to the number of features
that the selected product configuration has.

Product 1 Product 2 Product 3 Product 4 Product 5
FR NFR F FR NFR F FR NFR F FR NFR F FR NFR F

ACC 6 8 7 7 12 8 13 18 10 18 22 12 19 24 14
UAV 10 13 17 11 16 20 13 20 22 17 24 25 20 40 29
TANK 3 11 14 4 14 16 5 14 18 5 16 21 6 20 23
DC Eng. 20 45 3 30 60 4 35 70 5 40 80 6

8.3.2 Evaluation Metrics

We employed four different evaluation metrics to assess the performance of the selected

algorithms. Two of them measured the fault revealing capability of the approach,

one of them the simulation time to execute the entire test suite and an additional

one (divided into two parts) the time required by a test suite to cover functional and

non-functional requirements.

Faults Detection Time (FDT)

To evaluate the proposed approach, we defined a metric called Faults Detection

Time (FDT), which measured the time required by a specific prioritized test suite (i.e.,

a solution given by the selected test case prioritization search algorithm) to detect
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the seeded faults. To simulate the faults mutation testing was employed. The idea of

mutation testing is to obtain an original program under test and create different version

of this program (i.e., mutants) by adding small syntactic variations (i.e., artificial

faults) [JH11, JJI+14]. We selected this technique since mutation testing has been

demonstrated to be a valid substitute of real faults [JJI+14].

We selected the FDT because, in the context of this study, the Average Percentage

of Faults Detected (APFD) might show some limitations. The first reason is that we

are interested in timing performance, whereas APFD measures the relative position of

the ordered test cases and the number of faults detected. This means that for reactive

test cases, where the time variance is high, the APFD metric could give a good result

if the first test case to be executed detects all the injected faults. However, the first test

case could employ too much time to detect all the faults. In a contrary example, the

faults could be found using four short test cases, and the total amount of time could

be shorter than a large test case that finds all the injected faults. Moreover, in large

test suites the APFD measurement might not be meaningful to compare prioritization

effectiveness and it cannot measure activities such as automatic fault localization or

fault severity [WSKR06].

Average Percentage of Faults Detected (APFD)

Despite it having some disadvantages in the context of this study, to measure test case

prioritization approaches and criteria, many approaches are evaluated using the APFD

metric, which measures the weighted average of the percentage of faults detected over

the life of the suite [CM13]. Since the APFD metrics is typically used to measure

the performance of test case prioritization techniques, we decided to include it in our

evaluation. To measure the APFD, let T be a test suite containing n test cases and F

be a set of m faults detected by T. Let TFi be the first test case in an ordering π of T

that reveals fault i. Given an ordering π of the test suite T, the APFD metric is defined

as expressed in Equation 8.12.

APFD(π) = 1−
∑m

i=1 TFi
n ·m

+
1

2n
(8.12)

Simulation Time

As explained before, the overall simulation time can be reduced by reducing as much

as possible the initialization time of each test case. We defined the simulation time

metric, which measured the time required by each of the solutions provided by the

search algorithm to execute the whole test suite.
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Requirements Covering Time (RCT)

The Requirements Covering Time (RCT) takes the time needed by a specific solution to

cover all the requirements of the configuration being tested into account. We employed

the RCT for both, functional requirements (at the MiL, SiL and HiL test levels) as

well as for non-functional requirements (at the HiL test level). The metric was coined

as FRCT for functional requirements coverage and as NFRCT for non-functional

requirements coverage.

8.3.3 Selected Algorithms

Two local search algorithms were selected as representative for local search algo-

rithms (i.e., the Greedy algorithm and the AVM algorithm). Regarding global search

algorithms, other two algorithms were selected based on their good performance in

similar studies (e.g., [WAG13]) (i.e., the Weight-Based Genetic Algorithm (WBGA)

and the Randomly-Weighted Genetic Algorithm (RWGA)). The assigned weights for

Greedy, AVM and WBGA where the same for all objectives. On the other hand, notice

that RWGA assigns weights randomly in each iteration (following the weight-based

theory). In addition, notice that for the MiL and SiL test levels, the weight assigned

to the non-functional requirements covering time objective (NFRCT) was 0, since at

these levels, non-functional requirements are not tested.

8.3.4 Algorithms Configurations

We selected the same weight for each of the objectives, i.e., the weight for all the four

objectives of the MiL and SiL test levels were set as 0.25 and the five weights for the

five objectives of the HiL test level was set as 0.2. The population size for the genetic

algorithms was 100 and the number of fitness evaluations was set as 50,000 (i.e., we

obtain the optimal solutions after 50,000th fitness evaluations). We used a standard

one-point crossover with a rate of 0.8 and the mutation of a variable was done with

the standard probability 1/n, where n is the number of variables (i.e., in our context,

number of test cases). We used this setup based on other studies and recommendations

related to search-based software testing [AB11, WAG13].

8.3.5 Artificial Problems and Experiment Runs

We divided the evaluation of the approach in different experimental scenarios, named

as artificial problems. For each case study, each artificial problem involved (1) a test

suite composed of a certain number of test cases, (2) a specific product configuration,

(3) 50 algorithm runs to obtain 50 solutions and (4) evaluation of each of the solutions
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using the CPS case study model and 20 mutants. As recommended by Arcuri and

Briand [AB11], we ran each algorithm 50 times to account for random variation

produced by these algorithms. We employed five different product configurations for

the first three case studies and four product configurations for the DC engine case

study. We set the first test suite size to 30 test cases, and increment by 10 test cases

when all the algorithm runs were performed, until a test suite of 120 test cases. In

total, for the first three case studies, 50 independent artificial problems were employed,

while for the last case study 40. The algorithm below shows the pseudocode of the

developed script for executing the experiment.

1 for Each Case Study do
2 for Each Search Algorithm do
3 Test Suite Size = 30 test cases;
4 for Each Configuration of Case Study do
5 for Each test suite do
6 Run search algorithm certain number of times
7 for Each run do
8 Evaluate solution using the CPS model;
9 Calculate values of each evaluation metric;

10 end
11 Test suite size = Test suite size + 10 test cases;
12 end
13 end
14 end
15 end

Algorithm 5: Pseudocode of the performed experiment

On the one hand, the FDC of the test cases related to the ACC and Tank case

studies was obtained based on historical data of previously executed configurations.

For the Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) case study, the historical data was obtained

from 47 previously tested configurations, that seeded a total amount of 12 faults.

For the tank case study, the historical data was obtained from 16 previously tested

configurations, that in total seeded 8 faults. On the other hand, the FDC of the

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and the DC engine case studies was estimated using

the mutation testing technique. Specifically, twenty mutants were employed and we

measured whether each test case was capable of detecting each mutant or not. This was

performed this way because we did not have information from previous executions.

To evaluate our approach, mutation testing was used, i.e., a set of faults were

injected in the Simulink models of the case studies [JH11, JJI+14].1 In order to

1Notice that the mutants employed for the evaluation were different to the mutants employed for
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study the performance of the algorithms with different number and types of faults,

we manually injected 20 faults in each of the case studies. The distribution of the

faults was 50 % in the physical layer (i.e., sensors, actuators, mechanical elements

or communications) and 50 % in the cyber layer (i.e, software system). Since one

of the threats to validity of mutation testing is the subsumed mutants [PHH+16], we

employed different mutation operators in different parts of the system. The injected

mutations were typical CPSs faults: faults in sensors (such as stuck-at or noise), faults

in actuators (communication delays with the cyber layer), or in the software system.

For the software system we mutated some Simulink subsystems following the patterns

described by Matinnejad [MNBB16], in which the most common Simulink faults

were identified based on discussions with engineers from the automotive industry, as

well as the mutation operators proposed for Simulink models [HBT16]. In addition to

the statistical tests, the average improvement of the best algorithm with respect to the

remaining algorithms was calculated and reported in Table 8.3.

8.3.6 Statistical Tests

We employed a rigorous statistical analysis to statistically assess the performance of

the proposed algorithms. To answer RQ 1 and RQ 2 we compared the algorithms with

RS and each pair of them with the Mann-Whitney U test based on the result of the FDT

for each given solution for each artificial problem. Notice that for the Tables showing

the statistical summary involving RQ1 and RQ2 (e.g., Table A.1), for each of the test

levels, the column indicating “+” means the number of artificial problems where the

algorithm in the column A significantly outperformed the algorithm B (i.e., for all

metrics except the APFD Â12 < 0.5 and p-value < 0.05, and for the APFD metric,

Â12 > 0.5 and p-value < 0.05). The column indicating “-” means the opposite. The

column “=” indicates the number of artificial problems where there was no statistical

significance between both algorithms in terms of the FDT (p-value > 0.05).

The RQ 3 analyzes the performance of the algorithms as the amount of test cases

in the test suite increases. To answer RQ 3, Spearman’s rank correlation (ρ) has been

applied, which measures the correlation of the evaluation metric with respect to the

number of test cases. The test returns a ρ value within the range [-1,1] and a p-value.

For all the metrics with the exception of the APFD, a negative ρ value indicates that the

performance increases as the test suite size increases, while a positive ρ indicates the

opposite. For the APFD, a positive ρ value indicates that the performance increases,

whereas a negative ρ indicates the opposite. Finally, the p-value indicates whether

there is statistical significance in the correlation OR NOT.

estimating the FDCs of the test cases
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8.4 Results and Analysis

In this section we analyze the results of the empirical evaluation for each of the

evaluation metrics.

8.4.1 Fault Detection Time (FDT)

The FDT measures the time required by each of the prioritization techniques to kill

the 20 mutants. While Figure 8.3 shows the distribution of the FDT results for all the

artificial problems, Table A.1 reports the statistical analysis performed for each case

study in terms of the FDT for the three test levels (i.e., MiL, SiL and HiL) and RQs 1

and 2. RQ1 aims to answer whether the problem to solve was non-trivial by comparing

each of the selected algorithms with RS. In general, all the algorithms outperformed

RS for most of the artificial problems. Taking all the case studies as well as all the test

levels into account, Greedy outperformed RS with statistical significance in 306 out

of 570 artificial problems, AVM in 371 out of 570 artificial problems, WBGA in 318

out of 570 artificial problems and RWGA in 327 out of 570 artificial problems.

Regarding RQ2, where the performance among the rest of algorithms was com-

pared, results were not consistent for each of the case studies. The AVM algorithm was

the best one for the ACC and the DC engine case study, whereas Greedy performed

best in the UAV and the Tank case studies. This suggests that in terms of the FDT,

local search algorithms perform better than global search algorithms. However, while

AVM outperformed the rest of the algorithms for both the UAV and the tank case

studies, both WBGA and RWGA outperformed Greedy in the ACC and the DC engine

case studies. Moreover, the difference between the AVM and Greedy for the UAV

and the tank case studies were not very high (on average, as reported in Table 8.3,

around 16.6% and 22.71%), whereas for the ACC and the DC engine case studies

AVM reduced the FDT as compared with Greedy on average in 49.78% and 47.84%.

RQ3 aimed at assessing the scalability of the approach. To this end, we applied

the Spearman’s rank correlation. The summary of the results for the Spearman’s rank

correlation with respect to each case study product is shown in Table A.2. All the

selected algorithms showed improvement in terms of the FDT with the test suite size

increase for the tank case study. For the rest of case studies, in the case of RS as well

as the global search algorithms (i.e., WBGA and RWGA) in most of the products their

performance decreased with the test suite increase. Conversely, the performance of the

AVM increased in most of the cases statistically significantly (i.e., ρ < 0 and p-value

< 0.05), except for the DC engine case study. However, even if for the DC engine case
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Figure 8.3: Distribution of the FDT for all the artificial problems of each case study
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Table 8.3: Percentage of improvement by the best algorithm for each case study with
respect to the remaining algorithms

Case Study Best Alg. RS Greedy AVM WBGA RWGA Average

FDT

ACC AVM 41.85 49.78 - 14.39 12.20 29.56
UAV Greedy 60.66 - 16.60 39.54 38.56 38.84
TANK Greedy 25.96 - 22.71 28.49 23.67 25.21
DC Eng AVM 58.04 47.84 - 28.53 27.03 40.36

APFD

ACC AVM 1.01 11.80 - 0.60 0.33 3.44
UAV WBGA 0.44 0.16 0.08 - 0.02 0.17
TANK AVM 0.09 1.51 - 0.44 0.24 0.57
DC Eng WBGA 2.40 53.63 0.04 - 0.02 14.02

SIM. TIME

ACC AVM 25.51 5.97 - 8.51 10.95 12.74
UAV Greedy 24.02 - 5.64 17.69 16.61 15.99
TANK Greedy 37.74 - 0.25 15.04 15.37 17.10
DC Eng AVM 2.83 1.76 - 0.11 0.12 1.20

FRCT

ACC RS - 10.06 13.59 12.32 11.87 11.96
UAV RS - 4.34 8.76 9.11 17.83 10.01
TANK Greedy 17.92 - 20.12 16.34 16.28 17.66
DC Eng Greedy 84.32 - 91.07 87.90 87.90 87.80

NFRCT

ACC Greedy 58.32 - 2.73 4.31 6.41 17.94
UAV Greedy 29.99 - 0.08 0.35 4.56 8.75
TANK Greedy 14.99 - 17.21 17.91 14.71 16.20
DC Eng Greedy 86.31 - 91.61 88.49 88.71 88.78

study in most of the products the performance of the AVM algorithm did not increase,

its performance did not decrease with statistical significance (i.e., p-value > 0.05).

8.4.2 Average Percentage of Faults Detected (APFD)

The APFD measures the position of the test cases with respect to the detected faults,

which are in this case mutants. The obtained APFD distributions are depicted in Figure

8.4. For each of the case studies we report the statistical tests summary in Table A.3,

where the number of artificial problems in which each pair of algorithms outperform

each other are reported. RQ1 evaluates whether the problem to solve is non-trivial by

comparing each of the selected algorithms with RS. In general, the selected algorithms

outperformed RS, although there are some exceptions. In this case, considering the

statistical tests, RS outperformed Greedy for most of the artificial problems (i.e., 420

out of 570 artificial problems). However, the remaining algorithms outperformed RS

in terms of the APFD metric. Specifically, AVM outperformed RS in 336 out of 570

artificial problems, WBGA outperformed RS in 280 out of 570 artificial problems and

RWGA in 294 out of 570 artificial problems.

Regarding RQ2, in terms of the APFD metric, AVM outperformed the rest of

algorithms in 3 out of 4 case studies (i.e., ACC, Tank and DC engine case studies).

As for the UAV case study, unlike in terms of the FDT, both global search algorithms

(i.e., WBGA and RWGA) outperformed local search algorithms for the APFD metric.

This might mean that WBGA and RWGA prioritized those test cases with high FDC
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Figure 8.4: Distribution of the APFD for all the artificial problems of each case study

but giving lower importance to their test execution time. However, as shown in

Figure 8.4 and the reported average improvement values in Table 8.3, the differences

between AVM and both global search algorithm is not high. It is noteworthy that these

algorithms outperformed Greedy for the remaining three case studies in terms of the

APFD.
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As for RQ3, where the scalability of the approach is assessed, we applied the

Spearman’s rank correlation test. In this case, since we were aiming to increase the

APFD, a positive ρ indicated an improvement of the algorithm with the increase of

the test suite size. The obtained results for the Spearman’s rank correlation test are

reported in Table A.4. As it can be appreciated, for all the case studies and products,

the performance of all the algorithms improved with the test suite size in terms of the

APFD metric with statistical significance. This means that the algorithms are scalable

in terms of the APFD.

8.4.3 Simulation Time

Figure 8.5 depicts the obtained normalized results for the simulation time metric.

Notice that these values are normalized for representation because a larger test suite

implies a larger simulation time. The values are normalized by dividing the obtained

simulation time with the number of test cases in the test suite. In addition, Table A.5

summarizes the results of the statistical analysis performed for each case study for the

simulation time metric. As for RQ1, where the selected algorithms are compared with

RS, as it can be shown, all the algorithms outperformed RS for all the case studies at

all the three test levels for every single artificial problem with the exception of Greedy.

This last algorithm performed similar to RS in terms of the simulation time for the

DC engine case study. However, for the rest of case studies, Greedy outperformed RS.

On average, from Table 8.3, it can be seen that the selected algorithms outperformed

RS up to 37.74 % in terms of the simulation time.

RQ2 aims at answering which of the algorithms showed better performance. For

the case of simulation time, local search algorithms performed better than global

search algorithms. As shown in Table 8.3, the average improvements between both

local search algorithms is not very high (the higher average improvement was of 5.97%

for the AVM with respect to Greedy for the ACC case study). Taking the statistical

analysis into account, which is shown in Table A.5, the AVM algorithm performed the

best in the ACC, tank and the DC engine case studies, whereas Greedy performed best

in the UAV case study. In this last case study, AVM also outperformed both global

search algorithms (i.e., RWGA and WBGA). Moreover, for those cases where AVM

fared best, Greedy also outperformed both global search algorithms for the ACC as

well as the tank case studies, although during the DC engine case study both global

search algorithms outperformed Greedy.

Notice that for this metric we did not address RQ3, since a larger test suite always

implies a larger test execution time.
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Figure 8.5: Distribution of the normalized simulation time (i.e., average simulation
time per test case) for all the artificial problems of each of the case studies
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8.4.4 Functional Requirements Covering Time (FRCT)

Figure 8.6 depicts the distribution of the FRCT for all the artificial problems of

each case study, while Table A.6 reports the summary for the statistical results when

compared each pair of the selected algorithms. RQ1 aims to answer whether the

problem to solve was non-trivial by comparing the selected algorithms with RS. As

for the statistical analysis reported in Table A.6, in general, except for Greedy, the

selected algorithms were outperformed by RS for most of the artificial problems, with

the exception of the tank case study. This means that the problem of reducing the time

for testing functional requirements is trivial in this context. However, it is positive that

still Greedy performs better than RS.

As for RQ2, Greedy performed best in most of the case studies for most of the test

levels, except for the ACC case study and the MiL and SiL test levels. It is noteworthy

the average improvement of the FRCT of Greedy with respect to the rest of algorithms

for the DC engine case study, which on average, it improved the rest of algorithms in

around 87.80%, as reported in Table 8.3. In addition, unlike for previous evaluation

metric, AVM performed worst when compared to the rest of algorithms. This might

be because AVM gives more importance to the rest of objectives. However, as shown

in Figure 8.6 and reported in Table 8.3, the differences between AVM and both global

search algorithms in terms of the FRCT is not very high.

RQ3 evaluates the scalability of the selected algorithms. Table A.7 reports the

Speaman’s rank correlation for the FRCT metric with respect to the test suite size.

Results vary for each algorithm depending on the case study as well as the product.

For instance in the ACC case study, the Spearman’s rank correlation ρ showed a

negative correlation with statistical significance for all the algorithms in both p4 and

p5 products. It is noteworthy that since these two products were more complex than

the rest, their number of functional requirements was higher, as shown in Table 8.2.

For the rest of case studies, in general Greedy showed a negative ρ for most of the

products, which means that its performance increases when the test suite size increases.

In addition, except for the DC engine case study, the AVM algorithm also showed

negative correlation in most of the cases, except for non-complex products (typically

p1). As for the global search algorithms, in general their performance decreased with

the test suite size in most of the products and case studies, with the exception of the

ACC case study.
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Figure 8.6: Distribution of the FRCT for all the artificial problems of each case study
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8.4.5 Non-Functional Requirements Covering Time (NFRCT)

Figure 8.7 depicts the distribution of the results for the NFRCT and Table A.8 reports

the summary for the statistical results when compared each pair of the selected

algorithms. The first RQ compares the selected algorithms with RS. For the ACC

and Tank case studies, the selected algorithms outperformed RS. For the UAV case

study, AVM showed similar results as RS, whereas the rest of algorithms showed

worst results than RS. Conversely, Greedy outperformed RS in the DC engine case

study, while the rest of algorithms showed worse performance than RS. On average,

Greedy was the algorithm showing highest average improvement percentage when

compared with RS, as shown in Table 8.3, improving the RS algorithm on average

between 14.99% and 86.31%.

Figure 8.7: Distribution of the NFRCT for all the artificial problems of each case
study

The second RQ evaluates which of the selected algorithms fared best. According

to the statistical analysis, which is summarized in Table A.8, in this case, results vary

depending on the case study. Greedy showed the best performance for the ACC and

the DC engine case studies. AVM outperformed the rest of algorithms in the UAV

case study. Finally, RWGA performed better than the rest in the Tank case study. In

addition, from Table 8.3, it can be appreciated that as for the average percentage of

the improvement, Greedy was the algorithm showing the best performance in terms of

the NFRCT metric. In fact, it is important to highlight the results for the DC engine

case study, where it improved the rest of the algorithms in around 88.78%.
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RQ3 evaluates the scalability of the approach. Table A.9 reports the results of

the Spearman’s rank correlation for the NFRCT metric based on the test suite size.

On the one hand, except for the tank case study, RS as well as both global search

algorithms (i.e., WBGA and RWGA), showed a performance decrement as the test

suite size increases. On the other hand, Greedy improved with the test suite size for all

products of the tank and DC Engine case studies, as well as in most of the products of

the ACC and UAV case studies. Finally, the AVM algorithm increased its performance

with the test suite size in all products of the ACC and tank case studies, as well as in

most of the UAV case study’s products. However, in the DC engine case study the

performance of the AVM algorithm decreased as the test suite size increased.

8.5 Discussion of the Results

We summarize the results of the empirical evaluation and what they tell us about the

research questions.

8.5.1 Answer to RQ1

The first RQ refers to the comparison of the proposed algorithms with RS to assess that

the problem to solve is not trivial. RS has been selected as the comparison baseline

for several similar studies (e.g., [WAG15, WAG13, WBA+14, AWSE16a, PSS+16]).

Generally in RQ 1, for most of the metrics, the selected algorithms outperformed RS.

The most striking exceptions were for the Functional Requirements Covering Time

in the ACC and UAV case studies. In these cases, RS outperformed the rest of the

algorithms. The reasons for this might be that either the rest of algorithms focused on

other objectives, or for these case studies there were not a lot of functional requirements

and thus, the problem to solve was non-trivial. Moreover, for the remaining evaluation

metrics in these case studies, the rest of the algorithms outperformed RS. Thus, we

can answer the first RQ as follows:

Based on the experimental results and the statistical tests of our study we

can conclude that the test case prioritization for simulation-based testing of

CPS product lines is a non-trivial problem and thus, search algorithms are

recommended to be used.

8.5.2 Answer to RQ2

RQ 2 aimed at answering which of the selected search algorithms was the most appro-

priate to solve the test case prioritization problem for configurable CPSs. Generally in
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RQ 2, the selected local search algorithms (i.e., AVM and Greedy) outperformed the

selected global search algorithms (i.e., WBGA and RWGA). As for the fault revealing

capability, which was measured by the FDT and APFD metrics, AVM outperformed

the rest of the algorithms in two case studies using the FDT and in three case studies

using the APFD metric, whereas Greedy outperformed the rest of algorithms in two

out of four case studies using the FDT. For the APFD metric, WBGA outperformed

the rest of metrics in one case study. As for the simulation time, the AVM algorithm

outperformed the rest of the algorithms in three out of four case studies, whereas

Greedy was the best algorithm for the simulation time in the UAV case study. As for

the RCT metrics, for functional requirements Greedy outperformed the rest for the

DC engine as well as the tank case studies. Regarding non-functional case studies,

Greedy outperformed the rest of metrics for the ACC and the DC engine case studies,

whereas the AVM algorithm outperformed the rest for the UAV case study. Finally,

RWGA outperformed the rest for the tank case study.

The reason that local search algorithms (i.e., AVM and Greedy) outperformed

global search algorithms (e.g., WBGA) can be explained that optimal solutions of our

problem may exist in a local search space and thereby local search algorithms are

more efficient as compared with global search algorithms in terms of finding optimal

solutions within a limited number of fitness evaluations (e.g., 50,000 in our case).

However, when the number of evaluating fitness is increased, the performance of

global search algorithms may be improved. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that

the time to run the global search algorithms will also be increased with the growth of

fitness evaluations.

These results are consistent with a previous study performed in the context of this

thesis [AWSE16b]. In the conference version, only two objectives were taken into

account: (1) the test execution time and (2) the FDC. We measured the performance

of the algorithms with the FDT metric, which is also used in this chapter. Results of

our conference version paper showed that local search algorithms were better than

global search ones. Specifically, Greedy performed best with shorter test suites while

AVM performed best with longer test suites [AWSE16b]. Thus, from the results of our

experiment in this chapter, and also supported by the results published in our previous

work [AWSE16b], we can answer the second RQ as follows:

Results can vary depending on different case studies. However, local search

algorithms performed better than global search algorithms. Generally, for

faster fault detection and for simulation time reduction, AVM performed better,

whereas for faster requirements testing Greedy outperformed the rest.
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8.5.3 Answer to RQ3

The last RQ aimed at assessing the scalability of the proposed search algorithms. To

answer this RQ we applied the Spearman’s rank correlation test, where the correlation

between the selected evaluation metrics with respect to the number of test cases in the

test suite was measured. Results varied depending on the case study and algorithms.

From the previous RQs, we extracted the best algorithms for solving the test case

prioritization problem for our context. On the one hand, for the FDT metric, the

AVM algorithm showed the best performance. For this metric, the performance of the

algorithm increased with the test suite size for 44 out of 57 cases. Moreover, for the rest

of the cases, the performance of the AVM algorithm did not decrease with statistical

significance (i.e., p-value > 0.05). On the other hand, for the Requirements Covering

Time, both functional and non-functional, Greedy showed the best performance. As

for the FRCT metric, Greedy showed a performance increase in 43 out of 57 cases.

Regarding the NFRCT metric, the performance of the Greedy algorithm increased

in 16 out of 19 cases as the test suite size increased. This means that the selected

algorithms are scalable for their purpose. From the results of our experiments, we can

answer the RQ 3 as follows:

The increment of test cases showed a positive impact on the performance

of the AVM algorithm for solving the test case prioritization approach when

finding faults as quick as possible (FDT and APFD metrics). In addition, the

increment of test cases showed a positive impact on the performance of the

Greedy algorithm for covering Functional and Non-Functional Requirements

(FRCT and NFRCT metrics). Thus, we can conclude that the selected search

algorithms along with our defined fitness function are scalable to address the

test case prioritization problems with increasing complexity.

8.6 Threats to Validity

We summarize the threats to validity of our empirical evaluation as follows:

Internal validity: Internal validity threats exist when the results can be influenced by

internal factors (e.g., parameters of the algorithms) [ABHPW10]. An internal validity

threat of our study could be that the configurations related to global search algorithms

(e.g., population size, crossover rate, etc.) were not changed. However, the selected

settings are in accordance with the common guidelines in the literature and other

studies related to the application of search algorithms to testing [WAG15, AB11].

Another internal validity threat refers to the injected faults. In our study we have
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employed 20 mutants, but there might be cases with more faults. Notice that in our

context, each mutant includes not only the software, but also the physical layer of

the CPS, what makes the execution of the simulation time consuming. In addition,

some studies have discovered that the subsumed mutants are one of the threats of this

technique to assess the quality of test suites [PHH+16]. We have tried to mitigate

this threat by distributing different types of faults (i.e., different mutation operators)

distributed across the whole system (i.e., the physical and cyber layer of the CPSs).

Conclusion Validity: A conclusion validity threat in most of the evaluations where

search algorithms are employed involves the random variations of the results [WAG15].

To reduce this threat, we divided the experiment in different artificial problems and

repeated the execution of each algorithm for each artificial problem 50 times to

account for random variations. Moreover, we compared the results of the algorithms

by applying statistical analysis.

Construct Validity: The construct validity threat is that the measures used are not

comparable across the algorithms. However, we used the same stopping criterion for

all the algorithms, i.e., the number of fitness evaluations (50,000 times), which is a

comparable measure across all the algorithms.

External Validity: External validity threats appear when the outcome of results are

influenced by external factors [ABHPW10]. An external validity threat with any

experiment is related to the generalization of results. We used four case studies,

which might not be enough to ensure that our results can be extrapolated to all CPS

product lines. However, to reduce this threat we used four case studies from different

domains with different sizes and different characteristics to assure a sufficient degree

of heterogeneity. In addition, one of the case studies was a real-world industrial case

study.

8.7 Related Work

Many studies in product line engineering testing have addressed the test case prioriti-

zation problem. Some of them compared different prioritization criteria [SSRC14a,

SSPRC15]. Others employed search-based algorithms [PSS+16, HPLT14] or statisti-

cal testing [DPC+14, DPC+15]. However, notice that their prioritization approach is

at the domain engineering level. In their context, a test case is a valid product of the

product line. Conversely, in our case, we focus at the application engineering level,

where a test case is a set of signals stimulating the Cyber-Physical System Under

Test (CPSUT).

An approaches focused on test case prioritization at the application engineering
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level for product lines. Specifically, Wang et al. proposed a multi-objective approach

for test case prioritization of Software Product Lines (SPLs), employing three different

weigh-based search algorithms. Our approach builds upon this works by: (1) applying

it in the configurable CPS engineering context, which faces several particularities such

as the multi-level simulation-based testing (MiL, SiL and HiL test levels), reduction

of simulation time by reducing the initialization time of test cases based on the test

prioritization or testing functional and non-functional requirements, and (3) evaluating

the performance of several algorithms using simulation and mutation testing.

In section 3.3.2 different search-based approaches for test case prioritization were

highlighted (e.g., [MRE02, WSKR06, ZHG+09, HFM15]). When compared to the

current test case prioritization techniques, our approach faces some differences. Notice

that we aim at prioritizing test cases for CPSs employing simulation, which requires

multi-level testing (i.e., MiL, SiL and HiL test levels), and each of the test levels have

their corresponding test objectives (e.g., the HiL test level includes non-functional

requirements coverage). The test cases employed in this study are designed for testing

configurable CPS products at the system engineering level. These test cases take from

seconds to minutes to be executed, unlike unit testing, where the test execution time

of each test case is in the order of some milliseconds [AIB10]. In addition, the types

of test cases we use are reactive test cases, which have some particularities, such as

the varying test execution time depending on the previously prioritized test case. This

is something that, to the best of our knowledge, is not considered in other test case

prioritization methods; this allows for the reduction of the overall simulation time.

Moreover, we evaluated the performance of the selected algorithms using simulation

and mutation testing. Notice that the use of mutation testing in this context is especially

challenging and expensive due to the fact that the physical layer, which is typically

modeled with complex mathematical models, has to be simulated in each generated

mutant, which makes the simulation time very long. Lastly, we integrated the test case

prioritization approach with FeatureIDE [TKB+14], so that when a specific product

configuration is selected to test, its requirements are automatically selected. This

allows for a systematic and fully automated test prioritization for configurable CPSs.

8.8 Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter proposes a search-based test case prioritization approach that optimizes

the process of testing configurable CPSs by reducing the fault detection time, simula-

tion time and requirements covering time. To this end, we defined a fitness function

that employed five objectives. Four different case studies were used to compare the
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performance of different algorithms. Based on the results of empirical evaluation,

we observed that the selected four search algorithms outperformed RS. Moreover,

we discovered that the local search algorithms (i.e., AVM and Greedy) performed

better than the global search algorithms (WBGA and RWGA). Specifically, the AVM

algorithm showed the best performance for fault detection and reduction of simulation

time, whereas the Greedy algorithm performed better to reduce the requirements

covering time. The proposed search-based test case prioritization approach has been

integrated within our framework developed in this dissertation for testing configurable

CPSs employing simulation-based testing.

The empirical evaluation of Pareto-based multi-objective search algorithms re-

mains as future work. We already have launched some preliminary experiments of

two well known multi-objective search algorithms (Non-dominated Sorting Genetic

Algorithm II (NSGA-II) and Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2 (SPEA2)).

However, Pareto-based multi-objective search algorithms return a set of solutions

and evaluating them with mutation testing is extremely expensive. In the future, we

foresee to perform the evaluation of Pareto-based multi-objective algorithms with

several clusters.
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Chapter 9

Debugging Product Lines

Configurable systems testing is challenging mainly due to the potentially huge number

of products under test. Most of the research on this field focuses on making testing

affordable by selecting a representative subset of products to be tested. However,

once the tests are executed and some failures revealed, debugging is a cumbersome

and time consuming task due to difficulty to localize and isolate the faulty features

in the configurable system. In this chapter, we propose a debugging approach for

the localization of bugs in configurable systems. The proposed approach works in

two steps. First, the features of the configurable system are ranked according to their

suspiciousness (i.e., likelihood of being faulty) using spectrum-based localization

techniques. Then, a novel fault isolation approach is used to generate valid products

of minimum size containing the most suspicious features, helping to isolate the cause

of failures.

For the evaluation of our approach, we compared ten suspiciousness techniques

on nine Software Product Lines (SPLs) of different sizes. The results reveal that three

of the techniques (Tarantula, Kulcynski and Ample2) stand out over the rest, showing

a stable performance with different types of faults and product suite sizes. By using

these metrics, faults were localized by examining between 0.1% and 14.4% of the

feature sets. Our results show that the proposed approach is effective at locating bugs

in configurable systems, serving as a helpful complement for the numerous approaches

for testing SPLs.

9.1 Introduction

Developing high-quality software requires not only effective testing methods to un-

cover failures, but also debugging techniques to locate and fix the bugs that trigger

them. Debugging is mostly a manual process where testers must identify the defective

code using techniques such as tracing, memory dumps or step-by-step execution. More

sophisticated techniques include Spectrum-Based Fault Localization (SBFL), which
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ranks code components (e.g., statements) according to their probability of having

faults, so-called suspiciousness [AZGvG09, HRS+00, XCKX13, WGL+16].

Debugging configurable systems, such as SPLs or configurable Cyber-Physical

Systems (CPSs), is challenging due to the difficulty to find and isolate the faulty

features in the configurable system. Also, even if a suspicious feature or set of

features are detected, it might still be difficult to generate small valid products (i.e.,

satisfying the constraints of the feature model) where the failure is reproduced and the

defective assets can be pinpointed. In this context, the recent advances on SPL testing

contrast with the poor support for SPL debugging, which remains as a manual and

time-consuming endeavor.

In this Chapter, we propose an approach to configurable systems debugging. The

approach works in two steps. First, the outcomes of testing (test coverage and test

outputs) are used to rank features according to their probability of having faults,

so-called suspiciousness score. The suspiciousness score of each feature (or set of

features) is calculated using SBFL techniques adapted for the SPL domain. Then, a

fault isolation approach is proposed to generate, by automatically analyzing the feature

model, products of minimum size containing the most suspicious features, in order to

facilitate the isolation of the failure causes. The proposed method mainly works at the

feature model level, which abstracts the complexity of the underlying implementations

such as the use of different programming languages or the combination of hardware

and software features, e.g., CPSs [ASEZ17]. For the evaluation of the approach, we

compared ten state-of-the-art SBFL techniques on nine SPLs of different sizes with

simulated faults. Results reveal that SBFL performs well at locating faults in SPLs.

More specifically, we found that three of the techniques under evaluation (Kulcynski2,

Tarantula and Ample2) stand out over the rest, being able to localize the bugs by

examining between 0.1% and 14.4% of the feature sets.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 9.2 presents our approach for

fault localization in highly configurable systems (e.g., SPLs) and the fault isolation

algorithm. An empirical evaluation of our approach is performed in Section 9.3.

Section 9.4 highlights the main issues that threatens our empirical evaluation. Section

9.5 positions our work with the current literature. Section 9.6 concludes the study and

highlights future work.

9.2 Fault Localization Approach

In this section, we present a two-step approach for locating bugs in highly configurable

systems. First, SBFL techniques are used to calculate the suspiciousness of each
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Figure 9.1: Overview of our approach on SBFL for highly configurable systems

feature set based on the testing outcomes, namely code coverage data and testing

results (passes and failures). Second, the obtained suspiciousness scores are processed

by a novel fault isolation approach to generate the smallest valid product containing

the faulty feature set, helping to isolate the cause of the failure, and thus the bug

causing it.

We may recall that this contribution focuses on debugging and not testing. Thus,

we assume the existence of a product suite (e.g., pairwise suite) and their corresponding

testing results, obtained using any state-of-the-art testing technique, (e.g., methods

presented in previous chapters). In what follows, our approach is described in detail,

including the overall methodology for its application.

9.2.1 Spectrum-based fault localization in SPLs

We propose to adapt SBFL techniques to measure the suspiciousness score of each

feature set in a SPL. Figure 9.1 depicts the overview of the approach from a black-box

perspective. Our approach receives a Feature Model and a product suite as inputs,

and it returns a ranking of all the feature sets in the configurable system, ordered by

their suspiciousness value in descendent order, according to a given suspiciousness

technique, e.g., Tarantula. The process to calculate the suspiciousness scores and to

break ties in the final ranking is detailed next.

Constructing the coverage matrix and error vector

Based on the SBFL theory (explained in Section 3.4.2), we consider the SPL products

under test as the test cases, and the feature sets as the components where faults must

be located. As an example, consider the feature model in Figure 2.2 and the product

suite in Table 2.1. Table 9.1 depicts the coverage matrix, where the products under

test are placed in columns, and the feature sets are listed in rows (note that a bug is
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simulated in the feature MP3). For the sake of simplicity, only feature sets composed

of one or two features are considered, although the approach could be generalized to

feature sets of any size. In the example, only some feature pairs are shown to keep

this chapter at a reasonable size. For each product under test (i.e., P1, P2,..., P8), a

cell is marked with “•” if it contains the feature set of the row. Additionally, the final

row depicts the error vector, that is, the test outcome of each product, either successful

(“S”) or failed (“F”).

Based on the information collected in the coverage matrix and the error vector,

the suspiciousness score of each feature set can be calculated using any of the state-

of-the-art suspiciousness techniques proposed in the literature [XCKX13]. To this

purpose, we propose a slight modification of the meaning of the classical notation

used in SBFL formulas, where test cases are replaced by products and components

are replaced by feature sets, namely:

NCF number of failed products that cover a feature set.

NUF number of failed products that do not cover a feature set.

NCS number of successful products that cover a feature set.

NUS number of successful products that do not cover a feature

set.

NC total number of products that cover a feature set.

NU total number of products that do not cover a feature set.

NS total number of successful products.

NF total number of failed products.

Table 9.1: An example showing the suspiciousness value computed using the Tarantula
technique in the Mobile Phone SPL

ID Feature Set P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 NCF NCS NF NS Suspiciousness Ranking

F1 MobilePhone • • • • • • • • 4 4 4 4 0.5 5
F2 Screen • • • • • • • • 4 4 4 4 0.5 5
F3 Calls • • • • • • • • 4 4 4 4 0.5 5
F4 High resolution • • • • 2 2 4 4 0.5 6
F5 Basic • • 1 1 4 4 0.5 6
F6 Colour • • 1 1 4 4 0.5 6
F7 GPS • • 1 1 4 4 0.5 6
F8 Media • • • • • 4 1 4 4 0.8 3
F9 Camera • • • 2 1 4 4 0.75 4
F10 MP3 (BUG) • • • • 4 0 4 4 1 1
F11 GPS-Colour • 0 1 4 4 0 7
F12 MP3-Colour • 1 0 4 4 1 2

Execution results S F S F F F S S

Table 9.1 shows the values of NCF , NCS , NF and NS for each feature set.

Based on this information, the suspiciousness of each feature set using Tarantula is
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depicted in the column “Suspiciousness”, followed by the position of each feature set

in the ranking. As illustrated, the feature sets MP3 (where a fault was seeded) and

MP3-Colour are placed at the top of the ranking, followed by Media and Camera,

with a suspiciousness score of 0.8 and 0.75 respectively. The rest of single features

have a suspiciousness score of 0.5 according to Tarantula. Finally, the feature set

GPS-Colour has a suspiciousness score of 0.

Breaking ties

The last column in Table 9.1 indicates the suspiciousness ranking of each feature set.

As illustrated, the suspiciousness score of some feature sets are identical. We have

taken three different strategies to break ties:

� Core features: If a core feature is faulty, all products will fail, and thus, for some

techniques (e.g., Tarantula) all the feature sets will have the same suspiciousness

score. If this occurs, our SBFL approach places core features at the top of the

suspiciousness ranking. Notice that this does not happen with all techniques (e.g.,

Wong).

� Feature interactions: Faults in isolated features may distort feature groups sus-

piciousness scores. Take as an example the simulated fault in MP3. All feature

sets including the feature MP3 will fail, which will result, for some techniques

(e.g., Tarantula), in all feature sets including MP3 having the same suspiciousness

score, e.g., the Tarantula scores of MP3 and MP3-Colour in Table 9.1 are equal.

Under this scenario, when a feature set S has the same suspiciousness that any of

its feature subsets S′ ⊂ S, then S′ is ranked over S.

� Parental relations: If a parent feature is faulty, all the products containing one ore

more of its subfeatures will also be faulty, since parent and child features must

appear together in products. Hence, for instance, a bug in the feature Media

would make all the products including any of its child features to fail, that is, those

including Camera, MP3, or both. To address this issue, when a parent feature has

the same suspiciousness score as its child features, the parent feature is ranked first.

All ties obtained after applying the previous strategies are broken randomly. We

remark, however, that other strategies would also be feasible and studying their

effectiveness remains for future work.
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9.2.2 Fault isolation

Even if we have a list of the most suspicious feature sets, it could still be challenging

to find a product, hopefully as small as possible, where the fault can be easily located.

This is the goal of techniques like delta-debugging [ZH02], which aims to generate

minimal inputs inducing the failure in the program under test. Based on this idea,

in this section, we present a debugging approach for the isolation of bugs in highly

configurable systems. The goal is to generate a minimal product, in terms of number

of features, where the fault(s) can be easily located. For the generation of the product,

we leveraged advanced tools for the automated analysis of feature models. More

specifically, we used the analysis operations on feature models integrated into the tool

SPLAR [MBC09a].

The overall overview of the approach for generating the minimal product is

depicted in Figure 9.2. The debugging approach receives a suspicious feature set

(FS), a feature model (with a set of features F ), and the failing product being

debugged (P ) as inputs. Then, a partial configuration is created in three steps, namely:

(1) unselect the features that are not part of the product being debugged, (2) select

the core features (C), and (3) select the features in the suspicious feature set (out of

the remaining features). Formally, let S and R be the sets of selected and removed

features in the partial configuration respectively. The partial configuration is defined

as follows.

∀f ∈ F • f /∈ P ⇒ f ∈ R ∧

f ∈ C ⇒ f ∈ S ∧

f ∈ FS ⇒ f ∈ S

(9.1)

The partial configuration is then provided as an input to the propagate operation,

which generates a minimal valid product including the suspicious feature set. This

operation (also called dependency analysis operation [BSRC10]) receives a partial

configuration as input, and it automatically selects and unselects the necessary features

to create a valid product according to the constraints of the model (if such product

exists). For example, suppose that we run the propagate analysis operation on the

selected features {GPS, Camera}. The operation would propagate the decisions

returning the product {Mobile Phone, Calls, Screen, High resolution,

Media, Camera, GPS}. Notice that the product includes the core features, plus

the features Media and High resolution (both required by Camera). It is

noteworthy that the minimal product generated is composed of a subset of the features
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Figure 9.2: Overview of our approach for fault isolation in highly configurable systems

in the product being debugged, and thus no new features are considered, which could

result in unexpected results, e.g., new faults being introduced.

Continuing with the previous example, let us assume that the feature MP3 has the

highest suspiciousness score, and P5 = {MobilePhone, Screen, Calls, High

resolution, Media, Camera, MP3, GPS} is the faulty product being debugged.

A partial configuration would be created by unselecting the features not contained

in the product (Colour, Basic), selecting the core features (Mobile phone,

Calls, Screen), and selecting the suspicious feature set (MP3). This configuration

would be then provided as input to the propagate operation, which would return

the following product {Mobile phone, Calls, Screen, High resolution,

Media, MP3}. Note that the features Media and High resolution are auto-

matically selected, whereas the feature GPS is not selected. We may remark that

the products generated by the propagate operation are always minimal, i.e., only

those features strictly necessary to make a valid product are selected. Therefore, the

debugger is provided with the smallest product including the suspicious feature set,

contributing to reduce the effort required to locate the bug.

9.2.3 Methodology

Figure 9.3 depicts the overall methodology to apply our SPL debugging approach.

First, the suspiciousness scores of each feature sets are calculated based on the

coverage information and test results, as explained in Section 9.2.1. Then, for each

faulty product, the most suspicious feature set is selected and a minimal product is

generated and tested. We reiterate that the tests can be performed using any state-of-

the-art testing technique and it is out of the scope of this study. If the test outcome is

successful, the next most suspicious feature set is selected and another minimal product
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is generated. Conversely, if the product fails, the suspicious feature set is reported to

the engineer to fix it. This process is repeated until all faults have been fixed. Notice

that every time a faulty product is selected, the tests must be executed again to confirm

that the product is still buggy, since the faults could have been fixed while debugging

previous products. Finally, it is noteworthy that the calculation of the suspiciousness

scores is only performed once, unlike related approach where it is calculated every

time a bug is fixed [LWG+17]. Although this may affect the accuracy of our approach,

we believe that this is a sensible strategy for highly configurable systems where

re-executing all the tests is usually very costly [WAG13, WBA+14, ASEZ17].

Calculate 
suspiciousness

Faulty 
products?

Select faulty product

Select next suspicious 
feature set

Generate minimal 
product

Run tests

Fail?

Run tests

Fail?

Fix

Yes

Yes No

No

No

Yes

Figure 9.3: Overview of the methodology for SPL fault isolation

9.3 Empirical Evaluation

This section empirically evaluates the proposed debugging approach.
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9.3.1 Research questions

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of feature-based SBFL in SPLs we aim to answer

the following Research Questions (RQs):

RQ1: What is the effectiveness of different state-of-the-art suspiciousness techniques

at isolating the causes of failures in highly configurable systems?

RQ2: How the size of the product suite affects the performance of the techniques

under study?

RQ3: How the number and type of faults (single or interaction) affect the performance

of the techniques under study?

9.3.2 Experimental design

Subject models and product suites

We selected nine feature models representing SPLs of different sizes for the evaluation.

Seven of the models were taken from the SPLOT repository [MBC09a]. Additionally,

we used the feature model of the Drupal framework, a realistic case study to evaluate

variability testing techniques proposed by Sanchez et al. [SSRC14b]. Additionally,

we included the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) case study. For each subject model,

the SPLCAT tool [Joh17] was used to generate two product suites using 2-wise and

3-wise coverage criteria [JHF12]. Table 9.2 depicts the characteristics of the selected

models including number of features, number of Cross-Tree Constraintss (CTCs),

total number of products, and number of products in the 2-wise and 3-wise product

suites respectively.

Case Study Features CTC Products 2-wise 3-wise

Drupal V3 21 9 96,768 11 37
Weather station 23 2 1,056 14 40
Eclipse 29 3 983,150 17 54
Android 45 5 36,240 18 67
UAV 46 4 2.3E6 22 74
Dell Laptop 47 109 2,319 47 142
Arcade 62 35 3.3E9 18 65
HIS 68 4 6,400 12 41
Model transformation 88 0 1.6E13 28 133

Table 9.2: Subject feature models
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Fault seeding and test execution

We faced two obstacles in the selection of case studies for the evaluation of our

approach. First, we found a lack of case studies with available feature models,

source code, and test cases. Second, based on our experience with industrial part-

ners [SEA+17], the execution of test cases in real setting is usually a time-consuming

process, which hinders the use of real test cases in a large-scale evaluation as the one

required in our paper. To address both obstacles, we resorted to a fault simulator in

eight of the subject case studies (where no code nor test cases were available), as previ-

ously done in related papers [SSRC14a, EBG12, DPC+14, AHTM+14, AHTL+16].

Additionally, we used a real-world case study with available feature model, source

code and test cases (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle), in order to evaluate the approach in

realistic settings.

For the simulation of faults (in all case studies except UAV), we developed a

fault generator to simulate different number and types of faults in the SPL under test.

The fault generator is based on the one proposed by Ensan et al. [EBG12] and it

has been used in several works to evaluate the fault detection rate of SPL test suites

(e.g., [EBG12, SSRC14a, BEG12]). The fault generator simulates faults in single

features as well as faults caused by the interaction of two features. More specifically,

our generator receives a feature model as an input and returns a random list of faulty

feature sets as an output. For instance, the following list simulates two faults in the

SPL in Figure 2.2: {{Colour}, {GPS, MP3}}, a fault in the feature Colour and

another fault caused by the interaction of the features GPS and MP3.

In addition to the fault simulator, we developed a test system to simulate the

test outcomes of each product using a simple oracle: if a product contains any of

the features labeled as faulty, the execution of the product is classified as failed,

otherwise it is classified as successful. This is an intuitive approach that assumes

that the test cases of each product are good enough to reveal failures in the products

under test. Note that this is a key requirement for the application of SBFL: if test

cases are not able to identify failures, they will certainly not be helpful in identifying

faults. Both, the fault simulator and the test system, have been previously used in the

literature [SSRC14a].

As for the UAV case study, the experiments were performed employing a Simulink

model in charge of simulating the UAV. We employed a test suite composed of 120

test cases. A test case in our case was a set of signals stimulating the inputs of the

System Under Test (SUT) over a specific amount of time. The test execution time for

each test case lasts from 30 seconds to 3000 seconds.1 Furthermore, we employed

1Notice that this is the simulated test execution time
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mutation testing to simulate faults. Mutation testing was employed since it has been

demonstrated to be a good substitute of real faults [JJI+14]. For each fault in a specific

feature set, a mutant was created, performing the mutation in one of the assets of that

feature sets. This mutant was later selected when a product included the faulty feature

set. We employed the mutation operators proposed by Hanh et al. for Simulink models

[HBT16]. To speed up the evaluation process, we prioritized the test cases with an

additional greedy algorithm that used historical data of the test cases. This algorithm

demonstrated to be effective in a previous work at detecting faults as fast as possible

[ASEZ17]. Since SBFL only uses information whether the test execution passed or

failed, once the test cases detected a fault, the test execution was stopped with the aim

of speeding up the evaluation process.

Suspiciousness techniques

We assessed the effectiveness of ten state-of-the-art suspiciousness techniques for

the isolation of faults in SPLs. The chosen techniques were Tarantula, Ochiai, Dstar,

Naish2, Wong and Russel-Rao, as proposed in [LLT15]. We also included Kulcynski2,

Arithmetic-mean, Ample and M2, as they showed promising results in preliminary

experiments [XCKX13]. The algebraic form of the chosen techniques are shown

in Table 9.3 using the notation presented in Section 9.2.1. In the Dstar technique’s

formula, the * is an exponent of NCF . We set * equal to 2 based on the original paper

[WDGL14] and other relevant ones (e.g., [PCJ+17]).

Evaluation metrics

The following metrics were used to measure the effectiveness of the approach.

Percentage of examined features (EXAMF). The EXAM score is one of the most

common metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of fault location techniques [WGL+16].

It is calculated as the number of statements examined with respect to the total number

of statements in the program. In our approach, the number of statements examined

could be intuitively substituted by the number of feature sets examined, and the total

number of statements by the total number of features sets. Given a product p being

debugged and a faulty feature set f , we propose a variant of the EXAM score, called

EXAMF, calculated as follows:

EXAMF (p, f) =
NFf
NFp

× 100% (9.2)
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Table 9.3: Algebraic form of the suspiciousness techniques under evaluation

Technique Equation

Ample2 | NCF

NCF +NF
− NCS

NCS +NUS
|

Arithmetic mean
2(NCF ×NUS −NUF ×NCS)

(NCF +NCS)× (NUS +NUF ) + (NCF +NUF )× (NCS +NUS)

Dstar
(NCF )∗

(NF −NCF ) +NCS

Kulcynski2
NCF

NUF +NCS

M2
NCF

NCF +NS −NCS + 2(NF −NCF +NCS)

Naish2 NCF −
NCS

NCS + (NS −NCS) + 1

Ochiai
NCF√

NF (NCF +NCS)

Russel-Rao
NCF

NCF +NF −NCF +NCS +NS −NCS

Tarantula
NCF /NF

NCS/NS +NCF /NF

Wong NCF

Where NFf is the number of feature sets examined to isolate the fault in f, and NFp
is the total number of feature sets in p. Since we are aiming at faults caused by a single

feature or interaction between two features, NFp is equal to all the valid possible

combinations of one or two of the features of p. This was calculated using the SPLCAT

tool. The lower the EXAMF score is, the more effective is the technique.

As an example, consider a fault in the feature MP3, and P5 = {MobilePhone,

Screen, Calls, High resolution, Media, Camera, MP3, GPS} the faulty

product being debugged. Let us suppose that GPS is the most suspicious feature

and MP3 the second most suspicious feature, according to a certain technique. Ac-

cordingly, the debugger would examine first the GPS feature, proceeding later to

examine the MP3 feature. Considering that the total number of valid feature sets

(i.e., single features and pairs of features) in P5 is 28, this metric is calculated as

EXAMF (P5, {MP3}) = (2/28) × 100 = 7.14. This means that 7.14% of the

feature sets in P5 had to be examined in order to locate the fault in MP3.

The EXAMF metric measures the effectiveness of a fault localization technique at

detecting a single fault. In the cases were several faults are present, the effectiveness

of each fault localization technique was evaluated as the average EXAMF score. Thus,

the average EXAMF score for multiple faulty feature sets F in a product p that is

being debugged is calculated as follows:
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∑|F |
i=1EXAMF (p, Fi)

|F |
(9.3)

As an example, let us suppose two faults in the MP3 and GPS features, and

P5 the faulty product being debugged. Let us suppose that 4 feature sets were ex-

amined before isolating the fault in MP3, and 5 feature sets were checked before

isolating the bug in GPS, i.e., EXAMF (P5, {MP3}) = (4/28)× 100 = 14.2 and

EXAMF (P5, {GPS}) = (5/28)×100 = 17.8. The average EXAMF is calculated

as (14.2 + 17.8)/2 = 16. That is, 16% of the feature sets need to be examined on

average to locate each faulty feature set in P5.

Experiments

In order to answer our research questions, we performed five independent experiments

with different number and types of simulated faults. Each experiment was conducted

on the subject models depicted in Table 9.2 assessing the effectiveness of the ten

suspiciousness techniques depicted in Table 9.3. Table 9.4 shows the number of

simulated faults in single and pairs of features in each experiment. As proposed by

Sanchez et al. [SSRC14a], the maximum number of faults in each model was set to

n/10, being n the number of features in the SPL. For the fifth experiment, where faults

due to single features and interaction of two features are combined, the distribution of

the simulated faults was the same for both type of faults, as proposed in [SSRC14a].

For each experiment and case study, five different distributions of faults were randomly

generated, so-called test scenarios, in order to calculate averages. In total, 40 different

test scenarios were run on each experiment and product suite: 8 case studies × 5 test

scenarios.

Experiment Single faults Interaction faults

1 1 0
2 [2, n/10] 0
3 0 1
4 0 [2, n/10]
5 [1, n/5] [1, n/5]

Table 9.4: Types of faults simulated in each experiment (n = number of features in the
SPL)
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9.3.3 Experimental results

Experiment 1: a fault in a single feature

This experiment aims at evaluating the approach when the SPL has one fault in a single

feature. Tables 9.5 and 9.6 report the EXAMF values of each suspiciousness technique

under evaluation on the data collected from the pairwise and 3-wise product suites

respectively. The best value on each column is highlighted in boldface. We reiterate

that the shown values are the average of five different scenarios with a randomly

simulated fault on each of them. The EXAMF score ranged between 0.07% and 7.6%

for the pairwise product suite, and between 0.07% and 8.43% for the 3-wise suite.

That is, both product suites yielded similar results, with only slight differences in

favor of the pairwise suite. This means that having more test data information was not

necessarily helpful in this experiment.

The performance of all the techniques was consistent in all the case studies,

and in both product suites. The faulty feature was successfully ranked as the most

suspicious feature in 100% of the test scenarios for Ample2, Dstar, Kulcynski2, M2,

and Ochiai, i.e., these were the techniques showing the best performance. In the case

of Tarantula, the most suspicious feature was ranked first in 97.5% (78 out of 80) of

the test scenarios. The technique performing worst was Arithmetic mean, followed by

Naish2, Russel-Rao, and Wong.

Table 9.5: EXAMF scores obtained using the pairwise product suite in Experiment 1.
Best values on each column are highlighted in boldface

Technique Drupal V3 Weather St. Eclipse Android UAV Dell L. Arcade HIS Model T. Mean

Ample2 1.24 1.20 1.04 0.30 0.31 0.77 0.14 0.07 0.12 0.58
Arithmetic M. 7.64 2.14 4.2 1.27 2.62 3.86 0.97 0.64 2.06 2.82
Dstar 1.24 1.20 1.04 0.30 0.31 0.77 0.14 0.07 0.12 0.58
Kulcynski2 1.24 1.20 1.04 0.30 0.31 0.77 0.14 0.07 0.12 0.58
M2 1.24 1.20 1.04 0.30 0.31 0.77 0.14 0.07 0.12 0.58
Naish2 1.73 1.20 1.94 0.30 0.36 1.71 0.24 0.16 0.34 0.88
Ochiai 1.24 1.20 1.04 0.30 0.31 0.77 0.14 0.07 0.12 0.58
Russel-Rao 1.73 1.20 1.94 0.30 0.36 1.71 0.24 0.16 0.34 0.88
Tarantula 1.24 1.20 1.17 0.30 0.31 0.77 0.14 0.07 0.12 0.59
Wong 1.73 1.20 1.94 0.30 0.36 1.71 0.24 0.16 0.34 0.88

Mean 2.03 1.29 1.64 0.34 0.56 1.36 0.25 0.15 0.38 0.90

Experiment 2: multiple faults in single features

This experiment evaluates the approach when the SPL contains multiple faults in

two or more single features. Tables 9.7 and 9.8 show the average EXAMF values of

each technique under evaluation on the data collected from the pairwise and 3-wise

product suites respectively. As illustrated, the results obtained with the 3-wise suite
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Table 9.6: EXAMF scores obtained using the 3-wise product suite in Experiment 1.
Best values on each column are highlighted in boldface

Technique Drupal V3 Weather St. Eclipse Android UAV Dell L. Arcade HIS Model T. Mean

Ample2 1.92 1.11 0.91 0.29 0.31 0.76 0.13 0.07 0.10 0.62
Arithmetic M. 8.43 1.83 3.83 1.31 2.83 3.82 1.00 0.61 1.98 2.85
Dstar 1.92 1.11 0.91 0.29 0.31 0.76 0.13 0.07 0.10 0.62
Kulcynski2 1.92 1.11 0.91 0.29 0.31 0.76 0.13 0.07 0.10 0.62
M2 1.92 1.11 0.91 0.29 0.31 0.76 0.13 0.07 0.10 0.62
Naish2 2.48 1.11 1.73 0.29 0.36 1.71 0.24 0.16 0.28 0.93
Ochiai 1.92 1.11 0.91 0.29 0.31 0.76 0.13 0.07 0.10 0.62
Russel-Rao 2.48 1.11 1.73 0.29 0.36 1.71 0.24 0.16 0.28 0.93
Tarantula 1.92 1.11 0.99 0.29 0.31 0.76 0.13 0.07 0.10 0.63
Wong 2.48 1.11 1.73 0.29 0.36 1.71 0.24 0.16 0.28 0.93

Mean 2.74 1.18 1.46 0.39 0.58 1.35 0.25 0.15 0.34 0.94

(between 0.10% and 8.89%) were slightly better than those obtained with the pairwise

suite (between 0.22% and 12.38%). More specifically, the EXAMF values of the

3-wise suite outperformed those of the pairwise suite in 59 out of the 80 measures (10

techniques x 8 case studies). This means that the use of more test data improved the

performance of the fault isolation techniques in this particular experiment.

Overall, the technique performing best with both product suites was Tarantula,

followed by Kulcynski2, and Ample2. Conversely, Russel-Rao, Wong and Naish2,

which showed exactly the same results in all case studies, resulted in the techniques

with worst performance in this experiment.

Table 9.7: EXAMF scores obtained using the pairwise product suite in Experiment 2.
Best values on each column are highlighted in boldface

Technique Drupal V3 Weather St. Eclipse Android UAV Dell L. Arcade HIS Model T. Mean

Ample2 3.27 1.37 6.26 0.90 0.77 1.11 1.27 0.60 1.42 1.88
Arithmetic M. 7.32 2.95 6.26 1.10 2.36 2.79 0.98 0.35 1.32 2.82
Dstar 3.74 1.41 11.50 3.00 3.42 2.04 2.98 0.89 4.99 3.78
Kulcynski2 3.10 1.21 3.74 0.40 0.46 0.98 0.49 0.22 0.39 1.22
M2 3.74 1.71 12.06 3.16 3.97 2.28 3.04 0.89 5.60 4.05
Naish2 4.59 2.01 12.38 3.33 4.57 2.54 3.10 0.94 5.79 4.36
Ochiai 3.58 1.41 10.13 2.48 2.69 1.40 2.66 0.89 3.89 3.23
Russel-Rao 4.59 2.01 12.38 3.33 4.57 2.54 3.10 0.94 5.79 4.36
Tarantula 3.10 1.21 3.59 0.37 0.46 0.98 0.49 0.22 0.36 1.20
Wong 4.59 2.01 12.38 3.33 4.57 2.54 3.10 0.94 5.79 4.36

Mean 4.16 2.73 9.07 2.14 2.78 1.92 2.12 0.69 3.53 3.12

Experiment 3: fault in a feature interaction

This experiment evaluates the approach under the presence of one fault due to the

interaction of two features. Tables 9.9 and 9.10 show the mean EXAMF values of

each technique over the five test scenarios. As in the previous experiment, the results

obtained with the 3-wise suite were significantly better than those obtained with the
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Table 9.8: EXAMF scores obtained using the 3-wise product suite in Experiment 2.
Best values on each column are highlighted in boldface

Technique Drupal V3 Weather St. Eclipse Android UAV Dell L. Arcade HIS Model T. Mean

Ample2 2.1 1.10 1.67 0.72 0.62 1.12 1.14 0.34 0.80 1.06
Arithmetic M. 8.55 2.80 6.00 1.23 2.21 2.85 0.91 0.38 1.08 2.89
Dstar 3.66 1.20 7.14 2.65 2.66 2.23 2.91 1.22 4.41 3.12
Kulcynski2 2.50 1.10 1.33 0.34 0.29 0.95 0.38 0.10 0.22 0.80
M2 3.93 1.26 7.72 2.88 3.00 2.40 3.03 1.25 4.72 3.36
Naish2 4.13 1.66 8.89 3.09 3.36 2.60 3.10 1.27 5.24 3.71
Ochiai 2.61 1.10 5.37 2.20 1.91 1.47 2.62 1.11 3.55 2.43
Russel-Rao 4.13 1.66 8.89 3.09 3.36 2.60 3.10 1.27 5.24 3.71
Tarantula 2.50 1.10 1.21 0.31 0.29 0.95 0.38 0.10 0.20 0.78
Wong 4.13 1.66 8.89 3.09 3.36 2.60 3.10 1.27 5.24 3.71

Mean 3.82 1.46 5.71 1.96 2.11 1.98 2.07 0.83 3.07 2.56

pairwise suite. More specifically, the EXAMF values of the 3-wise suite outperformed

those of the pairwise suite in 73 out of the 80 measures. Interestingly, the mean

EXAMF values were significantly higher (up to 47.57%) than those observed in the

previous experiments, which suggests that, as expected, locating bugs caused by the

interaction of features is harder than isolating bugs in single features. Also, analo-

gously to Experiment 1, where a single fault was also simulated, the performance of

the techniques was consistent across all the case studies showing identical conclusions

for both product suites. More specifically, the techniques performing best were Am-

ple2, Dstar, Kulcynski2, M2, and Ochiai, all of them with the same average score.

Conversely, the technique Arithmetic mean performed significantly bad in comparison

with the rest of techniques, with a mean score over 21% with both product suites.

Table 9.9: EXAMF scores obtained using the pairwise product suite in Experiment 3.
Best values on each column are highlighted in boldface

Technique Drupal V3 Weather St. Eclipse Android UAV Dell L. Arcade HIS Model T. Mean

Ample2 2.2 1.24 1.22 0.27 0.3 0.97 0.32 0.16 0.31 0.77
Arithmetic M. 36.41 17.05 47.35 13.59 13.57 15.7 13.34 5.34 22.37 20.52
Dstar 2.2 1.24 1.22 0.27 0.3 0.97 0.32 0.16 0.31 0.77
Kulcynski2 2.2 1.24 1.22 0.27 0.3 0.97 0.32 0.16 0.31 0.77
M2 2.2 1.24 1.22 0.27 0.3 0.97 0.32 0.16 0.31 0.77
Naish2 13.89 5.28 23.2 3.16 4.98 11.59 2.44 2.19 6.51 8.14
Ochiai 2.2 1.24 1.22 0.27 0.3 0.97 0.32 0.16 0.31 0.77
Russel-Rao 13.89 5.28 23.2 3.16 4.98 11.59 2.44 2.19 6.51 8.14
Tarantula 4.93 4.2 3.27 1.29 0.65 1.66 2.56 0.34 1.06 2.21
Wong 13.89 5.28 23.2 3.16 4.98 11.59 2.44 2.19 6.51 8.14

Mean 9.40 4.32 12.63 2.57 3.07 5.70 2.48 1.30 4.45 5.10

Experiment 4: multiple faults in feature interactions

This experiment aims to evaluate our approach when the SPL has multiple faults

caused by feature interactions. Tables 9.11 and 9.12 show the average EXAMF values
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Table 9.10: EXAMF scores obtained using the 3-wise product suite in Experiment 3.
Best values on each column are highlighted in boldface

Technique Drupal V3 Weather St. Eclipse Android UAV Dell L. Arcade HIS Model T. Mean

Ample2 1.42 1.05 0.73 0.21 0.26 0.71 0.20 0.07 0.10 0.53
Arithmetic M. 38.86 17.73 47.57 12.43 13.89 15.80 14.58 5.47 22.9 21.03
Dstar 1.42 1.05 0.73 0.21 0.26 0.71 0.20 0.07 0.10 0.53
Kulcynski2 1.42 1.05 0.73 0.21 0.26 0.71 0.20 0.07 0.10 0.53
M2 1.42 1.05 0.73 0.21 0.26 0.71 0.20 0.07 0.10 0.53
Naish2 5.94 3.14 5.30 2.01 1.68 6.35 1.49 1.16 1.19 3.14
Ochiai 1.42 1.05 0.73 0.21 0.26 0.71 0.20 0.07 0.10 0.53
Russel-Rao 5.94 3.14 5.30 2.01 1.68 6.35 1.49 1.16 1.19 3.14
Tarantula 1.42 1.86 0.73 0.21 0.26 0.71 0.47 0.07 0.10 0.65
Wong 5.94 3.14 5.30 2.01 1.68 6.35 1.49 1.16 1.19 3.14

Mean 6.52 3.43 6.78 1.97 2.05 3.91 2.05 0.94 2.71 3.37

obtained in each of the case studies for five different test scenarios. As in the previous

two experiments, the techniques showed significantly better performance with the

3-wise suite compared to the pairwise suite. This improvement was significant in the

case of Tarantula where the overall average EXAMF value decreased from 5.55% with

the pairwise suite to 0.99% with the 3-wise suite. Overall, the EXAMF values of the

3-wise suite outperformed those of the pairwise suite in 58 out of the 80 measures. It

is also noteworthy that the average EXAMF scores in this experiment are noticeably

higher than in the previous ones. This suggests that isolating multiple interaction

faults imposes a significantly hard problem for the techniques under evaluation.

From the results, it is observed that Tarantula is the most effective technique to

isolate multiple interaction faults, achieving the lowest average EXAMF value in 7

out of the 8 case studies with both test suites. Conversely, Arithmetic mean was the

technique that showed the worst performance, followed by Russel-Rao, Naish2 and

Wong.

Table 9.11: EXAMF scores obtained using the pairwise product suite in Experiment 4.
Best values on each column are highlighted in boldface

Technique Drupal V3 Weather St. Eclipse Android UAV Dell L. Arcade HIS Model T. Mean

Ample2 8.93 3.93 14.47 2.35 3.69 2.38 4.93 1.49 5.15 5.25
Arithmetic M. 44.69 19.86 52.54 11.52 17.44 14.96 10.90 5.39 23.23 22.28
Dstar 13.06 7.39 27.70 4.97 6.17 8.85 7.14 3.40 15.06 10.42
Kulcynski2 14.92 5.19 14.49 3.23 2.27 1.79 3.69 1.48 5.38 5.83
M2 13.19 6.14 27.57 5.89 6.9 5.23 7.91 3.42 15.29 10.17
Naish2 23.13 13.01 37.55 8.72 12.45 9.53 9.86 4.20 18.56 15.22
Ochiai 11.91 4.51 23.26 3.52 3.78 1.96 5.99 2.97 11.16 7.67
Russel-Rao 23.13 13.01 37.55 8.72 12.45 9.53 9.86 4.20 18.56 15.22
Tarantula 12.96 3.73 13.78 2.10 1.75 1.66 3.66 1.45 5.09 5.13
Wong 23.13 13.01 37.55 8.72 12.45 9.53 9.86 4.20 18.56 15.22

Mean 18.90 8.98 28.65 5.97 7.93 6.54 7.38 3.22 13.60 11.34
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Table 9.12: EXAMF scores obtained using the 3-wise product suite in Experiment 4.
Best values on each column are highlighted in boldface

Technique Drupal V3 Weather St. Eclipse Android UAV Dell L. Arcade HIS Model T. Mean

Ample2 2.16 1.28 2.03 0.96 0.69 1.43 2.36 0.47 1.56 1.44
Arithmetic M. 45.80 20.39 51.16 12.26 11.61 16.30 11.02 5.46 22.98 21.89
Dstar 6.14 2.50 18.51 5.44 4.27 3.37 10.95 3.73 14.09 7.67
Kulcynski2 3.06 1.29 2.11 0.83 0.55 0.87 0.98 0.25 0.39 1.15
M2 11.6 4.63 23.00 7.08 5.41 4.22 11.66 4.19 15.14 9.66
Naish2 18.33 7.63 28.92 8.95 6.85 6.59 12.36 4.92 12.37 13.06
Ochiai 2.18 1.54 7.71 2.78 2.22 1.28 8.03 2.86 4.19 4.44
Russel-Rao 18.33 7.63 28.92 8.95 6.85 6.59 12.36 4.92 12.37 13.06
Tarantula 2.17 1.10 1.68 0.71 0.43 0.87 0.85 0.22 0.29 0.93
Wong 18.33 7.63 28.92 8.95 6.85 6.59 12.36 4.92 16.81 12.37

Mean 12.81 5.56 19.30 5.69 4.57 4.81 8.29 3.19 11.40 8.40

Experiment 5: faults in single features and feature interactions

This experiment assessed the proposed approach in SPLs containing faults in single

features as well as faults due to the interaction of two features. Tables 9.13 and 9.14

show the average EXAMF values obtained in this experiment for the nine case studies.

As in the previous experiments, the overall performance of most techniques was better

when using the 3-wise suite than when using the pairwise suite. More specifically,

the EXAMF values of the 3-wise suite outperformed those of the pairwise suite in

54 out of the 80 measures. In contrast to the previous experiments, the results with

each suite revealed slight differences, although they overall agree that the techniques

performing best were Tarantula, Kulcynski2 and Ample2. Conversely, and in line with

the previous experiments, the technique showing the worst performance is Arithmetic

mean, followed by Russel-Rao, Naish2 and Wong.

Table 9.13: EXAMF scores obtained using the pairwise product suite in Experiment 5.
Best values on each column are highlighted in boldface

Technique Drupal V3 Weather St. Eclipse Android UAV Dell L. Arcade HIS Model T. Mean

Ample2 11.29 1.55 4.66 1.55 0.97 1.79 2.13 1.28 2.71 3.10
Arithmetic M. 15.42 8.16 16.47 6.15 4.75 4.92 4.48 1.28 5.42 7.44
Dstar 10.21 3.68 9.94 4.41 3.99 3.15 4.71 1.85 7.47 5.48
Kulcynski2 9.45 1.85 4.71 2.01 0.82 1.09 2.26 0.73 1.94 2.76
M2 10.17 3.54 9.73 4.44 3.86 2.75 4.94 1.89 8.00 5.48
Naish2 9.70 4.57 13.31 5.36 5.04 4.05 5.3 1.98 8.73 6.44
Ochiai 11.68 2.95 7.92 3.31 2.37 1.85 4.02 1.83 5.98 4.65
Russel-Rao 9.70 4.57 13.31 5.36 5.04 4.05 5.30 1.98 8.73 6.44
Tarantula 12.06 1.85 4.39 2.01 0.82 0.96 2.26 0.73 1.94 3.00
Wong 9.70 4.57 13.31 5.36 5.04 4.05 5.30 1.98 8.73 6.44

Mean 10.94 3.73 9.77 4.00 3.27 2.87 4.07 1.55 5.96 5.12
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Table 9.14: EXAMF scores obtained using the 3-wise product suite in Experiment 5.
Best values on each column are highlighted in boldface

Technique Drupal V3 Weather St. Eclipse Android UAV Dell L. Arcade HIS Model T. Mean

Ample2 2.46 1.27 1.99 0.89 0.5 1.22 1.5 0.74 1.69 1.36
Arithmetic M. 13.91 7.83 18.29 6.02 5.59 5.43 5.46 1.33 5.26 7.68
Dstar 4.92 3.05 8.13 4.51 3.61 3.52 5.45 2.45 8.24 4.87
Kulcynski2 2.11 1.27 1.97 1.08 0.38 0.91 1.58 0.33 0.75 1.15
M2 5.93 3.73 9.31 4.61 3.89 3.03 5.66 2.56 8.56 5.25
Naish2 7.58 4.22 12.2 5.14 4.44 3.97 5.85 2.61 9.26 6.14
Ochiai 3.57 1.72 4.08 3.21 2.2 1.49 4.86 2.07 6.40 3.28
Russel-Rao 7.58 4.22 12.2 5.14 4.44 3.97 5.85 2.61 9.26 6.14
Tarantula 2.35 1.27 1.72 1.08 0.38 0.78 1.58 0.33 0.75 1.14
Wong 7.58 4.22 12.2 5.14 4.44 3.97 5.85 2.61 9.26 6.14

Mean 5.80 3.28 8.21 3.68 2.99 2.83 4.36 1.76 5.94 4.31

Statistical Analysis

Results of the performed experiments were analyzed by means of statistical analysis.

Specifically, for each experiment of each case study, each pair of the metrics were

analyzed with a post-hoc analysis employing the Kruskal-Wallis test [VD98], which

is a non-parametric method. This returned a p-value for each pair of metrics. The

p-value indicates whether there is a statistically significant difference between two

different SBFL techniques or not. As the statistical significance level was set to 99%,

we considered that there was statistical significance between two different techniques

when the p-value < 0.01. When the p-value of the Kruskal-Wallis test returned a

value below 0.01, the Vargha and Delaney test was employed to obtain the Â12 value

[AB11, VD00]. The Â12 value determines the difference between two techniques and

see which of the two techniques is better.

Tables 9.15 and 9.16 summarize the results for the statistical analysis related to the

performed experiments for the pairwise and 3-wise suites. These tables indicate the

number of times, out of 40 (5 experiments × 8 case studies), in which the technique

in the row outperformed the technique in the column with statistical significance (i.e.,

p-value < 0.01 and the Â12 in favor of the technique in the row). After the statistical

analysis, it can be appreciated that the best metric was Kulcynski2. In fact, this metric

was not statistically outperformed by any of the other metrics. However, the rest of

metrics were outperformed by Kulcynski2 at least in one of the experiments for both,

the pairwise and 3-wise suite.

Apart from Kulcynski2, two techniques can be considered as valid ones as com-

pared to the rest for solving the fault localization problem in SPLs: Tarantula and

Ample2. Kulcynski2 statistically outperformed Tarantula only in one test scenario for

each of the product suites, whereas it statistically outperformed Ample2 in one test

scenario for the pairwise suite and in five test scenarios for the 3-wise suite.
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Table 9.15: Summary of the Results for the Statistical Analysis for the pairwise suite

Ample2 Arithmetic Dstar Kulcynski2 M2 Naish2 Ochiai Russel-Rao Tarantula Wong

Ample2 – 36 13 0 12 28 8 29 1 29
Arithmetic 0 – 3 0 3 6 2 6 0 6
Dstar 0 28 – 0 0 9 0 9 1 9
Kulcynski2 1 39 12 – 12 29 9 29 1 29
M2 0 27 0 0 – 9 0 9 1 9
Naish2 0 7 0 0 0 – 0 0 0 0
Ochiai 0 32 1 0 0 16 – 16 1 16
Russel-Rao 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 – 0 0
Tarantula 1 33 12 0 13 22 9 21 – 21
Wong 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 –

Table 9.16: Summary of the Results for the Statistical Analysis for the 3-wise suite

Ample2 Arithmetic Dstar Kulcynski2 M2 Naish2 Ochiai Russel-Rao Tarantula Wong

Ample2 – 42 23 0 24 40 17 40 1 40
Arithmetic 0 – 5 0 5 7 4 7 0 7
Dstar 0 34 – 0 1 23 0 23 1 23
Kulcynski2 6 45 20 – 24 39 17 39 1 39
M2 0 33 0 0 – 17 0 17 1 17
Naish2 0 23 0 0 0 – 0 0 0 0
Ochiai 0 37 10 0 12 35 – 35 1 35
Russel-Rao 0 23 0 0 0 0 0 – 0 0
Tarantula 6 45 22 0 23 38 17 38 – 38
Wong 0 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 –

9.3.4 Discussion

We now summarize the results and what they tell us about the research questions.

RQ1: Effectiveness of different suspiciousness techniques

The results of the experiments and the corresponding statistical analysis of the data

reveal that the techniques Kulcynski, Ample2 and Tarantula are the most effective

suspiciousness techniques for fault isolation in SPLs. It is remarkable that these three

technique showed a very stable performance with different types of faults and suite

sizes. In contrast, the results of Ochiai, Dstar and M2 were more sensitive to the type

of faults, and diverged significantly among the different experiments. The techniques

Arithmetic mean, Russel-Rao, Naish2, and Wong performed badly in all experiments.

In the light of these results, RQ1 is answered as follows:
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Different suspiciousness techniques may perform very differently in the context

of SPLs. Based on the results of our study, the most effective suspiciousness

techniques are Kulcynski2, Tarantula and Ample2. Conversely, the techniques

Arithmetic mean, Wong, Russel-Rao and Naish2 perform badly and they should

be avoided.

RQ2: Size of the suite

The results obtained with the 3-wise suite were consistently better when compared

with those obtained with the pairwise suite. The only exception was Experiment 1

where both suites yielded similar results. We suspect that this was due to the simplicity

of the problem, which made both suites to obtain the optimal result easily. Overall,

however, the experimental results were expected and in line with the theory behind

SBFL, which states that the accuracy of the techniques is better as the the size of the

test suite increases. Based on our results, RQ2 is answered as follows:

The accuracy of the fault localization techniques gets better as the number of

products in the suite increases.

RQ3: Types and Number of Faults

The experimental results show that isolating a single fault (Experiments 1 and 3) is

significantly easier than isolating multiple faults (Experiments 2, 4, and 5). This was

expected because multiple faults may interfere among them making the results of the

suspiciousness metrics less accurate. The results also suggest that detecting multiple

interaction faults (Experiment 4) is significantly harder than detecting multiple single

and interaction faults, either in isolation (Experiment 2) or combined (Experiment 5).

In the view of these results, RQ3 is answered as follows:

The number and type of faults have a strong impact in the effectiveness of

the suspiciousness techniques. Isolating single faults is significantly easier

than locating multiple bugs. Locating multiple bugs caused by the interaction

among different features is the hardest scenario.
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9.4 Threats to validity

The factors that could have influenced our work are summarized in the following

internal and external validity threats.

Internal validity: The number of simulated faults on each feature model could

introduce a bias in our evaluation. To mitigate this threat, we experimented with

different amounts of simulated faults, up to a maximum of 10% with respect to the

number of features, as proposed in [SSRC14a]. Similarly, it could be the case that

simulated faults affect differently to different types of features, or that the debugging

approach performs differently on products of different sizes. To address these threats,

we created five different test scenarios with different simulated faults and two different

product suites on each case study. Finally, another threat is related to the developed

test system simulator, which assumes that test cases and test oracles are always capable

of differentiating a faulty product from a non-faulty one. We reiterate, however, that a

key requirement for the successful application of SBFL is that test cases are able to

reveal the faults to be located. To mitigate this threat, we also evaluated our approach

using a real-world case study with real test cases and mutation testing. The results are

consistent with those obtained using simulated faults.

External validity: As mentioned in Section 9.2.1, if a core feature is faulty, all

products will fail, and thus the results of suspiciousness techniques will not be accurate

enough to locate the bug. This is an intrinsic problem of SBFL techniques which

depends on the existence of successful and failing tests to identify the suspicious

components. To alleviate this threat, when all the products in the product suite fail,

core features are placed at the top of the suspiciousness ranking. As another limitation,

we considered faults in single features and faults caused by the interaction between

two features, as these are common types of faults in software programs [KKLH09].

Thus, evaluating the effectiveness of the approach at isolating faults caused by the

interaction among three or more features remains for future work.

A problem with any empirical evaluation is related with the generalization of the

results. We used nine case studies, which might not be enough to conclude that some

techniques are better than others. To mitigate this threat, we chose case studies from

different domains with different sizes and characteristics to assure a sufficient degree

of heterogeneity.

Conclusion validity: A possible conclusion validity threat could be the configuration

for the Dstar technique. Notice that this technique can be adjusted by setting the *,

which is the exponent of NCF . To reduce this threat, we set * to 2 based on previous

studies [PCJ+17].
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9.5 Related Work

In this section, we overview those works closely related to our approach in the fields

of SPL testing, SBFL and fault isolation.

Lopez-Herrejon et al. conducted a systematic mapping study on Combinatorial

Interaction Testing (CIT) for SPLs [LHFRE15]. They found that a majority of the

papers focus on deriving products from variability models (typically a FM) using

pairwise testing [PSK+10, POS+12, CDS08]. Similarly to those papers, we leverage

the tools for the automated analysis of feature models. In particular, we propose to

use the propagate analysis operation, typically used during product configuration, to

generate minimal products including the suspicious feature set, easing the isolation

of faults. In contrast with previous work, however, this study focuses on debugging,

not testing, and thus our approach does not aim to reveal failures, but to locate the

bugs that trigger them. Similarly, a number of papers addressed the problem of

product prioritization in SPLs [SSRC14a, SSPRC15, LHLE15, PSS+16, WBA+14,

AHTM+14, AHTL+16] for reordering the products derived from a feature model

according to different criteria (e.g., complexity of products). In our case, rather

than prioritizing products or test cases, we prioritize feature sets according to their

suspiciousness score, calculated using state-of-the-art SBFL techniques.

In addition to product prioritization, our fault isolation approach also shares

similarities with delta modeling [CHS10]. Delta modeling is an approach for the SPL

automated product derivation [CHS10]. It consists of having a core product with a set

of features as a basis [CHS10]. Later, to derive new products, different delta operations

are applied to the core product [CHS10, LLL+15]. These delta operations consists

of (1) adding new features, (2) removing features and (3) modifying features. Our

algorithm adds suspicious features to the core features of the SPL and, subsequently, a

propagation function adds required features in order to have a valid product. These

operations can be considered as part of delta modeling approach since our algorithm

has an initial product composed of the SPL core features. The algorithm is designed

this way so that the propagation function increases efficiency. Otherwise, every time

the propagation function is called, the core features would be added to derive a valid

product.

To the best of our knowledge, SBFL has been applied in the SPL context only in a

recent study [LWG+17]. Li et al. proposed a search-based approach that generates

application engineering level test cases that can be easily reused between different

products of the SPL [LWG+17]. Their approach integrates fault localization tech-

niques with the aim to generate more effective test cases in locating bugs. However,
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unlike in this study, they apply SBFL at the code level, whereas we propose the

application of SBFL at the feature level to isolate feature sets containing faults.

Yilmaz et al. [YCP04, YCP06] focused on the generation and scheduling of

configurations in configurable software (e.g., Linux) for efficient fault characterization.

To this end, they proposed two kinds of covering arrays, namely, fixed-strength

covering arrays and variable-strength covering arrays [YCP06]. Their empirical

evaluation focuses on how different covering arrays perform in fault localization

with two case studies. As expected, they found that higher strength covering arrays

performed better than lower strength ones. In contrast with their approach, we

propose a SBFL approach to locale faulty feature sets in SPLs following a model-

based approach (using feature models). Additionally, we assess how different SBFL

techniques perform in different test scenarios (i.e., different amount and types of

faults, with different product suites). We think, however, that both approaches could

be complementary: using their covering array algorithms to generate and prioritize

product suites of different strengths, and allow for a faster fault localization in SPLs.

Exploring this idea remains for future work.

As mentioned in Section 3.4.2, several empirical studies have been carried out

to assess the performance between different SBFL techniques [PCJ+17, AZVG07,

LTL13, WDGL14, JH05]. The subject programs of previous studies have always been

the source code of program with different languages (e.g., C or Java). In contrast, we

propose the application of SBFL in SPLs at the feature level, a context in which to

the best of our knowledge, this technique has never been applied. We provided an

empirical evaluation that compared ten different suspiciousness techniques in different

fault scenarios, across nine case studies of different complexities. Unlike in previous

studies, where Dstar has been found to be one of the best techniques, together with

Ochiai, we found that in our context the best techniques are Tarantula, Ample2 and

Kulcynski2. Moreover, we complement the use of SBFL in the SPL context with a

fault isolation algorithm that provides the debugger with the smallest product to help

isolate the faulty feature sets.

Many studies have proposed different techniques for pinpointing faults in computer

programs. Simplifying large test cases that produce a fault by removing irrelevant

details is the core idea of Delta Debugging [ZH02], a well-known fault isolation

technique. Our fault isolation approach builds upon delta debugging by employing an

incremental approach to build the minimal product (i.e., the core features are taken

as a baseline, and the most suspicious feature sets are included to form the minimal

product as possible) instead of a decremental approach (i.e., isolating fault by making

the input space smaller). Moreover, our approach is designed for the SPL context, a
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context where debugging has centered little attention. This SPL context faces several

idiosyncrasies, such as the use of feature models to manage the variability and the use

of reasoning techniques (e.g., SPLAR) to derive valid products.

9.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented a debugging approach for SPLs using SBFL techniques.

Based on the features included on each product under test and the test outcomes,

it is possible to identify which feature sets were involved in a failure, and which

ones did not, narrowing the search for the faulty feature set that made the execution

fail. As a result, feature sets are ranked according to their suspiciousness score,

assisting debuggers on the localization of bugs. Additionally, we propose to exploit

the techniques for the automated analysis of feature models to generate minimal

valid products containing the suspicious feature sets, contributing to reduce the effort

required to isolate and locate faults. We empirically evaluated our approach by

comparing the effectiveness of ten SBFL techniques on nine case studies. Results

show that the approach is effective, with the techniques Tarantula, Kulcynski2 and

Ample2 showing a good and stable performance with different number and types of

faults. We also found that the effectiveness of the technique increases with the number

of products under test. This work complements the extensive corpus of papers on SPL

testing, and paves the path for new contributions on fault localization in SPLs.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion

This chapter concludes the thesis. Specifically, Section 10.1 summarizes the contribu-

tions, discusses the validation of the hypotheses and highlights the main limitations of

the proposed solutions. Section 10.2 discusses a set of lessons learned we extracted

from the thesis. Finally, short and mid-term future work are exposed in Section 10.3.

10.1 Summary of the Contributions

Testing configurable Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) is challenging, mainly due to the

high amount of configurations that they can be set to. Developing CPSs prototypes

is expensive, and as a result, simulation-based testing has been envisioned as an

efficient means for testing CPSs [BNSB16]. In this dissertation, different solutions

were proposed to cost-effectively test configurable CPSs in an automated manner.

The first contribution of the dissertation corresponds to a tool supported methodol-

ogy that automatically generates a test system for each of the products that must be

tested in a configurable CPS employing the tool Simulink. The prototypical version

of the tool employs feature models to manage the variability of both, the configurable

CPS and the test system. This allows for a systematic generation of each test system

instance in an automated manner within a few seconds. Furthermore, it reduces

the error proneness. However, an investment of time must be employed by domain

engineers to develop the test feature model and all the test assets (e.g., test oracles).

The second contribution of this thesis corresponds to a multi-objective search ap-

proach to generate a test suite composed of reactive test cases that can be employed to

test CPSs. Four cost-effectiveness measures are defined and corresponding crossover

and mutation operators are developed. Furthermore, the algorithm returns test suites

in a prioritized manner considering the similarity of test cases, which would allow

for a faster fault detection when historical data is not available. Results indicated that

Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) was the best algorithm for

solving the proposed problem.
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To further optimize the test process of configurable CPSs, the third contribution

consisted of a test case selection method based on weight-based search algorithms that

cost-effectively selects test cases for testing configurations of the configurable system

at different test levels (i.e., Model-in-the-Loop (MiL), Software-in-the-Loop (SiL)

and Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL)). Corresponding test case selection objectives were

defined for each of the test levels. An empirical evaluation with two case studies

suggested that the Genetic Algorithm (GA) was the best algorithm for solving this

problem.

Apart from test selection, test case prioritization was also investigated to cost-

effectively test configurable CPSs, which is considered the fourth contribution of this

dissertation. In this case we also employed weight-based search algorithms for this

purpose. As in the case of test case selection, for each of the test levels, specific test

objectives were defined. An empirical evaluation with four case studies suggested

that local search algorithms are better than global search algorithms for solving the

test case prioritization problem. Specifically, the Alternating Variable Method (AVM)

algorithm showed the best performance when reducing the fault detection time and

the simulation time, whereas Additional Greedy was the best algorithm for reducing

the time to cover functional and non-functional requirements.

A problem when testing configurable systems, such as Software Product Lines

(SPLs) or configurable CPSs is that locating faults is extremely difficult. To solve

this problem, we adapted Spectrum-Based Fault Localization (SBFL) to the product

line engineering context and proposed a fault isolation method. We performed an

empirical evaluation with eight case studies and compared ten SBFL state-of-the-

art techniques. The empirical evaluation suggested that the proposed method is

appropriate for locating bugs in configurable systems. Furthermore, three of the

selected techniques (i.e., Kulcynski2, Tarantula and Ample2) performed better than

the rest.

Overall, this thesis proposes methods to systematically and cost-effectively test

configurable CPSs. We believe that the proposed methods advance the current practice

in automation, optimization and debugging of configurable systems, with an emphasis

on CPSs.

10.1.1 Hypotheses Validation

We stated four research hypotheses in Section 4.2. This section analyses each of the

contributions and argues whether the stated hypotheses can be validated.
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First hypothesis

The first hypothesis is stated as follows: “The use of variability models (e.g., feature

models) helps the systematic generation of test system instances for testing config-

urable CPSs, which is faster than a manual generation”. To test this hypothesis we

proposed a methodology supported by a tool, named ASTERYSCO. Specifically, as

variability modeling notation we employed features models, which were later pro-

cessed by ASTERYSCO to generate test systems in Simulink. We evaluated the tool

employing the case study presented in Section 4.4.1, which involves the Simulink

model of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). This case study was the largest avail-

able in terms of Simulink blocks. For the evaluation, we compared the differences of

generating test system instances with our methodology and a manual approach. The

main drawback of employing our proposed method involves that an investment of

time is required by test engineers to develop the test feature model and the domain test

assets. However, once developed these items, the following steps were much faster

than manual test system generation. In fact, we generated the test system instance of

manually derived 10 configurations of different sizes and automatically derived (by

a pairwise algorithm) 28 configurations. The generation of the generic test system

was about 3.85 seconds, while the time required by ASTERYSCO to instantiate the

generic test system into a configuration-specific test system was around 3 seconds on

average. Considering this, it can be assumed that the stated first hypothesis has been

validated.

Second hypothesis

The second hypothesis is stated as follows: “The use of multi-objective search algo-

rithms permits the generation of cost-effective test cases in CPSs testing”. To test this

hypothesis, we proposed a test generation approach based on multi-objective search al-

gorithms to generate reactive test cases. The evaluation was performed with four CPSs

of different characteristics, and five search algorithms were assessed, taking Random

Search (RS) as baseline algorithm. The proposed search algorithms outperformed in

general RS. Furthermore, among the selected five multi-objective search algorithms,

NSGA-II was the best one. In fact, in terms of the Hypervolume (HV) quality indica-

tor, on average, NSGA-II outperformed RS in 49.25 %. As for individual objectives,

NSGA-II outperformed RS in all the objectives and case studies. Specifically, on aver-

age, requirements coverage was improved in 51.74%, test execution time in 61.96%,

similarity in 29.86% and prioritization-aware similarity in 30.65%. Considering the

performed empirical evaluation, we can conclude that the stated second hypothesis
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has been validated.

Third hypothesis

The third hypothesis is stated as follows: “The use of search algorithms permits opti-

mization of the test process of configurable CPSs employing simulation by selecting

and prioritizing test cases”. To test this hypothesis we proposed two methods: (1) a

test case selection method and (2) a test case prioritization method. Both of them were

based on weight-based search algorithms. Since simulation-based testing involves

three test levels, corresponding test objectives were proposed for each of the test

levels. As for test case selection, two case studies were employed in an empirical

evaluation with 75 artificial problems in total. Three search algorithms were assessed,

GA as a representative of global search algorithms and additional greedy as well as

AVM as representative of local search algorithms. As a baseline algorithm, RS was

selected. The empirical evaluation suggested that in general GA performed better

than the rest of algorithms, managing to reduce the overall test execution time by

80% as compared with RS, while maintaining the overall test quality. As for test case

prioritization, four case studies were employed in an empirical evaluation with 570

artificial problems. In this case, two local search algorithms (AVM and additional

greedy) and two global search algorithms (Weight-Based Genetic Algorithm (WBGA)

and Randomly-Weighted Genetic Algorithm (RWGA)) were employed, whereas RS

was taken as a baseline algorithm. In general, local search algorithms managed to

perform better than global search algorithms. For faster fault detection and simula-

tion time, AVM performed best, whereas for requirements covering time reduction

Additional Greedy performed best. On average, the selected algorithms improved

the faults detection time in up to 60.66% as compared with RS, the simulation time

in up to 37.74%, the functional requirements covering time in up to 84.32% and the

non-functional requirements covering time in up to 86.31%. Considering the empirical

evaluation of both, test case selection and test case prioritization approaches, we

believe that the third hypothesis has been validated.

Fourth hypothesis

The fourth hypothesis is stated as follows: “The adaption of SBFL techniques to

the product line engineering context permits the localization and isolation of faulty

features”. To test this hypothesis we have adapted SBFL to the product line engineering

context and proposed an algorithm that returns products of minimal size, which allows

for the efficient isolation of faulty features. We empirically evaluated the approach on

8 product line models from the SPLOT repository [MBC09b] and compared 10 state-
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of-the-art SBFL techniques. We found that three of them (Tarantula, Kulcynski2 and

Ample2) performed in general better than the remaining ones. The hardest scenario

for locating bugs in configurable systems was when multiple feature interaction faults

exist. For that case, for product suites derived following a pairwise approach, on

average, Tarantula required examining 5.55% of feature sets, Kulcynski2 6.27% and

Ample2 5.45%. These values were further improved with product suites derived

following a 3-wise approach as well as with other types of faults. We believe that

these values are quite good for locating bugs in configurable systems, and thus, it can

be concluded that the fourth hypothesis has been validated.

10.1.2 Limitations of the Proposed Solutions

This section discusses some of the limitations that the proposed solutions might have

when applying them in practice. One such limitation can be the selected variability

modeling notation. In our case, we selected feature modeling due to its wide use in

industry [BRN+13]. Specifically, we employed FeatureIDE [TKB+14], since it is an

open source, highly intuitive and quite powerful feature modeling tool. Nevertheless,

researchers have found limitations in feature modeling for managing variability of

CPS product lines [SYAL16]. To this end, new variability notations for CPSs have

been envisioned [KNK+17]. When using FeatureIDE we did not find any limitation,

with the exception of that related to parameterizable variables, which can be managed

directly with MATLAB files. It is important to highlight that in our case, we have

employed MATLAB/Simulink for modeling and simulation of CPSs. However, we

have to take into account the limitations of feature models and be ready to evolve our

tools to be able to handle new variability modeling notation proposals.

The proposed tools and methods have been implemented in MATLAB, and we

have used Simulink for modeling and simulating CPSs. This decision was made due

to the wide use in industry of MATLAB/Simulink, which is becoming a prevalent

modeling language for CPSs [MNBB16]. However, other tools such as Dymola or

Modelica are also being employed to simulate CPSs, and current trends are moving

towards co-simulation, which allows the interconnection of different tools. In fact, in

Mondragon University, we have recently developed co-simulation tools for the vertical

transport domain [SAM+17] as well as for intelligent buildings [ELM+17]. While

the proposed test case selection and prioritization approaches could be easily adapted

for using them in a co-simulation environment, ASTERYSCO, which is employed to

generate test system instances in Simulink, could require further efforts to adapt it. To

ensure a future adaption of ASTERYSCO either, for another simulation tool or for a

co-simulation environment, we have tried to correctly document all the code of the
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tool in order to be as maintainable as possible.

As for the proposed multi-objective test generation approach, we employed four

objectives to cost-effectively generate and prioritize test suites composed of reactive

test cases. While the cost function was handled by the test execution time objective,

the effectiveness of test suites was measured by (1) the requirements coverage and

(2) two similarity functions. These similarity functions were defined based on pre-

vious works that demonstrated that dissimilar test cases have a higher likelihood for

detecting faults [FPCY16, HB10, HAB13]. Thus, we have assumed when evaluating

the approach that a more dissimilar test suite is better at finding faults. However, to

ensure this, further empirical evaluation is required including mutation testing, which

is a technique that has been demonstrated as a good substitute for real faults [JJI+14].

However, unfortunately, an empirical evaluation with mutation testing was unfeasi-

ble in the context of this study, basically due to resource problems. As explained

before, mutation testing of CPSs is highly expensive because the physical layer is

computationally very costly to simulate. Furthermore, our approach returned a set of

solutions in a pareto-front. Evaluating the whole pareto-front would require a lot of

computational effort, which we foresee to handle in the future by employing several

clusters for the evaluation of the fault detection capability of the proposed test case

generation approach.

A similar issue happened for both, the test case selection and prioritization ap-

proaches. In these cases, we could not evaluate multi-objective search algorithms

due to the cost they would require when evaluating the whole pareto-front employing

mutation testing. Furthermore, when evaluating solutions for the HiL test level, a

real HiL environment could not be employed, basically because these environments

employ real-time emulation of the system, and it would be too costly to execute all

the algorithm runs in such environments. Instead, we simulated them employing a

SiL environment. The execution of test cases at a HiL test environment would require

some adaptations, such as a connection between the computer in charge of selecting

and prioritizing test cases and the hardware platform executing test cases.

Another limitation of the test case selection and prioritization metrics involves

the historical database. Notice that this database includes historical data involving

the Fault Detection Capability (FDC) of each test case, which is obtained by testing

other configurations. At the beginning of the testing process, when there have not

been execution of test cases, there is no data related to the FDC. To overcome this

problem, the test case generation approach presented in Chapter 5 also considers test

prioritization based on test similarities. Furthermore, to initialize the FDC of test

cases, initially, mutation testing can be employed, i.e., a configuration can be derived
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and some mutants generated for this configuration. Later, test cases can be executed

in order to observe which ones detect and which not each of the mutants. This would

enable to initially assess the quality of each test case.

For the debugging part, it is important to highlight that in order this technique to be

effective, both, test cases and test oracles have to be good at detecting faults. Otherwise,

information can be missed when building the coverage matrix and calculating the

suspiciousness scores of each feature set. Unfortunately, this is an issue that cannot be

always ensured. Furthermore, we must be ready to adapt SBFL to other variability

notations (e.g., Clafer [BDA+15], SimPL [BYBS13], etc.).

10.2 Lessons Learned

This section summarizes lessons learned from the research carried out during this

Ph.D. thesis. These lessons can be employed as a guidelines either, by researchers or

industrial practitioners.

� Simulation-based testing is an efficient and practical method for testing config-

urable CPSs: Advantages of simulation-based testing include (1) execution of larger

test suites, (2) easiness to integrate test oracles for the automated validation and (3)

replication of safety-critical functionalities that in a non-virtual environment are ex-

tremely expensive to reproduce. In the last few years, several research publications

have shown the increasing trend of simulation-based testing in industry, especially

in the automotive domain [MNB+15, MNBB16, MNB17, BANBS16]. Highly

reputed researchers have recently envisioned the use of simulation-based testing

along with search-based methods as efficient means for testing CPSs [BNSB16].

In this thesis we have focused on CPSs that are highly configurable. In this case,

the use of simulation-based testing is highly important, especially because many

configurations need to be tested and thus, automation and optimization is highly

recommended for the systematic validation of these systems. Thus, we highly

recommend practitioners from industry to involve simulation when testing their

configurable CPSs.

� Investment in the domain engineering level eases the systematic test and validation

processes of configurable CPSs: The philosophy of product line engineering relies

on investing a higher amount of time by domain engineers developing variability-

handling assets to ease application engineers setting up a specific configuration.

In this thesis we have demonstrated that this philosophy can be extrapolated to

configurable CPSs testing. The use of a test feature model incorporating informa-
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tion related to the test assets permits fully automating the process of test system

generation, test case generation, test case selection and prioritization. We highly

recommend practitioners to involve a variability management notation when testing

their configurable systems. In fact, this philosophy has been already acquired

by Orona, which is one of our industrial partners, to automatically test highly

configurable refactored code [SEA+17].

� Search-Based Software Engineering (SBSE) approaches are effective at solving

CPSs testing problems: One of the lessons learned in this thesis is that SBSE

methods (e.g., test case generation, test case selection and test case prioritization)

are effective for solving CPSs methods. In fact, we have tested multi-objective al-

gorithms for test generation, and weight-based search algorithms (both, global

and local search algorithms) for test case selection and prioritization. These

problems are complex to solve, as demonstrated in empirical evaluations, where

RS was taken as a baseline algorithm. Furthermore, while this thesis was being

developed, several publications appeared both, in well reputed journals as well

as conferences, showing effectiveness of SBSE methods for testing CPSs (e.g.,

[MNB+15, MNBB16, MNB17, BANBS16]).

� SBFL is effective at the software level, but also at the feature level of configurable

systems: We adapted the technique SBFL to the product line engineering context to

localize faults in configurable systems. We have shown that SBFL is not only good

at localizing bugs in software, as demonstrated by many studies (e.g., [HRS+00,

AZVG07, AZGvG09, WDGL14, WGL+16, PCJ+17]), but also at the feature level

of configurable systems. This could permit not only localizing software faults but

also others, such as faults due to drivers, sensors, communication systems, as well

as feature interaction faults, which are typical SPL faults [SSRC14a, KKLH09].

� Artificial problems permit reducing threats to validity and assessing the scalability

of problems in empirical evaluations related to CPS engineering: One typical

external validity threat for software engineering studies involves the use of few case

studies. This threat is often difficult to mitigate since there are not always available

case studies. In our empirical evaluations, we have divided the problems in several

artificial problems by, for instance, using different amount of test cases, employing

different types and number of faults, different product configurations, etc. This

permits comparing different algorithms and techniques at different situations, in

addition to assessing the scalability of the approaches (e.g., how the techniques

work with more test cases). Not only that, but also, we have found that dividing the
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evaluation in several problems is typically well seen by reviewers when trying to

publish papers.

10.3 Perspectives and Future Work

In this section we summarize the short and medium term objectives to complement

this work from three perspectives (i.e., industry transfer, application of the proposed

methods in specific domains and further research).

10.3.1 Industry Transfer

The research performed by the Engineering School of Mondragon is industry oriented.

We are currently in contact with several industrial companies to transfer them the

proposed methods. Hitachi is currently evaluating ASTERYSCO, our test system

generation tool presented in Chapter 5 to apply it in their automotive systems. We

have already done a meeting with Orona, which is one of the most powerful lifting

companies in Europe, to present them our test case selection and prioritization ap-

proaches. Alerion technologies, which is a small company constructing UAVs, also

showed interest in the test case generation and prioritization approaches presented

in this thesis; we plan to transfer them our methods during the TESTOMAT project1

to perform the automated validation of their UAVs. Furthermore, in the scope of the

TESTOMAT project, Ulma Embedded Solution will be involved in adding tool support

to our test case prioritization algorithms for testing UAVs in an agile framework.

10.3.2 Application of the Proposed Methods in Specific
Domains

The proposed methods in this dissertation are generic for any configurable CPS.

However, it is worth mentioning that each system has its own particularities. For

instance, Matinnejad et al. focused on testing CPSs from controllers perspective

[MNB+15], where test cases are generated with the objective of violating controllers

specifications. Ben Abdessalem et al. employed multi-objective search algorithms to

generate test cases for automated driving vehicles [BANBS16]. In this case, the test

case generation is guided towards finding collisions between the vehicle and objects

(e.g., pedestrians). These particularities can be also considered and integrated within

the proposed methods in this dissertation.

1http://front4.itea3.eu/project/testomatproject.html
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In the future we seek to adapt some of the methods proposed in this thesis within

the context of the Horizon 2020 HiFi-Elements project. In this project, electrical

vehicles at system and component level will be tested. We foresee to integrate

the proposed test case generation, selection and prioritization methods considering

particularities of electrical vehicles and their components.

10.3.3 Further Research

Further research as well as new developments can be performed to complement this

work.

As for short-term future work, an ongoing Ph.D. project is continuing with

this work, which aims at developing other optimization methods for testing con-

figurable CPSs. Preliminary results have been published at the SPLC 2017 conference

[MASE17], where an iterative test allocation approach is proposed based on search

algorithms to optimally test configurable CPSs.

As highlighted in the limitations sections, despite feature models not showing

important problems in our case for modeling CPSs in Simulink, other works have

claimed limitations of the feature modeling technique for the CPS engineering context

[SYAL16]. Future directions in the SPL engineering community envision novel

variability modeling methods for CPSs [KNK+17]. As a mid-term future work, we

plan to develop new parsers to integrate other variability modeling notations in our

tool chain.

Regarding the first contribution of this thesis, involving the automatic generation of

test system instances, in the future, we would like to adapt our tool-supported method-

ology for other simulation tools (e.g., Modelica) as well as co-simulation environments

(e.g., Building Controls Virtual Test Bed (BCVTB)). Adapting ASTERYSCO to the

BCVTB environment would allow for the distributed validation of configurable CPSs,

which is an idea that we would like to implement.

As for the second contribution, which involves the automatic generation of reactive

test cases for testing CPSs, in the future we would like to do a more comprehensive

empirical evaluation. This would include more case studies, more search algorithms,

other search objectives (e.g., white-box coverage) as well as mutation testing for the

evaluation of the fault revealing ability of the generated test suites. Furthermore,

the requirements coverage function is developed for each of the study subjects with

a script function. We would like to investigate a formal approach to link reactive

behaviors of the system with functional requirements to automatically generate these

scripts and make the process of generating test cases more systematic.
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Regarding the third and fourth contribution, due to resource problems, we were

unable to use pareto-based search algorithms in our evaluation of the test case selection

and prioritization approaches. This is because when evaluating the fault revealing

capability of our methods we employed mutation testing, which it has been shown as

a good substitute of real faults [JJI+14]. However, notice that in our context, when

generating mutants of the CPSs models, both, the physical and the cyber layer had to

be simulated. The physical layer of these systems is usually modeled with complex

mathematical models, and executing simulations of so many mutants was extremely

time consuming. In the medium-term future we would like to test pareto-based

algorithms for selecting and prioritizing test cases for the CPS context. Furthermore,

as stated in the limitations section, one drawback of our test case selection and

prioritization approach involves the initial startup of the test history to obtain the FDC

metric. As a short-term objective, we are planning to empirically evaluate black-box

metrics for test case selection and prioritization that would not require a historical

database.

Finally, regarding the fifth contribution, which involves debugging configurable

systems, we would like to theoretically derive new SBFL techniques that better fit into

the scope of product line engineering. Furthermore, with the derived techniques we

would like to expand on the empirical evaluation by incorporating larger product line

models.
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Table A.1: Summary for the Mann-Whiteney U-Test Statistical Test results for the
FDT metric. The columns contain the number of artificial problems where algorithm
A is significantly superior (+), equal (=), or inferior (-) to algorithm B.

MiL SiL HiL
Case
Study RQ A B + = - + = - + = -

ACC

RQ1

RS GREEDY 26 14 10 27 12 11 18 16 16
RS AVM 0 7 43 0 5 45 1 27 22
RS WBGA 0 14 36 0 10 40 2 31 17
RS RWGA 0 9 41 0 12 38 1 32 17

RQ2

GREEDY AVM 1 6 43 0 8 42 11 10 29
GREEDY WBGA 6 2 42 5 3 42 11 11 28
GREEDY RWGA 5 4 41 5 2 43 11 14 25
AVM WBGA 28 22 0 26 24 0 21 29 0
AVM RWGA 23 26 1 26 24 0 18 32 0
WBGA RWGA 0 49 1 0 43 7 1 48 1

UAV

RQ1

RS GREEDY 4 3 43 4 4 42 5 6 39
RS AVM 3 5 42 1 7 42 3 9 38
RS WBGA 1 15 34 1 15 34 3 10 37
RS RWGA 1 15 34 1 17 32 0 10 40

RQ2

GREEDY AVM 18 16 16 18 19 13 20 19 11
GREEDY WBGA 38 5 7 35 8 6 33 10 7
GREEDY RWGA 37 9 4 37 8 5 27 15 8
AVM WBGA 33 16 1 33 13 4 19 26 5
AVM RWGA 34 14 2 31 19 0 15 27 8
WBGA RWGA 0 49 1 3 44 3 1 42 7

TANK

RQ1

RS GREEDY 3 7 38 3 8 39 14 15 21
RS AVM 12 31 7 6 39 5 16 27 7
RS WBGA 19 26 5 15 32 3 30 19 1
RS RWGA 18 27 5 12 30 8 27 21 2

RQ2

GREEDY AVM 37 9 3 37 8 3 31 5 13
GREEDY WBGA 47 3 0 48 2 0 40 7 3
GREEDY RWGA 43 3 3 42 5 3 34 11 3
AVM WBGA 10 38 2 13 37 0 17 33 0
AVM RWGA 8 40 2 8 37 5 9 41 0
WBGA RWGA 0 46 4 0 44 6 0 46 4

DC eng

RQ1

RS GREEDY 1 26 13 2 22 16 1 21 18
RS AVM 0 0 40 0 0 40 0 0 40
RS WBGA 0 2 38 0 3 37 0 4 36
RS RWGA 0 6 34 0 2 38 0 2 38

RQ2

GREEDY AVM 0 0 40 0 0 40 0 0 40
GREEDY WBGA 0 3 37 0 2 38 0 10 30
GREEDY RWGA 0 5 35 0 3 37 0 5 35
AVM WBGA 22 12 6 20 14 6 24 13 3
AVM RWGA 21 12 7 20 16 4 22 13 5
WBGA RWGA 0 40 0 1 39 0 0 37 3
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Table A.2: Results for the Spearman’s rank correlation, which measures the correlation
of the FDT metric with respect to the test suite size. Notice that a negative ρ means an
improve in the performance of the algorithm with a larger test suite.

Product 1 Product 2 Product 3 Product 4 Product 5
ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value

ACC

MiL

RS 0.102 0.02189 0.098 0.02898 0.073 0.10468 -0.009 0.84038 0.091 0.04247
GREEDY 0.413 <0.0000 0.255 <0.0000 -0.213 <0.0000 -0.213 <0.0000 -0.213 <0.0000
AVM -0.209 <0.0000 -0.225 <0.0000 -0.084 0.05981 -0.118 0.00815 -0.108 0.01568
WBGA -0.026 0.55910 -0.032 0.48022 0.003 0.94846 0.032 0.47356 0.023 0.60212
RWGA 0.024 0.59179 0.032 0.47333 0.107 0.01699 0.082 0.06584 -0.003 0.95185

SiL

RS 0.122 0.00629 0.092 0.03874 0.110 0.01371 0.040 0.37555 0.027 0.55174
GREEDY 0.413 <0.0000 0.255 <0.0000 -0.213 <0.0000 -0.213 <0.0000 -0.213 <0.0000
AVM -0.156 0.00045 -0.216 <0.0000 -0.059 0.19010 -0.035 0.43311 -0.021 0.64149
WBGA -0.061 0.17464 -0.017 0.70785 -0.059 0.19029 0.000 0.99940 0.041 0.35958
RWGA 0.002 0.96014 0.042 0.35371 0.076 0.08921 0.134 0.00274 0.114 0.01084

HiL

RS -0.092 0.03970 -0.186 0.00003 0.027 0.55312 -0.056 0.21305 0.119 0.00793
GREEDY 0.596 <0.0000 0.255 <0.0000 -0.323 <0.0000 -0.213 <0.0000 -0.213 <0.0000
AVM -0.151 0.00073 -0.055 0.22292 -0.078 0.08203 -0.046 0.30965 0.009 0.84489
WBGA -0.039 0.38964 -0.073 0.10231 0.017 0.69939 -0.011 0.81038 0.036 0.41748
RWGA 0.080 0.07283 -0.027 0.54689 -0.105 0.01931 0.058 0.19921 0.133 0.00283

UAV

MiL

RS -0.288 <0.0000 0.005 0.90918 0.204 <0.0000 -0.168 0.00016 -0.094 0.03475
GREEDY * * * * * * * * * *
AVM -0.331 <0.0000 0.092 0.03925 -0.204 <0.0000 -0.520 <0.0000 -0.531 <0.0000
WBGA -0.147 0.00095 -0.002 0.96768 0.232 <0.0000 0.142 0.00147 0.006 0.88990
RWGA 0.004 0.92804 -0.173 0.00010 0.201 0.00001 0.064 0.15447 -0.027 0.54200

SiL

RS -0.325 <0.0000 -0.090 0.04474 0.217 <0.0000 -0.069 0.12323 -0.127 0.00457
GREEDY * * * * * * * * * *
AVM -0.335 <0.0000 -0.002 0.96853 -0.180 0.00005 -0.533 <0.0000 -0.526 <0.0000
WBGA -0.098 0.02881 0.025 0.58394 0.252 <0.0000 0.083 0.06466 0.061 0.17393
RWGA -0.109 0.01431 -0.036 0.42789 0.275 <0.0000 0.071 0.11062 0.067 0.13747

HiL

RS -0.294 <0.0000 -0.267 <0.0000 0.222 <0.0000 0.118 0.00847 0.140 0.00173
GREEDY * * * * * * * * * *
AVM -0.684 <0.0000 -0.182 0.00004 0.027 0.54447 -0.040 0.37196 -0.137 0.00218
WBGA -0.201 0.00001 0.187 0.00003 0.278 <0.0000 0.069 0.12342 -0.025 0.58357
RWGA -0.221 <0.0000 0.019 0.67659 0.215 <0.0000 0.136 0.00236 0.017 0.69947

TANK

MiL

RS -0.4293 <0.0000 -0.4107 <0.0000 -0.4057 <0.0000 -0.3495 <0.0000 -0.4421 <0.0000
GREEDY -0.7979 <0.0000 -0.7979 <0.0000 -0.7979 <0.0000 -0.7531 <0.0000 -0.7531 <0.0000
AVM -0.4350 <0.0000 -0.2490 <0.0000 -0.1702 0.00013 -0.5323 <0.0000 -0.2376 <0.0000
WBGA -0.1969 0.00001 -0.2479 <0.0000 -0.2355 <0.0000 -0.2734 <0.0000 -0.3617 <0.0000
RWGA -0.2727 <0.0000 -0.2255 <0.0000 -0.1762 0.00007 -0.3064 <0.0000 -0.3320 <0.0000

SiL

RS -0.3833 <0.0000 -0.3804 <0.0000 -0.3828 <0.0000 -0.2770 <0.0000 -0.4584 <0.0000
GREEDY -0.7979 <0.0000 -0.7979 <0.0000 -0.7979 <0.0000 -0.7531 <0.0000 -0.7531 <0.0000
AVM -0.4116 <0.0000 -0.2194 <0.0000 -0.1817 0.00004 -0.5445 <0.0000 -0.2865 <0.0000
WBGA -0.1909 0.00002 -0.1781 0.00006 -0.2926 <0.0000 -0.3027 <0.0000 -0.3137 <0.0000
RWGA -0.1519 0.00065 -0.1867 0.00003 -0.2403 <0.0000 -0.2162 <0.0000 -0.3413 <0.0000

HiL

RS -0.4609 <0.0000 -0.2646 <0.0000 -0.2296 <0.0000 -0.4880 <0.0000 -0.4255 <0.0000
GREEDY -0.7979 <0.0000 -0.1427 0.00138 -0.1427 0.00138 -0.7680 <0.0000 -0.7680 <0.0000
AVM -0.4631 <0.0000 -0.3054 <0.0000 -0.1392 0.00180 -0.4626 <0.0000 -0.4165 <0.0000
WBGA -0.3027 <0.0000 -0.1901 0.00002 -0.2059 <0.0000 -0.2890 <0.0000 -0.3795 <0.0000
RWGA -0.2582 <0.0000 -0.2390 <0.0000 -0.1606 0.00031 -0.3640 <0.0000 -0.3782 <0.0000

DC eng

MiL

RS 0.1670 0.00018 0.1211 0.00669 0.2253 <0.0000 0.2176 <0.0000
GREEDY 0.8909 <0.0000 0.6727 <0.0000 0.9273 <0.0000 0.8667 <0.0000
AVM 0.0529 0.23758 0.0741 0.09783 0.0325 0.46908 0.0058 0.89646
WBGA 0.6120 <0.0000 0.5979 <0.0000 0.6396 <0.0000 0.5733 <0.0000
RWGA 0.6264 <0.0000 0.5892 <0.0000 0.6264 <0.0000 0.5974 <0.0000

SiL

RS 0.1686 0.00015 0.2008 0.00001 0.2829 <0.0000 0.3179 <0.0000
GREEDY 0.8909 <0.0000 0.6727 <0.0000 0.9273 <0.0000 0.8667 <0.0000
AVM 0.0438 0.32880 0.0741 0.09808 0.0148 0.74143 0.0464 0.30066
WBGA 0.6195 <0.0000 0.6074 <0.0000 0.5725 <0.0000 0.5948 <0.0000
RWGA 0.6280 <0.0000 0.6037 <0.0000 0.6153 <0.0000 0.6187 <0.0000

HiL

RS 0.2472 <0.0000 0.2078 <0.0000 0.2325 <0.0000 0.2006 0.00001
GREEDY 0.8909 <0.0000 0.4061 <0.0000 0.5273 <0.0000 0.7576 <0.0000
AVM -0.0513 0.25186 0.0467 0.29755 -0.0112 0.80207 0.0324 0.47019
WBGA 0.5839 <0.0000 0.5532 <0.0000 0.6462 <0.0000 0.5828 <0.0000
RWGA 0.6325 <0.0000 0.6324 <0.0000 0.6597 <0.0000 0.6564 <0.0000
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Table A.3: Summary for the Mann-Whiteney U-Test Statistical Test results for the
APFD metric. The columns contain the number of artificial problems where algorithm
A is significantly superior (+), equal (=), or inferior (-) to algorithm B.

MiL SiL HiL
Case
Study RQ A B + = - + = - + = -

ACC

RQ1

RS GREEDY 50 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 0
RS AVM 0 16 34 0 16 34 4 34 12
RS WBGA 0 36 14 1 32 17 18 22 10
RS RWGA 0 29 21 0 28 22 9 30 11

RQ2

GREEDY AVM 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 0 50
GREEDY WBGA 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 1 49
GREEDY RWGA 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 0 50
AVM WBGA 23 27 0 20 30 0 22 28 0
AVM RWGA 25 22 3 21 28 1 16 34 0
WBGA RWGA 1 46 3 2 45 3 1 49 0

UAV

RQ1

RS GREEDY 9 8 33 10 9 31 12 8 30
RS AVM 5 11 34 5 14 31 6 13 31
RS WBGA 2 9 39 1 11 38 4 15 31
RS RWGA 1 17 32 4 11 35 4 15 31

RQ2

GREEDY AVM 7 30 13 7 27 16 7 25 18
GREEDY WBGA 4 26 19 8 23 19 6 26 18
GREEDY RWGA 9 25 16 8 25 17 2 31 17
AVM WBGA 3 28 19 5 31 14 5 31 14
AVM RWGA 5 35 10 4 34 12 3 35 12
WBGA RWGA 2 48 0 1 47 2 0 49 1

TANK

RQ1

RS GREEDY 40 7 3 43 3 3 36 10 4
RS AVM 9 24 17 9 22 19 17 29 4
RS WBGA 19 24 7 17 29 4 34 16 0
RS RWGA 16 23 11 15 24 11 35 15 0

RQ2

GREEDY AVM 3 8 39 3 7 40 5 13 32
GREEDY WBGA 5 12 32 4 14 32 10 18 22
GREEDY RWGA 4 9 37 5 10 35 8 15 27
AVM WBGA 23 27 0 23 27 0 18 32 0
AVM RWGA 15 35 0 13 36 1 19 30 1
WBGA RWGA 0 49 1 0 46 4 0 49 1

DC eng

RQ1

RS GREEDY 40 0 0 40 0 0 40 0 0
RS AVM 0 0 40 0 0 40 0 0 40
RS WBGA 0 0 40 0 0 40 0 0 40
RS RWGA 0 0 40 0 0 40 0 0 40

RQ2

GREEDY AVM 0 0 40 0 0 40 0 0 40
GREEDY WBGA 0 0 40 0 0 40 0 0 40
GREEDY RWGA 0 0 40 0 0 40 0 0 40
AVM WBGA 15 15 10 17 14 9 19 17 4
AVM RWGA 14 17 9 15 15 10 18 15 7
WBGA RWGA 0 40 0 0 37 3 0 37 3
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Table A.4: Results for the Spearman’s rank correlation test, which measures the
correlation of the APFD metric with respect to the test suite size. Notice that a positive
ρ means an improve in the performance of the algorithm with a larger test suite.

Product 1 Product 2 Product 3 Product 4 Product 5
ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value

ACC

MiL

RS 0.892 <0.0000 0.888 <0.0000 0.796 <0.0000 0.841 <0.0000 0.823 <0.0000
GREEDY 0.976 <0.0000 0.891 <0.0000 0.939 <0.0000 0.939 <0.0000 0.939 <0.0000
AVM 0.956 <0.0000 0.964 <0.0000 0.889 <0.0000 0.863 <0.0000 0.862 <0.0000
WBGA 0.923 <0.0000 0.941 <0.0000 0.876 <0.0000 0.854 <0.0000 0.862 <0.0000
RWGA 0.922 <0.0000 0.936 <0.0000 0.855 <0.0000 0.834 <0.0000 0.853 <0.0000

SiL

RS 0.883 <0.0000 0.903 <0.0000 0.742 <0.0000 0.865 <0.0000 0.836 <0.0000
GREEDY 0.976 <0.0000 0.891 <0.0000 0.939 <0.0000 0.939 <0.0000 0.939 <0.0000
AVM 0.947 <0.0000 0.961 <0.0000 0.878 <0.0000 0.870 <0.0000 0.857 <0.0000
WBGA 0.927 <0.0000 0.934 <0.0000 0.888 <0.0000 0.866 <0.0000 0.841 <0.0000
RWGA 0.916 <0.0000 0.926 <0.0000 0.872 <0.0000 0.843 <0.0000 0.848 <0.0000

HiL

RS 0.748 <0.0000 0.775 <0.0000 0.782 <0.0000 0.824 <0.0000 0.825 <0.0000
GREEDY 0.818 <0.0000 0.758 <0.0000 0.915 <0.0000 0.891 <0.0000 0.818 <0.0000
AVM 0.895 <0.0000 0.789 <0.0000 0.795 <0.0000 0.813 <0.0000 0.812 <0.0000
WBGA 0.856 <0.0000 0.762 <0.0000 0.739 <0.0000 0.767 <0.0000 0.747 <0.0000
RWGA 0.844 <0.0000 0.772 <0.0000 0.754 <0.0000 0.768 <0.0000 0.768 <0.0000

UAV

MiL

RS 0.892 <0.0000 0.888 <0.0000 0.796 <0.0000 0.841 <0.0000 0.823 <0.0000
GREEDY 0.976 <0.0000 0.891 <0.0000 0.939 <0.0000 0.939 <0.0000 0.939 <0.0000
AVM 0.956 <0.0000 0.964 <0.0000 0.889 <0.0000 0.863 <0.0000 0.862 <0.0000
WBGA 0.923 <0.0000 0.941 <0.0000 0.876 <0.0000 0.854 <0.0000 0.862 <0.0000
RWGA 0.922 <0.0000 0.936 <0.0000 0.855 <0.0000 0.834 <0.0000 0.853 <0.0000

SiL

RS 0.883 <0.0000 0.903 <0.0000 0.742 <0.0000 0.865 <0.0000 0.836 <0.0000
GREEDY 0.976 <0.0000 0.891 <0.0000 0.939 <0.0000 0.939 <0.0000 0.939 <0.0000
AVM 0.947 <0.0000 0.961 <0.0000 0.878 <0.0000 0.870 <0.0000 0.857 <0.0000
WBGA 0.927 <0.0000 0.934 <0.0000 0.888 <0.0000 0.866 <0.0000 0.841 <0.0000
RWGA 0.916 <0.0000 0.926 <0.0000 0.872 <0.0000 0.843 <0.0000 0.848 <0.0000

HiL

RS 0.748 <0.0000 0.775 <0.0000 0.782 <0.0000 0.824 <0.0000 0.825 <0.0000
GREEDY 0.818 <0.0000 0.758 <0.0000 0.915 <0.0000 0.891 <0.0000 0.818 <0.0000
AVM 0.895 <0.0000 0.789 <0.0000 0.795 <0.0000 0.813 <0.0000 0.812 <0.0000
WBGA 0.856 <0.0000 0.762 <0.0000 0.739 <0.0000 0.767 <0.0000 0.747 <0.0000
RWGA 0.844 <0.0000 0.772 <0.0000 0.754 <0.0000 0.768 <0.0000 0.768 <0.0000

TANK

MiL

RS 0.936 <0.0000 0.903 <0.0000 0.900 <0.0000 0.916 <0.0000 0.888 <0.0000
GREEDY 0.964 <0.0000 0.964 <0.0000 0.964 <0.0000 1.000 <0.0000 1.000 <0.0000
AVM 0.941 <0.0000 0.921 <0.0000 0.935 <0.0000 0.914 <0.0000 0.850 <0.0000
WBGA 0.896 <0.0000 0.896 <0.0000 0.879 <0.0000 0.877 <0.0000 0.850 <0.0000
RWGA 0.918 <0.0000 0.884 <0.0000 0.892 <0.0000 0.886 <0.0000 0.858 <0.0000

SiL

RS 0.923 <0.0000 0.895 <0.0000 0.895 <0.0000 0.904 <0.0000 0.890 <0.0000
GREEDY 0.964 <0.0000 0.964 <0.0000 0.964 <0.0000 1.000 <0.0000 1.000 <0.0000
AVM 0.938 <0.0000 0.945 <0.0000 0.947 <0.0000 0.915 <0.0000 0.858 <0.0000
WBGA 0.904 <0.0000 0.886 <0.0000 0.885 <0.0000 0.880 <0.0000 0.845 <0.0000
RWGA 0.914 <0.0000 0.891 <0.0000 0.895 <0.0000 0.874 <0.0000 0.858 <0.0000

HiL

RS 0.959 <0.0000 0.925 <0.0000 0.923 <0.0000 0.914 <0.0000 0.838 <0.0000
GREEDY 0.964 <0.0000 0.964 <0.0000 0.964 <0.0000 1.000 <0.0000 1.000 <0.0000
AVM 0.860 <0.0000 0.870 <0.0000 0.945 <0.0000 0.846 <0.0000 0.850 <0.0000
WBGA 0.881 <0.0000 0.824 <0.0000 0.839 <0.0000 0.817 <0.0000 0.800 <0.0000
RWGA 0.886 <0.0000 0.863 <0.0000 0.836 <0.0000 0.839 <0.0000 0.827 <0.0000

DC eng

MiL

RS 0.502 <0.0000 0.492 <0.0000 0.387 <0.0000 0.362 <0.0000
GREEDY 0.770 <0.0000 0.891 <0.0000 0.939 <0.0000 0.624 <0.0000
AVM 0.806 <0.0000 0.779 <0.0000 0.828 <0.0000 0.822 <0.0000
WBGA 0.646 <0.0000 0.557 <0.0000 0.615 <0.0000 0.588 <0.0000
RWGA 0.620 <0.0000 0.622 <0.0000 0.653 <0.0000 0.591 <0.0000

SiL

RS 0.485 <0.0000 0.441 <0.0000 0.391 <0.0000 0.329 <0.0000
GREEDY 0.770 <0.0000 0.891 <0.0000 0.939 <0.0000 0.624 <0.0000
AVM 0.800 <0.0000 0.796 <0.0000 0.851 <0.0000 0.793 <0.0000
WBGA 0.560 <0.0000 0.578 <0.0000 0.579 <0.0000 0.603 <0.0000
RWGA 0.666 <0.0000 0.650 <0.0000 0.595 <0.0000 0.611 <0.0000

HiL

RS 0.295 <0.0000 0.283 <0.0000 0.246 <0.0000 0.247 <0.0000
GREEDY 0.770 <0.0000 0.891 <0.0000 0.939 <0.0000 0.612 <0.0000
AVM 0.865 <0.0000 0.829 <0.0000 0.859 <0.0000 0.797 <0.0000
WBGA 0.558 <0.0000 0.592 <0.0000 0.4933 <0.0000 0.602 <0.0000
RWGA 0.640 <0.0000 0.606 <0.0000 0.596 <0.0000 0.524 <0.0000
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Table A.5: Summary for the Mann-Whiteney U-Test Statistical Test results for the
Simulation Time. The columns contain the number of artificial problems where
algorithm A is significantly superior (+), equal (=), or inferior (-) to algorithm B.

MiL SiL HiL
Case
Study RQ A B + = - + = - + = -

ACC

RQ1

RS GREEDY 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 0 50
RS AVM 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 0 50
RS WBGA 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 0 50
RS RWGA 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 0 50

RQ2

GREEDY AVM 0 1 49 0 1 49 1 1 48
GREEDY WBGA 45 1 4 45 0 5 44 2 4
GREEDY RWGA 46 1 3 46 1 3 46 0 4
AVM WBGA 49 1 0 49 1 0 50 0 0
AVM RWGA 50 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 0
WBGA RWGA 47 3 0 47 3 0 42 8 0

UAV

RQ1

RS GREEDY 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 0 50
RS AVM 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 0 50
RS WBGA 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 0 50
RS RWGA 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 0 50

RQ2

GREEDY AVM 50 0 0 50 0 0 50 1 0
GREEDY WBGA 50 0 0 50 0 0 50 2 0
GREEDY RWGA 50 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 0
AVM WBGA 45 5 0 46 4 0 47 3 0
AVM RWGA 48 2 0 48 2 0 47 3 0
WBGA RWGA 4 14 32 3 17 30 0 15 35

TANK

RQ1

RS GREEDY 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 0 50
RS AVM 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 0 50
RS WBGA 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 0 50
RS RWGA 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 0 50

RQ2

GREEDY AVM 10 16 24 11 16 23 18 12 20
GREEDY WBGA 50 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 0
GREEDY RWGA 50 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 0
AVM WBGA 50 0 0 50 0 0 49 1 0
AVM RWGA 50 0 0 50 0 0 48 2 0
WBGA RWGA 4 45 1 6 42 2 0 48 2

DC eng

RQ1

RS GREEDY 18 5 17 19 4 17 16 0 24
RS AVM 0 0 40 0 0 40 0 0 40
RS WBGA 0 0 40 0 0 40 0 0 40
RS RWGA 0 0 40 0 0 40 0 0 40

RQ2

GREEDY AVM 0 0 40 0 0 40 0 0 40
GREEDY WBGA 0 0 40 0 0 40 0 0 40
GREEDY RWGA 0 0 40 0 0 40 0 0 40
AVM WBGA 31 9 0 30 10 0 32 8 0
AVM RWGA 33 7 0 34 6 0 31 9 0
WBGA RWGA 7 33 0 6 34 0 2 31 7
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Table A.6: Summary for the Mann-Whiteney U-Test Statistical Test results for the
FRCT metric. The columns contain the number of artificial problems where algorithm
A is significantly superior (+), equal (=), or inferior (-) to algorithm B.

MiL SiL HiL
Case
Study RQ A B + = - + = - + = -

ACC

RQ1

RS GREEDY 26 15 9 23 18 9 23 14 13
RS AVM 19 30 1 21 29 0 37 5 0
RS WBGA 14 36 0 8 42 0 31 7 1
RS RWGA 15 35 0 12 38 0 29 12 0

RQ2

GREEDY AVM 16 11 23 19 8 23 28 16 7
GREEDY WBGA 13 19 18 13 19 18 32 15 8
GREEDY RWGA 13 21 16 11 22 17 29 18 8
AVM WBGA 2 37 11 4 35 11 1 29 7
AVM RWGA 4 36 10 6 34 10 0 36 6
WBGA RWGA 2 46 2 1 46 3 0 35 2

UAV

RQ1

RS GREEDY 21 7 21 22 4 23 29 5 16
RS AVM 24 12 14 25 12 13 19 24 7
RS WBGA 32 10 8 30 11 9 29 16 5
RS RWGA 30 15 5 30 13 7 28 14 8

RQ2

GREEDY AVM 18 4 28 18 4 28 12 8 30
GREEDY WBGA 21 6 23 21 6 23 20 7 23
GREEDY RWGA 21 9 20 21 7 22 19 6 25
AVM WBGA 14 31 5 14 28 8 17 27 6
AVM RWGA 17 29 4 15 29 6 16 30 4
WBGA RWGA 1 49 0 0 50 0 5 42 3

TANK

RQ1

RS GREEDY 5 4 41 7 2 41 0 7 43
RS AVM 15 26 9 15 27 8 9 27 14
RS WBGA 2 29 19 2 31 17 17 22 11
RS RWGA 2 26 22 2 35 13 14 28 8

RQ2

GREEDY AVM 41 6 3 39 7 4 48 1 1
GREEDY WBGA 39 4 7 42 3 5 41 7 1
GREEDY RWGA 39 6 5 40 5 5 44 5 1
AVM WBGA 1 31 18 3 24 23 17 23 10
AVM RWGA 1 31 18 3 28 19 16 27 7
WBGA RWGA 0 49 1 1 47 2 0 50 0

DC eng

RQ1

RS GREEDY 0 1 39 0 1 39 0 0 40
RS AVM 40 0 0 40 0 0 40 0 0
RS WBGA 34 6 0 37 1 2 37 2 1
RS RWGA 35 5 0 36 3 1 36 3 1

RQ2

GREEDY AVM 40 0 0 40 0 0 40 0 0
GREEDY WBGA 39 0 1 39 0 1 40 0 0
GREEDY RWGA 39 0 1 39 0 1 40 0 0
AVM WBGA 0 0 40 0 0 40 0 0 40
AVM RWGA 0 1 39 0 0 40 0 0 40
WBGA RWGA 1 37 2 0 39 1 4 34 2
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Table A.7: Results for the Spearman’s rank correlation test, which measures the
correlation of the FRCT metric with respect to the test suite size. Notice that a
negative ρ means an improve in the performance of the algorithm with a larger test
suite.

Product 1 Product 2 Product 3 Product 4 Product 5
ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value

ACC

MiL

RS 0.052 0.24214 -0.020 0.65343 -0.285 <0.0000 -0.163 0.00026 -0.167 0.00017
GREEDY 0.587 <0.0000 -0.222 <0.0000 0.128 0.00413 -0.116 0.00952 -0.116 0.00952
AVM 0.043 0.34097 0.191 0.00002 -0.248 <0.0000 -0.363 <0.0000 -0.387 <0.0000
WBGA -0.065 0.14734 -0.102 0.02296 -0.188 0.00002 -0.181 0.00004 -0.121 0.00675
RWGA -0.110 0.01364 -0.116 0.00953 -0.186 0.00003 -0.166 0.00020 -0.090 0.04352

SiL

RS -0.057 0.20100 -0.006 0.88524 -0.221 <0.0000 -0.181 0.00005 -0.177 0.00007
GREEDY 0.587 <0.0000 -0.222 <0.0000 0.128 0.00413 -0.116 0.00952 -0.116 0.00952
AVM 0.029 0.52398 0.171 0.00013 -0.323 <0.0000 -0.302 <0.0000 -0.284 <0.0000
WBGA -0.098 0.02852 -0.094 0.03530 -0.181 0.00005 -0.146 0.00102 -0.133 0.00284
RWGA -0.066 0.14320 -0.108 0.01541 -0.284 <0.0000 -0.133 0.00279 -0.113 0.01166

HiL

RS 0.088 0.04974 0.161 0.00031 -0.291 <0.0000 -0.132 0.00303 -0.113 0.01132
GREEDY -0.245 <0.0000 -0.222 <0.0000 0.128 0.00413 -0.116 0.00952 -0.116 0.00952
AVM 0.129 0.00385 0.029 0.51926 -0.118 0.00831 -0.139 0.00189 -0.077 0.08540
WBGA 0.146 0.00105 0.047 0.29833 -0.055 0.22332 -0.031 0.48526 0.039 0.38198
RWGA 0.125 0.00521 0.045 0.31242 -0.108 0.01601 -0.009 0.83594 0.039 0.37895

UAV

MiL

RS 0.556 <0.0000 -0.060 0.18055 0.047 0.29204 -0.488 <0.0000 -0.430 <0.0000
GREEDY 0.813 <0.0000 0.813 <0.0000 -0.287 <0.0000 -0.287 <0.0000 -0.287 <0.0000
AVM 0.194 0.00001 -0.086 0.05344 -0.146 0.00103 -0.115 0.01021 -0.098 0.02851
WBGA 0.246 <0.0000 0.099 0.02735 0.328 <0.0000 -0.001 0.98137 -0.015 0.74082
RWGA 0.212 <0.0000 0.017 0.70894 0.273 <0.0000 -0.040 0.36830 -0.012 0.78122

SiL

RS 0.588 <0.0000 -0.121 0.00695 0.076 0.08866 -0.467 <0.0000 -0.446 <0.0000
GREEDY 0.813 <0.0000 0.813 <0.0000 -0.287 <0.0000 -0.287 <0.0000 -0.287 <0.0000
AVM 0.202 0.00001 -0.138 0.00194 -0.123 0.00569 -0.163 0.00025 -0.134 0.00262
WBGA 0.241 <0.0000 0.052 0.24453 0.313 <0.0000 0.022 0.62604 0.021 0.64036
RWGA 0.257 <0.0000 0.046 0.30504 0.347 <0.0000 0.006 0.89444 0.027 0.54427

HiL

RS 0.462 <0.0000 -0.454 <0.0000 0.103 0.02148 0.005 0.90770 -0.258 <0.0000
GREEDY 0.798 <0.0000 0.798 <0.0000 -0.287 <0.0000 -0.287 <0.0000 -0.287 <0.0000
AVM 0.257 <0.0000 -0.423 <0.0000 -0.216 <0.0000 -0.057 0.20256 -0.054 0.22988
WBGA 0.269 <0.0000 0.103 0.02100 0.256 <0.0000 0.263 <0.0000 0.141 0.00155
RWGA 0.190 0.00002 -0.109 0.01504 0.300 <0.0000 0.265 <0.0000 0.147 0.00101

TANK

MiL

RS 0.302 <0.0000 0.257 <0.0000 0.195 0.00001 0.179 0.00005 0.163 0.00025
GREEDY -0.809 <0.0000 -0.809 <0.0000 -0.809 <0.0000 -0.798 <0.0000 -0.798 <0.0000
AVM 0.039 0.38525 -0.134 0.00273 -0.193 0.00001 0.276 <0.0000 -0.081 0.07003
WBGA 0.129 0.00396 0.211 <0.0000 0.110 0.01418 0.073 0.10513 -0.003 0.95221
RWGA 0.172 0.00011 0.205 <0.0000 0.174 0.00009 0.086 0.05578 0.026 0.55942

SiL

RS 0.297 <0.0000 0.207 <0.0000 0.263 <0.0000 0.147 0.00101 0.121 0.00680
GREEDY -0.809 <0.0000 -0.809 <0.0000 -0.809 <0.0000 -0.798 <0.0000 -0.798 <0.0000
AVM -0.001 0.97580 -0.141 0.00163 -0.185 0.00003 0.322 <0.0000 -0.161 0.00029
WBGA 0.117 0.00880 0.227 <0.0000 0.233 <0.0000 0.022 0.62111 0.031 0.48279
RWGA 0.117 0.00868 0.192 0.00002 0.151 0.00070 0.043 0.33262 0.051 0.25402

HiL

RS -0.107 0.01708 -0.179 0.00006 -0.202 0.00001 -0.004 0.92599 0.048 0.28582
GREEDY -0.809 <0.0000 -0.809 <0.0000 -0.809 <0.0000 -0.798 <0.0000 -0.798 <0.0000
AVM -0.361 <0.0000 -0.285 <0.0000 -0.415 <0.0000 0.050 0.25974 -0.027 0.54164
WBGA 0.204 <0.0000 0.315 <0.0000 0.226 <0.0000 0.171 0.00013 0.097 0.02989
RWGA 0.152 0.00064 0.208 <0.0000 0.218 <0.0000 0.132 0.00321 0.089 0.04714

DC eng

MiL

RS 0.087 0.05196 0.205 <0.0000 0.188 0.00002 0.184 0.00004
GREEDY 0.158 0.00039 -0.515 <0.0000 -0.693 <0.0000 -0.467 <0.0000
AVM 0.345 <0.0000 0.571 <0.0000 0.667 <0.0000 0.781 <0.0000
WBGA 0.287 <0.0000 0.318 <0.0000 0.392 <0.0000 0.510 <0.0000
RWGA 0.214 <0.0000 0.321 <0.0000 0.447 <0.0000 0.486 <0.0000

SiL

RS 0.102 0.02304 0.191 0.00002 0.131 0.00334 0.166 0.00020
GREEDY 0.158 0.00039 -0.515 <0.0000 -0.693 <0.0000 -0.467 <0.0000
AVM 0.372 <0.0000 0.572 <0.0000 0.698 <0.0000 0.799 <0.0000
WBGA 0.264 <0.0000 0.325 <0.0000 0.388 <0.0000 0.510 <0.0000
RWGA 0.245 <0.0000 0.308 <0.0000 0.409 <0.0000 0.461 <0.0000

HiL

RS 0.206 <0.0000 0.376 <0.0000 0.265 <0.0000 0.343 <0.0000
GREEDY 0.158 0.00039 -0.552 <0.0000 -0.644 <0.0000 -0.382 <0.0000
AVM 0.629 <0.0000 0.720 <0.0000 0.764 <0.0000 0.841 <0.0000
WBGA 0.379 <0.0000 0.404 <0.0000 0.473 <0.0000 0.596 <0.0000
RWGA 0.369 <0.0000 0.451 <0.0000 0.482 <0.0000 0.582 <0.0000
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Table A.8: Summary for the Mann-Whiteney U-Test Statistical Test results for the
NFRCT metric. The columns contain the number of artificial problems where algo-
rithm A is significantly superior (+), equal (=), or inferior (-) to algorithm B.

HiL
Case
Study RQ A B + = -

ACC

RQ1

RS GREEDY 0 2 48
RS AVM 1 6 43
RS WBGA 2 3 45
RS RWGA 2 4 44

RQ2

GREEDY AVM 24 10 16
GREEDY WBGA 27 7 16
GREEDY RWGA 26 9 15
AVM WBGA 5 40 5
AVM RWGA 10 37 3
WBGA RWGA 2 38 0

UAV

RQ1

RS GREEDY 27 1 22
RS AVM 13 24 13
RS WBGA 15 27 8
RS RWGA 15 24 11

RQ2

GREEDY AVM 12 8 30
GREEDY WBGA 20 8 22
GREEDY RWGA 20 5 25
AVM WBGA 17 26 7
AVM RWGA 14 32 4
WBGA RWGA 5 42 3

TANK

RQ1

RS GREEDY 2 1 47
RS AVM 1 2 47
RS WBGA 1 4 45
RS RWGA 1 3 46

RQ2

GREEDY AVM 3 6 41
GREEDY WBGA 4 21 25
GREEDY RWGA 3 12 35
AVM WBGA 1 6 43
AVM RWGA 2 5 43
WBGA RWGA 1 3 46

DC eng

RQ1

RS GREEDY 0 0 40
RS AVM 39 1 0
RS WBGA 31 5 4
RS RWGA 31 4 5

RQ2

GREEDY AVM 40 0 0
GREEDY WBGA 40 0 0
GREEDY RWGA 40 0 0
AVM WBGA 0 0 40
AVM RWGA 0 0 40
WBGA RWGA 6 33 1
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Table A.9: Results for the Spearman’s rank correlation test, which measures the
correlation of the NFRCT metric with respect to the test suite size. Notice that a
negative ρ means an improve in the performance of the algorithm with a larger test
suite.

Product 1 Product 2 Product 3 Product 4 Product 5
ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value ρ p-value

ACC HiL

RS -0.265 <0.0000 0.123 0.00608 0.262 <0.0000 0.226 <0.0000 0.155 0.00052
GREEDY -0.685 <0.0000 -0.165 0.00022 -0.182 0.00004 -0.195 0.00001 0.024 0.58751
AVM -0.129 0.00395 -0.126 0.00491 -0.056 0.20819 -0.149 0.00082 -0.131 0.00327
WBGA 0.026 0.56781 0.085 0.05695 0.079 0.07932 0.151 0.00071 0.086 0.05446
RWGA 0.061 0.17604 0.178 0.00006 0.098 0.02778 0.003 0.94266 0.138 0.00204

UAV HiL

RS 0.446 <0.0000 -0.454 <0.0000 0.193 0.00001 0.200 0.00001 -0.252 <0.0000
GREEDY 0.798 <0.0000 0.798 <0.0000 -0.287 <0.0000 -0.287 <0.0000 -0.287 <0.0000
AVM 0.257 <0.0000 -0.423 <0.0000 -0.216 <0.0000 -0.057 0.20256 -0.327 <0.0000
WBGA 0.134 0.00267 0.103 0.02093 0.283 <0.0000 0.289 <0.0000 -0.412 <0.0000
RWGA 0.012 0.78057 -0.109 0.01504 0.326 <0.0000 0.299 <0.0000 -0.375 <0.0000

TANK HiL

RS -0.237 <0.0000 -0.722 <0.0000 -0.785 <0.0000 -0.437 <0.0000 -0.502 <0.0000
GREEDY -0.798 <0.0000 -0.921 <0.0000 -0.921 <0.0000 -0.809 <0.0000 -0.931 <0.0000
AVM -0.362 <0.0000 -0.605 <0.0000 -0.769 <0.0000 -0.288 <0.0000 -0.323 <0.0000
WBGA -0.266 <0.0000 -0.629 <0.0000 -0.647 <0.0000 -0.292 <0.0000 -0.389 <0.0000
RWGA -0.233 <0.0000 -0.575 <0.0000 -0.594 <0.0000 -0.259 <0.0000 -0.299 <0.0000

DC Engine HiL

RS 0.078 0.08260 0.224 <0.0000 0.250 <0.0000 0.284 <0.0000
GREEDY -0.697 <0.0000 -0.697 <0.0000 -0.745 <0.0000 -0.733 <0.0000
AVM 0.673 <0.0000 0.758 <0.0000 0.776 <0.0000 0.844 <0.0000
WBGA 0.369 <0.0000 0.470 <0.0000 0.513 <0.0000 0.641 <0.0000
RWGA 0.421 <0.0000 0.493 <0.0000 0.532 <0.0000 0.598 <0.0000
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